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Abstract
The research presents a comprehensive analysis of corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the
context of small couple-owned and run businesses in India. It specifically pays attention to the
local, contextualised experiences of social responsibilities and gender, as experienced by
couple business partners, and how they are reapplied in doing CSR. Through the application
of a gendered socioemotional wealth (SEW) conceptual framework, informed by social
construction feminism, the study unpacks couples’ collective (meso-level) and individual
(micro-level) approaches to CSR. The research employs a qualitative methodological approach
that integrates participant-led drawings and interviews with 27 married heterosexual partners,
with each couple operating a small business in Gujarat, India.

In line with small business CSR scholarship in the global north, couple businesses in this study
enact a relational approach to CSR, which echo themes of social proximity and sensitivity to
the Indian context. Different from previous studies, couples’ CSR conceptualisation not only
encapsulate traditional business stakeholders but also include home stakeholders. Findings on
couples’ collective (meso-level) approach to CSR reveal that couples’ joint lived experiences
and spousal dynamics lead them to co-create a shared understanding of CSR. The identified
processes enacted by couples to execute the collective understanding of CSR are
contextualising joint lived experiences, merging home and business dynamics, and
complementing each other.
Findings on couples’ individual (micro-level) approaches to CSR show that gender plays a key
role in determining men and women’s CSR execution processes. A critical analysis through a
gender lens highlights that whilst both partners engaged with stakeholders, CSR as
conceptualised by women largely revolves around familial responsibilities, having lesser
interaction with external stakeholders such as competitors or suppliers. Analysis of the
influence of the situated and socio-culturally constructed meanings of gender in Indian society
suggest that men’s conceptualisation of CSR reflects an expansive, visionary view. Whilst
women’s conceptualisation reflects a domestic-bound view of CSR. The findings illustrate that
CSR is a gendered practice within couple businesses and raises questions of women’s agency,
choice and participation in matters concerning CSR. It also highlights the situatedness of
gender inequality as a social issue within the realm of CSR.
4

Analysis of links between personal gender experiences and CSR suggest that men and women
enact a differentiated approach to address gender stereotypes through CSR activities. Men’s
approach involved reframing gender stereotypes through care and simultaneously maintaining
them by supporting masculine norms through CSR activities. Women’s approach involved
reframing gender stereotypes by bargaining social pressures, mobilising femininities, and
negotiating identity through CSR activities. This approach indicates activation of quiet power
from women’s perspective, taking small steps towards a positive change in the pervading
gendered relations within the Indian society.

The contributions of this thesis are threefold; first, small businesses and family firms contribute
significantly to most economies globally, and they are well placed to execute CSR. Although
researchers have acknowledged the heterogeneity in these firms, there is a lack of research on
distinctive approaches to CSR enacted by different types of small and family businesses.
Through a nuanced approach specifically focusing on small-sized couple businesses, the thesis
enriches the field of small family business CSR. Second, by concentrating on the interrelation
between gender dynamics and CSR, the thesis contributes to the discourse on gendered CSR
practices which affect women’s participation, choice, and agency in CSR matters. The thesis
also highlights ways in which men and women interrelate personal gender experiences in their
individual CSR approach to address gender stereotypes. Third, by enhancing SEW theory from
a gender perspective informed by social construction feminism, the thesis contributes to the
discourse on challenging dominant theoretical frameworks. The current SEW theorisation
reflects family business owners’ collective approach in accumulating and exercising SEW in
conducting business practices. In contrast, a gender approach to SEW and CSR, enables the
study of micro-practices of owners working within organisations. As the SEW framework
currently only encompasses a collective view of business owners it falls short of recognising
individual voice. The added gender lens to the framework uncovers that individual perspective
within the collective. The gender dimension applied to the existing SEW theory include
equality, context, connectedness, and power as analytical categories that help highlight the
significant role of gender in influencing couples’ approach to CSR, thus contributing towards
broader applicability of the theory.
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Research
The current trajectory of corporate social responsibility (CSR) academic and practice research
has established the significance of the concept as an essentially important link between
businesses and societal well-being (Carroll, 2021). According to Vogel (2005, p.2), “There are
many reasons why some businesses choose to behave more responsibly in the absence of legal
requirements. Some are strategic, others are defensive, and still others may be altruistic”.
Moving beyond the discourse on CSR participation by businesses, a growing sub-section of
CSR scholarship emphasizes investigation of situated factors which shape CSR meanings,
context-specific interpretations and practical implementation (Karam & Jamali, 2017; Matten
& Moon, 2020). Thus, a crucial argument on the topic of CSR is not about whether businesses
should engage in socially responsible practices but about how peculiarities of different
organisational and societal contexts can be consolidated to realise the maximum effectiveness
of CSR (Idemudia, 2011; Banerjee, 2018). Following this line of inquiry, this research uncovers
the links between couple businesses as the organisational context, the situated socio-cultural
milieu of India and CSR execution. CSR in this thesis is defined as a set of practices executed
by businesses with a consideration of their responsibility towards the society and to positively
contribute to societal well-being (Gond & Moon, 2011). Practices refer to human interaction
through talk, and action by actors within business organisations in their everyday lives (de
Certeau, 1984). The thesis undertakes a nuanced approach of exploring CSR meanings that
embody experiences in context; hence couple business partners’ understanding and doing of
CSR is captured in their everyday interactions.

This introductory chapter aims to provide an overview of the thesis and lay out the main
objectives driving this research. In doing so, the chapter begins with an explanation of the
researcher’s personal motivation driving this research, followed by a discussion of the scope
of the study. The discussion establishes the scope of the study within the research areas of small
business and family business CSR, couple businesses and gender in CSR. The second section
lays out the key research objectives and questions aimed at understanding CSR practices in
couple-run businesses. The third section outlines the combination of socioemotional wealth
(SEW) theory and a gender perspective informed by social construction feminism as the
conceptual framework adopted in this study. The presented explanation is then followed by a
description of the undertaken methodological approach. The fourth section provides a
14

justification for the choice of India as the research context. Finally, the last section lays out the
scope of theoretical and empirical contributions of the thesis.

1.1 Personal Motivation
The primary motivation for investigating CSR in couple businesses stemmed from the
researcher’s work experience at two couple-run firms in England. The researcher’s job role
involved organising small-scale CSR events, and it was from there, she began to ask questions
on how businesses execute CSR. More specifically, she became interested in studying CSR
execution in couple run businesses because she felt it involved conflicts of personal values and
ethical dilemmas, which couples had to balance due to the co-owned businesses and the shared
spousal relationship. This opened up questions about men and women’s agency in decision
making and the actual CSR execution. Raised in India, the researcher belongs to the Indian
socio-cultural milieu, which often attributes stereotypical traits to men such as being strong,
independent, capable, and powerful. On the other hand, the milieu conceptualises women as
the backbone of multiple social systems, such as a family. Still, inequality exists based on
gender through religious rituals, marriage conditions or restrictions in engaging in work
activities for personal and professional growth. The concept of CSR itself is foundational in
addressing social problems and has incorporated gender issues and pervading gender
inequalities within its stride. Yet whether the backdrop of the restraining socio-cultural gender
norms of Indian society affects the practice of CSR and how men and women connect gender
experiences to CSR remain to be known. Hence, motivated by such questions reflecting the
researcher’s personal experiences of work, gender and CSR, this study was conceived, and the
initial steps towards finding answers were articulated.

1.2 Scope of the Study
The complex role of business in society has never been purely commercial; in fact, due to
economic exchange (Newman et al., 2020) and social interactions (Barnett, Henriques &
Husted, 2020), businesses are largely integrated into society (Muthuri, 2007). Due to such
embeddedness, the positive and negative impacts of businesses on society’s environmental,
economic, and social aspects cannot be underestimated. According to Visser (2010, p. 16),
“The severity of the global problems we face demands that businesses go much further to
15

become a part of the solution rather than the problem”. Encompassing the idea of responsibility
towards societal problems, CSR offers a set of principles and values on which it is possible to
build a more cohesive society and establish the transition to a more sustainable socio-economic
system (Newman et al., 2020). In other words, the core idea of CSR captures the interwoven
nature of business–society relations, indicating links between expectations of society and
responsible business conduct (Gond, Mena & Mosonyi, 2017). As the concept of CSR is a link
between a business’s role and contextual social problems, it is important to enhance existing
knowledge in the field.

Over the past few decades, the CSR phenomenon has gained considerable salience in the
academic field (Jamali & Karam, 2016; Carroll, 2021). Noteworthy research has attempted to
uncover different means of CSR execution enacted by all sorts of businesses, including
businesses of different sizes (Jenkins, 2006; Lepoutre & Heene, 2006; Wickert, Scherer &
Spence, 2016) and sector (Lund-Thomsen, Lindgreen & Vanhamme, 2016). Strong empirical
evidence informed by academic scholarship confirms that different organisational structures
such as multinational corporations (MNCs), small businesses (also referred to as small firms,
small and medium-sized enterprises [SMEs]) (Wickert, et al., 2016) and family firms, enact
distinctive approaches to CSR (Duh, Belak & Milfelner, 2010; Campopiano & De Massis,
2015; Laguir, Laguir & Elbaz, 2016). This means that firm-specific idiosyncratic
characterisation define firms’ particular approach to CSR. For example, unlike MNCs’ formal
stakeholder relationships, small-business CSR reflects informal and direct stakeholder
interactions primarily driven by the owner-manager’s personal values (Quinn, 1997; Spence &
Rutherford, 2001). It could be argued that the investigation of CSR approaches of different
types of businesses could help identify hindrances and barriers to CSR applicability in a given
context. Notably, nuanced examination of CSR execution processes may not only encapsulate
the barriers and facilitators influencing the concept but also help uncover the links between
social issues and business responsibility initiatives. For instance, the identification of a
differentiated approach to CSR enacted in small businesses helped understand their
embeddedness in the community. As a broader implication, practitioners could utilise this
knowledge in planning community-based CSR activities, which small businesses can easily
action. Thus, developing such an understanding may guide practitioners to mobilise the situated
organisational features in addressing social problems.
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Therefore, within the scope of the knowledge of distinctive organisational features leading to
a differentiated approach to CSR, this research concentrates upon CSR execution tactics and
mechanisms enacted by small-sized couple-run businesses. A couple business is owned and
managed by two people in a personal relationship (Barnett & Barnett, 1988). The couple may
be of same/mixed-sex, married/cohabiting partners who are joint owners of a business or
actively manage a business (Muske & Fitzgerald, 2006). The important aspect is that both
partners must feel a sense of ownership for the business and be actively engaged in the business
operations (El Shoubaki, Block & Lasch, 2021).

The research specifically focuses on CSR practices of small-sized couple businesses. From a
practice perspective, the study of small business CSR is important for three main reasons. First,
in comparison to larger corporations’ visibility and particular prominence, small firms, with
their more comprehensive presence, constitute a significant share of 95% of private sector
businesses and steadily contribute 50% to 60% of employment globally (Luetkenhorst, 2004).
The total number of micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in India is 42.50 million,
comprising 95% of India’s total business landscape (MSME, 2019). In addition, MSMEs
contribute substantially to employment generation by providing employment opportunities to
106 million people of the total workforce in India. They contribute to gross national product
(GDP) figures immensely, and 6.11% are in the manufacturing sector and 24.63% in the service
sector with 6.11% in the manufacturing sector and 24.63% in the service sector. In terms of
sales production, MSMEs in India generate 45% of the produce for in-country consumption
and contribute 40% towards total country exports (MSME, 2019). The figures mentioned
indicate that small businesses contribute significantly to India’s overall economic outcomes
and therefore hold an important position in the business landscape. Considering the substantial
scale of impact, the number of small units and accessibility that small firms have on the Indian
socio-economic landscape, they could be effective engines of CSR and thus are important to
be investigated.

Another aspect key to investigating small businesses, as will be detailed further in Section 2.6,
is that upon comparing small businesses to MNCs, small businesses are often targeted as
‘fortresses’ which do not engage in social responsibility initiatives (Curran & Blackburn,
1994). Nevertheless, critical studies assessing small business CSR have concluded that small
firms execute a relatively high level of overall CSR activities but in implicit ways (Morsing &
Spence, 2019), which scholars refer to as silent CSR (Jenkins, 2004). MNC CSR activities are
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explicit and often visible through periodic evaluations and formally communicated CSR
reports. However, understanding the impact of implicit and informally conducted CSR is as
much vital as analysing MNC CSR reports. This is due to the substantial prominence of small
businesses in the social and economic domains. This view is supported by Wickert et al. (2016,
p. 1172), who write that “CSR within daily business practices and routines is critical for
distinguishing between CSR talk and CSR walk”. Lastly, findings on small businesses may
generate useful implications for MNC CSR initiatives, as many small firms are a part of a
supply chain extending their inputs in the overall product manufacturing to larger corporations.
Thus, knowledge covering a broader spectrum of business areas is achieved if smaller
businesses are included in CSR investigations.

From a theoretical perspective, targeted research in small businesses may lead to developments
in theoretical frameworks tailored to SMEs’ particularities (Spence, 2016). Extensive studies
have argued that small firms are not little big firms (Welsh & White, 1981; Tilley, 2000) and
have several specific characteristics impacting what small business CSR constitutes. For
instance, theories are commonly used to conceptualise stakeholder relationships in small and
large businesses without acknowledging their contextual features (Jenkins, 2004). Spence
(2016) suggests the addition of stakeholders specific to the small firms in the stakeholder theory
map because the ‘standard version’ of stakeholder theory is not transferable to small businesses
and proposes the addition of ‘competitors’ to the small business stakeholder map. It is
considered that small businesses may foster friendship with their competitors despite being in
constant competing markets, affecting business activities. Hence, a contextual investigation
focused upon small businesses may open opportunities for developing more suitable theoretical
frameworks that can be applied in future studies. The current research attempts to achieve this
objective of developing a conceptual framework centred on couple business CSR practices
within the context of small businesses. Overall, considering the substantial contribution of
small businesses to the Indian economy, the need for theory development appropriate to small
businesses, and the usefulness of small firms as smaller units of analysis for potential outcomes
for larger businesses, this study specifically focuses on small-sized couple businesses.

Within the academic scholarship on small business CSR, although researchers have often
acknowledged the heterogeneity of small firms (e.g. Cambra-Fierro, Hart & Polo-Redondo,
2008; Campopiano, De Massis & Chirico, 2014; Campin, Barraket & Luke, 2013), there
continues to be a lack of nuance in understanding different types of small businesses (e.g.
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different ownership structures such as family businesses, micro-businesses, social enterprises,
or particular sector-focused studies) and their particular approach to CSR. A notable number
of small businesses are family-run businesses co-owned by family members (Debicki et al.,
2009). Family firms also constitute a substantial proportion of the market share in developed
countries and are key players for economic growth in developing economies (Gedajlovic et al.,
2012; Masulis, Pham & Zein, 2011). Data suggests that around 80% of Indian firms are
classified as family firms which contribute to 50% of Indian GDP (Deloitte Research Report,
2013). This shows a substantial prevalence of family firms in the Indian business landscape.
According to Little (2016, p. 596), there are two broad categories of families: “a family of
procreation (i.e., when members are linked by affinity, often marriage) and a family of
orientation (i.e., when members are linked by consanguinity)”. This distinction between core
family types is reflected in teams of couple and sibling businesses.

It could be argued that a couple in business together may have distinctive conditions which are
likely to impact their approach to operationalising business practices and thus require separate
attention. According to Blenkinsopp and Owens (2010), a couple in business together is distinct
from other business teams because they have particular behavioural norms and expectations
due to the shared spousal relationship. In some cases, couples may have started the business
together and thus feel stronger emotional connections with the firm (Fletcher, 2010). Besides
this, business tasks and roles in couple businesses are often distributed amongst partners with
consideration to home responsibilities, suggesting increased permeability between home and
business domains (Smith, 2000; Brannon, Wiklund & Haynie, 2013).

A specific focus on couple businesses is important because couple-run businesses are a type of
family business quite commonly seen and potentially studied, but the findings from these
studies represent family business as a whole, and thus, the distinctiveness of couple businesses
is hardly known (Amore et al., 2017). Moreover, when couple businesses are chiefly researched
as a family business, the findings are not specifically reflective of the particular issues of couple
businesses (Blenkinsopp & Owens, 2010). In addition, past estimates suggest that couple
business partnerships constitute 30% of US family businesses (Fitzgerald & Muske, 2002).
This is also evidenced in the Small Business Service (SBS) 2004 Household Survey of
Entrepreneurship, where in a study of people categorised as self-employed and fully or partly
owning a business, 26% of respondents indicated that their partner or spouse worked with them.
In relation to CSR, some small family business CSR research samples most likely include
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couple businesses. However, these have not been identified or focused on, so we do not yet
know their particular CSR approach and whether it is distinctive. By specifically looking at
couple businesses, an aspect this research challenges regarding the CSR approach in family
firms is the assumption that generalised findings on family firms can be scaled down to ‘fit’
couple businesses. Thus, within the scope of small family business CSR, this study uncovers
CSR execution mechanisms in couple businesses.

Furthermore, couple business partnership ventures provide a dynamic environment to examine
gender and power relations, given that their conceptualisation is founded upon opportunities
for women’s empowerment and/or gender equality. Barnett and Barnett (1988, p. 22) explain
that couple businesses are “owned and managed by two people who consider themselves life
partners and where relationships are outwardly equal”. The description provided suggests
equality amongst spouses and symbolises both individuals as representing the co-owned
business. However, gender expressed in forms of stereotypical masculinities and femininities
often result in categorisation, reflecting a hierarchal structure between men and women (Kelan,
2008). The discourse on hierarchal gender relations between men and women has previously
been addressed by feminist organisational scholars (for example, in leadership models) (Gill,
Kelan & Scharff, 2017), but this scrutiny has not fallen on the assumptions made about the men
and women involved in CSR execution. Evidence from the works of feminist scholars indicates
that enactment of gender roles in business operations leads to gendered organisational practices
and subsequently results in the discrimination, marginalisation, and exclusion of the
marginalised (Pullen & Knights, 2007). This is mainly observed in the case of women workers
whereby their voice remains unheard, unallowed or suppressed in business matters (Calás,
Smircich & Holvino, 2014). Therefore, an analysis from a gender perspective becomes central
in couple-run business, as it enables the examination of men and women’s roles in CSR
execution.

Furthermore, although there is an opportunity to investigate the gendered aspects in couple-run
businesses due to a matched pair of a man and woman running the business together, relatively
little research has been carried out on the subject of gender in couple businesses. Existing
accounts omit to investigate nuances of experiences of gender by couple business partners and
how such experiences impact their business practices and thus lack detail. Some studies
exploring gender have proved gender-based division of work amongst couple business partners
(O’Connor et al., 2006; Jurik et al., 2019) but have not dealt with issues of agency, choice, and
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participation in business matters as a consequence of such gendered divisions. In understanding
the gender-based division of work, all previous studies refer to commonly associated traits of
men and women and hardly analyse the role of socio-cultural context which shapes gender
understandings and the subsequent role division (O’Connor et al., 2006; Jurik et al., 2019). By
first understanding men and women couple business partners’ experiences of gender and then
its implications on their CSR, this research attempts to fill the gap in knowledge on gender in
couple business partnerships allowing the investigation of the gendered nature of CSR
practices. More importantly, by applying a gender perspective informed by social construction
feminism, the thesis uncovers how socially constructed meanings of gender in an Indian
context that echoes patriarchal themes, are interlinked to CSR by men and women. Thus,
extending the conversation deeper in relation to reapplying experiences of gender and CSR in
context, the thesis focuses on the confluence of CSR conceptualisation with the visibility of
gender performances that promote or challenge conventional gender constructions. Arguably,
within the scope of gender studies and the meaningful feminist investigations of gender
relations (Kelan, 2018), this study questions the role of gender in couple business CSR.

1.3 Why India?
A growing body of literature has proven that CSR is a contextually embedded phenomenon.
Its dynamics can only be understood by investigating the situated factors of particular contexts
(Karam & Jamali, 2017). The social milieu of any context reflects distinctive cultural
characteristics, historical stories and traditions which shape human living, their experiences
and the interactions between them and the environment. In this study, ‘context’ is taken to
mean a unique set of conditions or circumstances that operate on, or are embedded in, the life
of an individual, group, situation, or event that gives meaning to its interpretation (Gergen,
2001; Lawrence, 2006). This research recognises the influences of the Indian socio-cultural
context in understanding couple businesses’ approach to CSR, particularly social conditions
such as patriarchal structures, class distinctions, gender norms and mythological references.

The reasons behind selecting India as the research context were fourfold. First, SMEs
contribute a significant share in the economy in an emerging country context, and it is important
to tailor CSR practices according to the contextual needs. A large proportion of the Indian
economy is constituted of SMEs, with approximately 26 million registered SMEs contributing
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95% to the manufacturing sector, 40% to the national GDP, and generating 40% of the total
exports (Mansi, Pandey & Ghauri, 2017). Furthermore, the state of Gujarat at which the
research is based is an important contributor to the Indian economy through its growing large
industrial and small business sectors. Gujarat, a western state of India with a population of 62.7
million, ranks the fifth largest in the country in terms of economy, which consists of developed
industrial and manufacturing sectors. The state has a highly diversified industrial structure,
with over 800 large industries and about 4,00,000 MSMEs, which contribute immensely to the
economic growth in India (MSME, 2019).

Although researchers have explored the distinctiveness of contexts from the global south, such
as India, there remains a paucity of evidence on the CSR practices of SMEs in these contexts
(Tilt, 2016; Lund-Thomsen, Lindgreen & Vanhamme, 2016). Recognising the substantial
impact of small businesses in the global south academic scholars have insisted on examining
their role in the area of CSR (Jamali & Karam, 2016; Soundararajan, Spence & Rees, 2016).
Hence, to contribute to the discourse on small businesses’ role in CSR, particularly towards
perspectives from the global south, this research focuses on the Indian context. Importantly,
considering the substantial scale of MSMEs in Gujarat and its contribution to the Indian
economy, this study primarily focuses on small-sized couple businesses in Gujarat.
Second, India’s socio-cultural context echoes pervading social problems such as patriarchy,
restrictive opportunities for women, gender inequality, caste–class distinctions which are
important to be included in CSR studies to address social issues through CSR initiatives. From
a business perspective, Indian family firm characteristics highlight male dominance in
succession, reflecting hierarchal structures within patriarchal societies (Sharma & Rao, 2000).
This social construction of masculinities in the Indian context echoes superiority over women
and enables men to exercise dominance and drive the leadership in family firms (Sivakumar &
Manimekalai, 2021). Consequently, there remain fewer opportunities for women to inherit
businesses or independently manage a family business without the help and support of men
family members. It could be argued that women’s voices often remain silent in business matters
due to the pervading patriarchal structure of Indian society (Köhler-Rollefson, 2018). Given
that CSR is conceptualised upon social well-being and business’s responsible role towards
societal problems, it is important to understand the influences of such situated, restrictive
conditions which augment the social issue of gender inequality from a CSR perspective. Couple
businesses based in India were chosen to shed light on women’s voice in CSR matters, which
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may potentially be silenced due to the pervading patriarchal structure of the Indian society, and
capture men’s perspectives for an inclusive account. More recently, scholars from the field of
CSR have emphasised investigating contestations in “overlooked geographic settings and sites
of marginalisation” (D’Cruz et al., 2021, p. 1). Hence, to contribute to the ongoing discourse
on uncovering the pervading contextual influences shaping CSR understandings and activities,
the Indian socio-cultural context was selected for this study.

Third, the study of CSR is particularly of significance in an Indian context as, on one hand, the
Indian business landscape shows significant growth and development, and on the other hand
there are deep-rooted social issues such as class inequality (Deb, 2020), caste discrimination
(Borooah, et al., 2015), patriarchal structures (Bannerji, 2016), and gender inequality
(Sumanjeet, 2016) in the society. This combination of parallel streams of growing business
industry and pervading socio-economic problems makes it crucial to study CSR (a link between
business and society) in the Indian context. Fourth, being an Indian, the researcher had
opportunities of language and cultural familiarity, which could help interpret participant
perspectives effectively. More so, due to the researcher being an “insider”, it would open up
access to the participants and help establish a fine-grained account that includes cultural
nuances (Brannick & Coghlan, 2007). Thus, to effectively utilise the researcher’s cultural
familiarity in capturing the situated nuances of the Indian socio-cultural context, which
essentially shape an individual’s CSR and gender meanings, India was selected for this study.

In sum, by focussing on situated distinctive features of small-sized couple businesses and
embedding gender-related experiences within the Indian socio-cultural context, the scope of
this study lies within the domains of context-specific CSR. Here, the context symbolises two
things: couple businesses with specific characteristics as the organisational context and the
Indian society with specific social, cultural, and economic characteristics as the country
context.

1.4 Theoretical Framework
In this study, the theoretical framework will be an adaptation of SEW theory, which is
commonly drawn upon in family business research. The concept of socioemotional wealth was
coined by Gomez-Mejia et al. (2007, p. 109), who defined SEW as “the group of non-financial
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aspects from the company that satisfy affective needs of the family, such as identity, the
capacity of exerting family influence and perpetuation of the family dynasty”. Thus, SEW
refers to a form of capital accumulated by family firms through relationships, history of
emotional experiences, closeness amongst family members and control over the firm (GomezMejia et al., 2007). According to SEW theory, due to the ownership of the firm, family firm
owners gain benefits of control and influence over the firm, attain socioemotional satisfaction
and are able to make provisions for succession; and thus, such benefits are conceptualised as
wealth for the firm (Astrachan & Jaskiewicz, 2008).

SEW theory was founded on the principle that family firm owners are committed to preserving
and protecting their firm ownership, which provides them with control over the firm and fulfils
their socioemotional needs. Therefore, SEW becomes a key reference point for family firms in
business decision making, and most business practices are enacted in relation to their effects
on SEW. With the objective of enhancing the understanding of the SEW framework, Berrone,
Cruz and Gomez-Mejia (2012) added five dimensions, known as FIBER dimensions, to the
overall conceptualisation of the theory. The FIBER dimensions include family firm control (F),
identification with the firm (I), binding social ties (B), emotional attachment (E), and renewal
of succession bonds (R). Considering the non-economic aspects of the SEW model, such as
social relationships and family firms’ embeddedness in communities, it has been a widely
applied lens in family firm CSR studies (Cennamo et al., 2012). But what remains unclear is
how the mentioned dimensions of the SEW framework affect each family member at microlevels. Therefore, the SEW theoretical framework (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007; Berrone et al.,
2012) is applied in this research to bridge the micro-level actor and micro-level activity in the
context of CSR execution. More specifically, the research argues that an interpretation of the
SEW framework drawn from a gender perspective allows the researcher to analytically capture
micro-level activities: how men and women’s agency unfolds inside the organisation when
executing CSR. By presenting a critique of the current conceptualisation of SEW theory, the
research proposes an enhancement of the theory from a gender lens.

Specifically, the thesis utilises a gender perspective informed by social construction feminism
(Lorber, 1998) to propose the enhanced SEW conceptual framework. According to the social
constructionist view of gender, men's and women's expectations to behave in restricted or
powerful ways are more closely linked to gender meanings shaped by the socio-cultural context
(Lorber, 1994). A social construction feminist approach to gender pays attention to the
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pervading social conditions of a given context. It includes an analysis of gender roles prescribed
by the socio-cultural setting and performances as performed by men and women due to such
prescribed roles (Lorber, 1998). Through the enhanced conceptual framework, this study
emphasizes that the theorization of socioemotional wealth and gender as not mutually exclusive
but interrelated. The situatedness of gender constructions driven by sociocultural elements such
as patriarchy calls for an exploration of individuals’ choices in exercising socioemotional
wealth. Given the context of accrued socioemotional wealth in terms of individuals’ close
relationship with the firm, this includes their choice, agency, power, and participation to engage
in CSR related matters. Therefore, challenging the current conceptualisation of SEW theory
which echoes a collective approach of family firm owners, this study integrates a gender lens
to uncover each individual owner’s role in executing CSR. Drawing from the works of scholars
in gender research and scholarship on social construction feminism (Lorber, 1997, 1998), new
analytical categories such as equality (Martin, 2003; Grosser, 2011), connectedness (Gilligan,
1982), context (Mehrotra, 2001), and power (Foucault, 1980; Crane, Knights, & Starkey, 2008)
are added to analyse the links between SEW, gender and CSR in couple businesses. The
detailed conceptual framework is elucidated further in Section 3.5.

1.5 Research Aim and Objectives
Most couple business partners operate with a shared vision, but we can also anticipate that they
face the challenges of managing the transitions and boundaries of a personal relationship,
business partnership and gendered power relations. Considering these intersecting dynamics
distinctive to couple business partnerships, this research aims to examine the following
question: how do couples who are small-business partners understand and enact CSR? Focused
on the aspect of a shared vision adopted by couples, the study explores their collective ways of
understanding and executing CSR practices. Building upon previous scholarship on small
business and family business which highlights the role of relational aspects in CSR, this
research analyses the influence of emotions, social relationships, and power in couples’
collective approach to CSR. These dimensions specifically focus on couples’ interactions with
CSR stakeholders from an organisational perspective and reflect their collective approach
echoed in the SEW framework.
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Additionally, paying attention to gender relations between the couple, the study examines the
role of gender in couple business partners’ individual ways of CSR execution. These questions
were investigated within an Indian socio-cultural context to uncover influences of patriarchal
social structures which shape gender relationships. Revolving around themes of gender
relations, the research particularly seeks to unpack how such socially constructed gender
meanings affect men and women’s roles in matters concerning CSR. Conceptually, the study
attempts to analyse the applicability of the SEW framework enhanced from the gender
perspective in explaining couple business CSR. The main research aim, objectives and
subsequent research questions are listed in Table 1.

Research Aim: To understand how corporate social responsibility is conceptualised and
executed in small-sized couple businesses.

Table 1: Research objectives and questions
Research Objectives

Research Questions

RO 1: To understand couple business RQ 1: How do couple business partners
partners’ collective CSR conceptualisation collectively conceptualise CSR?
and execution processes.
RQ 2: How do relational aspects such as
emotions, social relationships, and power
influence couples’ collective approach to
CSR?
RQ 3: What processes do couple business
partners adopt to execute the shared
understanding of CSR?
RO 2: To explore the influence of gender in RQ 4: How does gender influence CSR
couple business partners’ CSR execution.
execution in couple businesses?
RO 3: To critically examine the application
of the enhanced gendered interpretation of
the SEW framework on CSR in couple
businesses.

RQ 5: How can couple business CSR be
explained from the perspective of a gendered
SEW framework?
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1.6 Methodological Approach
Due to the nature of participants in this study as heterosexual couples in a marital relationship,
the methodological process becomes even more complex, particularly due to gender-related
power dynamics within the couple (Ross, 2017). Moreover, capturing the dynamics of how
individuals understand a phenomenon such as gender or CSR–and the associated experiences
– is a complicated process, as these could be a potentially sensitive topic for participants to
reflect upon. Hence, an inductive approach that allows participant subjectivities to surface and
which addresses the issues of non-participation, power imbalances (Opie, 1992), and
reflexivity was planned for this research.

The study employs a visual participatory method alongside semi-structured interviews
(Bagnoli, 2009) to understand couple business partners’ subjective meanings, narratives and
experiences of CSR. The use of a critical incident technique within the main interview structure
led participants to reflect upon impactful emotional experiences in relation to socially
responsible activities. As such, drawings as the visual participatory method enabled
participants to reflect, create and illustrate their CSR meaning. In addition, the use of drawings
in a visual participatory method enabled participants’ voice (Fairey, 2018), addressed power
imbalance issues between the researcher and the researched (Mannay, 2015) and ensured both
partners’ participation in the overall data generation process (Ross, 2017).

1.7 Research Significance and Contributions
Within the context of CSR research, the thesis makes several theoretical, academic and
practical contributions to the knowledge in five key areas: couple businesses, small businesses,
family firms, SEW theory, and gender studies. Below is a summary of the key contributions of
the thesis, but a detailed account of the research contributions in light of the derived findings
and academic literature is discussed in conclusion, Chapter 8.

First, by redrawing the SEW framework from a feminist gender perspective, this thesis
contributes to existing theoretical knowledge on SEW conceptualisation. The concepts of the
SEW framework, such as firm control, identification with the firm, social relationships, and
emotional attachment (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007; Berrone et al., 2012) linked with the gender27

related concepts of equality (Martin, 2003; Grosser, 2011; Gill et al., 2017), connectedness
(Borgerson, 2007), context (Mehrotra, 2001), and power (Foucault, 1980; Crane et al., 2008)
prove to be a well-grounded conceptual framework for this study. Applying the enhanced SEW
framework confirms that dynamics of individual and collective agency, power, and decisionmaking in couple business CSR can be better understood from a gender lens on SEW. The
redeveloped SEW framework, empirically tested in this study, demonstrates the value of the
social construction feminist approach to gender (Lorber, 1997, 1998) and opens up
opportunities for its broader applicability in other business contexts (e.g. sibling enterprises,
partnerships). Additionally, the research contributes to the current scholarship on gender CSR,
that have helped disclose the gendered nature of CSR, gendered nature of CSR theories and
gender dynamics in organisations through various feminist perspectives of gender. For
example, Coleman’s (2002) reference to liberal and post-structuralist feminism to highlight
corporate citizenship practice and research as gendered processes; Marshall’s (2007) implicit
approach of utilising postmodern feminism to draw attention to silenced voices in CSR matters,
Karam & Jamali’s (2015) context-driven research highlighting gender dynamics from the
perspective of developing countries and McCarthy & Muthuri’s (2018)’s drawings of
postcolonial feminism to uncover gender dynamics in global value chains. Building upon these
scholarly works, this research contributes to the discourse on the necessity of embedding
feminist theoretical perspectives, particularly of gender, in CSR studies (Grosser & Moon,
2019).

Second, by focusing specifically on small-sized couple businesses, this research contributes to
the literature on differentiated approaches to CSR enacted in various firm types, which are
based upon their ownership structure and contextual conditions. Previous studies have
established the distinctiveness of small firms and family firms shaping their particular approach
to CSR (Campin et al., 2013; Campopiano et al., 2014; Wickert et al., 2016). A small business
approach to CSR reflects embedded and direct stakeholder relationships largely driven by the
owner-manager’s personal values (Quinn, 1997; Wickert et al., 2016). In contrast, family
business CSR engagement underlines the significance of family reputation and SEW in
stakeholder interactions, emphasising the founder’s vital role (Zientara, 2017). Findings in this
study reveal that couple business partners’ joint lived experiences and spousal dynamics lead
them to co-create a shared understanding of CSR. Furthermore, couple business partners
complement each other and merge the domains of home and business in enacting this collective
understanding of CSR. Their CSR conceptualisation calls for the inclusion of home
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stakeholders in CSR activities. These themes echo the distinctiveness of the couple business
context and thus its differentiated approach to CSR.

Third, the thesis uncovers the gendered nature of CSR practices enacted within couple
businesses and thus contributes to identifying issues concerning women’s participation in
business matters. The pervading male-focused viewpoints have led to women’s important
contributions in family ventures being frequently hidden. Studies on gendered roles and the
invisible dimension of women’s involvement have characterised some academic research on
couple business partnerships to date (Danes & Olson, 2003; Bensemann & Hall, 2010; Jurik
et al., 2019). There is a need for new perspectives that can effectively convey women’s
distinctive contributions, which might otherwise remain hidden when encompassed within a
couple business partnership or family business model (Smith, 2000). In this study, it is quite
apparent that women couple business partners had a domestic-bound view of CSR and lesser
interaction with external stakeholders, whereas men couple business partners had a larger and
expansive vision of CSR that they would like to see implemented in the business. These
findings do not just reflect different ways men and women execute CSR but are telling of the
issues concerning women’s agency, choice, and participation in CSR matters within couple
business partnerships. Thus, this study contributes towards highlighting gender inequalities
within the realm of CSR.

Moreover, gender is a situated concept, the meanings of which are socially constructed by
contextual and cultural norms and in social interactions (Lorber, 1994,1998; Lewis, 2014).
Despite this recognition, scholarship in CSR has not yet paid full attention to the micro-level
aspects of gender and its embedded nature in patriarchy-driven cultures such as India
(Balasubramanian, Kimber & Siemensma, 2005). Within these cultural contexts, stricter social
norms define people’s roles, behaviours, and interactions. Some research-based upon the sociocultural context of India and CSR exists (e.g. Rishi & Moghe, 2013), although understanding
through a gender lens that affects women’s participation in India is missing. Similarly, Marshall
(2011) notes the gendering in leadership in CSR and argues that structural norms which lead
to gender inequalities must be included in CSR analysis. This study contributes to the literature
on gender in CSR by providing empirical evidence from India’s predominantly patriarchal
socio-cultural setting. Additionally, the thesis contributes to the call to include more voices
from the global south in understanding how socio-culturally constructed gender meanings
affect business practices (Nkomo, 2011; Alcadipani et al., 2012). Specifically, by embedding
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a social constructionist gender perspective, it attempts to address the stereotypical assumptions
of femininity and masculinity prevalent in Indian society and how these are reframed or
maintained by the interviewed men and women in their CSR execution.

Lastly, the thesis contributes to the discourse on contextual investigations critical in CSR
research (Karam & Jamali, 2017; Matten & Moon, 2020). Scholars have emphasised the need
to examine local situated factors of different geographical, social, and cultural settings to fully
realise the potential of CSR (D’Cruz et al., 2021). The Indian society faces several social
challenges such as gender inequalities, caste–class disparities and patriarchy. By concentrating
on a context with a multiplicity of social challenges, the research contributes to the knowledge
on the understanding of CSR in practice, which might improve social impact in India.

1.8 Structure of the Thesis
The overall structure of the thesis takes the form of eight chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction
to the thesis, which outlines the scope of the study, key objectives and contributions. Chapter
2 provides a review of existing literature on the broader topic of CSR, followed by a specific
focus on small business and family business CSR execution approaches. As small-sized couple
businesses are identified at an intersecting point between small firms and family firms, the CSR
literature from these streams is reviewed to understand how couple businesses might enact
CSR. The literature review specifically focuses on the owner-manager’s role and relational
aspects in CSR execution. This is followed by a review of the extant literature on couple
businesses. This synthesized review focuses on situated features of couple businesses–such as
home–business domains, spousal relationships and gender dynamics – which potentially
influence their business operations. The last section of the literature chapter explains the
concept of gender, the implications of gender in organisations, gender in CSR studies and
gender understandings in the Indian context. Chapter 3 begins by laying out the theoretical
dimensions of the research and explains how a gender perspective on SEW theoretical
framework may be a valuable lens to study couple business CSR. Chapter 4 is concerned with
the methodology employed for this study, wherein the combination of verbal and visual
research methods employed in this study are explained in addition to the data analysis
approach. The fifth and sixth chapter aims to present the empirical findings and analysis of the
data. The provided findings are supported by participants quotations and visual drawings. The
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seventh chapter presents the discussion of the employed SEW conceptual framework drawn
from a gender perspective in light of the empirical data. This chapter ties together the various
theoretical and empirical strands in order to indicate the conceptual developments. The final
chapter reflects on how this study has contributed to the empirical, theoretical and practice
knowledge. It then explains the limitations of the study and makes recommendations for future
research.

1.9 Chapter Conclusion
This introductory chapter has laid out the main objectives of the study, which focus upon
understanding small-sized couple businesses’ approach to CSR. The scope of the study is
highlighted within the knowledge streams of context-specific CSR, small business and family
business CSR, couple business, and gender studies. The chapter described SEW theory adapted
from a gender perspective informed by social construction feminism, as the theoretical lens
applied to study couples’ approach to CSR. Following this, data collection methods using
interviews and drawings integrated within an inductive qualitative methodological approach
are described as useful methods to capture the potentially sensitive context of couple
businesses. The chapter has presented a justification for the selection of India as the research
context, the main points of which include the important role of small businesses in the Indian
economy as potentially effective contributors to CSR programmes; acknowledgement of the
need to investigate Indian context-specific social issues such as patriarchy and gender
inequality which can help practitioners prepare appropriate CSR initiatives and the
opportunities of cultural familiarity; language; and access to the context for the researcher. In
conclusion, the chapter highlights the main theoretical, academic, and practice-based
contributions of the thesis.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
A rigorous research inquiry is conditional upon evidence from existing academic and empirical
research, aimed towards resolving the identified problems and interlinking them (Bryman &
Bell, 2007). Through critical reading and synthesis of the theoretical and empirical literature,
the chapter unravels important discourses on CSR, which lead to identifying knowledge gaps
and formulation of the key research questions driving this thesis. Drawing upon strands of
research on small business and family firm CSR, the key argument presented through this
review is that different types of businesses in terms of size and ownership enact distinctive
approaches to CSR. Businesses’ particular approaches to CSR are based upon contextual
organisational characteristics and thus need to be investigated separately. To show the
distinctive approaches enacted by different types of businesses, studies on CSR execution in
MNCs, small businesses and family businesses are reviewed and discussed in this chapter.

Figure 1: Structure of the literature review
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The chapter is organised in the following way: the first section reviews the literature on the
context-specific nature of CSR (Karam & Jamali, 2017; Matten & Moon, 2020). It is argued
that the conceptualisation of CSR follows a subjective meaning-making process, driven by
experiences, and is particularly reliant on the context in which the meaning-making is taking
place. The second section introduces small-sized couple businesses as the organisational
context of this research. An overview of the couple business structure and a brief description
of the characteristics of couple businesses is presented in this section. The third section
discusses the differentiated CSR approach adopted in small businesses and family firms.
Drawing upon the literature on gender constructions, the fourth section reviews forms of
masculinities and femininities, followed by a synthesis of gender in CSR studies. The section
is concluded with a review of existing studies focused upon gender dynamics in a couple
business. Lastly, by converging the reviewed literature on small business, family business,
couple business, and gender in the context of CSR, the identified knowledge gaps are
summarised, and the objectives and questions central to the thesis are explained.

2.1 Corporate Social Responsibility: A Context-Specific Phenomenon
The literature explaining the meaning and theorisation of the concept of CSR indicates two
overarching aspects: first, the burgeoning collection of CSR definitions leads to chaos in
interpretations (Banerjee, 2014), but are suggestive of the interdependent business–society
relations (E.g. corporate citizenship). Second, multiple theoretical perspectives developed to
critically challenge previous CSR theorisations involve rigorous contextual analysis of
subjective motivations that shape CSR meanings (Carroll, 1979; Porter & Kramer, 2011;
Spence, 2016), thus enabling its wider implementation across different spaces, places,
platforms, and organisational structures. The first definition was provided by Bowen (1953, p.
6), who defined CSR as “the obligations of businessmen to make decisions in line with the
objectives and values of society”. Since the term was first coined, the meaning of CSR has
been frequently contested, mainly due to the emergence of burgeoning definitions explaining
the phenomenon (Marrewijk, 2003). According to Fassin et al. (2015), it is an “essentially
contested concept” because it tends to merge its meaning with other conceptualisations of
business–society relations. Developments of new related concepts such as corporate social
performance (Wood, 1991; Orlitzky et al., 2017), business ethics (Greenwood & Freeman,
2017), corporate citizenship (Matten & Crane, 2005), corporate governance (Jamali, Safieddine
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& Rabbath, 2008), corporate philanthropy (Gautier & Pache, 2015), social entrepreneurship
(de Bruin, Shaw & Lewis, 2017) and stakeholder management (Marrewijk, 2003) have also
enhanced the meanings of CSR from various perspectives.

Initially, businesses primarily interpreted CSR as meeting their societal obligations through
philanthropic activities (Carroll, 1979). This conceptualisation emphasised charitable
donations to external parties but did not include impactful positive changes in organisational
practices for human/labour development (McCully, 2008). Following this, numerous different
theoretical orientations for CSR, through critical analysis, have enhanced previous
conceptualisations and generated enlightening ways to understand CSR. The instrumental
theorisation of CSR particularly concerns businesses’ relationships with profit-making, the
law, and government policies (Rasche, de Bakker & Moon, 2013), mainly signifying
businesses’ primary role of contributing towards economic sustainability. Critiquing
organisations’ instrumental intentions as self-enlightenment and business-case, scholars
emphasised a relational, collaborative approach to CSR that adopted integrative mechanisms
involving stakeholder needs and participation. The relational approach to CSR tends to focus
upon the relations between business and society, where the meaning of CSR embodies attention
to cultivated social relationships (Frynas & Yamahaki, 2016). Focused more on the aspect of
internal drivers within a person or the organisation, CSR is conceived as an outcome of ethical
beliefs and moral values. This moral perspective of CSR suggests that an individual’s intrinsic
motivation and principles of right and wrong shape their understanding of CSR, which is
subsequently reflected in the organisation’s approach to CSR execution (Moon, Murphy &
Gond, 2017).

The academic scholarship acknowledges that the contested nature of CSR meanings have led
to some chaos in its interpretation (Banerjee, 2014). Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that
redevelopments and adaptations of the phenomenon from multiple perspectives indicate that
“although CSR knowledge is contested, it is in a continuous state of emergence and evolution”
(Lockett, Moon & Visser, 2006, p. 134). Evidence-based critique on previous broader
conceptualisations of CSR [e.g. CSR pyramid (Carroll, 1979)] and the requirement for more
nuanced micro-meanings reflecting subjectivity have led to the evolution of the concept. These
perspectives capture the core idea of CSR that business and society are interwoven rather than
distinct entities; therefore, society has certain expectations for appropriate business conduct
(Gond, Mena & Mosonyi, 2017). Moreover, studies also capture individual meanings attached
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to the phenomenon and thus encourage the inclusion of multidimensional approaches to
execute micro-understandings of CSR (Aguinis & Glavas, 2012).

More recently, literature showing the evolution of the meaning of CSR have argued that CSR
is a situated and subjective phenomenon and can only attain its full potential when studied in
conjunction with contextual elements and micro-level experiences, understandings, and actions
(Tilt, 2016). According to Kang and Moon (2011, p. 90), CSR involves “different
functions…in different contexts at different times”, while Gond et al. (2017) describe CSR as
different things to different people. Both views indicate the significance of context and
subjectivity in shaping CSR meanings. Several previous comparative studies have shown that
different country-specific economic, political, and cultural factors impact organisations’ CSR
activities. For example, Welford’s (2005) study showed that different social and institutional
settings and cultural backgrounds influenced how organisations perceived CSR. Similar results
were also evident in a comparative study on countries of North America and Europe, which
concluded that each region adopted a differentiated approach to social responsibility. The
principles for CSR engagement varied across regions, and a set of principles from one region
could not be transcended directly to other regions (Maignan & Ralston, 2002). With regards to
SMEs, Spence and Painter-Morland’s (2010) research on emerging countries revealed that each
country context is subject to unique particularities and cultural differences that affect the
practice of CSR and thus need to be included in CSR investigations for better practical
outcomes.

Drawing links between CSR and contextual needs, Jamali and Karam (2016) maintained that
there are variations in terms of how the concept of CSR is perceived, conceptualised, and
implemented in the global north and the global south. Overall, the cross-country comparative
studies illustrated that country-specific political regulations, codes, reporting standards, sociocultural factors (Visser & Tolhurst, 2017), and national economic conditions determine the
perception of CSR in different countries (Schlierer et al., 2012; Fassin et al., 2015; Knudsen &
Brown, 2015). These studies clearly indicate a link between CSR and context-specific
peculiarities. Although the comparisons between different geographical contexts have provided
a useful understanding of contextual factors influencing CSR activities, the impacts of these
contextual factors are mostly analysed at organisational or macro levels. Relatively little
attention has been accorded to micro-level implications. Critical literature on previous broader
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conceptualisations of CSR emphasises the exploration of more nuanced micro-meanings
reflecting subjectivity and situated contextual factors (Matten & Moon, 2020).
One strand of research argues that CSR’s meaning and practice are context-specific and socioculturally embedded (Karam & Jamali, 2017; Matten & Moon, 2008). CSR at a time and in a
society has its specific meanings subject to societal conditions, traditions, values, cultures, and
beliefs. The socially constructed meanings of CSR draw attention to the local problems (social,
economic, cultural) which require solutions (Jamali & Karam, 2016; Soundararajan et al.,
2018). In order to understand the micro-meanings and ingrained societal problems, scholars
recommend exploring stringent social norms, discriminatory conditions, patriarchal structures,
and systems of gender, caste and race that shape CSR conceptualisations (D’Cruz et al., 2021,
p. 1). Given the interdependent nature of business–society relations, this research constitutes
the study of business as an embedded entity within a social context (Matten & Moon, 2008).
As a result, it considers that individuals’ meaning-making of CSR is a process embedded within
social interactions and is largely shaped by the specific context (Matten & Moon, 2020). By
understanding the contextual nuances of the Indian society – such as traditional customary
norms, cultural restrictions, and gender constructions–this research attempts to fill the gap in
research on micro-meanings and context-specific CSR.

In sum, the evidence reviewed here indicates that CSR conceptualisation is a process that
involves meaning-making driven by reason and contextual elements (needs, traditions, morals,
beliefs, and culture). The varied reasons to engage in CSR–such as instrumental reasons,
intrinsic moral drivers, or relational aspects of a business’s relationship with society–are
subjective in nature. Academic scholars have called for more nuanced research, which includes
individual experiences that shape CSR understandings (Glavas, 2016; Gond & Moser, 2021)
and pay attention to local perspectives to fully realise the potential of CSR. Through a nuanced
investigation of how men and women’s actions, interactions, relationships and experiences
shape their meaning of CSR, this research attempts to contribute to micro-level meanings and
context-specific CSR.

The following section describes the broader Indian socio-cultural setting and zooms-in on the
cultural aspects of Gujarat which is the main context of this study. The presented descriptions
of the wider Indian society and cultural nuances of Gujarat region are followed by a discussion
on the key literature in the field of CSR in India. The section sheds light on the nature of extant
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CSR research in India, which echoes macro-level findings and primarily focuses on
multinational companies. The review indicates a lack of research on small business CSR
practices which embody micro-level perspectives and include the influences of the sociocultural milieu of the Indian society.

2.2 Socio-Cultural Context of India
This section presents an overview of the Indian socio-cultural context, followed by a review of
CSR studies based in India. Recognising the importance of socio-cultural context shaping CSR
meanings as explained in Section 2.1, it is important to shed light on the prevailing social and
cultural elements and conditions of Indian society. In addition, these conditions of India are
also important to review to understand the role of gender in couple business CSR as gender
and identity reflects people’s understanding of themselves in terms of socio-cultural definitions
of women and men (Wood & Eagly, 2015). The term ‘socio-cultural’ is commonly utilised to
describe the interactions and responses of people to their environment. This involves making
connections between the distinctive cultural characteristics and histories of the context and
human beings’ processes of interaction within it (Garbarino, 1983).

Located in the southern part of Asia, India is ranked as the seventh-largest country in the world
with a population of approximately 1.38 billion (World Bank, 2019), with 29 states and seven
union territories. The Indian regional states and territories are not only geographically
fragmented but also consist of differing languages, climates, economies, and cultures. Uberoi
(1994, p. 45) summarise the Indian society as "regionally diverse (29 states with different
socio-cultural milieu), communally differentiated (Hindu/Muslim/Sikh/Christian/Buddhist,
etc.), socially stratified (in terms of caste or class) and culturally discrete”. Bannerji (2016)
states that India is considered as one of the most diverse countries in Asia, yet it is bounded by
patriarchal structures created by rigid religious, cultural, and traditional norms.
Patriarchy is “a system of social structures, and practices in which men dominate, oppress and
exploit (Walby, 1990; p. 214). Men possess power in the family as fatherly figures as per the
social structure of India. Patriarchal societies are also patrilineal, which means the male lineage
inherits rights for property and business (Purewal, 2018). Indian family firms' characterisation
highlights male dominance in succession, reflecting hierarchal structures within organisations
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led by patriarchal norms (Aggarwal, 1992; Barrett & Moores, 2009). These norms ascribe a
differentiated set of conditions to men and women and therefore reflect hierarchal relations
between them. Within the patriarchal conditions of India, women are often marginalised from
social policy considerations, participation in work (employment and business) activities and
leadership opportunities. They are commonly expected to prioritise domestic duties overwork
initiatives by such hierarchal conditions of patriarchy (Dasthagir, 2021). In terms of the
implication of patriarchal conditions on women’s engagement in work activities, the literature
highlights that women in India face constant challenges whilst pursuing work activities, the
reasons being lack of family support (Mitra, 2002), social acceptance (Rocca et al., 2009), and
struggle for the availability of finance (Swain & Wallentin, 2009). Although there has been
acceptance of women’s engagement in the businesses, it is argued that the business sector is
still characterised by a ‘macho’ culture that restricts women’s participation in independent roles
and the bread-winner position still remains with men (Chaudhuri, Sasidharan & Raj, 2018;
Sivakumar & Manimekalai, 2021). The section described the nature of the overall Indian sociocultural context characterised by patriarchy which affects women negatively.

Within the wider context of India, the study is specifically based in Gujarat state, situated in
the western region of India. The following section highlights specific contextual aspects of the
state which are important to consider in this study as it is intended to examine influences of
situated socio-cultural elements shaping couples’ conceptualisation of CSR.

2.3 Cultural Aspects of Gujarat
Demographically, Gujarat is the fifth-largest state amongst all the 29 states in India, and its
population stands at 60.4 million (Census, 2011). The state is a substantial contributor to India's
economic growth, with a total contribution of approximately 18 trillion Indian rupees as the
gross state domestic product (GSDP). From a business point of view, Gujarat is a location with
numerous manufacturing units and is recognised as an industrially developed region. It stands
at number one in the country for the production of pharmaceutical products, with many small
and large companies contributing to 28 per cent of exports of pharmaceutical products.
Moreover, with the longest coastline in India, which stretches 1600 kilometres, it offers several
employment and business opportunities at various ports and in nearby manufacturing units.
The chief occupation of the state is agriculture, providing people ample opportunities for trade
and employment, including setting up small businesses near farmlands, village areas, close to
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small and large cities. In addition, Gujarat's business landscape also comprises artisan
businesses that manufacture and trade in a vast range of handcrafted products displaying
intricate Gujarati embroidery and art forms. The state has a highly developed industrial
structure, with over 800 large industries and about 4,00,000 MSMEs, which contribute heavily
to the economic growth in India (MSME, 2019).

Culturally, Gujarat is a vibrant state contributing immensely to the overall cultural aspects of
India. Having its roots in Hinduism, the socio-cultural milieu of Gujarat is mostly a reflection
of Hindu festivals, beliefs, traditions, and customs. According to the 2011 census, 88.6% of
people living in Gujarat identified themselves as Hindu, followed by 9.7% of people who
identified as Muslims, 1% as Jain, 0.5% as Christian and 0.05% as Buddhist. In terms of
religious beliefs, the majority of people of Gujarat follow various beliefs to honour Hindu gods
and goddesses (Verstappen, 2018). For instance, as per a cultural belief, a cow is considered a
sacred animal close to the Hindu God Krishna and, therefore, is worshipped by the Gujarati
population. Many such religious beliefs and the associated customs are drawn from
mythological histories and ancient scriptures, which suggest strong links between historical
events shaping the culture of Gujarat. Furthermore, almost all religious and important liferelated ceremonies, such as marriage and death rituals, are specifically performed by a
particular group of members belonging to the Brahmin caste (Sankaran, Sekerdej & Von
Hecker, 2017). The socio-cultural landscape of Gujarat is also suggestive of casteism and
differentiated treatment whereby people belonging to “upper” castes such as Brahmin are
accorded special privileges and positions compared to other castes (Sud, 2007).

Marriage customs within Gujarat are mostly reflective of the majority of the Hindu population
and thus follow Hindu scriptures, which describe marriage as a sacred lifelong commitment
between a man and a woman (Vanita, 2004). Several traditions practiced in Gujarat associated
with festivals, mythological stories, and religious beliefs reflect gender-related implications
and are interlinked. For example, in certain parts of Gujarat, the couple performs a ritual of
going around the sacred fire four times during the marriage. Men lead the first three rounds,
which signify welfare and happiness for the family, and women lead the last round, which
signifies that she is by her husband’s side at all times, particularly in difficult times. Salient
norms like these around gender supported by traditions and customs characterise the social
structure of Gujarati society. These norms govern women’s social and economic positioning,
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such as work and education opportunities and choice of marriage alliances (Mukhopadhyay &
Seymour, 1994; Patel, 2017).

Gender is also regularly emphasized in festivals celebrated in Gujarat, which is also a common
theme across the country. For instance, the Hindu festival of Laxmi pooja is celebrated in
Gujarat to offer respect to women as they are considered to bring good luck and value in terms
of money for the family. But on the other hand, the same festival-related customs make it
compulsory for women to perform often challenging rituals to obtain a well-to-do groom. Thus,
indicating a powerful position of value to the family but also suggesting their dependence and
reliance on men. Many such traditions practised within Gujarat reflect gender-based disparities
and are reflective of the overall patriarchal social structure of the Indian society.

The description of the state of Gujarat discussed in this section suggests that Gujarat is a centre
of flourishing businesses but, in parallel, has stringent social structures which echo gender
disparities and overtones of patriarchy. From an economic standpoint, the description of the
research context shows that as Gujarat has a developed business sector, there is great potential
for increasing CSR engagement by businesses. From a cultural standpoint, the characterisation
of Gujarati culture is coloured with Hindu religious traditions, customs, norms and its links to
gender. It suggests a strong, almost blurred merger of traditions and gender and hence proves
that gendered structures through such traditions and norms are quite pervading in Gujarat. CSR
being the social catalyst, must be used to address such situated issues in socio-culturally
stringent contexts. Moreover, statistically, women's employment figures are quite stark in
Gujarat, which shows a high number of business engagement projects led and executed by men
(Jaffrelot, 2015). Thus, it is imminent to examine the links between business, gender and CSR
in Gujarat to realise the full potential of CSR in enabling societal well-being.

2.4 CSR Research in India
Traditionally, CSR in India has its roots in the concept of trusteeship, which resonates with the
philosophy of trusting businesses to facilitate societal well-being. During the Indian
independence struggle (1900 to 1947), businesses participated in the freedom movement by
helping in societal causes (Arora & Puranik, 2004). This initiated a sense of trusteeship
between local businesses and residing communities. ‘Trusteeship’ is a concept, explained
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business–society relations where local businesses, particularly small businesses, play the part
of ‘trustees’ in managing society’s wealth for the community's well-being (Chakrabarty, 2011).
The literature on trusteeship highlights that although the term ‘corporate social responsibility
was not used to refer to business’ role in society, according to Mahatma Gandhi’s sayings, the
concept signified business responsibility towards societal well-being. The idea of trusteeship
was widely adopted by business leaders and mainly echoed philanthropic overtones. Postindustrialisation and economic liberalisation in 1990, businesses began to keenly engage in
socially responsible initiatives, which showed a shift from philanthropical and trusteeship
(caretaker) ideologies to strategic mechanisms. The key drivers of this were a combination of
societal needs, lack of government support towards the persisting issues and the emergence of
the business sector (Mohan, 2001).

More recently, in the year 2014, the Government of India introduced the Companies Act
(2014), which set out mandatory 2% CSR contributions to be made by companies earning a net
profit of rupees 5 crores or with annual revenue of rupees 500 crores or more, making CSR
compulsory for larger companies. Companies are expected to contribute to well-being projects,
including health and safety, education, sanitation, community housing development, and other
such developmental projects (Pillai, 2017). Since there is a primary focus on CSR
implementation and reporting in MNCs particularly driven by government policies, most
empirical studies within the context of CSR in India have focused upon MNCs. Some of the
common topics investigated within the broad area of CSR in India are environmental
responsibility, the nature of CSR in India (Arora & Puranik, 2004), CSR perceptions by society
(Kansal & Joshi, 2014; Mandal, Banerjee & Saha, 2018), CSR reporting and disclosure (Kansal
et al., 2016; Hickman, Iyer & Jadiyappa, 2021), and stakeholder relations (Singh & Mittal,
2019).

As discussed in Section 1.2, with over two million registered small-sized businesses, small
businesses in India contribute 95% of the business landscape and are well placed to be a part
of the solution to societal problems (Chakraborti & Mishra, 2018; MSME, 2019). However,
the current state of academic knowledge and practice in the field of small business CSR is
limited. The significant focus on MNC CSR in government policies and by academic and
empirical studies shows a paucity of research on CSR engagement by SMEs in the Indian
context (Chakraborti & Mishra, 2018). It suggests that MNCs' impact of CSR contribution is
much recognised, although local-community-driven small-scale CSR initiatives by small
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businesses largely remain unnoticed. The limited literature on SME CSR in the Indian context
focus upon the moral stance adopted by owner-managers in doing CSR and their concentration
on religiously driven philanthropic activities (Monga, 2005; Srinivasan, 2014). The drawback
of CSR reporting mechanisms in small firms restricts quantification of their overall
contribution in bringing solutions to social issues and societal well-being; nevertheless, their
socio-economic impact due to embeddedness within small regional and local communities
cannot be ignored. By specifically focusing on CSR in small businesses in India, this research
attempts to uncover the important role of small firms in exercising CSR.

Reflecting on the above described socio-cultural context of India, it could be argued that India
has diverse geographical regions with different cultural norms, multiple social structures, and
different ways of living in all these regions. Given the impact of contextual factors, these will
impact the social issues and CSR initiatives. To date, there has been limited research on the
role of socio-cultural factors such as patriarchy, which may potentially affect CSR in the Indian
setting. By explicitly focusing on Gujarati cultural aspects, this research contributes to that
conversation of including local norms, traditions, and social conditions that shape CSR
meanings. More specifically, the peculiarity of local factors that affect business operations
merits a nuanced investigation to unpack the effective potential of CSR. Building upon this
knowledge will help practitioners better design and plan CSR programmes (Barnett et al., 2020)
that include gender issues within a small business context in light of influential socio-cultural
factors such as patriarchy.

Furthermore, it is noted that most previous CSR studies in the Indian context have targeted
macro-level interactions of the business and external factors such as the government (CSR
reporting mechanisms), suppliers and customers (perceptions about the business). This
suggests a lack of research on CSR involving lived experiences that recognises the links
between socio-cultural norms and micro-level CSR meanings and execution mechanisms. As
discussed above, the micro-level perspectives are particularly important within the small
business context, as CSR practices within these firms are largely owner driven. This study
attempts to fill a gap in the knowledge base of micro-level CSR understandings within the
Indian context from a small couple business perspective.
In the Indian context, the literature review indicated that India’s rich and ancient history seems
to be interrelated with family-run businesses as the principal means of business organisation
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(Chahal & Sharma, 2020). India has a rich business history, and the traditional form of firm
ownership in India has been based on families (Ramachandran, 2006; Sharma & Rao, 2000).
A Deloitte Research Report (2013) states that family firms constitute 85% of total companies
in India and contribute an ample share of employment and domestic output. According to
Business Today, family-run businesses contribute 25% in sales, 32% towards Profits (after
tax), approximately 18% and 37% towards assets and reserves, respectively (Deloitte Research
Report, 2013). Because of the significance of family businesses to the Indian economy and
their strong presence in the overall socio-economic landscape, research into issues affecting
their CSR execution is critical.

CSR research into family firms in India has focused on topics such as CSR and employee
retention (Kundu & Gahlawat, 2015), stakeholder interactions (Singh & Mittal, 2019),
corporate governance (Dwivedi & Jain, 2005) and CSR and firm performance (Mishra & Suar,
2010). Singh and Mittal’s (2019) study found that family business CSR is driven by pressure
from primary stakeholders such as customers and employees more than the pressure from
secondary stakeholders such as the community due to legitimacy reasons. Focused upon CSR
and firm performance, Mishra & Suar’s (2010) study highlighted the importance of
engagement in CSR for increased firm performance. Notably, most previous family business
studies in India focus upon firm-level interactions with the external society and conclude with
findings that represent the whole family business as one. Therefore, nuances such as each
family business owner’s role in CSR execution are omitted and remains to be explored. The
exploration of each owner’s role in the execution of business practices, including CSR, is of
significance in an Indian context. The reason being the social structure of the Indian society
largely echoes patriarchal characterisation where men’s roles and positions are considered
superior to women (Bannerji, 2016; Sivakumar & Manimekalai, 2021). The lack of micro-level
CSR research that investigates each family firm owner’s role within the family business unit
also suggests that women’s role in CSR is yet not known. By studying couple-run family
businesses and having an equal match of men and women as co-owners, this research
contributes to the discourse on each family firm owner’s role in CSR execution within the
context of India.

To summarise, the literature review of CSR studies on India establishes three aspects: first,
there is major attention towards MNC CSR implementation in India, indicating a lack of
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research on the contribution of small firms in CSR. Second, most studies capture macro-levelinteractions between businesses and the government, but there is a paucity of research on
micro-meanings and the links between the socio-cultural norms (such as patriarchy and gender
ascriptions) that shape such meanings. Third, family business CSR in India treats family
business as a whole and thus omits the capture of individual men and women’s roles in
executing CSR practices.

Having reviewed the broader field of CSR and the specific focus of CSR in the Indian setting,
the next section illustrates couple businesses as the organisational context of this research.

2.5 Organisational Context of this Study: Small-Sized Couple Businesses
Extant studies use different terminologies to describe couple operated businesses, such as copreneurships (Barnett & Barnett, 1988; Fletcher, 2002), spousal teams (Bird & Zellweger,
2018), couple-run companies (Machek et al., 2015) and couple businesses (El Shoubaki et al.,
2021). The key distinguishing characteristic of a couple business is co-involvement, intimacy
and marital or marital-like arrangement of two partners in a business venture. As Marshack
(1994) has emphasised, the term couple business partners represents more than the simple
equation of marital partner plus business partner; it embodies the dynamic interface of spousal
relations reflecting adjustments, compromises, and support for one another. de Bruin & Lewis’s
(2004) study found that couples are more likely to view business as a way of life than a way to
earn income compared to non-couple businesses. Couples find it easier to perceive a joint
business as a lifestyle business mainly due to the process involved in starting and operating the
business together. This process is described as a “creative, social, and collective operating
process” (Marshack, 1994; p. 53). Another important reason evident in the literature for the
creation of couple business is that it enables couples an opportunity for flexibility in their
business and home spaces (Smith, 2000; Fitzgerald & Muske, 2002). In couple businesses
based in India, the social family structure prompts couples to consider a joint business as a
lucrative business idea. Couples usually decide to enter into a couple business so that home
demands and business needs can be flexibly managed (Andersson, Carlsen & Getz, 2002).

This research identifies its organisational context: couple business at an intersecting point
between small business and family business. Therefore, the aim of the next section is to review
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the differences in the CSR approach of small firms and family businesses, which is pertinent
to better understand CSR for couples. Figure 2 illustrates the position of the organisational
context of this research and lays out the topics reviewed from small business and family
business literature streams.

Figure 2: Organisational context of this study and related literature topics of review
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The following discussion will highlight each type of firm's distinctiveness, thus establishing
the grounding that different firm structures may have distinctive approaches to CSR and
therefore need to be investigated separately. Additionally, Socioemotional
since there is Wealth
an absence of
geeegg
published research on the topic of CSR in couple
businesses, the extant knowledge in the areas
of small business and family business CSR is instrumental in guiding this research.

2.6 Small Business Approach to CSR
Globally, a diverse range of indicators such as the number of employees, total amount of
turnover or sales, and investment capital is used to define small businesses (Soundararajan,
Jamali & Spence, 2018). However, Harvie and Lee (2002) emphasise that the categorisation of
a business as ‘small’ is a contextual matter dependent upon the country’s prevailing social and
economic conditions, region, or specific industry. Therefore, small business definitions tend to
change and evolve (Harvie & Lee, 2002). Although the definition of small businesses differs
across countries, they highlight the quality of ‘smallness’ in terms of the number of employees,
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sales, operations, and visibility (Russo & Perrini, 2010). A small business in this thesis is
defined as a business with a staff headcount of less than or equal to 50 employees and a turnover
of less than or equal to 10 million euros (European Commission, 2003).

Studies on CSR in small business represent a growing field, as considerable research into the
small business sector has proven their remarkable contributions to economic and social
developments around the globe (Carrigan et al., 2016; Jamali et al., 2017). Moreover, extant
research has established that small firms are subject to many distinctive and intrinsic
characteristics that distinguish their CSR approach from their larger counterparts (Demuijnck
& Ngnodjom, 2013).

Table 2: Comparison of CSR execution approaches in small and large businesses
Feature
Stakeholder Interaction

MNC Approach to CSR

SME Approach to CSR

Indirect, formal and through Direct,

informal,

channels for stakeholders

with

personal

and

proximate

stakeholders
Reporting

Formal published reports

Resources

Large

scale

Informal communication

resources Limited resources, issues of

comprise joint funds from business sustainability
the shareholders
Structure

Hierarchal

Decision making

Channelled and decided by a Owner-manager is the sole

Perception

Flat

group of multiple people

decision maker

Customers/shareholders

Individual, Owner-manager

influence MNCs perception driven, Role of personal
of CSR

beliefs and values

Adapted from [Baumann-Pauly et al., 2013]

Extant studies prove that differentiation in the CSR approach is because of the specific
characteristics of each organisation type (Baumann-Pauly et al., 2013). The business ownership
structure is considered to be a key influencing factor on how and why businesses engage in
CSR activities (Cambra-Fierro et al., 2008; Graafland, van de Ven & Stoffele, 2003). In MNCs,
shareholders and directors own and manage the corporations, whereas the owner-manager
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drives small firms’ activities. MNCs, practice stringent governance and reporting mechanisms,
whereas small businesses follow an informal and ad hoc approach to reporting (Wickert et al.,
2016). Small businesses stress relationships and community reputation when interacting with
stakeholders, whilst MNC interactions are transactional, contractual and centred around
strategic implementation.

Small business sustainability engagements are significantly related to local stakeholders, with
whom small business owner-managers often have close and personal relationships (Besser &
Miller, 2013). Due to such embeddedness, the dynamics of small business stakeholder
relationships and ethical issues related to these relationships can differ significantly from those
of large firms (Lähdesmäki & Suutari, 2012). The differences between small business and
MNC CSR indicate that CSR activities in smaller business units are accounted for through dayto-day interaction within and around the business. It also clearly highlights the fact that
different types of organisations in terms of ownership, size or management may have
distinctive and particular approaches to CSR.

In sum, key differences between small business and MNC CSR indicate that CSR activities in
smaller business units are accounted for through day-to-day interaction within and around the
business. As far as CSR engagement is concerned, small businesses are significantly related to
local community stakeholders, with whom the owner-managers often maintain close and
personal relationships (Besser & Miller, 2013). Overall, the differences between MNC and
small business CSR approaches echo two key themes: first, CSR in small firms is driven by
the owner-manager’s decision making, perceptions, beliefs, and personal values and second,
small businesses enact a relational approach to CSR characterised by informality, proximity
and community embeddedness. In order to further gain a deeper insight into the distinctiveness
and differentiated approach to CSR enacted in small businesses, Section 2.6.1 discusses the
role of owner-manager in leading CSR execution and followed by a review of relational aspects
which shed light on their stakeholder interactions in Section 2.6.2.

2.6.1 Role of Owner-Manager in Small Business CSR Execution
A key theme echoed throughout the small business CSR literature is that small firms’ language,
codes and processes are heavily driven by the beliefs and values of the people running them,
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causing a different form of engagement (Rawlings, 2011). This suggests that the small business
owner-manager is the principal and agent of the business, whereby management and ownership
roles coincide (Moore & Spence, 2006). Russo and Tencati (2009) emphasise that the
owner/manager’s multitasking role is combined with personalised responsibility. Moreover,
owner-managers in small businesses are key decision-makers in CSR matters. Therefore, the
enacted CSR activities are largely driven by the owner-manager’s choice, perception,
motivation, personal values and beliefs. As a result of this, the dynamics of the firm’s activities
are more likely to be a reflection of the personal attributes and ethics of the owner-manager
(Quinn, 1997; McKeiver & Gadenne, 2005). For instance, Sen and Cowley (2013) report that
owner-managers experience emotional satisfaction when CSR activities are driven by their
personal ethics and morals, which subsequently encourages them to engage in more similar
activities. Hence, it could be argued that CSR in small businesses is an owner-manager-driven
practice that relies upon their personal understanding of CSR and decision making.
The owner-manager’s role in SME CSR within the Indian context is explained in the literature
through the concept of dharma (righteous duty). According to Pio (2005), an individual’s
actions determine the returns (karma) that they may receive after the action is performed. It is
suggested that an individual’s moral duty (dharma) is interconnected to the returns of their
actions. The returns could be in the form of a cost or benefit depending upon the nature of the
actions. This means that if an individual performs good deeds out of moral duty, they receive
benefits in return in the form of prosperity, growth, development in business, good life and
health and well-being. However, if the moral duty is not performed, the returns are received in
the form of costs such as ill-health, bad luck and fall in business. The literature on CSR
motivation in SMEs indicates the ideology of righteous duty and benefits of actions applied by
owner-manager to support societal wellbeing. In CSR literature, this ideology largely resonates
with intrinsic ethical perspectives that centralise on the idea of doing good.

From an Indian socio-cultural point of view, traditionally, the ideology of dharma has its roots
in philanthropical activities of charity (an act of giving) guided by religious beliefs and spiritual
teachings (Sundar, 2013). According to previous studies, this suggests that owner-managers’
conceptualisation of CSR rested upon ideas of ‘giving’ to society and mainly echoed
philanthropic understandings. Studies exploring owner-manager’s motivation to engage in
CSR in the Indian context also highlight the complexity owner-managers face in navigating
between moral and economic motivations. Research suggests that owner-managers of small
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firms were often driven by intrinsic motivation characterised by a sense of duty against
economic motivations (Srinivasan, 2014). From a micro-perspective, the approach of dharma
(sense of duty) and philanthropic contribution relies on owner-managers’ personal beliefs,
which signifies the owner-manager’s pivotal role in CSR engagement. However, it also
indicates that it is the owner-manager’s choice and sole decision making that shapes a
business’s approach to CSR.

Arguably, SME characteristic of a personalised style of managing business operations varies
widely and is dependent upon the owner-manager’s personality traits, beliefs and motivations.
Due to the centralisation of ownership and control in sole-proprietor small firms, it may be
simpler to apply CSR activities reflecting the owner’s values and beliefs. However, in
situations of shared ownership and control amongst business partners–such as couples–these
conditions may potentially be different or even complex. In this position, a dually managed
couple-business structure provides an exciting new domain in which to examine CSR
execution.

2.6.2 Small Business CSR-Related Stakeholder Interactions
This section shows the nature of small businesses interactions with stakeholders in the context
of CSR. Considering the research objective of understanding CSR execution in small-sized
couple businesses it is important to review and understand small businesses’ CSR approach
identified by extant studies. This understanding will help conceptualise how couples
collectively and individually interact with stakeholders in the context of CSR. According to
Greenwood (2007), a firm’s approach to CSR is shaped by the element of stakeholder
expectations from the business and also by the firm’s intentions of addressing stakeholder
needs. This means that business stakeholders play a significant role in driving a firm’s CSR
activities, motivation, and execution. Stakeholders are defined as “any group or individual who
can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organisation’s objectives”(Freeman, 1984.
P. 46).
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Figure 3: The standard stakeholder model

Financiers

Employees

Customers

Firm

Communities

Suppliers

Source: Adapted from Freeman (1984)

The idea that businesses have a responsibility towards all those who affect or are affected by
their action has remained remarkably useful in explaining the CSR phenomenon. Encapsulated
in the stakeholder theoretical approach, this idea suggests the inclusion of all stakeholders in
firms’ CSR activities in addition to the shareholders towards whom firms may have fiduciary
duties (David, Bloom & Hillman, 2007). Studies from the stakeholder perspective have
provided rich empirical evidence suggesting stakeholders that encourage, lead and even
pressure businesses to engage in CSR practices. The standard stakeholder model (Figure 3)
describes financiers, customers (Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001), employees, communities, and
suppliers as key stakeholders who could be included in businesses’ CSR approach. Noting the
suggested standard stakeholders of a business, the literature highlights that the core idea of the
stakeholder approach in CSR is not to have a standard set of stakeholders but to include
everyone who affects or is affected by the business (Mitchell, Agle & Wood, 1997; Grosser,
2009; McCarthy & Muthuri, 2018). This means that each business type may have a different
set of stakeholders who could be included in the firm’s CSR activities. Building on this view,
Spence (2016) has suggested a different set of CSR stakeholders (Figure 4) which encapsulates
the idiosyncratic features of small firms.
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Figure 4: Small business stakeholder map
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The key feature of small firms encapsulated in Figure 4 is the central role of the owner-manager
in executing CSR activities. Apart from some standard stakeholders, considering the
peculiarities of a small firm, the redrawn small business stakeholder model proposes local
community members, competitors and family members as potentially interacted by ownermanagers in the context of CSR. It is argued that small business owner-manager have
camaraderie relations with competitors, close relations with family members and are embedded
in the local context thus, these additional stakeholders are theoretically drawn with respect to
small firms. Other common stakeholders who influence small businesses to engage in CSR;
include the government (Murillo & Lozano, 2006), customers (Jenkins, 2006), and employees
(Uhlaner et al., 2004).

Research in the context of CSR in SMEs has attempted to explore how the nature of
relationships with stakeholders in small businesses influences their orientation towards CSR
practices (Freeman & Liedtka, 1991). Jenkins (2004) proved that in small businesses, the nature
of stakeholder relationships might be the same as any other business structure, but the
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management of such relationships is drastically different. Stakeholder relationships for a small
business may occur on a more informal, trusting basis and be characterised by intuitive and
personal engagement with less of a gap between the business and stakeholder's relative power
and influence. Murillo and Lozano (2009) emphasise the significance of personal relationships
in shaping socially responsible practices in a small business context. Jenkins (2004) further
supports that stakeholder relationships in the small business context are often characterised by
personal engagement with a human element likely to affect how small businesses approach
CSR. For instance, according to Jenkins (2004), informal interpersonal relationships with the
customers enable small business owners-managers to understand the customers’ expectations
regarding their responsibilities.

Furthermore, Mcvea and Freeman (2005) explain the direct relationship between the business
and stakeholders by acknowledging small business stakeholders as individuals with names and
faces rather than faceless groups. They add that these faces and names are individuals with
whom there are some relationships and a degree of closeness. Moreover, small businesses
involve consultation and dialogue with their stakeholders to implement CSR practices
(Graafland et al., 2003). As a result, of the relational approach in CSR execution, a
collaborative and collective approach towards CSR is reflected (Russo & Perrini,
2010). Further elucidating the nature of small business CSR-related stakeholder relations, the
following section describes proximity and community embeddedness, which are important
aspects of small business CSR according to the literature.

2.6.3 Community Embeddedness and Proximity
The fundamental characterisation of the nature of small businesses' relationships is community
embeddedness reflecting social proximity and stakeholder salience based upon urgency, power,
and legitimacy (Mitchell et al., 2011). The literature around small business CSR emphasises
the community’s role in driving small business CSR practices, as they are strongly embedded
in their local communities (Besser & Miller 2001; Castka et al., 2004). Their business success
is often related to their degree of legitimacy, approval, and acceptance from local stakeholders
(Russo & Perrini, 2010). Describing small business relations with community members,
Balasubramanian et al. (2005) emphasise a combined approach enacted by small business
owners in the Indian context. This CSR approach reflected a combination of the owner52

manager’s ethical beliefs and social relationships maintained with community members.
Presenting a critique in relation to the embeddedness in small business operations, scholars
have also pointed towards small businesses’ disassociation from the local community and the
pretext of unawareness of the social problems (Curran & Blackburn, 2001). In any case, it can
be argued that the local community–through expectations, sanctions of approval and
legitimacy–influences small business engagement in CSR activities. These sanction
mechanisms operated by the local community members within which the business operates
noticeably influence small business owner-managers’ decision making, and therefore their
understanding and execution of CSR.

Another aspect key to a small businesses’ CSR execution mechanisms is the proximity between
the business and stakeholders. Proximity originates from the literature on embeddedness
(Granovetter, 1985) and refers to “the perception of social, cultural, psychological, or physical
closeness between a business and its stakeholders” (Boschma, 2005, p. 88). The proximity
between the business and stakeholders is essential in understanding small business CSR
(Mitchell et al., 1997). It explains that businesses tend to be more attentive to the needs closest
to them in geographical, emotional, and social domains (Lähdesmäki, Siltaoja, & Spence,
2017). For instance, in many cases, a small business’s customers and employees will be located
in the same community as the business itself, increasing its responsibility to these stakeholder
groups and the local community in general. Highlighting the relational approach of CSR
practised by businesses in India, Sheth and Babiak (2010) emphasize the value of friendship
with individuals, which many small businesses refer to in their CSR related interactions.
Arguably, critical studies highlight the disadvantages of social proximity, which heavily relies
upon close relationships built upon trust and kinship. For example, Boschma and Frenken
(2010) suggest that although social proximity may help avoid opportunistic behaviours against
one another, it does not restrict unethical behaviours. It is argued that as businesses and
stakeholders are very close to each other due to social proximity, it could become difficult to
predict each other’s behaviour, which may result in opportunism.

In summary, the key areas that emerge from the literature review of peculiar attributes of small
business CSR are: first, small businesses give meaning to CSR practices through an informal,
direct approach driven by the owner-manager. Second, considering the idiosyncratic
characterisation of small businesses, their CSR stakeholders are different from the standard set
of stakeholders. Third, small businesses adopt a relational approach in CSR, one that is
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characterised by community embeddedness and proximity. The above-reviewed literature
suggests that executing CSR in small businesses is not necessarily the same as in large
enterprises. Small firms are not little big firms (Tilley, 2000) and have a number of specific
characteristics impacting what small business CSR constitutes. CSR itself has been treated as
a universal concept that can be transposed to all companies, regardless of their size (Jenkins,
2006; Morsing & Perrini, 2009). However, the studies presented thus far provide evidence that
small businesses are subject to many distinctive and intrinsic characteristics that distinguish
them from their larger counterparts (Demuijnck & Ngnodjom, 2013). These distinctions, as
discussed above, are evident in terms of the nature and scope of relationships, size, contextual
characteristics, structure, and the people running the business. Hence, the discussion establishes
that a firm’s situated distinctive characteristics determine their approach to CSR, and therefore
need to be considered in CSR investigations.

Additionally, it is important to note that most studies discussed above focus on single-owner
firms (Jenkins, 2006; Tilley, 2000; Fassin et al., 2015), and the derived findings are generally
discussed under the broad area of ‘small business research’. The literature on small business
CSR highlighted the significant role of the owner-manager in CSR decision making. However,
what is not clear is whether different types of small businesses, for example, dually owned
partnership firms, have different CSR decision making and execution mechanisms. Given the
significant role of the owner-manager in small business CSR execution, it is important to
uncover the ways in which dual and multiple-ownership firms conceptualise and practise CSR.
By explicitly focusing on small-sized businesses co-owned and managed by couples, this study
attempts to fill the gap in the broader literature on small business CSR.

Taking forward the discussion on the significance of the effects of the contextual factors, agents
and structures, the next section reflects upon the dynamics of business operations and roles
played by family members in influencing CSR practices in family firms. A significant number
of small businesses are family businesses run or owned by family members (Debicki et al.,
2009). The role of family members has much significance in small business research as they
are all significantly contributing stakeholders of the firm. In the following section, critical
features of family firms, such as family members’ involvement in CSR matters and
socioemotional wealth (SEW), are discussed to understand their approach to CSR. As
highlighted earlier, couple businesses are a type of family business. Therefore, it is more likely
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that the CSR execution in couple businesses may potentially align with the approach
undertaken in family firms.

2.7 Family Business Approach to CSR
The literature on family business is quite broad, and it is hard to find unanimity on the precise
definition of a family firm. However, a family business is broadly defined as owned, controlled,
and managed by one or more family members (Chua, Chrisman & Sharma, 1999). Significant
components that primarily characterise family businesses in the literature are (1) management
of the firm, which reflects the active membership and participation of family members in
business operations; (2) ownership of the firm, which mainly concerns family members’
ownership share in the business; and (3) generational sustainability, which suggests
transcending business operations and ownership across future generations (Chua et al., 1999).
The first studies in family business CSR showed the difference between CSR practices in
family and non-family firms (Duh et al., 2010; Cruz et al., 2014; Laguir, Laguir & Elbaz, 2016).
Some suggested sources of heterogeneity of CSR engagement in family firms have been family
characteristics, values, and culture (Déniz & Suárez, 2005), managers’ personal characteristics
(Niehm et al., 2008), identification (Berrone et al., 2010), or founder’s participation and
stakeholder interactions (Bingham et al., 2011), and family firm owners’ collective approach
(Dyer, 1986). Most of these studies argue that family firms are better driven to perform CSR
than non-family firms, as this impacts their image, identity, and reputation in the community
(Cruz et al., 2014; Berrone et al., 2013). O’Boyle et al. (2010, p. 312) clarify that family
members closely identify with the firm and consider it an “extension of family and themselves”.
Therefore, they are highly concerned about the negative impact if the firm shows irresponsible
behaviour towards society (Cinnamo et al., 2012).

Through a longitudinal study, Dyer and Whetten (2006) further add that ownership and
management by family members are important drivers for family firms to engage in CSR.
Laguir et al.’s (2016) study, specifically focused upon SME family firms, suggested that family
businesses are more likely to engage in CSR than non-family firms. This is because SME
managers engage with the local community members and support developing the local
economy. More importantly, through this comparative analysis, the study highlighted that CSR
in SME family firms relies upon the owner’s commitment and values. Two key aspects that
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characterise family businesses’ approach to CSR in the literature are the role of owners in CSR
execution and the socioemotional wealth of the business. The connections between owners’
role, socioemotional wealth and CSR are explained below in Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2.

2.7.1 Role of Owners in Family Business CSR Execution
Like small sole ownership firms, the family business founder imprints the firm with their
personal values, further influencing internal and external stakeholders (Fauchart & Gruber,
2011). Internal stakeholders are defined as “those directly related to the business through
ownership or employment” (Cruz et al., 2014, p. 1298). The most common external
stakeholders are the customers, the environment, and the community. The founder’s personal
moral values are also reflected in the organisational culture; therefore, their vision to contribute
to society’s well-being (or not) may have the opportunity to translate into practice (Dyer &
Whetten, 2006; Bingham et al., 2011).

However, unlike single-owner small businesses, there is increased involvement of family firm
members or co-owners alongside the firm's founder in family business CSR. The works of
O’Boyle et al. (2010) and Bingham et al. (2011) establish that the collective involvement of
owners in family firms is an essential motivator for them to undertake socially responsible
activities. Both studies confirm that family firm owner-managers with collectivist values are
relatively more likely to engage in responsible practices in contrast to the individualistic
approach. The literature suggests that the influence of family members’ shared values form the
foundation of family firms. Research by Marques, Presas and Simon (2014) on family
engagement and responsible practices concludes that family involvement enables sharing of
values such as identification and commitment, which in turn are drivers of a higher CSR
engagement. This means that managing CSR needs is facilitated by the presence of these values
that are in turn the consequence of family involvement. In support of this view, through the
analysis of a sample of 112 Spanish family firms, Deniz and Suarez (2005) show that social
interactions in family firms led by values, trust and emotions are important aspects affecting
their orientation towards CSR.

Furthermore, Ciocirlan (2008), who reviews the research on the values of the owners or top
managers in family firms, concludes factors like employee welfare, altruism and the
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responsibility to give back to society influence the owner-manager’s decision to engage in
social responsibility practices. In their study, Marques et al. (2014) find the main values of
identification and collectivism guiding responsible practices in family firms. It is suggested
that identification with the firm reinforces managers to identify with their organisation and
engage in altruistic behaviours (Corbetta & Salvato, 2004). Identification here “refers to the
sense of belonging, the personal attribution of the firm’s success, and the pride of taking part
in the firm” (Berrone et al., 2012, p. 262). Collectivism suggests that all family firm owners
enact CSR activities as a collective team representing the business. However, it is essential to
note that family firms are heterogeneous in nature (Cennamo et al., 2012; Marques et al., 2014)
and may have variable levels of control rights assigned to the family member, which
subsequently may guide their social and ethical behaviour. It is at this position, an investigation
into couple businesses become relevant whereby each couple business partner’s role in CSR
execution including levels of control is unpacked. This investigation would add to the existing
knowledge on family business CSR which currently focuses upon the collective aspect of the
firm but omits to uncover each family firm owner’s role within this.

2.7.2 Socioemotional Wealth and CSR in Family Businesses
Another key aspect discussed almost exclusively in family business CSR literature rather than
the small business, or MNC CSR is the concept of socioemotional wealth (SEW) (Berrone et
al., 2010). SEW refers to “the stock of affect-related value that the family has invested in the
firm” (Berrone et al., 2010, p. 82). The concept encompasses a number of benefits that family
firm owners hold due to their ownership of the firm. Some of the benefits and dimensions
amongst many included in the meaning of SEW are the family firm owner’s control over the
firm, emotional attachment to the firm, identification with the firm, and assurance of
succession. However, more importantly, all the benefits referred to as SEW signify family firm
owners’ relationship with the family business. As couple businesses are a sub-set of family
firms, many aspects could potentially be common and comparable between these business
types (e.g. identification with and emotional attachment to the business). Importantly, as SEW
is an influential factor in family business practices, it is pertinent to review the connections
between SEW and CSR in this study to understand couple businesses’ approach to CSR.
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Important studies in family business CSR literature have shown that SEW acts as a primary
motivator for businesses to engage in CSR activities (Cennamo et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2017).
For example, Berrone et al. (2012) show that the main impetus for family firms to practise and
follow environmental regulations is their desire to maintain SEW in the form of social
relationships amongst internal and external stakeholders. Dyer and Whetten (2006) investigate
CSR orientations in family firms and suggest that family firms may be more socially
responsible due to SEW concerns. Social relationships in family businesses are considered a
critical SEW, which acts as a reference point in business decision making (Kidwell,
Kellermanns & Eddleston, 2012), including CSR. These relationships particularly encapsulate
the business dynamics and stakeholders such as employees, consumers and community
members (Bingham et al., 2011). Peake et al.‘s (2017) study highlight that due to operating a
business for a longer time in a specific community, the business becomes largely embedded
with it. This leads to a higher likelihood for the business to engage in community concerns.
Moreover, being recognised by the community members for active engagement in CSR
enhances the firm’s reputation, which in turn acts as SEW for the business.
Furthermore, in terms of the firm’s relationship with the community from a SEW perspective,
family firms are considered close to their communities because of family members’ personal
ties with other community members (Berrone et al., 2010; Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011). As a
result, family businesses adopt a relational orientation towards their stakeholders, and the
owners are often aware of the need to accommodate stakeholders’ demands for social
performance. Based on this framework, Cennamo et al. (2012) predict that family firms are
more likely to adopt proactive stakeholder engagement practices than non-family ones to
preserve and enhance the family owners’ SEW. Previous studies explaining the links between
family firm ownership and CSR execution highlight that family firm owners’ involvement in
the business influences the ways in which the firm engages in CSR activities (Chrisman et al.,
2012). For example, stakeholders are involved in the firm's CSR approach due to the
stakeholder relations maintained by the team of family firm owners. This collaborative
approach to CSR between the group of owners and stakeholders is performed by integrating
community-based stakeholder needs (Bingham et al., 2011). This approach to CSR suggests
collaboration with the stakeholders. In terms of relationships with external stakeholders,
Niehm, Swinney and Miller (2008) highlight that family firms with higher family involvement
are more likely to have a stronger and deeper commitment to their community. Building on
this view, Dekker and Hasso (2016) confirm that family businesses exhibit higher
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environmental performance if they are more embedded in the community and report lower
levels of environmental concern if the firm is disassociated from the social community.

Some critical studies have drawn attention to the negative impacts of prioritizing SEW,
whereby family interests are favoured against other stakeholder demands (e.g. Kellermanns,
Eddleston & Zellweger, 2012). On a similar note, reflecting on the ‘dark side’ of SEW, Cruz
et al. (2014) point out that, when considering engagement in CSR-inspired initiatives, family
owners are preoccupied with SEW protection. This preference implies ‘stakeholder
differentiation or discriminatory behaviour against non-family internal stakeholders (Hirigoyen
& Poulain-Rehm, 2014). To protect SEW (control over the firm), family firms are particularly
concerned with its image and reputation (as they see the business as an extension of the family
name), making them more responsive to external demands than internal stakeholders. This
prioritization of this image is likely to lead family firms to adopt an instrumental and selective
CSR approach. This centralises the business’s interests over societal issues (Zientara, 2017),
undermining the potential of CSR.

The section has provided evidence of the distinctive approach of family firm CSR, which
involves family members’ participation and the preservation of SEW. The literature review and
synthesis discussed in this section established two key elements about the family business CSR
approach. First, the involvement of family members shapes firms’ approach to CSR, suggesting
increased levels of engagement with CSR-related activities. Nevertheless, extant research on
CSR execution in family firms projects owners’ collective perspective whereby the group of
family business owners represent a collective view in terms of shared values and engagement
motives to implement a common approach to CSR. Second, family firms’ CSR engagement
relies upon their accumulated SEW, which suggests that most decisions regarding CSR
engagement by family firms are undertaken upon considering the impact on SEW.

It is argued from this review that a majority of family business CSR research has established
findings representing firms’ interactions with stakeholders. These include firm owners’
collective execution of CSR symbolised by shared values and motives. However, insights on
contribution and each owner’s individual role in CSR execution are missing. These insights
may further elucidate potential hindrances or facilitators to CSR, in addition to the
acknowledgement of each owner’s role. This study attempts to fill this gap in the literature on
each family business owner’s individual role in practising CSR through a nuanced in-depth
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exploration of each man-and-woman couple business partner’s experiences and role in CSR
execution. Importantly, the synthesised review also highlights that most family firm CSR
findings are broadly grouped under ‘family business research’. Thus, we do not know whether
different types of family firms – such as couple businesses, sibling enterprises, or start-up
firms–have a distinctive approach to CSR. By explicitly focusing on couple businesses, this
study extends nuanced knowledge within the area of family business CSR research.

To summarise, the small business literature previously reviewed (Section 2.6.1) highlighted
the important role of the owner-manager in the execution of CSR activities but also showed a
gap in the knowledge on CSR in dually owned small businesses. The family business literature
review (Section 2.7.1) drew attention to the role of the founder and other family firm owners’
involvement in CSR execution. It also, however, suggested that each owner’s role and
contributions are not specifically focused upon, as most findings are presented under the
umbrella field of family business CSR research. By converging these identified gaps, this study
focuses upon couple businesses where CSR execution by dually owned small businesses is
explored, and each man and woman owner’s individual role is also critically examined.

2.8 A Review of Previous Studies on Couple Businesses
Although scholars from different disciplines have investigated couple businesses, the literature
base is fragmented, relatively incohesive and lacks clarity (Marshack, 1993; Fitzgerald &
Muske, 2002; Sharma, 2004). What we know about couple businesses is largely based upon
empirical studies that investigate how couples navigate home-business domains and advance
business performance (Farrington et al., 2011). In addition, much of the currently available
research on couple businesses is undertaken through press articles that have published success
stories of couple-run businesses. These articles are mainly limited to anecdotal instances shared
by the couple (Fitzgerald & Muske, 2002).

The research to date has also tended to focus on theoretical recommendations rather than
critical analysis showing conceptual growth, with support from the derived empirical findings
to explain couple businesses further (Danes, 2002; El Shoubaki et al., 2021). This is also
evident in the Indian context, as the majority of information on couple businesses is in the form
of descriptions in the press, which mainly cover popular couples in business, stories behind
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their success, and inspirational anecdotes of their support for one another from the start of the
venture (e.g. Economic Times, 2015; Entrepreneur India, 2019). This suggests paucity in
academic research in the overall field of couple businesses and highlights a lack of critical
understanding of how couple business partners mitigate conflicts, tensions, and sacrifices
within business operations, including the issues around situated gender constructions shaping
these challenges.

Previous academic and empirical scholarship on couple businesses can be encapsulated in three
broad themes: home-business domains, spousal relations, and gender roles. The literature on
home-business domains of couples and spousal relations are discussed below and the topic of
gender roles in couple business research is discussed in Section 2.13 as a sub-section of a
detailed review on the topic of gender. This includes an explanation of the concept of gender
as a social construction and the subsequent characterisations of masculinities and femininities.
Following this, existing studies based on gender dynamics in couple businesses are reviewed
and synthesised to ascertain research gaps in the field.

2.8.1 Spousal Relations and Business Implications
The dynamics of the spousal relationship between the couple in the backdrop of parallel careers
are arguably at the heart of couple business characterisation (Blenkinsopp & Owens, 2010).
From an idealised business perspective, couple business partners’ personal relationships and
spousal dynamics act as support systems in jointly conceptualising business ideas and
operationalising them in practice. To date, a number of studies have identified a link between
spousal support and new-venture start-ups (Matzek, Gudmunson & Danes, 2010). It is argued
that at an initial stage, a business heavily relies on joint financial resources and requires time
and labour commitments, and hence spousal supports act as an important form of financial and
human capital (Fletcher, 2010). Moreover, as the couple may have started the business together,
they may have a more profound emotional attachment to the firm and each other (Millman &
Martin, 2007). Analysing spousal relations as a business resource, Poza and Messer’s (2001)
research recognises the availability of spousal ‘expertise’ as an asset to the business and draws
attention to spousal networking skills that can increase business visibility (Bratkovic &
Antoncic, 2009).
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Several studies have postulated a convergence between spousal relationships and high business
performance (Matzek et al., 2010). In one of the recent studies, Matzek et al. (2010) found that
the financial performance of small and medium-sized couple-business ventures was positively
correlated to shared vision and quality of the relationship and concluded that spousal social
capital also has a positive impact on financial performance. Van Auken and Werbel’s (2006)
research showed that increased cooperation between the couple business partners led to strong
business performance using an integrated approach. Focused more on the relational aspects of
spousal support, Jimenez (2009) evaluated the support mechanisms between couple business
partners and introduced the concept of ‘emotional leadership’. Findings of the study suggest
that the emotional support often provided by the woman leader of the unit, particularly in times
of business tensions, helps the other partner maintain stability.

Together, these studies indicate a positive link between spousal relations and business
outcomes largely in terms of the sustainability of the business. However, such studies remain
narrow in focus, dealing only with business outcomes and failing to evaluate how couple
business partners’ experiences of the personal relationship impact other aspects of the business
such as stakeholder interactions, human resource management or social outcomes. Several
aspects of spousal relations remain, such as emotions, social ties, and power (Hirigoyen &
Villeger, 2017), about which little is known. Moreover, the literature on spousal relations has
a largely positive orientation and does not acknowledge potential limitations–such as power
struggles, confusion of command, and misaligned interests–which can characterise shared
leadership. It is not clear how the experiences of spousal relations between the couple are
related to the execution of business practices and how do the experiences of spousal relations
translate into business practice. Through a nuanced investigation of couples’ experiences of the
spousal relationship and business dynamics with a specific focus on CSR as a business practice,
this research finds the interconnections between spousal relationship, business dynamics and
practices.

2.8.2 Intertwined Home and Business Domains
Previous studies on couple businesses highlight an increasing realisation of permeability
between business and home domains (Baines & Wheelock, 1998; Marshack, 1993; Fletcher,
2010; Brannon et al., 2013). The reasons for the increased blurring between home and business
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domains discussed in the literature are spousal relations (Wicker & Burley, 1991), common
career paths, and extended familial obligations (Bensemann & Hall, 2010). Fitzgerald and
Muske (2002) emphasise that couple business partners typically interlink business and home
relationships and perceive business as a way of life rather than a separate space for economic
gains. Overlapping home–business boundaries and the informality characterising the
relationships within are primarily regarded as a relative advantage for couple businesses. For
example, Smith’s (2000) study based on 20 couple business partners in Australia finds that
couples favour the flexibility which comes with merging home and business domains.
Similarly, Andersson et al. (2002) case study based research from different developed countries
proved that couple business partners merge life and business goals to navigate home and
business boundaries, which also acts as an advantage for business sustainability.

Studies investigating the intertwinement of home and business domains indicate the benefits
of flexibility for couple business partners (Smith, 2000; Fitzgerald & Muske, 2002). Research
suggests that, due to the advantage of flexibility between home and business, couples can better
manage the business. Nevertheless, some key problems, such as interference of business talks
into home life and a lack of personal time due to the increased permeability between home and
business, have been identified in the literature. Most studies investigating boundaries and
transitions between the two domains have either supported the flexibility aspect as an
advantage for business sustainability or identified them as issues leading to conflicts and
disruptions that affect the spousal relationship (Butler & Modaf, 2012; Helmle, 2014; Brannon
et al., 2013). What remains to be known is more nuanced knowledge on how these almostmerged home and business domains impact specific business practices in couple business, for
example, CSR. More importantly, how does this permeability affect men and women’s
engagement in the business and their ways of executing specific business practices, including
CSR?

The literature review draws attention to the fact that all empirical studies in a couple business
contexts have been conducted in western countries, and thus, perspectives from the global south
are lacking. To date, 50% of the published empirical studies are based upon couple businesses
in the US, followed by studies in countries such as the UK, New Zealand, and other European
countries. This suggests a paucity of perspectives on couple businesses from the southern part
of the globe. Published academic research about couple businesses is not found in this literature
review within the Indian context. However, some studies have focused upon home and business
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domains of dual-career couples where both men and women work but do not specifically run a
business together (e,g, Kundu et al., 2016). This study considers that the circumstances of dualcareer couples are entirely different to couple businesses in terms of joint ownership of a
business, decision-making, and execution of the business practices (Fletcher, 2010). Therefore,
the literature on dual-career couples is not drawn upon; however, importantly, some studies
have highlighted that dual-career couples in India face an entirely different set of problems and
issues compared to other parts of the global north. It is stressed that due to joint family systems
and contrasting demands of home and business domains, dual-career couples confront more
pressures and show struggle in balancing home and business roles (Narayan & Bhardwaj, 2005;
Kundu et al. 2016). These findings have been helpful in this study to understand couple
business partners’ home and business dynamics and their influence on their business
operations.

Furthermore, the extant research mostly through quantitative studies focuses on the links
between spousal relationships and business success but fails to include a nuanced analysis of
how specific business practices are enacted, negotiated and managed individually and between
the couple. For example, the study by Foley and Powell (1997) includes a discussion on
conflicts, but this is only a proposition and not a reflection of micro-level, individual-level
experiences guiding these conflicts or as a result of emergent conflicts. Studying 20 pairs of
couple business owners another study identifies boundaries between home and business, but as
the study only relies on questionnaires, it does not allow descriptive accounts embodied
through experiences and personalities to surface (Danes et al., 2002). The dynamics of how
business operations are navigated, shared or designated between the couple are important to
uncover, as, such dynamics involve conflicts of roles, personalities, relations, gender and
power. The inquiry into the dynamics of how business practice is executed in a couple business
is particularly important to uncover in the Indian context, as the society traditionally places a
differentiated set of norms for men and women, which restricts women’s engagement in work
(employment and business). By specifically focusing on CSR execution, including nuances of
experiences of gender, spousal relations and home-business roles, this study attempts to fill the
research gap in the area of couple business operations.

Having reviewed the key literature on couple businesses, the review will now turn to discuss
the third theme identified in couple business literature: gender dynamics. Before discussing
gender relations, it is important to understand what gender means and how it is constructed and
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enacted by men and women. Thus, below, first, the meaning of gender adopted in this study is
discussed, followed by a review of characterisation of masculinity pertaining to dominance and
care; and characterisation of femininity pertaining to dominance and resistance. This discussion
is followed by an analysis of the impact of gendering in organisations, which includes issues
of agency and power. Lastly, the literature on gender dynamics in couple businesses is
reviewed to identify issues covered by previous literature and the unaddressed issues
concerning gender in couple businesses.

2.9 Gender as a Social Construction
Sociologists describe ‘sex’ as a constant in every society, reflecting a combination of genetic
and hormonal features within the biology of being male or female. In comparison, ‘gender’
refers to the roles and expectations attributed to men and women in a given society, roles that
change over time and place (Lorber, 1994). By this understanding, gender is a social rather
than a biological construct that can only take shape within a social and cultural context.
Feminist views suggest that gender is fluid and relational, created through social interactions,
societal norms, and cultural influences, and which may even be systematically enforced by
society (Martin, 2006; Risman, 2004). According to Lorber (1994), sex remains a constant
across all societies; however, the expectations to behave in restricted or powerful ways are
more closely linked to gender roles shaped by a socio-cultural context. Drawing from social
construction feminist lens explained by Lorber (1998) and (Bem, 1993), this research
conceptualises gender as socially constructed, ingrained in social practices which ascribe what
it is to be a man or a woman. Such a conceptualisation of gender includes gender roles
prescribed by the socio-cultural setting and performances as performed by men and women
due to the prescribed roles (Lorber, 1998). The utility of conceptualising gender as a social
construction is in recognising that it uncovers socio-cultural elements which define and give
meaning to the concept (Lorber, 1994,1998). This knowledge can then be fed back to CSR
mechanisms that can be designed to address gender-based social issues.

There has been considerable investigation into how we understand masculinities or femininities
within the discourse of gender studies (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Connell, 2016; Lewis,
2014; Elliott, 2016). In relation to socially constructed gender, masculinities and femininities
are indicative of what it means to be a man or a woman. This suggests that masculinities or
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femininities is not a fixed entity embedded in the body of individuals. Rather masculinities and
femininities refer to “the social roles, behaviours, and meanings prescribed for men and women
in any society at any time”. (Kimmel, 2001, p. 9318). Connell and Messerschmidt (2005, p.
836) further clarify that masculinities and femininities are “configurations of practice that are
accomplished in social action and, therefore, can differ according to the gender relations in a
particular social setting”. These views suggest that there is no static form of masculinities or
femininities instead they are only created within a social and cultural context and have the
tendency to change in different situations (Connell, 2005). Connecting to the performative
aspect of gender as a social practice situated within a given context, this thesis understands
masculinity and femininity in the plural as masculinities and femininities, which are performed
differently in different situations (Connell, 2005; Martin, 2003; Schippers, 2007).

Studies have found that perceptions of gender imbued in people reflected the gender
performance expected from them by a given society (Ahl, 2007). This means individuals
associated different sets of characteristics, norms, behaviours, and thoughts with masculinities
and then with femininities. This practice is often referred to as stereotyping in gender, which
essentially sets individuals in standard characterisations of being a man or a woman (Benschop
& Verloo, 2011). Furthermore, gender stereotypes are often internalised by men and women;
therefore, the focus is on how others see men and women and how they see themselves with
regard to stereotyped attributes (Ahl, 2007).

The following sections present a review of the nature of masculinities and femininities in
relation to socio-cultural norms and organisational practices. The review and discussion cover
traditional masculine traits and norms followed by caring masculinities. The discussion on
femininities includes stereotypical, often dominant ascriptions of feminine norms and resistant
femininities. In this study, understanding masculinities and femininities help address the
research objective of exploring the role of gender in couple business CSR in four ways. First,
it will help unpack how men and women couple business partners interrelate masculinities and
femininities with CSR execution. Second, it will highlight the deep-rooted, gender-related
socio-cultural norms of the Indian society which impact individuals and business practices.
Given that the focus of this research is on the Indian patriarchal socio-cultural context, this is
particularly relevant. Third, an analysis of the commonly perceived characterisation of men
and women will help identify attributes (e.g. dominance, social networking) that encourage or
constrain their participation in CSR decision making. Fourth, it will help identify any
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alternative approaches undertaken by couple business partners to address conventionally
perceived gender understandings through their CSR execution.

2.10 Men and Masculinities
The investigation of women’s social status and the accorded gender identity continues to be
important in gender studies; however, increasingly, the literature also addresses perceptions,
behaviours, and actions of men to explore how masculinities are constructed, normalised, and
maintained in organisations and societies (Collinson & Hearn, 1994). The feminist perspectives
of gender question masculine biases in how things like business responsibility are defined,
constructed and examined around this (Kelan, 2008b; Billing, 2011). A typical traditional
notion of masculinity is understood as a set of norms, behaviours and beliefs associated with
the idea of being a man, believed to stand in opposition to femininity and woman (Connell and
Messerschmidt, 2005). Such norms include identifying men as providers, aggressive, rational,
assertive, dominant, self-reliant, leading others, and focused on work over family. Surfacing
dominance associated with masculinity played a decisive part in starting feminist movements
and is considered one of the challenging situations which restrict transformations in gender
ascriptions for social change (Lewis, 2014). Masculinities, as marked by dominance and
superiority over femininities (Connell, 2016), is harmful on the whole in societies as well as
organisations as these conditions lead to concreting traditional gendered hierarchies (Acker,
1992)

Within gender studies, the effect of masculinities has been importantly explained by Connell
and Messerschmidt (2005) through the concept of hegemony which embodies the traditional
ways of being a man and requires all other men to position themselves in relation to it. The
hegemonic form of masculinity concretes “the legitimacy of patriarchy and guarantees the
dominant position of men and the subordination of women” (Coles, 2009, p. 31). According to
McCarthy, Soundararajan & Taylor (2020), the hegemony associated with masculinity creates
further binaries in gender relations as men try to maintain traditional masculine norms, for
example, competitiveness, inability to show weakness or uncertainty, or assertiveness. Through
their enactment of masculinities, the literature suggests that men divert all other men to
continue enacting conventional, socio-culturally ascribed masculine norms and showed a
‘macho’ identity (Hancock, 2012). They usually relate their own gender identity with such a
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prescribed set of masculine norms. Additionally, studies on masculinities also highlight that
men who do not support idealised masculinity norms fail to obtain benefits of patriarchy, like
to have power over others, and are also subordinated by other men (Connell & Messerschmidt,
2005). Furthermore, following the normative standards set by hegemonic masculinity indicates
men’s preference for supporting other men’s development. In doing so, they continue to
maintain rather than address gender inequalities and do not support the breaking down of
gender binaries highlighting their agency in the reproduction of masculinity (Waling, 2019).

Distinctive from the themes of dominance, superiority and power indicating hierarchal gender
relations, caring masculinity sheds light on a different side of masculine traits. A strand of
research challenging the discussed dominance in masculinity through a transformative,
progressive perspective is caring masculinities (Elliott, 2016). It describes an alternative form
of masculinity as possessing commonly perceived feminine features of care and empathy
(Douche, 2006). Research on caring masculinity argues that masculinity does not
predominantly echo strength, power and dominance but also care and empathy in sensitive
situations (Hearn, 2001). It underlines the vulnerability experienced by men to emotions and
thus encourages the expression of feelings. It is particularly necessary to uncover this
dimension given the focus of this research is on relational approaches in executing CSR, which
centralises around emotions, feelings, and closeness within the couple as well as with business
stakeholders. Reflecting upon the previous chapters’ literature on relationships and the
collaborative small business approach of CSR execution, it is necessary to review drivers such
as care in relation to masculinity.

Against the underlying conventional conceptualisation of gender roles, a rapidly expanding
body of literature discusses changing masculinity (e.g. fatherhood, Medved, 2016), which has
been described as one indicator of ‘slow change’ in gender relations in societies and in business
contexts (Sullivan, 2006, p. 114; Kelan, 2018). A number of recent studies show that men
express themselves through a diverse spectrum of behaviours and emotions that are socially
coded and traditionally ascribed as feminine and feminising (Elliott, 2016) (women and
femininities are discussed in Section 2.10). Studies on care and masculinity emphasise
challenging the hegemonic masculine forms, signifying dominance and strength and
understanding men’s behaviours from newer perspectives. One of the consistent themes echoed
in the literature to undo gender support society’s move from hegemonic masculinities to caring
masculinities (van Der Gaag et al., 2019).
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Studies also highlight men’s willingness for a switch in gender roles and adopt gender-neutral
norms shaping business practices (Ely & Meyerson, 2010). For example, the work of Roberts
(2018) has shown how contemporary men sometimes willingly and enthusiastically engage
with employment previously coded as “feminine” and that these same attitudes extend into the
domestic sphere where young men contribute significantly to housework and childcare,
suggesting care. However, from a critical perspective, the willingness to switch roles by men
also indicates their privilege to make a choice to do so, which is not often accorded to women.
This discussion on masculinities is essential to reflect upon in this study to determine men’s
ways of mobilising masculinities in enacting CSR. An investigation of the masculinities and
the associated masculine norm of the Indian context is essential in this research to analyse men
and women’s ways of executing CSR and their treatment of gender within this.

2.11 Women and Femininities
A traditional characterisation of femininity reflects relegation and subordination of women
when compared to the hegemonic characterisation of masculinity discussed in the previous
section. The system of gender stratification essentially relies upon traditional meanings of
femininity which include stereotypical traits such as “physical vulnerability, dependence, and
compliance” (Schippers, 2007, p. 91). The socio-cultural norms of a particular society may
ascribe femininity to being a woman who embodies features such as being vulnerable,
dependent, compliant, caring, emotional, nurturing, or cute. But scholars argue that femininity
is not just a composition of a fixed set of attributes that characterize or represent all women.
Rather femininity symbolises multiple interpretations and meanings which act as a frame of
reference in social interactions, individual behaviours, and actions. This set of guidelines are
particularly employed within heterosexual relations where there is an increased potential of
gender clashes. Questioning the status quo around dominant femininity may put women in a
precarious social position, and thus they may avoid raising issues binding them to particular
gender principles (Kandiyoti, 1988). Dominant feminine ascriptions on women normally
accepted by society may lead women to collude to hide the gendered nature of business
practices. Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) refer to this as hegemonic femininity that
captures processes through which women actively (subconsciously) gender the notion of work,
thereby reinforcing the gender order and its male bias.
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Proposing an alternative conceptualisation of femininities, Lewis (2014) suggests
understanding women’s position in organisations from a different perspective than dominant
femininity. Her proposal involves shifting the focus from women’s exclusion due to the
dominance of masculine norms to their inclusion in organisations. This view draws attention
to understanding how women are included in work environments so that alternative ways in
which women navigate ways to tackle dominant masculine norms are uncovered. A similar line
of argument is presented in the works of Paechter (2018), who call for understanding
femininities not in relation to masculinities but rather in itself. The key argument presented in
these works is reconfiguring femininities that have been traditionally conceptualised in relation
to masculinities. For example, subordination of women is understood in relation to the
dominance of men.

Explaining the dynamics of navigating traditional and stereotypical masculine and feminine
norms in organisations, Halberstam (1998) highlights instances when women do not agree to
perform subordinate roles and adopt a masculine stance in performing tasks within an
organisation. Although, such abilities ‘to act like a man’ are considered a violation of norms
associated with femininity and women’s status as women by society. Women’s enactments of
perceived dominant masculinities could be acknowledged as inappropriate and ill-mannered,
indicating that women’s position within organisations is more acceptable in terms of support
rather than leadership. Challenging the notions of dominant femininity, an alternative and
important characterisation of femininities is seen through the lens of resistance. By displaying
the discontent with submissive, ancillary roles culturally ascribed to gender, women are
unwilling to tolerate unequal outcomes of gendered behaviours, actions, thoughts, treatment in
organisations (Aldossari & Calvard, 2021). Femininities embodying characteristics of
resistance involve risking social status in certain circumstances and contexts. However, show
activism in challenging oppressive gender(ed) norms and taking the lead towards social change
(Eagly & Carli, 2003).

Key to the Indian context is the concept of patriarchal norms, which reflect a social system of
men’s power, privilege, and superiority over women. These conditions are also reflected in the
organisational structures, which point to enduring gender inequality in India (Sumanjeet, 2016;
(Sivakumar & Manimekalai, 2021). This suggests that the social ascriptions to gender
cultivated in the Indian context render differing business and family expectations from men
and women. Men work without domestic hindrances, and women undertake the responsibilities
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for family members, children, and the household alongside business responsibilities (Singh &
Pattanaik, 2020).

Scholars in India note that the patriarchal social order is maintained by encouraging the
enactment of masculinities by men, which guides them to fulfil social expectations, maintain
social status, continue the family legacy, and provide financial support (Pande, 2018). A study
by Philbrick and Fitzgerald (2007) concluded that men lead in family firms, leaving lesser
opportunities for women to inherit businesses and run or manage a family business without the
help and support of male family members. Arguably, patriarchal systems are more difficult for
women than for men, given that under the patriarchal system’s logic, women have to identify
themselves as women, wives, and mothers before being entrepreneurs (Sharma & Dhir, 2019).
It is crucial to note that men, too, being brothers, husbands, and fathers, feel burdened by social
expectations from wider society and their family members (Osella & Osella, 2006; Charlebois,
2012). However, from a gender perspective, if men follow these perceived social expectations,
they are said to be adhering to Indian values. Moreover, the cultural belief that being a man
inherently implies being an effective provider seems to have persisted (Sivakumar &
Manimekalai, 2021). Hence, in the Indian context, these nuances of dominant masculinity and
femininity become crucial in understanding the gendered organisation of life and social
interactions, impacting organisational practices such as CSR. Moreover, it is essential to
investigate these nuances and include them in amongst the issues that CSR should address.

The review and synthesis of masculinities and femininities enacted in organisations illustrated
that although the structure of gender relations has undergone some changes over the past
decades, it nevertheless remains characterised by a male bias and tends to privilege
masculinities in organisations particularly in the Indian context. A different strand of recent
research on masculinity showed caring behaviours enacted by men, which men mobilise.
Literature on femininities showed the emergence of dominant femininity, leading women to
conform to traditional ascriptions of femininity. The examined studies on the enactment of
masculinities and femininities confirm that gender stereotypes can be impediments to women’s
entrepreneurial advancement, promoting conditions of gender bias in organisations.

The following section turns to shed further light on the implications of masculinities and
femininities in organisations. The section discusses agency and power as the dimensions of
gender relations affecting men and women’s participation in business matters. In this study,
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understanding the gendered approach in organisations, including concepts such as power and
agency, is vital because as the couple business partners are heterosexual partners, there are
possibilities of gender interactions that affect their position in business matters.

2.12 Gendered Approach in Organisations
Scholars researching the relationship between gender and organisational practices consider
them to be mutually constitutive (e.g. Alvesson & Billing, 1997; Benschop & Verloo, 2011;
Calás, Smircich & Holvino, 2014). Evidence from sociological and organisational scholarship
confirms that organisational practices are gendered in nature (Acker, 1992; Martin, 2006).
From a gender perspective, academic theorisation has drawn attention to the fact that
hegemonic masculinities-led decisions overpower (Bruni, Gherardi & Poggio, 2004) in
organisational matters. Women, for instance, have faced negative consequences of dominant
characteristics ascribed to men of silencing their voices and choices, which affects their agency
and power (Simpson & Lewis, 2005). Since the research objective is to understand men and
women’s ways of executing CSR practices in a co-owned business, it is important to reflect
upon the effect of gender/gendering in organisations. This is of particular importance given
that the Indian context echoes patriarchal structures restricting women’s voice in organisational
matters.

The literature indicates gendering as a process practised in organisations having negative
impacts, particularly on women resulting in the reproduction of gender binaries.
By gendering activity, the thesis refers to ‘doing of gender’, applying femininities or
masculinities at work, leading to circumstances of opportunities or threats for men and women
(West & Zimmerman, 1987; Acker, 2006). The process of gendering is illustrative of microlevel approaches in which the women and men involved contribute to produce and reproduce
normative gendered social expectations about what/who decides and enacts business practices.
In explanation of the effects of masculinities in organisations, Acker (1992)’s approach
highlighted that socio-cultural masculine norms are embedded in organisational practices.
Acker’s (1992) work emphasizes that a man or a woman requires to enact a masculine identity
to conduct managerial responsibilities appropriately. Thus, suggesting prominence and
acceptance of masculine ways and behaviour as more efficient in the execution of organisation
practices over feminine norms of physical vulnerability or emotional nature (Nentwich &
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Kelan, 2014). The connection between the enactment of masculinities in organisations within
a patriarchal context is interpreted as detrimental to women because of the confining traits of
femininities and the contradiction they experience when making an attempt to enact masculine
traits (Halberstam (1998). Similarly, in the entrepreneurial arena, feminist studies of
entrepreneurship have exposed how masculinities is central to the enactment of successful
entrepreneurship as well as for the subjectivity of the entrepreneur (Bruni, et al., 2004).

Focusing on the hierarchy between men and women, Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) have
argued that enactment of masculinities by some men in work activities and social relations
affects women and many men around them as they are often relegated as inferior, leading to
hierarchal gender structures. This view is underlined in the literature by Scharff (2011), who
suggest that a consequence of conventional masculine norms in organisational matters is the
relegation of women’s status as an ‘other’ and a subordinate. Key aspects discussed in the
literature in explaining the gendered nature of relationships in organisations are power and
agency. The below sections present a review of these concepts. In order to understand the role
of gender in couple business CSR, it is fundamental to address the concept of power to analyse
the CSR decision making dynamics between the couple. In addition, the concept of agency is
also of significance in determining couples’ decision-making mechanisms as well as each
partner’s role within this.

2.12.1 Agency & Power
Investigating agency is foundational in understanding how gender influences business
practices. Feminist scholars, through studying organisations from a gender perspective, have
acknowledged gender as an organising principle of society, including organisations that have
implications on the social actors’ experiences of executing business activities (Calás, Smircich
& Holvino, 2014). Feminist works highlight the issues of choice and agency faced by the
marginalised due to gendered structures within organisations as well as societal contexts. Gill
(2000b, p. 72) defines agency as “the capacity to be in or to take action—for example, by doing
(or refusing to do), saying and interpreting”. From a gender perspective, workers in
organisations exercise their agency by adhering to gender norms ascribed to them by society
or organisational norms or resisting them. Sewell (1992) discusses agency as having a
“transformative capacity, which is the ability to undertake actions of compliance and
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reproduction as well as resistance and transformation”. On a similar note, Lorber (1994),
suggests that from a social constructionist perspective, gender is dynamic and is shaped by
social actors themselves. Therefore, individuals are equipped with agentic ability for enacting
new gender behaviours, norms, and beliefs. However, Davies (1991) suggests that agency can
be exercised only when individuals have access to a social position from which they are able
to speak and be heard. This conceptualisation of agency argues for subjects to have presence
rather than absence. According to Acker (2012), identifying issues of agency leads to
problematising the notion of choice situated in the gendered organisational structures.
Providing agency helps to uncover silent voices embodied in the experiences of inequality.

Power is a constitutive aspect of gender relations and dynamics in organisations (Coleman,
1990; Kondo, 1990). Connell (1987, p. 168) describes gender relations as “a historically
constructed pattern of power relations between men and women and definitions of masculinity
and femininity”. The ways in which men and women routinely behave and enact gender roles
reflect these power relations and the hegemonic notions of masculinity and femininity. For
example, in many patriarchal societies, the gender power hierarchy seems to assert relatively
demarcated role divisions, with men pursuing a professional career and being the breadwinner
(Kelan, 2008b). At the same time, women typically undertake caring responsibilities and
undertake largely unpaid/invisible work (Wheatley, Lawton & Hardill, 2018). The formal
hierarchical authority structure of businesses, particularly family firms, endows some positions
with more power than others, and work tasks and relations, are organised accordingly.

The above-raised points highlight problems of power and agency as the consequences of
enacting a gendered approach in executing organisational practices. In sum, the review of
masculinities highlighted that the idealisation of masculinities legitimizing patriarchy not only
restricts change in gender constructions but also recreates relations of subordination by
normalising and honouring particular traits associated with men. The literature on caring
masculinities was drawn upon, which indicated a tiny shift towards understanding conventional
masculine forms from a newer perspective. Literature on femininities showed the nature of
stereotypical femininity, leading women to conform to traditional socio-cultural ascriptions of
femininity. The characterisation of masculinities reflecting patriarchal order and dominance
discussed implicate in organisational practices predominantly affecting others around them.
The examined studies on the enactment of masculinities and femininities, particularly in
patriarchal contexts such as India, confirm that gender stereotypes can be impediments to
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women’s entrepreneurial advancement, promoting conditions of gender bias in organisations
(Bannerji, 2016; Kaushik, Sharma & Kumar Kaushik, 2014). These conditions suggest that
although the structure of gender relations has undergone some changes over the past decades,
it nevertheless remains characterised by men’s bias and tends to privilege masculinities in a
business context (Martin, 2006).

The following section presents a review of previous studies on the topic of gender in couple
businesses. A small number of studies have investigated gender dynamics within couple
businesses, and the main purpose of reviewing these studies is to unpack how the construct of
gender is treated within the field. After reviewing and synthesising gender dynamics in couple
businesses, the identified gaps in small business, family business, gender in relation to couple
businesses are discussed.

2.13 Gender Dynamics in Couple Businesses
In terms of the topics researched, empirical studies that have explored gender and power
dynamics in couple businesses cover two main themes: first, enactment of gender-based
division of tasks and second, couples’ perception of their roles in terms of contributions/tasks
as equal in business. Previous studies exploring gender roles suggest that men and women
couple business partners typically enact gender-based division of roles in managing the
business (Jurik et al., 2019; Bensemann & Hall, 2010; Smith, 2000) that recognise men as
“breadwinners” and women as “caretakers” within the combined home-business framework
(Marshack, 1998, p 169). From a business responsibilities perspective, men tend to focus more
on business performance, assuming a senior leadership role, whilst women prioritise family
relations and domestic responsibilities in addition to business tasks (Jurik et al., 2019).

Studying the nature of role distribution between home and business, Ponthieu and Caudill
(1993) found that although men are considered the boss in couple businesses, the relationship
is considered as equal because the home and business responsibilities are clearly divided
between the couple. The study suggests that men usually lead business decisions and women
have the authority to undertake home-related decisions. These findings indicate that the value
of business decision making is considered to be equal to the value of authority in the home and
hence men and women’s roles appear to be equal. Explaining how couples navigate gender
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relations suggest distribution of roles and responsibilities on the basis of gender norms helps
them dilute conflicts and tensions of power. Marshack (1994) proposes that couples must set
boundaries between home and business as there is substantial overlap, and the gender-based
division of roles helps couples achieve a balance between the two domains. It is important to
note that the gender-based division of roles and responsibilities is according to the norms
accorded to men and women by that particular socio-cultural context.

According to some views discussed here, the division of business and home responsibilities
between men and women indicate shared work between the couple. However, it is important
to note that such division of business and home responsibilities as per socio-culturally accorded
gender norms does not signify gender equality rather concretes gender binaries. As highlighted
previously, gender binaries in particularly patriarchal societies act as impediments to women’s
growth and relegate them as subordinate to men. An egalitarian model, which is the main
attribute of a couple business and central to its creation (Barnett & Barnett, 1988), may only
be achieved when traditional conventions of masculinity and femininity are addressed and the
business structure, practices and tasks reflect an androgynous orientation.

Critical evaluations of how couple businesses are managed rarely suggest that the traditional
gender norms were challenged or changed. Stereotyping based on presumed gender differences
assigns men and women traditional roles that they voluntarily or involuntarily enact (West &
Zimmerman, 1987). This approach is detrimental to individuals, particularly women, as it fails
to account for individual capabilities and skills (Ahl, 2007). According to Millman and Martin
(2007), women are anticipated to take on key family responsibilities whilst juggling their
business engagements and familial responsibilities in couple businesses. A critical strand of
past research on role division in couple businesses and family firms concludes that women’s
contributions are undervalued. Evidence has drawn attention to female partners’ ‘invisible role’
whereby their contributions are less recognised, are informal and remain unpaid in couple
businesses (Heinonen & Stenholm, 2011; McAdam & Marlow, 2013). Sharma’s (2004)
analysis also revealed an under-representation of women in the family business (in single or
joint-family roles) as the focus of published articles, including couple business. A small strand
of research has indicated that despite assuming traditional roles, which generally have a
restricting tendency, women had opportunities of equal power and authority alongside men in
business decision making. However, this was only when businesses particularly, had products
and services for women, such as beauty treatment salons (Millman & Martin, 2007).
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From the above discussion, it can be summarised that most research investigating the role of
gender in couple businesses are focused upon comparative analysis of gendered role divisions
between men and women. Some studies support that role divisions based upon gender rather
enable couple business partners to manage a balance between home and business tasks.
Empirical studies find gendered roles within couple businesses but rarely analyse the impact
of gender-based segregation at the individual level. According to Harding (1998), gender can
also shape how we perceive our social world and the techniques we choose to analyse it with.
Previous analysis of gender dynamics in couple business partners does not include how couple
business partners make sense of gender, how they experience gender, and how their
experiences of gender influence their business practices. Although some studies have
considered gender-based role divisions in couple businesses activities, attention has not been
given to understanding how such gender-based divisions give rise to issues of participation,
choice and agency in couple business practices.

In addition, all studies investigating gendered roles in couple businesses refer to stereotypical
ideas of gender-related traits but do not explore whether couple business partners mobilise
alternative forms of masculinities and femininities, such as care in masculinity or resistance by
women. Due to this, couple business partners are again classified into a category of conditions
on behaviours, actions, rights, privileges, and duties. Thus, only referring to conventional forms
of gender results in reproducing masculinities and femininities. Additionally, very few studies
on gender provide collective as well as individual accounts of men and women couple business
partners, which provides a partial view on the overall topic of gender investigation. According
to de Bruin and Lewis (2004), the research approach to couple businesses regard a couple as
an interdependent relationship, and thus most studies provide insights that represent one
collective perspective. This means there is a lack of research in couple business literature that
treats the two partners running the couple business as individuals and which presents nuanced
insights drawn from individual perspectives from each partner. Insights and perspectives of
each couple business partner (man and woman) are of significance, particularly within the
Indian context, due to the overtones of India's patriarchal norms-driven socio-cultural structure.
Therefore, by understanding the CSR perspectives of both partners as a collective team and as
an individual, this thesis provides a more detailed and complete account of couple business
practices with a specific focus on CSR.
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Most studies discussed above present quantitative analysis and omit to consider a qualitative
analysis of men and women’s in-depth experiences embedded with emotional references
pertaining to gender. Furthermore, most empirical published studies on couple business are
based in western countries, and thus knowledge on gender dynamics on couple businesses is
lacking from southern global perspectives. According to Lorber (1994), sex remains a constant
across all societies; however, the expectations to behave in restrictive or powerful ways are
more closely linked to gender roles shaped by a given socio-cultural context. Thus, given that
gender is a situated concept and attains its meaning from the social context, whether this
socially constructed meaning of gender affects couple business partners’ CSR understanding
is not yet known. We also do not know how the socio-cultural meanings assigned to gender by
the Indian society shape couple business practices. Through a nuanced exploration of couple
business partners’ experiences of gender and its association with CSR execution in the Indian
socio-cultural context, this research contributes to the conversation on understanding the
implications of gender in couple businesses.

The following section presents a review and discussion on gender in CSR studies. Previous
studies have shown strong links between CSR and gender by establishing the involvement of
CSR in addressing gender-related social issues. However, the review of extant studies
presented below indicates a gap in research in terms of gender in small businesses, business
owners’ personal experiences of gender and gender-related contextual investigations echoing
southern voices.

2.14 Gender in CSR Studies
An important theme explored in the gender CSR literature is concerned with CSR’s role in
addressing the issue of gender inequality in society. Both academic and empirical studies have
emphasised that gender inequality as an inherent social issue should be addressed through CSR
initiatives and programmes. Through paying attention to themes such as gender diversity in
corporate boardrooms (Cabeza-Garcia, Fernandez-Gago & Nieto, 2018), gender in the value
chain (McCarthy & Moon, 2017), gender equality at the workplace (Grosser, 2005; McCarthy,
2017), management styles within CSR, coverage of gender in standards and certifications (e.g.,
fair trade, global compact), extant studies have established strong links between gender-related
issues and the role of CSR. However, it could be argued that many studies investigating gender
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in CSR as described here, provide insights from a large business (MNC) perspective. For
example, Cabeza-Garcia et al.’s (2018) study analyses the composition of board room members
to investigate the impact on CSR, calling for more diversity in corporate board rooms to
increase CSR engagement. Previous studies on the dynamics of gender in CSR within the MNC
context have been instrumental in drawing attention to gender disparities in organisations and
the potential of CSR. However, gender implications within CSR from a small business
perspective could be different considering the distinctive features of a small business context.
Contributions from small businesses could be equally impactful in addressing gender-related
issues in society considering the substantial number of small businesses operating within the
business landscape of India. Some recent research within a small business context has explored
the concept of gender and CSR. However, studies mainly present a comparison between males
and females, ignoring the aspect of socially constructed gender.

A recent study by Eddleston & Peake (2021) demonstrates a comparative quantitative analysis
of males’ and females’ motivation to engage in CSR. It is established in their study, that the
level of education increases engagement by males in social responsibility, whereas levels of
education make no difference to females’ engagement in social responsibility. Similarly,
studies highlighted women’s communal and helping nature that led to their increased CSR
engagement compared to men (Wang & Coffey, 1992). Some comparative studies highlight
women’s inclination to engage in volunteering activities, whereas men are found to be more
interested in conducting politically driven community and civic activities (Kidder, 2002).
Although the comparative accounts presented in the literature provide useful insights into how
men and women engage in CSR, they reflect gender binaries. This is because comparative
results drawn suggesting differences between men and women ascribe specific traits to women
and different traits to men in context of CSR. Such classification and categorisation become a
benchmark/norm associated to men and women’s ways of engaging in CSR. Furthermore, men
and women are expected to behave and act as per the traits found in these studies when
engaging in CSR. For example, since men have shown dominance in politically and civic duty
driven CSR women are not expected to have the ability to engage in such issues. They are
rather expected to show communal skills when engaging in CSR.

Additionally, comparisons considering the category of male and female are more representative
of sex (body) rather than gender, which is socially constructed and shaped by a society’s sociocultural conditions and norms. This means that men and women’s behaviours, actions,
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thoughts, and understandings are largely shaped by how they understand themselves to be as
per the ascribed gender-related norms by their society. However, as discussed in the earlier
sections masculinities and femininities, impact organisational practices and how men and
women conduct business activities. Hence, in this perspective, including gender-related
experiences experienced by men and women is vital to understanding the relationship between
gender and business practices, including CSR. This study positions itself within this argument
on concreting the relationship between gender and CSR whereby men and women couple
business partners’ experiences of gender are included in understanding their approach to CSR.

Furthermore, gender and CSR have received considerable attention in recent studies (Grosser
& Moon, 2019; Marshal, 2011), but most studies draw outcomes from western perspectives,
and therefore, there remains a paucity of regional perspectives (Karam & Jamali, 2013).
Perspectives from southern regional spaces are particularly important in the context of gender
and CSR as these settings are often sites of marginalisation facing inherent social issues such
as patriarchal structures, gender inequality and discrimination of minorities. Such conditions
of gender-based disparities directly impact individuals,’ particularly women’s lives. Given that
the foundational objective of CSR is to address societal concerns, it becomes pertinent to
investigate the links between CSR and gender in such sites of gender-based disparities,
inequalities, and marginalisation. This study finds its place within this discourse of
understanding the interconnection between CSR and gender, particularly in contexts where
there are pervading social issues of patriarchal structures hindering gender equality, such as
India.

In sum, the literature on gender in CSR studies indicates the following aspects: first, gender
investigations currently are highly concentrated from western perspectives, which shows a lack
of research providing regional perspectives from the global south, particularly from potentially
stringent socio-cultural settings. Second, gender in CSR is much studied from an MNC
perspective in terms of gender equality within companies and the companies’ engagement in
gender equality programs for the wider society. However, the same form of research from a
small business perspective that is largely dominant in many emerging economies is lacking.
Third, many studies provide useful insights on men and women’s CSR perception, motivation,
and overall personality traits in CSR engagement; however, they omit to address the issue of
CSR decision-making among men and women. Grosser & Moon (2019) highlight that women's
non-participation in strategic CSR decision-making becomes a barrier to CSR enhancements
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and blocks newer perspectives and techniques on CSR to emerge. Lastly, insights on genderrelated experiences and CSR from a micro-perspective are lacking. These insights on links
between gender experiences and CSR are essentially important to uncover restrictive practices
that hinder social change through CSR. This study attempts to fill this gap in gender CSR
literature by unpacking decision-making by men and women in couple businesses.

2.15 Identified Research Gaps
Given the substantial impact of business activities on society, CSR is relevant to many groups,
and its effectiveness is essential (Matten & Moon, 2020). According to Jamali and Neville
(2015), there is a need for nuanced inquiries into the peculiarities of local context, which will
uncover multiple embedded social pressures/relationships in meaningful ways to capture
CSR’s real potential. As much as the importance of studying contextual forces, academic
scholars also emphasise considering the roles and contributions of different actors, who
continuously help unfold the CSR discourse (D’Cruz et al., 2021). The literature review on the
ongoing CSR debate has highlighted that contextualised descriptions which embed the local,
situated issues of a given context are often missing. Lack of knowledge on contextual factors
essentially makes it difficult to assess and realise the potential of CSR (Tilt, 2016). By focusing
on the contextual socio-cultural influences, patriarchal norms and experiences that essentially
shape couples’ meaning-making of CSR within the Indian context, this research attempts to fill
the research gap in the area of context-specific CSR.

By studying the distinctive characteristics of small firms in comparison to large firms,
academic scholarship has established the vital role of the owner-manager and their discretion
in driving CSR practices in small firms (Graafland et al., 2003). However, within the
knowledge base of small business CSR, whether the distinctiveness of small couple-run
businesses such as dual ownership and spousal relations differentiates their approach to CSR
remains to be known. Similarly, the literature on family business CSR has identified family
firm owners’ involvement in CSR engagement initiatives, but each family member’s individual
role has not fallen under scrutiny. These conditions highlight research gaps in the literature on
links between distinctive organisational features resulting in differentiated CSR approaches.
By studying the links between the organisational features of small-sized couple businesses–
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such as blurred boundaries of home–business, spousal relationship and gender dynamics–this
research aims to address the gap in the literature on small family business CSR.

The literature review of small business CSR suggested the enactment of a relational approach
to CSR, which echoed themes of community embeddedness and proximity. Considering the
importance of relationships in small businesses, it is crucial to identify their stakeholder
interactions. Some studies specifically focused on small businesses have identified a different
set of stakeholders for small businesses compared to large firms (e.g. competitors). However,
there exists a knowledge gap on the nature of CSR stakeholders in couple businesses. By
understanding which stakeholders, and how and why they are included in couples’ approach,
this study attempts to fill the research gap in the area of stakeholder interactions and relational
approach of CSR in small firms.

The literature review on gender investigations in heterosexual couple-run businesses has shown
limited research on gendered practices (El Shoubaki et al., 2021), and as such, the issues of
agency, voice and participation by men and women have not been addressed. Most existing
studies on the topic of gender in couple businesses focus upon gender-based business task
distribution between the couple; however, how this gendered division is experienced and what
is its impact upon business practices remains to be known. CSR as an initiative for social
change has been conceptualised to focus on societal issues, and gender inequality as a
pervading issue has been notably addressed in CSR’s stride (Grosser, McCarthy & Kilgour,
2016; Karam & Jamali, 2013). However, more nuanced and contextual, micro-level
investigations on the links between gender, context and CSR are needed to locate inherent
marginalisation, particularly that of women in patriarchal societies. To fill this knowledge gap,
this research focuses explicitly on links between gender understandings in the Indian sociocultural context and men and women’s enactment of CSR through a specific focus on
businesses run by heterosexual partners. Moreover, gender investigations are particularly
relevant and essentially important within an Indian context, as the Indian society reflects a
patriarchal social structure whereby women are more bound by socio-cultural norms around
gender than men.

Led by the identified gaps, the main aim of the research is to understand small couple
businesses’ conceptualisation and execution of CSR.
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The research objectives are:
•

To understand couple business partners’ collective CSR conceptualisation and
execution processes.

•

To explore the influence of gender in couple business partners’ CSR execution.

•

To critically examine the application of the enhanced gendered interpretation of the
SEW framework on CSR in couple businesses.

Research gap and questions in the area of SEW theory application is elucidated in Section 3.4

The following research questions were set to achieve the mentioned research objectives.

Research Question 1: How do couple business partners collectively conceptualise CSR?

Research Question 2: How do relational aspects such as emotions, social relationships, and
power influence couples’ collective approach to CSR?

Research Question 3: What processes do couple business partners adopt to execute the shared
understanding of CSR?

Research Question 4: How does gender influence CSR execution in couple businesses?

2.16 Chapter Conclusion
The importance of CSR has been established in this chapter by highlighting the relationship
between business and society, characterised by interdependence, societal expectations, and
responsibility. The Indian society can be described as a combination of an expanding small
business sector on one hand and deep-rooted social issues such as caste, class discrimination,
gender stereotyping, gender inequality, and patriarchy on the other. The literature review
highlighted the growing nature of businesses in the Indian economy, particularly the small
business sector. In describing the socio-cultural context of Indian society, the review also drew
attention to the pervading social issues of patriarchy and gender inequality in the Indian social
milieu. Patriarchy is self-perpetuating and preserves the dominance of men by maintaining
traditional gender norms and roles, relegating women’s position, and further restricting their
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participation (Walby, 1990). These conditions of the Indian society reflect a combination of a
growing number of businesses and parallelly challenging social issues which make India an
important context to investigate CSR.

The chapter uncovered gaps in the small business and family business literature by showing
that despite the growing knowledge in these fields, attention to different types of small and
family businesses CSR approach is scarce. It is argued in this chapter that different
organisational and ownership structures have distinctive situated features and thus may have a
differentiated approach to CSR. It is important to identify these approaches to maximise CSR’s
potential of addressing societal needs. By showing the need to understand CSR execution in
dually owned small firms and to understand the individual role of each owner in family
business CSR, a couple-run business as the organisational context of this research was
introduced in this chapter. Following this, the first research objective of understanding CSR
conceptualisation and execution in small-sized couple businesses was established.

In terms of the literature on couple businesses, although researchers have established
knowledge on this organisational type, studies are fragmented in nature. As highlighted earlier,
some couple business studies are conducted under the umbrella term of family business
research and thus do not reflect specific issues of couple businesses. The main areas which
have been mostly investigated in couple businesses are spousal relations, home-business
domains and gender dynamics. However, most studies investigating spousal relations and
home-business dynamics focus upon the positive outcomes/advantages such as flexibility and
support for one another that help increase business sustainability. Some important research on
gender dynamics in couple businesses has uncovered gendered division of roles between men
and women, although there is a paucity of nuanced research that embeds experiences of gender,
its impact on business practices and its impact on men and women individually. The literature
on gender emphasized its conceptualisation as socially constructed and therefore is largely
shaped by the socio-cultural norms of a given context. The chapter highlighted this by a
discussion of masculinities characterised by traditional masculine norms and hegemony, which
sustains patriarchal norms and men’s dominance over women as well as other men’s
subordination. The review also highlighted stereotypical and hegemonic femininities to
highlight the dominant nature of feminine norms across large sections in the global south.
These conditions create a gendered nature of organisational practices, mainly impacting an
individual’s agency and power.
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The literature on gender in CSR highlighted the aspect of socially constructed and situated
gender meanings that can be utilised to implement CSR practices that address pervading gender
inequalities of a given context. As mentioned, earlier the Indian socio-cultural milieu is
characterised by patriarchal norms, echoing a gendered structure that privileges men restricting
women’s participation. Thus, considering the conditions of gender dynamics in couple
businesses, CSR studies, and the Indian socio-cultural context, the second research objective
of exploring the role of gender in couple business CSR was established.

The next phase of the research moved to the theoretical lens through which the nuances of
interactions between the couple and the business-society relations with a focus on CSR could
be studied. The following chapter introduces socioemotional wealth theory and its applicability
in this study. After the discussion and arguments on the choice of the SEW framework
combined with a gender lens are made, the third research objective that centralises on the
applicability of the developed conceptual framework is stated.
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Chapter Three: Enhancement of Socioemotional Wealth
Theoretical Framework from a Gender Perspective
Empirical and theoretical studies synthesising the relationship between family firms and CSR
activities identify socioemotional wealth (SEW) as a vital point of reference in making CSR
related decisions (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011). The socioemotional wealth model acknowledges
the contextual elements like family members’ control, identification, emotional attachment,
and social relationships as socioemotional wealth for family firms (Berrone et al., 2012).
Therefore, it is widely applied as a relevant lens to study family business practices (Chua et
al.,1999; Berrone et al., 2010). According to SEW theory, the accumulated socioemotional
wealth by family firm owners is considered the main reference point for decision making in
family businesses. The model suggests that almost a majority of decisions concerning the
business and its relationship with stakeholders, community and wider society are undertaken
based on a firm’s accumulated SEW. The literature review on CSR in family businesses
(Section 2.7) showed strong links between SEW and CSR execution whereby CSR related
decisions in terms of stakeholder prioritisation (Kellermanns, Eddleston & Zellweger, 2012),
community engagement initiatives (Peake et al., 2017) are undertaken considering family
firms’ SEW. Importantly, as SEW acts as the main reference point for decision making and
behaviour in family businesses (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007, 2011), it is expected to have an
influence on CSR execution in couple businesses in this study.

The application of an established and widely applied theory from family business scholarship,
such as the SEW conceptual framework (Berrone et al., 2012), in this study, will help build
upon previous knowledge on CSR in small family firms (Cennamo et al., 2012), and derive
new relevant themes in couple businesses. The socioemotional wealth framework is a useful
lens in this study for several important reasons. First, couple businesses are a small “sub-set”
of family firms (Marshack, 1994, p. 49), and therefore constructs and processes such as
identification and family members’ involvement within couple businesses run similarly to
family firms (Chrisman et al., 2012). Second, it is helpful to rely on established frameworks
from family business studies, such as the SEW model, as it enhances knowledge generation
related to particular key categories in depth rather than relying on single or generalised
constructs explaining small family business CSR practices. For example, studying aspects of
SEW, such as family control, identification, emotions, and social ties, has proved to be more
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effective in identifying problems hindering CSR engagement rather than relying on a single or
generalised definition of SEW as a ‘non-economic endowment’ (Brigham & Payne, 2019).
Third, the execution of family business practices depends upon structural factors such as
owners’ position in the family and internal relational dynamics amongst owners (Kellermanns
et al., 2012). These factors are encapsulated in the SEW framework. In this study, the internal
dynamics between the owners (couples) is represented by a spousal relationship and their
position in the business is symbolised by a joint ownership structure (Barnett & Barnett, 1988).
These conditions show similarities in situated organisational factors between family firms and
couple businesses, hence SEW framework becomes a useful lens in this study. Fourth,
considering the significance of personal relationship between a couple which commonly
centralises upon trust and support for one another (Poza & Messer, 2001; Fletcher, 2010), it is
important to capture the implication of this on couples’ implementation of business practices.
The SEW theory integrates analysis of such familial relations between family business owners.
Hence, by applying the SEW theoretical approach, it is possible to include couples’ personal
relationships in analysing their collective approach to CSR in this study. Fifth, apart from interowner relations (Cordeiro et al., 2018), the SEW theory also encapsulates business-society
relations (Cennamo et al., 2012). Given that this research aims to understand couples’
interaction with society in relation to CSR, it is a useful lens to capture couples’ interactions
with CSR stakeholders. The conditions of inter-owner relations (spousal relationship) and
business–society relations encapsulated in the SEW theory hence hold crucial significance in
this study. Finally, although the prominence of the SEW framework and its meaningful
applicability in the family business context has been established, some critical scholarship has
highlighted that research from a SEW lens has treated the family business as a uniform structure
omitting to consider relational aspects in different types of family business structures such as
couple businesses or businesses run by siblings (Ruef, Aldrich & Carter, 2003). With the
purpose of extending the knowledge of SEW theory, this study examines its applicability in
the context of couple businesses.

It could be argued that although the SEW theory captures familial and collective dynamics, it
fails to uncover individual family business owner’s role in creating/applying the
socioemotional wealth in executing business practices, for example, CSR. It is, for this reason,
a gender lens that helps uncover individual owner’s agency, role and participation is added to
the current SEW theorisation in this study. In reconfiguring SEW and explaining its enhanced
relevance, the study draws upon the conceptualisation of gender from a social construction
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feminist point of view which encapsulates gender as a role, performance and practice shaped
and driven by contextual socio-cultural norms and conditions (Lorber, 1998). The
conceptualisation of gender as a social construction in this research provides a new starting
point for approaching gender and CSR. As a social construction, gender is understood to be
imbued in all areas of social life, including how men and women experience gender in
organisational practices, how individuals connect gender with executing business practices
such as CSR and the significant role of socio-cultural conditions influencing these activities.
Crucially, applying a gender lens to SEW and CSR begins to move away from descriptions of
outcomes (i.e. business does CSR and the impact of this on business reputation and goodwill)
to the exploration of nuanced processes of individual participation and gendering within CSR
practices.
The current SEW theorisation reflects family business owners’ collective approach to
accumulating and exercising SEW in business practices (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007; Berrone et
al., 2012). In contrast, a gender approach to SEW enables the study of micro-practices of
owners working within organisations. Hence, a gender perspective on SEW conceptualisation
attempts to shift the focus from the collective approach of exercising SEW, traditionally
observed in family businesses, to individual owners' agency, inclusion, and role in doing CSR.
It targets hierarchal power relations between men and women in organisations, and more
importantly, a gender perspective makes such relations visible, allowing for the possibility of
social change (Collinson & Hearn, 1994; Connell, 2016). Putting the gender approach together
with socioemotional wealth theory to form a gendered socioemotional wealth framework thus
allows for the discussion of power, participation, and individual agency. In the following
sections, both theories are drawn upon to show their complementarity and usefulness in relation
to the main aim of this thesis: namely, to explore how CSR is executed in couple businesses,
including an analysis of the role of gender within this.

The chapter is divided into four parts. The first part presents the current conceptualisation of
the SEW framework. The second part explains social construction feminism as the adopted
gender perspective in this research. This section discusses gender as a performance, role, and
practice explained under social construction feminism (Lorber, 1994, 1997, 1998). The
discussion further elucidates the current academic work that has utilised a gender perspective
in CSR research. The third section describes the critical links between socioemotional wealth
theory and a gender perspective informed by social construction feminism. This is followed by
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a discussion of aspects in which these do not link. The presented discussion is then followed
by a detailed justification of why the integration of socioemotional wealth and a gender
perspective hold significance in this study. Finally, the last section concentrates upon the
potential application of the redeveloped conceptual framework to couple business CSR.

3.1 Socioemotional Wealth Theoretical Framework
Conceptualised initially by Gomez-Mejia et al. (2007), the concept of SEW signifies a form of
affection and non-economic capital, family members accumulate for/through the business
(Astrachan & Jaskiewicz, 2008). The SEW theory centres on the idea of preserving and
protecting this accumulated wealth, as it means the control and ownership of the firm remains
with family members. Scholars in family business literature maintain that SEW does not hold
financial value in a literal way; instead, it is considered to hold affect-related value and serves
as an investment and a key point of reference for family firm owners (Nason, Mazzelli &
Carney, 2019). The SEW of family firms comes in a variety of related forms, including the
ability to exercise authority (Schulze, Lubatkin & Dino, 2003), altruism towards family
members (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007), the satisfaction of affect and needs (Chua, Chrisman &
De Massis, 2015), family values through the business (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007), preservation
of succession bonds (Handler, 1994), maintaining social capital (Arregle et al., 2007), and the
close identification with the firm (Berrone et al., 2012). Acknowledging the significance of a
relational approach in small and family business CSR explained in the literature review
(Section 2.6.2, 2.6.3, 2.7.2), this thesis analyses emotional attachment and social relationships
as dimensions of SEW in couple business CSR. Furthermore, reflecting on couples’ strong
relationship with the jointly started firm, the study includes identification with the business and
control of the firm as SEW dimensions to analyse CSR decision making in couple businesses.

Figure 5 illustrates the four dimensions of SEW utilised to understand couple business CSR. A
discussion of the role of these four dimensions on family business operations is presented in
the following sections.
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Figure 5: The socioemotional wealth theoretical framework

The Socioemotional Wealth Theoretical Framework
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Control over the Firm

Socioemotional
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Binding Social Ties
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Source: Adapted and compiled by author from Gomez-Mejia et al. (2007) and Berrone et al.
(2012).

3.1.1 Family Members’ Control Over the Firm
Within the SEW framework, the control dimension is used to explain family members’ control
and influence over business decisions. This characteristic is a key distinguishing and highly
desired factor in family firms compared to non-family firms (Zellweger, et al., 2011) because
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it signifies centralised control within the family. The SEW framework describes the qualities
of the person in control of the business as someone from “a strong ownership position, from an
ascribed status, or personal charisma” (Berrone et al., 2012, p. 262). It suggests that the power
to exert control is generally held by the founder of the family firm. However, this could be
designated to the members of the ownership group with agreement from the founder-owner.
This dimension particularly emphasises preserving and protecting the control of decision
making amongst family members, as this is considered a form of SEW for the business. Studies
in relation to CSR suggest that principal owners prioritize their control over the business, in
making CSR decisions (Dick, Wagner & Pernsteiner, 2021) and family control and
management can be considered as driving factors to CSR (Cordeiro et al., 2018).

3.1.2 Family Members’ Identification with the Firm
The identification dimension of the SEW framework refers to the family firm owners’
association with the firm. The theory suggests that the owner’s identity is often enmeshed with
the firm’s identity, symbolised chiefly through the family name (Dyer & Whetten, 2006). As a
result of this, from the stakeholders’ perspective, the business is an extension of the family.
The intertwining of family and business and the enmeshed identities impacts business
operations (Berrone et al., 2010), particularly in relation to the external stakeholders. Due to
the family member’s strong identification with the firm, they are personally involved in the
management of the firm, and their activities directly impact the firm’s reputation, image, and
goodwill in the community (O’Boyle et al. 2010; Cruz et al., 2014). In showing links between
close identification and relationships with external stakeholders, empirical evidence has
established that family firms engage in CSR activities to protect their goodwill and image in
the community as negative responses from the external stakeholders may damage the business.

3.1.3 Emotional Attachment
The SEW theory acknowledges strong presence of emotional overtones in the business and
family interface (Zellweger & Astrachan, 2008). According to Tagiuri and Davis (1989, p. 76),
“families are a social group with long histories and enduring memories, providing a rich context
for the emotional exchanges that affect both family members and family firms”. Family
members share a range of emotions showing implied crossover between business and family
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boundaries. These emotions are developed in day-to-day interactions, driven by the history of
relationships and in different situations. Especially, at the time on certain critical milestone
events in the life span of the business such as during succession or business failure emotions
play an influential role. In addition, as the boundaries between home and business are
coinciding and blurred in family businesses, emotions imbue the organisational practices. As a
consequence of this permeability of emotions in the business arena, business decisions are
impacted (Labaki, Michael-Tsabari & Zachary, 2013). This influence of emotional overtones
amongst family firm members/owners and their attachment with the firm ultimately affects
how firms conduct and conceive its activities. The SEW theoretical model acknowledges this
influence of emotions in business practices. The literature explaining, the dimension of
emotional attachment of family firms amongst themselves and with the firm propose that as
family members are closely attached to the firm, they experience important source of emotional
satisfaction on exercising authority and control over the business. For instance, through their
conceptual framework, Zellweger and Astrachan (2008) argued that emotional attachment
increases the value of the business as perceived by the owners and therefore, emotional value
makes them hold on to the firm and value the connection (self with the firm).

On a critical note, family firm owners also experience negative aspects of their affective
experiences at the ownership level. For instance, family businesses are especially exposed to
relationship conflicts (Rousseau et al., 2018), which may negatively affect the firm’s business
activities. Additionally, evidence suggests that emotions lead to increased role conflict amongst
family employees. Unlike employees in non-family firms, family business members have the
dual role of being a family member and a family firm employee, which may complicate the
responsibilities of fulfilling both family and business expectations (Cruz, Gomez‐Mejia &
Becerra, 2010). These conditions are referred as ‘family handcuffs’ in the literature,
symbolising the emotional attachment and bondage between the owners and the business
(Gomez-Mejia et al., 2003, p. 227). Overall, the permeability of emotions across home and
business domains in family firms is largely acknowledged in the SEW theoretical framework.
As per the theory, family business owners maintain the emotional attachment and increasingly
refer to this in making business decisions. Hence, emotional attachment amongst family firm
owners and with the firm play an important role in understanding family business practices.
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3.1.4 Binding Social Ties
Another dimension which explains the aspects of managing the family business from an SEW
lens is that of social relationships. The SEW theory acknowledges the relationship between
family firm owners and with the external members of the society as crucial non-economic
wealth. Hence, several business decisions and execution practices rely upon the nature of social
relationships cultivated by family firm owners. The literature review (Section 2.6) showed
family businesses as distinct due to the nature of familial relationships characterised by
embeddedness within the business (Aldrich & Cliff, 2003), and reliance on social relationships
by family firms. It is argued that the nature of family firms cannot be fully understood without
taking into account the effects of these familial relationships (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011). They
are likely to pursue family-centred non-economic goals which are essentially rooted in
relationships amongst family members (Janjuha-Jivraj & Spence, 2009). These social ties and
familial relationships are a vital source of SEW and therefore imply significant influence on
firm practices (Pearson, Carr & Shaw, 2008).

According to Lin (2008) social relations conceptualised as binding, bonding, and
belongingness have a positive impact on firms’ activities. Binding social ties reflect intimacy
and reciprocity (e.g. kinship), bonding social relations indicate agents sharing a common space
and interest (e.g. the institution of family or a social network) and sense of belongingness
relates to identification with the relationship (Aldrich & Cliff, 2003). This view is supported
by Cruz, Justo and De Castro (2012), who suggest that SEW explains kinship ties within closed
networks, indicating collective social capital, trust (Coleman, 1990), and feelings of closeness
and interpersonal dependence (Uzzi, 1997). Moreover, the reciprocal bonds seen within family
business are not exclusively between family members but are likely to be extended to a wide
set of stakeholders (Miller et al., 2009). In this context, the SEW perspective captures inter relationship amongst family members and also includes social ties with external stakeholders.
From a critical point of view, social ties may have a negative effect on the firm’s activities. For
instance, because of the interplay between family and business domains, relationship issues in
the family domain may affect negatively at work and vice versa (Danes et al., 2002). The
discussion in this section described social relationships as an important form of SEW in family
firms. These relationships include familial relations and stakeholder relations, which become a
reference point for family firm owners at the time of execution of business practices. Previous
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studies highlighting the role of social relationships in family business CSR highlight the aspects
of trust and kinship ties (Cruz, Justo & De Castro, 2012) as driving CSR. Social relationships
also lead family businesses in CSR-related proactive stakeholder engagement (Cennamo et al,
2012).

In sum, this section presented the main ideology of the SEW theory, which centralises on
family business owners’ relationship with the firm and acts as an important frame of reference
influencing family business practices. The relevance of SEW theory in family business CSR
was established in Section 2.7.2 of the literature review chapter, and the justification for
applying the SEW theoretical lens in this study based on couple businesses was detailed earlier
in this chapter. The four key dimensions from the SEW model previously introduced by
Berrone et al. (2012) are adopted in this research to study CSR execution in couple businesses.
These include family firm owners’ identification with the firm, control over the firm, emotional
attachment, and binding social ties between family firm owners and external society. Through
a critical analysis of the current conceptualisation of the SEW framework, the thesis argues for
an enhancement of the framework from a gender perspective. It is argued that while
socioemotional wealth focuses on familial relationships and attachment to the business, a
gender-based analysis focuses on the unequal distribution of power and resources, at a more
nuanced level amongst owners and within relationships. The main argument is that applying a
gender lens to SEW and CSR begins to move away from descriptions of family business
owners’ collective approach to accumulating and exercising SEW in conducting business
practices. Instead, a gender approach to SEW and CSR enables the study of micro-practices,
interactions of owners working within organisations and their individual roles. This argument
is further elucidated in detail by showing existing links between the two theoretical approaches
as well as highlighting the missing links between them. In the following sections, first, the
adopted gender approach from the broader scholarship of feminism is explained, following
which links and contradictions between a gender approach and SEW theory are discussed. This
discussion is followed by a detailed justification of why the conceptual framework, which
combines the social constructionist perspective of gender and SEW theory, holds significance
to this research.
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3.2 Social Construction Feminism
Feminism, recognised as one of the most significant global movements historically,
encompasses drawing attention to social injustices, challenging inequities, and enabling
positive change in societal structures (Harding, 1986; Bell et al., 2019). In her book, ‘Feminism
is for Everybody’, feminist theorist and academic bell hooks defines feminism as “a movement
to end sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression.” (2000, viii; see also hooks 1984). Echoing
hooks (2000), several varieties of feminism have importantly highlighted systems of inequality
which stand on differences of race, sex, gender, caste, and class. For example, Walby (2011)
emphasized the importance of considering the intersections of inequalities of race, disability,
age, class, sexuality and gender as central feminist issues. Building upon the scope of feminist
perspectives, Mohanty’s (2003) work introduced the concept of third world feminism, which
acknowledges the interrelationship between the idea of oppression and experiences of social
marginalisation and racism. Further elucidating a gender perspective within third world
feminism, Mohanty’s work has insisted on examining hegemonic conditions which increase
women’s struggles (2003). The central point made in each feminist perspective, whether
drawing attention to inequalities of class, race or gender, is that feminism requires more than
simply acknowledging inequality; it requires an understanding of historical experiences and
the active struggle for greater social change (Harding, 1986). This feminist positioning is
further clarified by hooks (2000), who suggest that tremendous diversity exists within the
diverse range of feminisms; however, each approach to feminism, such as gender, caste, class,
race, religion, theorizes different sources of inequality and thus recommends its own strategy
for social change.

Within the broader scholarship on varieties of feminism that targets different sources of
inequality, a gender perspective focuses on gender-based disparities and marginalisation
drawing attention to persisting issues of gender inequality in societies (Lorber, 1998; Benschop
& Verloo, 2011) and in organisations (Acker, 1990; Collinson & Hearn, 1994; Martin, 2001).
It helps identify the reinforcement of gender roles and the subsequent inequalities because of
such a reinforcement within a society. More importantly, it highlights the social issues arising
out of gendered societal structures, norms and conditions that are often overlooked or
misidentified (Lorber, 1994; Connell, 1987). For instance, it analyses men's and women’s
experiences of gender and identifies the underlying causes of marginalisation and inequities.
There are diverse feminist theories encapsulating the gender analysis approach, each having a
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slightly different perspective but working towards the same objective – presenting remedies
for gender inequalities (Calás & Smircich, 2006). For example, liberal feminism is recognised
as more of a movement that started to highlight gender inequalities. The gender approach
driven by the liberal feminism school of thought focuses on offering resolutions to women’s
oppression. According to liberal feminism, the conditions of oppression women face are seen
as a result of a lack of opportunities within social, political, and economic domains (Pru¨gl,
2015). Liberal feminists challenge and recommend transformations in these domains to bring
gender equality, specifically towards the aspect of the gendered division of labour. Radical
feminists believe that oppression is rooted in sexuality (Mackinnon, 1989). With an increased
focus on bodies and sexual characterisation of males and females, radical feminism questions
women’s objectification and recommends eliminating sexist discourses that negatively affect
gender constructions (Calás & Smircich, 2006). Marxist and Socialist feminisms target
capitalism and draw attention to the links between gender inequality and capitalism (Barrett,
1988). According to the capitalist view, paid labour is of high importance, and thus, this belief
undermines women’s productive labour of care work. Marxist feminism argues that due to such
neglect of women’s unpaid labour and acceptance of men’s paid labour, patriarchy is created,
resulting in gender inequality. Socialist feminism concentrates on gender-based oppression
within social structures (Hansen, Karen & Ilene, 1990). It asks for gender reformation with a
specific concentration of collective action by women globally to challenge capitalist and
patriarchal structures. The discussed feminist perspectives have contributed to highlighting
gender-related issues within the broader social, political, and economic domains globally.
Undertaking a more nuanced approach, social construction feminism pays specific attention to
micro-level experiences of gender and the influences of contextual elements constructing them
(Lorber, 1998). Paying specific attention to human beings’ social position and interactions, a
social constructionist gender approach closely studies women’s as well as men’s social roles,
interests, and experiences at micro levels (Lorber, 1997).

In reconfiguring SEW and to explain its enhanced relevance, the study draws upon the
conceptualisation of gender from a social construction feminist point of view which
encapsulates gender as a role, performance and practice shaped and driven by contextual sociocultural norms and conditions (West & Zimmerman, 1987; Butler, 1990; Lorber, 1998; Martin,
2004). A social construction feminist gender lens is considered particularly suitable and holds
significance in this research due to the conditional backdrop of the Indian patriarchal
sociocultural context that extends limiting restrictive conditions for women and more
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liberating, authoritative social position for men. As per social construction feminism, a gender
perspective evaluates the role of the patriarchy in perpetuating male dominance.
In patriarchal societies, the men’s perspective and contributions are valued as higher, resulting
in the silencing or marginalization of women. The theorisation of gender from a social
construction perspective sheds light on the performative characterisation of gender followed
by individuals due to societal norms and conditions. As highlighted in the literature review
chapter, the social construction feminist perspective argues that the relations between women
and men cannot be reduced to differences in biological functions. Gender consists of social
ascriptions and expectations regarding what it means to be a man or a woman. Hence, gender
is a social construct that actors create in processes of socialisation and interactions during
everyday activities in/through performances, roles, and practices (Lorber, 1998).
The performativity aspect of gender has been argued in Butler’s work, Gender Trouble (1990),
which emphasizes the situatedness of gender meanings shaped by contextual forces. Gender
as a performance suggests that individuals follow repetitious performances of ‘male’ and
‘female’ in accordance with social norms reifying gender binaries. This means that gender
becomes an essential category and is not necessarily a descriptor of an individual; instead, the
individual is ‘doing’ and ‘performing’ gender as per categorised stereotypes expected by
society (Kimmel, 2001). This also suggests that men and women embody and internalise
certain gender norms normalising the gender categories. Performing gender, therefore, sets
men and women as different to each other (Benschop & Verloo, 2011). According to the social
construction feminist perspective, gender remains a category due to such socially constructed
displays of gender. The aspect of gender as a role includes ideas regarding feminine or
masculine appearances, behaviours, and actions (Connell, 2016). For example, men are
expected to be educated, earning members of the family and belong to the public arena, whereas
women adopt the role of homemaker, a caretaker for other family members and belong to the
private arena. Taking the gender discourse beyond gender roles, West and Zimmerman (1996)
argued that describing gender as a role obscures the production of gender in everyday
interactions and activities. Arguably, the production of gender is dependent on the situated
elements of a given context, and therefore these influences are emphasised within the scope of
social construction feminism (Lorber, 1998) . Moreover, to analyse power dimensions and
dynamics of inequality, it is essential to capture the practice of gender as it is performed with
associated gender roles as per socially constructed gender expectations. Recognising the
significance of examining and making visible the gendered structures and gender-based
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division of labour, this research adopts a gender perspective informed by social construction
feminism to examine CSR execution by men and women couple business partners.

The social construction feminist perspective on gender is suitable for this study for several
additional reasons. First, the conceptualisation of gender from a social construction feminist
viewpoint recognises the influences of social and cultural context and acknowledges
subjectivity which allows fluidity in the meaning of gender (Butler, 1990). It targets analysing
situated factors which shape gender meanings and thus may have a potential influence on how
men and women link gender roles with organisational practices such as CSR. This link has
noteworthy relevance to the context of this study which has patriarchal overtones, where
women are more likely to face marginalisation and cultural barriers to participation in
organisational domains (Dasthagir, 2021).

Second, a social construction feminist approach to gender enables examining roles within the
division of labour amongst men and women. According to Lorber (1997), the approach
questions the distribution of power, privileges and resources between men and women,
recognising that gender-related norms become imbued in men and women’s ideas of self and
to which alternative ways of behaving or acting are considered awkward. For instance, around
the gendered division of labour in households that allocates childcare and domestic duties to
women and family earning responsibilities to men. This aspect of examining associated gender
roles is of key relevance in this study to uncover men and women couple business partners’
roles in doing CSR. Moreover, analysis of such gender-based segregation has the potential to
make visible gender differences which are often seen as natural but are hindering social change
and individual choice.

Lastly, the enactment of gender roles or gender performances is considered to be a product of
social pressures and cultural conditions. These enactments by men and women uphold the
hierarchal order between them, defeating resistance attempts. According to the social
construction feminist perspective, practices of gender differentiation approve of certain
established norms and disapprove of deviations (Connell, 2005). These mechanisms of
approval and disapproval then link to ascriptions of power, resulting in a hierarchal power
structure. Social construction feminists supports that the dichotomies of the male and female
sex are retained by social processes shaped by situated elements such as traditions, customs,
and cultural conditions (Risman, 2004). They suggest looking at the boundary lines between
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men and women created by such processes that support labelling gender-appropriate and
inappropriate behaviour/actions. This gendered approach examines such reinforced, genderrelated demarcations produced and maintained by social processes, which are useful to examine
to gather how gender-related understandings influence men's and women’s approaches to CSR.
Thus, recognising the explained situatedness of gender-based traditions, customs, cultural
conditions, and religious beliefs within the Gujarati, Indian context, a gender perspective
informed by social construction feminism is used in this study to examine the links between
the situated socio-cultural elements, gender and CSR.
In the context of the previous body of work on CSR, feminist approaches encapsulating gender
have addressed the goal of gender equality through CSR programmes and initiatives (Coleman,
2010). These programmes aim to open more opportunities for women and their overall
empowerment. On this, Grosser and Moon (2019) highlight that although CSR practice
increasingly addresses gender issues and gender and CSR scholarship is expanding, feminist
theory is rarely explicitly applied or discussed in the CSR literature. Some previous academic
works that have utilised different feminist perspectives of gender in CSR have usefully drawn
attention to the gendered nature of theories, gendered nature of CSR and gender dynamics in
organisations. In previous studies, implicitly though, a liberal feminist gender approach has
been utilised to study board representation between men and women in CSR matters (e.g. Bear
et al., 2010), a radical feminist gender lens has been employed to uncover women’s
empowerment initiatives in connection to CSR (e.g. Tornhill, 2016), a socialist feminism
approach was used to highlight the gendered nature of CSR practice (e.g. Coleman, 2002;
Grosser, 2016; Marshall, 2007) and transnational feminist perspective was referred to study
gendered aspects globally, for example, McCarthy’s research has drawn attention to gendered
CSR in value chains through an exploration of gender meanings in the African context
(McCarthy, 2017, 2018). These academic works show the significance of a gender lens in
identifying issues of inequality and marginalisation. Although, a more nuanced approach, such
as social construction feminism which embeds contextual social and cultural influences in
organisational practices, is needed to capture gendered structures produced in everyday
practices.
In terms of theorisation, some previous academic works have drawn attention to the gendered
nature of theories and have highlighted how gendered assumptions are potentially problematic
for overall organisational effectiveness. This is partly because they have resulted in narrow,
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conscripted understandings of organisational phenomena. According to Grosser (2011),
reworking these theories to include previously ignored perspectives means challenging longaccepted organisational realities and offering new ways of thinking about organising. The
gendered nature of theories in which masculine standpoints are given privilege over feminine
perspectives has already been established through feminist poststructuralist critiques, for
example, Mumby & Putnam’s (1992): rereading of bounded rationality. The work of Rusch,
Gosetti and Mohoric (1991) also draws on ‘new science’ and feminist ideas to conceptualise
alternative styles of leadership, which are connected, locally grounded, caring, and
participative. In the context of CSR, core CSR theories such as stakeholder theory (Freeman,
1984) and Carroll’s (1991) CSR pyramid have been meaningfully redrawn from the ethic of
care feminist perspective, concluding that this conceptualisation is more relevant and suitable
for studying small business CSR (Spence, 2016). This research aims to contribute to the
discussed, remarkable body of work that has highlighted the gendered nature of CSR, gendered
nature of CSR theories and gender dynamics in organisations through various feminist
perspectives on gender. Building upon the discussed scholarly works, this research integrates
a social constructionist gender lens to SEW framework in studying how gender affects men
and women couple business partners’ CSR execution. Contributing to the CSR scholarship
more broadly, the determinant role of gender is established through such an application.
This section presented a discussion on the social constructionist perspective on gender within
the broader scholarship of feminism which focuses on issues arising due to gender, gendered
roles, performances, societal norms and conditions. More specifically, the conceptualisation of
gender described under social construction feminism was discussed, shedding light on the
importance of context and situatedness of socio-cultural elements such as traditional norms,
religious beliefs and customs, which shape gender meanings and subsequently result in
gendered roles in social structures. The section showed the usefulness of a gender lens in
organisational studies, including on the topic of CSR, which has meaningfully unravelled
gender equalities within organisations, theoretical works, and the wider society. The discussion
presented highlighted the relevance of the gender perspective in this study to examine men and
women couple business partners’ approach to CSR. The following sections show links between
socioemotional wealth theory and a gender perspective. It is argued that considering the
situated conditions of a couple business, i.e. close personal relationships; it is important to
understand the role of SEW in their CSR execution. However, recognising the Indian sociocultural context with patriarchal overtones, it is important to examine the role of gender within
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this. Therefore, the study utilises a combination of both these theories by enhancing the
socioemotional wealth framework from a gender perspective informed by social construction
feminism.

3.3 Links between SEW Theory and a Gender Perspective
The key link between SEW and a gender perspective is the understanding of a good society.
This is particularly relevant in the context of CSR. SEW theory recognises the importance of
stakeholder relations and community development (Cennamo et al., 2012), and a gender
perspective emphasizes gender equality and subsequent social justice (Lorber, 1998; Grosser,
2009). Thus, both approaches have linking objectives, particularly in the context of societal
upliftment and CSR activities. Another important link between the two theoretical approaches
in the context of this study is that SEW acknowledges familial, close personal relationships
between family firm owners (Cordeiro et al., 2018), which is important to be included in the
analysis, considering the bonding between couples. A gender perspective informed by social
construction feminism, on the other hand, helps examine individual men and women’s roles
embedded in micro, day to day practices (Lorber, 1998), which is also equally important to
examine considering the patriarchal context of the Indian society . Hence, there is a strong link
between the two theoretical lenses for application in this study.
Furthermore, socioemotional wealth theory suggests family business owners’ closeness with
the firm and their control over the firm decisions (Berrone et al., 2012). The ownership and
control lead firm owners to have decision making powers. A social constructionist gender
approach looks at situatedness and thus determines men's and women’s positions in exercising
such powers. The link between the two theories is that SEW lays out macro-level dimensions
from a business point of view, such as control over the firm, identification with the firm,
emotional attachment and binding social ties, whereas a gender approach adds a micro-level
lens to these dimensions. In a small business context, as highlighted in the literature review
chapter, CSR is owner-driven, and almost all decisions are a reflection of their choice (Quinn,
1997; McKeiver & Gadenne, 2005). In this context, SEW is mobilised at the discretion of the
owner in CSR engagement activities. Gender can potentially become a determinant in an
owner’s CSR related interactions, and therefore a gender perspective and SEW are linked.
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3.4 Missing Links Between SEW Theory and a Gender Perspective
Although there are important links between SEW theory and a social constructionist gender
perspective in terms of CSR engagement and societal wellbeing, there are differences in certain
aspects of both theoretical lenses. The section below discusses these aspects and presents the
missing links between the two approaches. The discussion mainly highlights the fact that if the
SEW model and a social constructionist gender perspective are combined together, the
enhanced conceptual framework may connect the missing links and make a significantly useful
lens to analyse CSR couple businesses.

Table 3: Key contradictions between the socioemotional wealth theory and a gender
perspective informed by social construction feminism in an organisational context

Aspect/Component

Socioemotional Wealth
Theory
(Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007;
Berrone et al., 2012)

Gender perspective
informed by social
construction feminism
(Lorber, 1998)

Objective

Protection and preservation of Equality amongst individuals in
business
and
owners’ organisations
relationship with the business

Medium

Collective approach of family Individual
business owners or of the participation
founder of the business

Focus

Owners’ relationship with the
business
and
business’
relationship with society
No
challenge
to
power/hierarchal structure.

Gendered structures and issues
arise because of gender.
Challenges power/hierarchal
structures.

Influence

Lack of acknowledgement of
socio-cultural
context
in
understanding links between
SEW and business practices.

Acknowledgement of sociocultural
context
in
understanding links between
gender
meanings
and
organisational processes. For
e.g., patriarchal sociocultural
context results in gendered
organisational processes.

Narrative

Considers emotional histories Considers experiences of
and familial interrelationships
oppression, marginalisation,
and of stereotypical gender
roles.

voice

and
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Reflecting on SEW’s theoretical conceptualisation from Table 3, it could be argued that the
SEW phenomenon is conceived/conceptualised with a forced conclusiveness of it being a form
of ‘wealth’ for family firms (Schulze & Kellermanns, 2015; Newbert & Craig, 2017). This
suggests that SEW prioritises a more rational, masculinist idea of wealth and growth. SEW is
designed keeping in mind strategic objectives of earning reputation, goodwill and fame for
family firms and hence echoes the masculinist “logics of strategy and purpose” (Hopfl, 2011,
p. 32). For instance, SEW represents a vital frame of reference that family-controlled firms use
to make major strategic choices and policy decisions in favour of their protection (Arregle et
al., 2007). Additionally, it reflects an instrumental approach, an attribute of masculine character
(Wicks et al., 1994) whereby strategic practices are assumed to fulfil instrumental motives
centred around the firm (MacHold, Ahmed & Farquhar, 2008). Notably, SEW theory
acknowledges family control and influences in its conceptualisation, further echoing a
masculinist attribute of control and binding (Wicks et al., 1994). It also means all owners of
the business may or may not have equal inclusion and perhaps be subject to marginalisation. A
gender approach informed by social construction feminism supports the objective of equality
whereby the marginalisation of individuals due to their gender is examined (Lorber, 1998). The
missing link between SEW and a gender perspective is the objective around equality whereby
SEW theorisation supports protection and preservation of business and owners’ relationship
with the business, echoing instrumental business-oriented view. Such an approach is mainly
focused on business-centric issues and omits to address individual voice, which is aimed under
a gender lens informed by social constructionism.

SEW theorisation lacks acknowledging power dynamics which are relational and fluid, created
due to relationships. For instance, the nature of power dynamics between owners such as men
and women in couple businesses in the context of CSR. A gender perspective targets hierarchal
power relations and aims to understand the dynamics of power between individuals (Connell,
1987). Thus, the dimension of power is a missing link between the two theories whereby due
to SEW’s collectivist approach and the significance of the business founder’s role, hierarchal
power relations are not reflected upon. Whereas, a gender perspective involves an analysis of
power relations to uncover gender-based hierarchal structures. Furthermore, SEW theory is
mainly conceptualised for and from a western perspective denoting masculinist characteristics
of autonomy and power against which others are evaluated, demonstrating non-inclusiveness
and ‘othering’ (Nkomo & Al Ariss, 2014). For instance, the western conceptualisation of SEW
overlooks contextual factors in the global south as important elements affecting its role and
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dimensions. On the other hand, a gender lens, as explained under the social construction
feminism, pays attention to situated factors and thus includes influences of the context in
question. The omission of contextual influences within SEW suggests a missing link of sociocultural context which is emphasized by a gender perspective drawn from social construction
feminism.

Furthermore, the SEW framework is conceptualised by focusing on a particular type of
business (family business), whereby characteristics of other business forms such as small
businesses, non-family partnership firms, and couple businesses – are not addressed. This
points toward the missing link of organisational context between the two theories, wherein
SEW theory largely focuses on family businesses and omits to recognise organisational
features of other business contexts. While a social constructionist approach to gender
emphasizes understanding organisational processes affected by gender.

Thus, a

conceptualisation of the SEW framework from instrumental (masculinist) perspectives
dominates currently, but to enhance its applicability in ‘other’ contexts and to understand
organisational realities from newer inclusive perspectives, a broad yet nuanced approach is
essential.

Studying SEW differently from a gender lens within feminist research will help bridge the
missing links, which may reflect an integrative approach and unpack SEW dimensions,
showing greater relevance. A gender lens, according to Lorber (1998), provides opportunities
for distinctive practices of knowledge production that challenge the prevalent patriarchal and
masculine social formations. It is primarily inspired by and aligned with agendas that attempt
to uncover and explore the voices, experiences, and activities of the less powerful, marginalised
and the ‘other’, targeting an ‘inclusive’ approach (Lloyd, Allen & Few, 2007). Critical
arguments highlight that a differentiated feminist (gender-based in this study)
conceptualisation not only enlightens newer perspectives but strongly denotes a historical shift
and an integrative epistemological position, as well as a theoretical movement (Gill et al.,
2017). This is because feminist gender perspectives, such as social construction feminism, do
not merely refer to or signify symbolic classification of ‘bodies’ of male and female as
differentiated genders but encourage contextual investigation involving relationships and
experiences. A gender perspective within feminist scholarship explores relationships and
equality in contrast to the autonomy, instrumental strategies, and hierarchy characterised by
dominant masculinity.
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Moreover, illuminating a gender perspective on the SEW framework is essential and timely
due to the several below reasons. First, feminist perspectives on gender have only recently have
been particularly pronounced in the organisational literature, aside from some past works on
female entrepreneurship (e.g. Calás, Smircich & Bourne, 2009). This in itself suggests the noninclusion of plural perspectives and, therefore, a masculinist approach to knowledge creation
over a period of time. Second, the business and society theories have been analysed and
critiqued from political, ethical, social and economic perspectives (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011;
Banerjee, 2014); however, greater engagement with feminist perspectives of gender could be
illuminating, providing rich insights and new forms of empirical and theoretical significance
(Borgerson, 2007; Grosser & Moon, 2019; Spence, 2016). For example, feminist perspectives
challenge the boundaries of reasoning and rationality in theories to include experiences and
feelings around gender (Bell et al., 2019).

Third, as highlighted earlier, reflection from a gender approach may enlighten more relevant
and overlooked dimensions such as power, broadening its theoretical and empirical scope for
studying various organisational aspects. For instance, Karam and Jamali’s (2017) work through
a feminist lens highlights power dynamics governing gender relations and capitalist market
economy across developing countries. Lastly, a link has already been drawn between
organisational studies and CSR through feminist perspectives, including gender (Calas et al.,
2009), cross-cultural CSR studies (Karam & Jamali, 2017), redrawing CSR core theory
(Spence, 2016), gender and CSR (Grosser, 2011; Grosser & Moon, 2019; Karam & Jamali,
2013), gendered leadership concerning CSR (Marshal, 2007) and gendered CSR in value
chains (McCarthy, 2017, 2018). Hence, a gender perspective may be a valuable lens through
which relevance and correspondence of SEW and CSR can be enhanced.

In summary, although socioemotional wealth is accumulated through and by all owners of a
family business, there are differences in how each owner exercises such socioemotional wealth
in executing business practices, for example, CSR. In the case of couple run businesses, it could
be argued that although socioemotional wealth is accumulated through and by the couples’
personal relationship and their closeness with the business they have together conceived as a
team, there may be dissimilarities in how men or women may exercise such socioemotional
wealth in executing CSR practices. These differences may potentially be strongly driven by the
situatedness of the contextual elements such as restrictions concerning gender, restrictive
gender roles, hierarchal power relations between men and women, patriarchal conditions and
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generally restrictive choices and opportunities for women. Thus, the enhanced gendered
interpretation of SEW continues to highlight, as proposed by SEW, the central importance of
the collectiveness of family firm owners. However, it also draws our attention to, as proposed
by a gender approach, how there are questions of individual agency, power, participation, and
choice within such collective processes. The discussion presented in this section has drawn
attention to a gap in knowledge on the applicability of SEW theory from a gender perspective,
which can be utilised to understand contexts in the global south, particularly patriarchal
contexts with rigid gender norms. The highlighted gap in the literature on SEW theory draws
attention to the third research objective of this research which examines the applicability of the
gendered SEW framework in small-sized couple businesses’ CSR execution in Gujarat, India.

Research Objective 3: To critically examine the application of the enhanced gendered
interpretation of the SEW framework on CSR in couple businesses.

Research Question 5: How can couple business CSR be explained from the perspective of the
gendered SEW framework?

3.5 Interpretation of Socioemotional Wealth Framework from a Gender
Perspective
Drawing from the links between socioemotional wealth theory and a gender perspective
informed by social construction feminism, this section discusses the developed conceptual
framework guiding this research. More importantly, the discussion in this section pays attention
to the contradictions between SEW and a gender perspective which can be tackled through an
integration of a gender lens on SEW framework. Drawing from a social constructionist feminist
approach to gender and CSR literature, the developed conceptual framework includes equality,
context, and power as key analytical categories/dimensions. Considering the significance of
emotional attachment and social relationships as SEW in family firms, connectedness as an
analytical category is utilised to understand couples’ approach to CSR. The key dimensions
from the SEW model previously introduced by Berrone et al. (2012) are adopted in this research
to study CSR execution in couple businesses. These dimensions of SEW theory under study
include family firm owners’ identification with the firm, their control over the firm, emotional
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attachment, and binding social ties between family firm owners and the external society. Thus,
to redraw the SEW conceptual framework from a gender lens, these dimensions of the current
SEW framework (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007; Berrone et al., 2012) are integrated with the
gender-related concepts of equality (Martin, 2003; Grosser, 2011; Gill et al., 2017),
connectedness (Borgerson, 2007), context (Mehrotra, 2001), and power (Foucault, 1980; Crane
et al., 2008). More specifically, the dimensions of control and identification are linked to the
analytical category of equality to examine men and women’s decision-making and CSR
execution. The dimensions of emotional attachment and binding social ties are linked to the
analytical category of connectedness to explore men and women’s interactions with CSR
stakeholders. Drawing from the adopted gender perspective, new analytical categories of power
and context, which are currently not encapsulated in SEW theorisation, are added to the
conceptual framework. This is to embed the socio-cultural elements of the Gujarati context in
the analysis of how couples link situated experiences, gender and CSR and to shed light on the
power dynamics between the couple. Theoretically, the re-developed framework is inspired by
Spence’s (2016) feminist conceptualisation of core CSR theories: CSR pyramid (Carroll, 1991)
and stakeholder theory (Freeman, 1984) that meaningfully theorise the distinctiveness of
stakeholder relationships in a small business context. Figure 6 is a diagrammatical
representation of the conceptual framework developed in this study.
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Figure 6: An interpretation of SEW framework drawn from a gender perspective

An interpretation of SEW framework drawn from a gender perspective
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3.5.1 Equality
From a gender perspective, systems of inequality that relate to processes of gender domination
and challenges of inclusion in organisations need to be meaningfully investigated (Gill et al.,
2017; Bell et al., 2019). As suggested by Zinn and Dill (1996), analysis of such challenges may
uncover the ways in which the controller and the controlled are related or different. The
literature has recognised with increasing frequency that organisations – in theory, practice, and
general discourse – are gendered, exemplifying and, in many cases reifying stereotypically
masculine traits (Acker, 1992; Collinson & Hearn, 1994; Martin, 2003). Feminist movements
and scholarship on gender in organisations have argued for inclusivity and equality across all
sections, including gender, race, and class (Grosser & Moon. 2019; Holvino, 2010). Drawing
upon the social constructionist feminist perspective on gender that supports inclusive accounts
with equal choice and participation in organisational matters, ‘equality’ as an analytical
category is suggested to analyse SEW dimensions of family firm control and identification. A
gender perspective of SEW may call for inclusive action and decision making with a lesser
impact of control and influence dimensions (Berrone et al., 2012). The literature review
indicated the owner-manager or founder in a family firm as the focal point. Therefore they may
exercise greater control and influence on the overall organisational practices (Fauchart &
Gruber, 2011). Equality in this sense would be an appropriate analytical category to examine
CSR decision-making controls between the couple.

Furthermore, the literature review in this study established that current family business CSR
studies are presented as a collective whole representing “family business research” (Cennamo
et al., 2012; Duh et al., 2010; Cruz et al., 2014; Laguir et al., 2016). This nature of the research
approach omits investigating each family member’s role and involvement in executing CSR
practices and does not reflect peculiarities of relational dynamics between business owners.
Thus, to analyse each family firm owner’s role, involvement, and overall participation, the
analytical category of equality is encapsulated in the enhanced SEW framework.

3.5.2 Connectedness
Drawing from previous studies on small family business practices, which have established a
relational business approach, this study considers businesses’ social and emotional
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relationships as interconnected and thus recommends ‘connectedness’ as an analytical category
in the enhanced interpretation of SEW conceptual framework. It is suggested that SEW in
family firms advocates acknowledging emotions such as sympathy and responsiveness for
moral decision making and includes personal reasoning (Spence, 2016). In the current
conceptualisation of the SEW theory, emotional attachment and binding social ties are not
explicitly defined. However, both these dimensions convey interconnectedness between family
members, between family members and the firm, and between family members and the
members of the society. Furthermore, arguments for CSR engagement challenge business CSR
strategies primarily founded upon instrumental profit-oriented intentions and stress on
relational dynamics between owners and stakeholders, and consider business as an embedded
entity within the social context. Hence, connectedness as the analytical category encapsulating
the SEW dimensions of emotional attachment and binding social ties is referred to in this
research. A gender lens further helps to uncover how men and women interrelate these
dimensions with CSR.

3.5.3 Context
The literature on CSR has indicated its context-specific nature, suggesting investigations of
peculiarities in context. Moreover, CSR being a subjective phenomenon, an emerging
scholarship on CSR also calls for investigations of experiences in context. Social construction
feminism also supports the exploration of contextual experiences embedded in the broader
context to better understand gender relations (Borgerson, 2007). Feminist views, which
advocate studying personal experiences, especially of women, emphasise studying the
associated complexities of gender (Grosser, 2009; Karam & Jamali, 2017; Mehrotra, 2001).
According to social construction feminist perspectives on gender, men and women behave and
act in a way the socio-cultural context means them to. Thus, to study men and women couple
business partners’ experiences of gender and CSR embedded in and shaped by the sociocultural setting, context as an analytical category is added to the gender-based interpretation of
SEW framework.

The context dimension is also intended to target the couple business's contextual features, such
as spousal dynamics. The current SEW theory pays attention to the family business as a whole
but omits the influences of different organisational features that might affect business
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operations. By including context as an analytical category within the SEW framework, the
research focuses on couples’ experiences in the context of gender and CSR, contextual
influences of India, and the organisational contextual features of couple businesses. This
research recognises that doing gender/business/family is always situated within a social context
that includes socio-economic, cultural and historical considerations, as well as other
dimensions of the position of the individual or group under consideration (Chalmers & Shaw,
2017).

3.5.4 Power
A gender lens supports flat hierarchies and thus calls for an understanding of power dynamics
in organisational interactions. SEW assumes a masculinist approach to power. It assigns power
to SEW of the firm as opposed to ‘others’ or societal needs. Moreover, there is importance
given to family members’ powers as opposed to others’. A gender approach encourages
investigation of various dimensions of power and critiquing reinforcement of power relations
(Connell, 2016). Therefore, a gender perspective on SEW theory will help uncover the power
dynamics between the men and women couple business owners in their execution of CSR
practices. SEW framework acknowledges familial and social-relational dimensions but does
not address the element of power dynamics in these relationships. Through a gender lens,
equality, and power dimensions within SEW theoretical framework may be illuminated.

Moreover, from a gender lens, the power dimension within SEW, indicating domination and
subordination of particular gender (Lloyd et al., 2009) can also be meaningfully investigated.
As suggested by Zinn and Dill, 1996, power analysis may reveal the ways in which the
powerful and powerless are related or different. Moreover, the gendered nature of
organisations, characterised by stereotypical masculine traits, is frequently recognised (Acker
1992; Martin, 2003). Deploying a gender lens on SEW framework may enable enlightenment
of power dimensions within the agents at a micro level as well as organisational interaction
with the society at a meso level.

Table 4 demonstrates the relationship between the proposed analytical categories and the
dimensions of the SEW theory (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007; Berrone et al., 2012). Evidence from
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family business CSR studies is shown to illustrate the potential applicability of the developed
gendered SEW framework.
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Table 4: Application of the Gendered SEW framework to family business CSR
Category of
Analysis

Equality

Relates to SEW
Application in Family Firm CSR
Proposed Gendered SEW Framework to
Dimension/Characteristic in the
(Evidence from family firm literature)
Couple Businesses
Dominant SEW Framework
(Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007 &
Berrone et al., 2012)
SEW Dimension: Family Control – SEW's feature of identification makes the Family Control: Supports shared and equal
Application of family control in owner the central reference point (Rousseau et men and women couple business partners'
making business decisions.
al., 2018).
control in CSR matters.
SEW Dimension: Identification
with the firm - Close identification
with the firm. Business as an
extension of the family.

Identification: Both partners' identification
with the firm is reflected in their CSR
approach.

Connectedness SEW Dimension: Binding Social
(Drawn from Ties – Closeness of relationships
Spence (2016) between family members and
business stakeholders.

Family firms raise social capital from
relationships between family members, the CSR is driven by emotions and
firm, and external stakeholders (Brigham & interdependent social relationships.
Payne, 2019).
Inclusion of analysis couple business and
SEW encourages self-serving behaviour, CSR stakeholders (i.e. within the dimension
making some family firms put the family needs of social relationships).
above those of stakeholders (Kellermanns et
al., 2012).

SEW
Dimension:
Emotional
Attachment
–
Acknowledges
connections
between
family
members through lived experiences
and emotions.

Context

SEW leads family firms to adopt a policy of
proactive stakeholder engagement (Cennamo
et al., 2012).
Family firm as a distinctive context Differences between CSR approaches in Couple business partnership as a distinctive
and accumulation of SEW within this family businesses and non-family businesses organisational context.
context.
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Category of
Analysis

Relates to SEW
Dimension/Characteristic in the
Dominant SEW Framework
(Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007 &
Berrone et al., 2012)

Application in Family Firm CSR
(Evidence from family firm literature)

Proposed Gendered SEW Framework to
Couple Businesses

Duh et al., 2010; Cruz et al., 2014; Laguir et Inclusion of couple business partners’
al., 2016).
contextual experiences of gender, social
traditions, customs, spousal relationships
which shape CSR meanings.
Power

Not specifically addressed in the SEW is particularly conceptualised as
current SEW conceptualisation.
‘wealth’. Objective thinking - instrumental Inclusion of analysis of power relations
motive of SEW preservation.
between couple business owners
Preservation of SEW is prioritised (Dyer & Inclusion of power relations between
Whetten, 2006; Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007).
business and stakeholders
Engagement in environmental practices to
enhance their image and thus protect their SEW: A shared wealth strategy based on
SEW (Berrone et al., 2010)
SEW preservation alongside achieving CSR
objectives.
Link between stakeholders’ perception of the
firm and the reputation and prestige of the
firm's owners (Dyer & Whetten, 2006).

Source: Author
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Equality in terms of family firm owners’ involvement and role is matched to the SEW theory’s
dimension of control and identification. This category essentially examines each family firm
owner’s role and involvement in executing business practices. Evidence from previous studies
on family business CSR explains the owners’ close identification with the firm, which is
reflected in family business CSR practices (Rousseau et al., 2018). As discussed earlier owners’
identification with the firm and CSR execution are related to the recognition received by the
business from external stakeholders. Furthermore, the literature highlighted the central role of
the founder and other owners in projecting the collective execution of CSR. These CSR
interactions reflected the relationship between family business owners as a collective team and
CSR stakeholders on the other (O’Boyle et al. (2010) and Bingham et al. (2011). By analysing
control and identification dimensions in couple business, this study examines how couples
identify with the firm and manage control of CSR decision-making.

Extant studies examining emotional attachment and binding social ties as the SEW dimensions
show a positive link to CSR execution. Research indicated that family businesses are inclined
to protect their social relationships with internal and external stakeholders in comparison to
non-family firms and thus engage in proactive stakeholder management and increased
awareness of stakeholder needs (Cennamo et al., 2012). However, the emotional attachment
between family business owners leads them to protect and prioritize their relationships over
stakeholders in the context of CSR (Kellermanns, Eddleston & Zellweger, 2012). Drawing
upon these findings established in previous studies, this research explores such connectedness
in couple business CSR. Moreover, the couples’ spousal relationship influences their business
approach and thus, connectedness as an analytical category becomes useful to analyse such
relational dynamics.

The literature has established family firms as distinctive in the context of CSR by presenting
comparative studies between a family firm and non-family firm CSR approaches. Along similar
lines, context as the analytical category of the feminist SEW theory will explore the distinctive
features of couple businesses that shape their particular approach to CSR. Furthermore, the
context category will also encapsulate the socio-cultural contextual condition of Indian society,
which shapes CSR execution in couple businesses. This kind of analysis that encapsulates the
contextual socio-cultural element of a given context is currently absent from the SEW theory
discourse. Additionally, the analytical category of context examines men's and women’s
experiences in the context of gender and attempts to establish links between gender and CSR
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within the feminist SEW framework. Analysis of gender within SEW theory is currently
lacking in family business CSR literature.

Power is not included as a dimension in the SEW theoretical framework, but previous studies
suggesting the conceptualisation of SEW as a wealth to family firms are drawn in this study to
understand the powerful position of SEW in family firms. For example, SEW, particularly
conceptualised as ‘wealth’, acts as a frame of reference in all CSR decision making. Such a
strategy suggests objective thinking, the instrumental motive of SEW preservation (Dyer &
Whetten, 2006; Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007) by family firms. Moreover, it also suggests that
firms’ position as powerful in relation to stakeholders or CSR as the firm’s advantage in terms
of image, prestige and reputation are paid extensive attention by family businesses.
Additionally, the current conceptualisation of SEW encapsulates family business owners’
collective approach, which omits to analyse power dynamics between owners. By specifically
including power as an analytical category within the redeveloped SEW framework, this
research examines power dynamics between couple business partners in the context of CSR
execution.

In sum, this chapter develops the conceptual framework as a lens through which the research
concepts and the links between them are studied in light of the key research objectives. The
chapter introduced SEW theory as an influential theoretical framework in family business CSR.
The theory has been widely applied in family business CSR research due to its foundational
idea, which concretes firm owners’ ownership and control of the firm. By arguing against the
SEW theory as conceptualised from masculine norms, this chapter introduced a gender lens
informed by social construction feminism on SEW. The introduced SEW framework may help
better understand couple business CSR through the analytical categories of equality,
connectedness, context and power. The discussion included applying the proposed framework
to the previous studies in the area of family business CSR and accordingly proposing potential
outcomes in the context of couple businesses.
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Chapter Four: Research Methodology
Having laid out research gaps and the conceptual framework, this chapter outlines the
employed methodology guiding the data generation and analysis of this study. To recap, in
Chapter 2, it was highlighted that CSR is a subjective phenomenon embedded within a
particular context. Through the literature review on small business and family business CSR it
was argued that the situated organisational features shape a firm’s approach to CSR (BaumannPauly et al., 2013; Soundararajan et al., 2018) and therefore each different type of business
need to be studied separately. Furthermore, the important role of the owner-manager in small
business CSR execution (Quinn, 1997; Fassin et al., 2015) was discussed following which a
gap in CSR approaches by dually owned small businesses such as a couple business was
established.

The review of family business CSR literature highlighted that most family business CSR
research is grouped under the broad category of ‘family business research’ (Duh et al., 2010;
Cruz et al., 2014). Thus, there is a lack of nuanced and detailed investigation on different types
of family firms and on the specific role/contribution of each family member. For example,
operational tactics of multi-generational or sibling enterprises may differ to spousal business
teams such as couple business partnerships. Moreover, the role of each owner men and women
in case of heterosexual couple business partners may also potentially be influenced by relations
of gender. In the review of gender studies, the enactment of dominant masculinities and
femininities and the resulting implications (issues of agency and power) were discussed
(Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Connell, 2016; Lewis, 2014; Elliott, 2016). The literature
review highlighted the essentiality of studying the Indian context to capture contextual insights
in relation to CSR. Additionally, the need to study gender dynamics within the Indian context,
which primarily symbolises patriarchal social structures (Manne, 2018) hindering women’s
participation, was identified as a research gap.

As the research objective explores how couple business partners understand and enact CSR, an
approach that focuses on the actors’ micro-practices (experiences, thoughts, voices,
interactions, and actions) is appropriate to the thesis. This chapter explains how a social
constructionist ontology and an interpretive epistemological position complement the
conceptual framework. The employed semi-structured interviews involving critical incident
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technique and drawings visual participatory method to generate meaningful data appropriate to
the research philosophy and objectives are described, and a justification for selecting a
combination of verbal and visual data is presented.

The chapter begins with a description of the research philosophy guiding the methodological
approach employed in this research. Social constructionism as the ontology and interpretivism
as the epistemological position is described and justified in the sub-sections. The third section
details semi-structured interviews and free-hand drawings as a visual participatory method
adopted in this study. The section provides a justification for the suitability of the combination
of these two methods and lays out the process followed to generate the research data in India.
In the fourth section, the Gioia method (Corley & Gioia, 2004) and Grounded Visual Pattern
Analysis (GVPA) (Shortt & Warren, 2019) method is described as the analysis techniques
adopted in this research to analyse the verbal interview data and visual drawings data. The
section presents examples of themes derived reflecting the findings the findings of this study.
The fifth section discusses the credibility, plausibility, and transferability of this study. In the
concluding section, the researcher’s experiences of the research process and the ethical
challenges are shared through three reflective lenses: first, ‘being’ as a researcher, second
‘being’ an Indian, and third ‘being’ a woman in the data generation process.

Figure 7: A graphical representation of the research methodology

Research Philosophy

Research Design

Data Generation Methods

Data Analysis Methods

• Social constructionism
• Interpretivism

• Pilot study
• Purposive followed by snowball sampling

• Semi-structured Interviews
• Participant-led drawings

• Gioia analysis
• Grounded visual pattern analysis
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4.1 Research Philosophy
Fundamental to meaningful interpretations of social science research outcomes is the
philosophical position, which reflects what reality is (ontology) and how this knowledge/reality
is created (epistemology) (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Research philosophy as a guiding set of
beliefs determines the ontological, epistemological, and methodological assumptions that lead
the research process (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). As a guiding force, the research philosophy
enables the researcher to form the world view, understand influential contextual elements and
remark conflicting ideas of reality (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). According to Silverman (2013),
the researcher’s beliefs and understandings become a frame of reference in determining how
the research objectives are investigated. Furthermore, philosophical assumptions inform the
choice of research methods that generate knowledge which the researcher has set out to seek.
The ontological position undertaken in this research is described in the below section.

4.1.1 Ontology: Social Constructionism
Ontology refers to beliefs about the nature of reality and guides what knowledge can be known
(Maxwell, 2012). Different ontological positions provide rather different answers to questions
of what reality is. The main distinction is between those that see the social world as external to
social actors – the viewpoint known as objectivism – and those that see reality as something
that people are in the process of constructing – or, constructionism (Symon & Cassell, 2012).
This perspective holds that reality is constructed and reflected through social actors’
perceptions. It involves examining human beings’ patterns of meaning-making created through
social interactions and emphasises the role of the socio-cultural context in shaping the overall
reality of a phenomenon (Charmaz, 2008). Emphasising the subjective meaning-making and
the context, Cunliffe (2011, p. 656) posits that meaning and knowledge are “relative to the
time, place, and manner in which they are constructed”. This extends the contextually of the
subjective model to focus upon an interactional, multiple and shifting construction of meaning.

This research recognises human activity as socially constructed and shaped mainly by
contextual factors of the social culture of India. It considers couple business partners’ actions,
behaviours, and daily interactions as a social process and emphasises that organisations exist
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in a set-up whereby identity or being is always ‘being-in-the-world-with-others’; here, the self
cannot be separated from the social context (Heidegger, 1997). Moreover, in organisations
where family relationships dominate, there is a long history and knowledge of shared
experiences and past events that converge to influence and shape current activities, events,
relationships, and practices. Following social constructionism ontology, this research sees the
world as constructed, interpreted, and experienced by people in their interactions with each
other and with the wider social systems (Maxwell, 2012). Furthermore, from the social
constructionist perspective, gender norms are dynamic, interdependent, and shaped by actors
themselves. Subsequently, individuals, organisations, or other societal actors are considered to
be equipped with an agentic ability to enact new gender norms considering gender as fluid in
nature (Martin, 2006; Risman, 2004). This research questions this agency, and norms following
socially constructed meanings, and actors’ interpretations of these meanings that affect their
CSR execution

4.1.2 Epistemology: Interpretivism
The present study aligns with the account of Denzin & Lincoln’s (2018) interpretivist research,
which centralises subjective meanings over objective rationality and emphasises emotional
intricacies embedded in empathetic experiences. Interpretivist epistemological stance seeks to
understand expressions and descriptions over specificities (Crotty, 1998); it supports a deeper
look into nuances of human experiences and generally recognises a reflective practice of
questioning realities (Van Mannen, 1979). Recognising that CSR is a subjective phenomenon
(Kang & Moon, 2011; Gond et al., 2017), gender as a social construction (Lorber, 1994) and
SEW dimensions as interactional (Berrone et al., 2012), this research follows interpretivism
epistemology to discover the underlying mechanisms of how couple business owners
conceptualise CSR.

Epistemology is concerned with the relationship between knowledge and the researcher and,
therefore, refers to how we come to know what we know (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
Epistemologies, from this perspective, are accounts of the subjects, their perspectives, the
researcher’s position and the relationship between them. Positivist epistemological stance
acknowledges that meanings of social phenomena are objective and exist independent of the
social entities (Beverland & Lindgreen, 2020). Essentially in positivist research, the researcher
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does not influence nor is influenced by the research process or the respondents. The research
is driven by a hypothesis, and its analysis does not seek the underlying mechanisms that
constitute that reality (Saunders, Lewis & Thornill, 2016).

In contrast, the interpretivist approach adopted here considers that reality is constituted through
human interactions, actions, talk, and behaviour and is largely shaped by social and cultural
factors (Crotty, 1998). This approach focuses on four dichotomies: subject over object,
emotions over rational choices, abstract over concrete understandings and qualitative
information over quantitative facts (Silverman, 2013). As subjectivity is central in an
interpretivist approach, it supports theorising links between experiences and knowledge. In the
process of understanding abstract, subject-specific meanings, it is concerned with inquiring
about why things happen and how do they happen. It aims to seek the underlying processes
which drive social action and behaviour. It emphasises that individuals' interpretation of the
social phenomena is guided by their feelings, beliefs, and understandings (Saunders et al.,
2016). The interpretivist world view of such socially constructed reality, however, suggests
encapsulating the influences of social factors, such as gender, race, class, identities, culture,
and power relations within it (Crotty, 1998). These social factors play a role in influencing our
understanding of reality and also guides us into determining what constitutes our personal
realities.

The present research considers couple business partners’ meaning-making and execution of
CSR. It explores lived experiences of gender and social responsibility and places emphasis on
knowing how their experiences are created in context and how socio-cultural factors such as
gender norms and Indian traditions shape their conceptualisation of CSR. In the context of this
study, the research is keen to discover how men and women comprehend their social
experiences and connect their personal experiences to the broader organisational context in
CSR execution. From the adopted social constructionism stance, this research understands that
reality is socially constructed, and it is important to acknowledge the social actors’ perceptions
constructing this reality (Denzin & Lincoln, 2018). Thus, to understand couple business
partners’ conceptualisation of CSR driven by contextual experiences, this research adopts an
interpretivist epistemological position.
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4.2 Qualitative Research Approach

According to Collis and Hussey (2013), the choice of research methodology should reflect the
researcher's philosophical assumptions and address the research objectives. Typically,
quantitative approach focusses on hypothesis driven research which links theory with variables
and collects numerical data. It assumes an objective stance and does not recognise the
complexity of social interactions by social actors. In contrast, a qualitative approach
emphasizes on narratives, talk, conversations and expression of human thoughts and feelings
(Bryman, 1984). According to Silverman (2013), a qualitative inquiry seeks to gain rich
descriptive accounts along with acknowledging the influences of contextual factors. As the
qualitative studies investigate the reasons of particular incidents it enables answering the ‘how’
and ‘why’ questions. Moreover, qualitative research uses a contextual setting as the source of
data (Patton, 2002) and the researcher attempts to observe, describe, and interpret meanings
shaped by the context Although, a qualitative methodology has been criticised for being largely
subjective in nature and raising issues of reliability and validity, it is still the most useful
methodology to capture thick descriptions of actions and experiences of daily life.

For the purpose of understanding subjective meanings of CSR and gender embedded in
couples’ contextual experiences of the Indian socio-cultural milieu, a qualitative inductive
approach was chosen to be suitable in this study. A quantitative approach with numerical or
short answers to questions on emotions, critical incidents of life, and detailed experiences may
not meet the purpose of gaining deep insights. As highlighted in the earlier literature review
section, CSR conceptualisation in small and family firms largely depends upon their context
(e.g. relationships, stakeholder proximity, family member’s involvement and emotions). A
qualitative research design addresses the role of such contextual elements in generating an
understanding of various practices. A qualitative methodology was specifically selected to
capture the subjectivity (Silverman, 2013, p. 6) of couple business partners’ shared life
experiences as well as individual experiences of gender in shaping their subjective meanings
of CSR.

In addition, empirical CSR research in India is mostly limited to self-reported questionnaire
surveys which provide insight into perceptions of CSR by society (Narwal & Sharma, 2008),
business perceptions about CSR (Balasubramanian et al., 2005), corporate social reporting
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(Raman, 2006), and MNC CSR policies and practices. However, qualitative inquiries which
focus on individuals’ experiences, interactions and thick narratives in small business CSR
context are scarce. Some research on couple businesses have utilised a qualitative methodology
to generate rich participant descriptions on the key concepts under investigation (e.g. Smith,
2000), however, most studies on couple businesses are based in western countries and therefore
represent findings from the perspectives of global north. This gives the current study the
opportunity to add empirical evidence to the CSR debate in context of the global south.

4.3 Research Sample and Sampling Parameters
According to Denzin & Lincoln (2018, p.112), “A sample is a subdivision of the population
and should represent the main interest of the study”. Therefore, sampling calls for a welldesigned intellectual strategy that answers the research objectives considers ethical
implications and represents the collective (Easterby & Smith, 2012). The research followed a
“purposive sampling” technique where small couple business owners were selectively chosen
to gain insightful information on the laid research objective (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In this
technique, the characteristics of the potential participants were selected based on the sampling
parameters described for the research (Patton, 2002).

Table 5: Sampling criteria for sample selection
Business Sample

Parameters for Sample Selection

Small business

1) Staff headcount < 50
2) Turnover ≤ € 10 m
[European Commission (2003)]

Couple business partnership Sample

1) Businesses owned and managed by
heterosexual married couples.
2) Ownership may be under one partner’s
name, but both partners are actively running
the business.

The mentioned parameters (Table 5) were followed to ascertain correct samples suitable for
this research and maintain uniformity in the selected samples. Heterosexual married couples
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were selected as the sample for this study due to many reasons. First, this choice allowed an
exploration of gender dynamics between men and women couple business partners. Gender
dynamics become essentially important for investigation in traditionally patriarchal contexts
such as India to uncover the influences of pervading gender inequalities, make visible such
disparities, and find solutions to gender-related social problems. From a cultural perspective,
marriage has different meanings in each different context and that the implications of these
meanings are experienced by all married couples (Thornton, Ocasio & Lounsbury, 2012).
Reflections of marriage are an important aspect in patriarchal, traditionally, and culturally
rooted contexts because the meanings of marriage will also substantially be connected to the
meanings of gender in society. The literature review on gender constructions in the Indian
context had outlined the patriarchal socio-cultural context of Indian society where gender is
represented by masculinities echoing norms that concrete men’s superiority over women and
femininities, on the other hand, are represented by stereotypical norms of vulnerability,
dependence and subordination (Chaudhuri et al., 2018; Sivakumar & Manimekalai, 2021). In
the context of Gujarati culture, marriage creates newer living conditions, such as moving in the
husband’s home for women and following customary rituals by men in connection to the wife’s
family. Hence, to capture such conditional aspects of marriage, which are interlinked with
gender meanings and subsequently the practice of CSR, the participants selected were
heterosexual married couples.

Second, previous research has demonstrated that relationship ties such as marriage and
cohabitation affect business operationalisation and engagement for couples (Ozcan, 2011);
thus, attention was paid to this aspect whilst selecting the sample. Couples including
same/different sex and married/cohabiting partners were searched to be included in the sample
for this research. However, the cultural norms of Indian society are in support of the institution
of marriage between heterosexual couples, which makes it challenging for same-sex partners
to live or engage in a business together (Vanita, 2004; Lama, 2020). Due to the strong
influences of such religious (Hinduism driven) and cultural conditions in Gujarat, this study
could not find same-sex or cohabiting partners operating a couple business. This study
acknowledges the lack of inclusion of same-sex and cohabiting couples in the research as a
limitation and further reflects and discusses this limitation with possibilities for future research
in Section 8.5.
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Couple businesses are challenging to locate on publicly available small business and family
business databases as quite commonly, both partners’ names may not be registered as business
owners. This leads to statistical difficulties in gauging the exact number of couple-run
businesses operating in India, making it harder to identify couple businesses. Thus, initially,
the researcher’s personal contacts (friends and family members) in Gujarat were approached
to introduce any couple businesses in their contact lists. Silverman (2017, p. 204) supports
“drawing upon the existing circle of contacts for fieldwork as entering new fields could be
time-consuming and may end in failure”. As a database of registered couple businesses in India
did not exist, personal contacts helped locate an appropriate sample for this research. The
researcher was introduced to other potential participants willing to participate in the research
(Patton, 2002). The snowball sampling technique used here is a valuable technique widely
applied in qualitative research to locate potential research participants (Patton, 2002).

Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that using this technique could mean that the researcher may
have little control over the selection of participants. In order to address this issue, the eligibility
of the referred participants was matched with the predetermined sampling parameters (Table
6). The couple businesses which matched the predetermined criteria were included in the
research sample. For example, some business partners referred were family businesses that
included active involvement of other family members such as parents in law. These referrals
were not included in the sample of this study because to understand couples’ CSR execution,
which includes dynamics of decision making, couples needed to have the overall operational
and management rights.

4.4 Research Data Collection Methods

The social constructionist position adopted in this research suggests meaning-making and
interpretation of things in the context of the social world they exist in through the social actors
(Crotty,1998; Cunliffe, 2011). It advocates levels of involvement with the research by the
researcher through interaction. It acknowledges the socially constructed phenomena, including
the researcher’s engagement and their relationship with the knowledge sought and produced
(Langley & Klag, 2019). Therefore, this research employed in-depth interviews, which support
this interaction, the situatedness of the actors and the natural setting (Given, 2008). In addition,
free-hand drawings were utilised to gather rich data and also address issues of power, voice,
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and participation between the researcher and the participants as well as between participants
(Fairey, 2018 ; Mannay, 2015; Ross, 2017) The advantages of employing a combined approach
of verbal and visual data generation and the specific usability of drawings as the data collection
method in this study is discussed in the Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1 In-Depth Interviews
According to Collins & Stockton, (2018), the employed data collection methods should
complement the research objectives appropriately and which leads to theorisation of ideas. As
interviews involve inquiry through verbal communication to capture an understanding of an
individual’s experiences, feelings, and contextual situations, they are the most widely applied
research method in qualitative research (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Due to their flexible and
emergent approach, interviews assist in gaining rich and comprehensive data (Creswell, 2013).
For example, interviews can focus on particular themes to obtain the most relevant data, such
as asking participants to reflect on critical incidents (Chell, 2004) and encouraging participants
to talk about life histories. Semi-structured interviews have been previously meaningfully
applied in several empirical CSR studies. For instance, Jenkins (2006) adopted the interviews
as the data generation method to capture qualitative responses from UK based small business
owner-manager. Worthington, Ram and Jones (2006) interviewed an Asian small business
owner-managers based in the UK and detailed, rich narratives describing CSR practices. Openended questions were integrated into the interviews for participants to elaborate their thoughts
and share experiences related to the topic of investigation in detail (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2018).

In line with the interpretivist epistemological stance, interviews as an interactive method enable
co-construction of the meanings of the phenomenon between the researcher and the participants
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2018). This study was interested in contextual experiences of CSR and
gender which embodied subjective meanings; it was essential for participants’ descriptive
narratives to be expressed and shared. Hence, semi-structured in-depth interviews, which
allowed understanding the key concepts of this research in the context of the lived experiences,
were utilised in this study.
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4.4.2 Visual Participatory Method: Free-hand Drawings
Qualitative researchers consider people’s own documentary sources as rich interactive
instruments to show summarised complex human experiences (Creswell, 2013; Kearney &
Hyle, 2004). With ontological roots in social constructionism and interpretive epistemology,
participatory methodologies see research participants as agents co-constructing the social
phenomena under study through the everyday practices they perform (McCarthy & Muthuri,
2018). Visual participatory approaches enable participants to explore their experiences and
actively engage in the research process through the creation of visual materials (Literat, 2013).
Respondents are also actively involved in data interpretation. Some examples include drawings
(Lyon, 2020), diagrams (Crilly, Blackwell & Clarkson, 2006), and photo-diaries (Latham,
2004).

As visual participatory methods could enhance participant engagement and stimulate
reflexivity, they empower participants resulting in more balanced researcher-participant
relations (Mannay, 2010). It is argued that because of the reflexive and empowering nature
(placing the agency in participants’ hands) of this methodology, it results in a nuanced
depiction of lived realities (Rose, 2014). Through visual conceptualisation and the reflective
discussion of these images in the context of their production, participants are enabled an
expressive channel to voice their inner stories and an active and empowering stake in the
research study. Furthermore, most traditional data collection techniques such as interviews
require participants to produce instant descriptions of their views, opinions, or responses to a
particular phenomenon. However, in implementing creative methods, participants take their
own time to channel their thoughts and alter them as they go along, creating their own
construction of social realities.

Drawings as part of the participatory visual methods are more recently applied in organisation
studies as visual instruments useful to understand human interpretation, e.g. employee
identities (Vince & Warren, 2012), strategy (Meyer, 1991), and fringe stakeholder engagement
(McCarthy & Muthuri, 2018). It is a useful data generation method as drawings can provide “a
succinct presentation of participant experiences”, and the approach triangulates well with other
qualitative data generation methods (Stiles, 2004, p. 128). For example, Vince and Broussine
(1996) measured participants’ emotions and feelings towards change in organisational set-up
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through drawings to tap into participants' emotional reactions. Furthermore, Zubroff (1998,
p.141) found that, for clerical workers experiencing organisational change, ‘pictures functioned
as a catalyst, helping them to articulate feelings that had been implicit and hard to define’.

The reasons for utilising participant-led drawings alongside interviews as data generation
techniques are substantial to the purpose of this research. First, as the organisational context of
this study is a business run by heterosexual couples, potential issues of power imbalance
between them due to traditional gender ascriptions may hinder participant responses.
Considering this aspect of power imbalance between participants drawings were employed so
that each participant is enabled an opportunity to express themselves. Second, arts-based
inquiry in the social sciences is used to find different voices or expressive forms, to convey
crucial experiences and meanings (McCarthy & Muthuri, 2018). It is argued that sometimes
the contextual socio-cultural structures and implicit rules of organisations do not always allow
them to verbalise experience and feelings, or only to express them with a controlled and
inauthentic voice. Creative methods give agency to that silent voice to express and get
themselves heard (Warren, 2005). According to Warren (2005, p. 870) voice can be explained
as “the right or opportunity to express a choice or opinion” with words as well as emotions.
Furthermore, in contexts which has stratified socio-cultural domains such as India, certain
stakeholders may be denied a voice due to hierarchal discriminations, socio-religious norms,
or gendered structures. Employing participant-led drawings along with interviews in this study,
may result in increased participant responses and their potential to add their views to research.

Third, according to Meyer (1991), certain experiences involving deeper emotions become
difficult to contain and therefore revolve around the themes of metaphors. Metaphors may
therefore serve as a tool for reflection, which allows participants to tackle such powerful
emotions strongly, in an indirect way and lay out feelings associated with those experiences.
Considering the nature of concepts in this study such as gender which may have potentially
sensitive experiences, it was important to utilise a data collection method that enabled
participants to reflect on such experiences and also share them. As participant-led drawings
involve reflexivity and expression through metaphors it helps participants to present their
perspective. Therefore, drawings were utilised alongside interviews with all 54 participants in
this study.
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4.5 Pilot Study
A pilot study helps to identify practical and methodological concerns in the research process
and indicates modifications required in the process (Kim, 2011). It is referred to as a feasibility
study that comprises “small-scale versions of the planned study, trial runs of planned methods
or miniature versions of the anticipated research in order to answer a methodological
question(s) and to guide the development of the research plan” (Prescott & Soeken, 1989, p.
60). It particularly helps to identify practical issues and difficulties, modify interview questions,
refine and develop research methods or monitor levels of researcher bias whilst conducting
interviews (Sampson, 2004). The requirement for conducting a pilot study in this study was
unique. Although every appropriate step was taken to design the research, which enabled both
partners to participate, the levels at which they would participate remained unknown and a
potential challenge. For this reason, a pilot exercise was planned with a sample size of two
couple business owners. Overall, the exercise was led by three purposes: first, to monitor levels
of participation by men and women; second, to assess the suitability of the chosen research
design and third, to review the structure of the interview questions, including the terminology
of research concepts such as CSR, in connection to the set research objectives.

The selected participant couple business owners for the pilot study were originally from India,
residing in the UK for many years. It was important for this study to involve Indian couples in
the pilot study to capture the mannerisms and systems of Indian homes, cultural traditions,
gender ascriptions and dynamics between men and women. Although the pilot study
participants had been living in the UK for many years, the Indian cultural traditions were
reflected in their responses, which helped shape the interview questions for the actual study.
The research acknowledges that since the pilot study participants were living in the UK for
many years, their perspectives may not include India's realities and situated factors, but overall,
as the participants were originally from India, their responses were relatively reflective of the
Indian norms and ways of living. Whilst conducting the pilot study, it was acknowledged that
the cultural differences in the UK might influence CSR sensemaking differently in comparison
to India. However, the purpose of the pilot study was to ascertain appropriate research design
and therefore, it was a useful step in selecting suitable ways of researching couples.
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The pilot study design included interviewing the couple together and providing a single sheet
of paper for the couple to illustrate their business doing CSR activities through a drawing. Since
this research aims to understand couples’ collective mechanisms, interviewing them together
and generating their shared drawing were considered appropriate data collection methods.
However, participation issues were identified within this activity as, at instances, the woman
participant responded to most of the interview questions. On the other hand, the man
participant’s viewpoints remained either suppressed, hidden or silent. Excluding men or any
one partner’s views did not align with the objectives of this thesis which emphasize microlevel CSR related interactions and personal experiences of gender. Therefore, the issue of nonparticipation (Fairey, 2018) was addressed in the actual data collection on the field by
conducting separate interviews with men and women and by collecting drawings data
separately. This way, each participant was enabled an equal opportunity of thinking, reflecting,
replying, opinionizing, sharing, recollecting and completing saying what they wanted to say.
More importantly, it allowed differing opinions between men and women to surface.

4.6 Generating Interview Data in India
All interviews were face-to-face and took place at the interviewee’s workplace, as the shop
premises of retail business owners, fashion studio of fashion retail store owners, dental
practices for dentist entrepreneurs, restaurants for restaurateurs, and sometimes participants'
homes. Considering the small nature of the businesses, there was not always a case where a
separate office was available within the small area of the business for the conversation. In such
situations, participant homes were chosen. According to Silverman (2017), social settings can
encourage the participants to be more comfortable and engage in longer conversations.
Supporting this view, Graham, Grewal and Lewis (2007, p. 40) suggests “the more comfortable
participants are, the more likely they are to share the nature of their lived experiences”.
Choosing a setting comfortable to the participants helped generate descriptive and detailed
accounts which included nuances of personal experiences of gender and the sensitivity towards
the Indian economic, social and cultural context.

Gujarati and Hindi are the main and commonly spoken languages in the region of Gujarat.
Although all participants knew English language, they were offered to speak in any of these
commonly used languages should they wished to. Conversing in a well-known language helps
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respondents align their words with emerging thoughts and thus immerse themselves in the
conversation (Brannick & Coghlan, 2007). As the researcher is conversant in Hindi and Gujarati,
participant narratives in the native languages were well understood and interpreted. The semistructured interviews took a conversation style approach to enable participants to share their
experiences in detail and any follow-up questions that needed to be answered in relation to the
research objectives. Within the conversation style and open-ended structure of interview
questions, the interview was sectioned into key areas of inquiry to enable participants to detail
their experiences and maintain the focus on the key concepts of inquiry. An interview guide
(Appendix 2) was referred to during the interview to maintain the interview structure and to
attain uniformity in interview questions across all participants.

The initial questions covered what, how, when, and why of the business inception to gather
couples’ insights on conceiving the business idea together, reasons for starting it, or a reflection
on circumstances that led to a spouse joining the existing business. These initial questions acted
as an icebreaker (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2018) between the researcher and the participants,
answering to which participants fondly reflected on their early days of starting the business,
struggles, circumstances, and milestones in their business journey. The second section covered
the roles of each partner in business and the home. Drawing upon the literature on gendered
roles in couple businesses (O’Connor et al., 2006; Jurik et al., 2019), answers to this question
indicated power dynamics in terms of roles distributed between the couple. In addition, the
question was also intended to ascertain the sample for the research as one of the essential
sampling parameters was for both partners to be actively engaged in the joint business to
qualifying the sample for the purpose of this study.

Touching upon the main inquiry questions, participants were then asked to describe what being
socially responsible means to them, for whom and why? These questions helped identify what
CSR activities the sample small couple businesses engaged in and their particular approach to
CSR. The explained reasons for their CSR engagement also gave context in terms of personal
experiences and encounters of CSR that they may have had to the overall explanation. As the
questions were open-ended, this helped gauge emotions and feelings attached to a particular
CSR related idea and offered couple business partners specific, context-rich and personal
perspectives (Symon & Cassell, 2012).
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4.6.1 Critical Incident Technique
To ascertain the CSR decision-making between the couple and understand the dynamics of
gender, each participant was asked to reflect upon a critical incident (Flanagan, 1954) related
to CSR and how they feel about it? What was the spouse’s role or stance in this decisionmaking process? Easterby-Smith et al. (2012) supports that the event may be critical if the
person can identify its purpose and effect on themselves. This technique has been essentially
utilised in organisational behaviour studies (e.g. small business owner-manager behaviours) to
provide participants’ personal accounts (Chell, 2004). The critical incident technique in this
research helped identify who took CSR related decisions between the couple, how they were
executed, what factors/experiences had led them to come to the explained decision.
Recognising the power and gender relations between the participant couples, it was essential
to embed a technique which allowed descriptive narratives but had a systematic structure. A
critical incident technique enables participants to reflect upon a critical incident and provide a
descriptive account. Although, in most cases, the described CSR related critical incident was
different for each man and woman but the primary issue and common themes such as the
influential role of gender, enactment of traditional masculinity through control of CSR
decisions, merging of home and business boundaries remained common in the narratives of
both partners in a given couple business. Additionally, the critical incident technique was also
instrumental in this study for identifying the role of emotions in couple business CSR.
Reflecting upon a critical incident that had left a mark, participants in this study shared their
emotional connections with the people close to them and were able to elaborate on it through
descriptive narratives.

After interviewing both partners individually, they were invited to illustrate their thoughts in
the form of free-hand drawings. The following sections provide an explanation of the design
of the drawing exercise and problems encountered in the design implementation process.

4.7 Generating Visual Data in India
After the individual interviews were conducted separately, couples were brought together and
requested to create a free-hand drawing. The instruction given was: ‘Draw your business doing
socially responsible activities’. The purpose for specifically choosing to provide this drawing
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instruction was twofold, first considering the research objective of understanding the CSR
approach enacted in couple businesses it was important to capture CSR as a process; hence the
word “doing” was used as part of the drawing instruction. Second, as explained in the earlier
discussions, the research recognises businesses as a social entity and the relationship between
business and society are characterised by interdependence (Frynas & Yamahaki, 2016; Moon
et al., 2017). To capture such social interactions situated within the scope of CSR, it was
important that drawing instruction led participants to visualise business-society interactions
and their role within this.

According to Galvaan (2007) participants may feel overwhelmed in putting their point across
pictorially as the drawing process involves reflection on thoughts and making connections of
them. However, providing enough time for participants to recollect their experiences could
help them to depict their feelings in often creative ways. To aid the drawing process,
participants were shown sample figures and objects such as a tree, planet, building and a stick
man/woman (human figure could be difficult to draw), drawn by the researcher (Appendix 3).
The research acknowledges that the drawn illustrative objects shown may influence
participants’ understandings or responses (Wiles et al., 2012) however the objects shown were
generic in nature. Ultimately the meaning of any of the objects drawn by the participants were
constructed by them and symbolised their own personal stories. For instance, participants
referred to the shown stick man and woman for reference to draw a human figure but the
meaning and connections that symbolised the stickman/woman in their drawing were
constructed by them.

Each participant had a different approach to illustrating their business doing CSR. Some
participants included themselves in the picture and their spouse, and some drawings suggested
an overlap between the home and business boundaries in their depiction of CSR. More
commonly, the drawings included how they see their business with the members of society,
which formed a larger part of their CSR conceptualisation. Respondents drew people they care
for with connections of how they are proximate to that particular stakeholder with a heart shape,
arrows of holding hands, hovering butterflies over themselves as bitter-sweet social
relationships, which is foundational to small business CSR. They drew connections and
sequences through rings and layered pyramids, which reflected their CSR meaning-making
process. They indicated priorities by circling the person or thing, while talking about it, or
making the object bigger compared to other objects, covering a larger part of the paper. They
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included everyone they could think of, literally imagining and imaging their universe and their
responsible role towards each object or the person within and around it. It also covered aspects
of people and things that were beyond the couple business partners’ world, but they foresee
their interaction with it in forthcoming times. Through such shapes and patterns, the
participant-led images explained the meaning behind it; however, to ascertain accurate
interpretation of the pictures drawn, respondents were requested to explain their drawing to
their spouse and the researcher. This helped in gaining clarity in the interpretation of the data.
Moreover, it was the first instance, in the whole data collection process, that both couple
business partners came face to face to share their perspectives on CSR. It was enlightening for
many of them to know the other’s viewpoints and the reasons behind them.

4.8 Data Analysis Approach
Qualitative data analysis involves a comprehensive understanding of participants’ descriptions
of a phenomenon, tied to the overarching context within which they are formed (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2018; Patton, 2002). It recognises the researcher’s active role embedded within the
processes of interpretation, theorisation, and subsequent conceptual developments (Berger,
2015). Recognising these conditions, a combination of the Gioia methodology (Corley & Gioia,
2004) and Grounded Visual Pattern Analysis (GVPA) method (Shortt & Warren, 2019) were
utilised to analyse the generated visual and verbal data. Combining the two approaches helped
ensure accurate, uniform, systematic and credible analysis of the data. The following section
explains the steps to interpret the interview data and the coding process to derive themes
representing the data. The followed iterative data analysis process focused upon achieving
higher abstraction levels and theorising couple business partners’ approach to CSR, including
analysis from a gender lens.

Data analysis and interpretation adopted in this study followed an inductive approach that
emphasises theory development by identifying substantive emerging themes from the data
(Charmaz, 2006). This is because newer emerging themes from the empirical data enable the
research findings to take their course towards a conceptual enhancement (Denzin & Lincoln,
2018). Therefore, an inductive approach that begins with observing the world followed by
discovering themes, categories, and patterns in the generated data was considered suitable for
this study (Maxwell, 2012), particularly given the research objective of enhancing the SEW
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theory from feminist perspectives. This approach acknowledges the context within which
participants act along with the processes that guide their action, in particular, situations
(Silverman, 2017). By assuming an inductive approach, the analysis allowed the data to take
its course and follow an iterative process of creating patterns of themes until new themes
emerged. This helped further validate the interpretation of the SEW framework drawn from the
gender perspective with empirical evidence as the emerging data was cross-examined with the
proposed redeveloped framework. Moreover, as Charmaz (2006) mentioned, the adoption of
the reflexive character of data analysis, makes it an interactive and iterative process that
includes imaginative, intuitive thinking on the emerging findings.

The computing software NVivo 12 was utilised for effective management of the visual and
verbal data. Using data management software aids the analysis process by easily organising
complex data structures and networks of emerging patterns within established codes (Bryman
& Bell, 2015). In NVivo, related themes were grouped and segregated into free nodes, which
were subsequently sorted and sequenced into tree nodes. This way, it helped achieve a clearer
view of participant responses, the retrieval of coded data was easy and digital records of the
data were safely stored in one place within the software. In addition, using NVivo 12 also
resolved the problem of viewing and analysing drawings as visual images could be uploaded
onto the software and analysed alongside interview transcripts. An example of interview and
drawings data analysis is provided in the below section.

4.8.1 Analysis of Interview Data
Overall, the analysis process followed in this study was influenced by the Gioia methodology
(Corley & Gioia, 2004), which supports the derivation of the aggregate themes of abstraction
by sequencing and structuring the data themes in three levels. The first level is focused on
direct participant responses, and the second level aims for theorisation. The third and final level
is concentrated upon reaching a level of abstraction. The Gioia method has been frequently
employed in organisational studies, including CSR related research. It is a useful technique for
analysing qualitative data as it recognises that data can have multiple interpretations and that
the context shapes its meanings. In other words, the Gioia approach acknowledges the
influences of contextual factors and thus considers that the context shapes the meanings within
the content generated in the form of data. This is particularly applicable in this study as based
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upon the epistemological approach of social constructionism, couple business partners’
meanings of gender and CSR are recognised as context-specific. Another reason for adopting
the Gioia approach is that it helps indicate a clear link between the raw data reflecting
respondents’ experiences and meanings and theoretical aggregation. Hence, it is a theoretically
informed pathway that clearly shows conceptual abstraction from the derived sections of data.
The steps followed for data analysis were (1) familiarisation, (2) generating first-order
concepts, second-order themes and finally the aggregate dimensions.

The first step followed in the interview data analysis was familiarisation with the data mainly
because it is helpful for an effective understanding of the participants’ responses and
interpretation of the research concepts (Easterby-Smith, 2012). This step helps the researcher
to get acquainted with the participant’s vocabulary, language and ideas, which may be layered
in thicker descriptions. In order to familiarise with the participants’ words and thoughts, the
interview transcripts were re-read a number of times. During the initial readings, a large amount
of relevant and, in many instances, irrelevant information was recorded to gauge an overall
view of participants’ thoughts prior to finding patterns within these thoughts. This also helped
an aggregate analysis where all information was noted to lead to emerging newer, different,
and unrecorded themes. The audio recordings of the interview were revisited on frequent
occasions to ensure accurate interpretation of participant responses. The data analysis and
coding process took place through several iterative steps.

The second step involved analysis of the interview data through the Gioia analysis technique
by interpreting participant descriptions, understanding associated meanings and assigning an
overarching theme. Analysis of qualitative data involves coding the data, which means raising
the collected raw information to theoretical levels. Coding is also known as ‘the process of
clustering the data’, which entails categorising the participant narratives into concepts and
assigning them labels closest to their meaning (Creswell, 2013). According to Strauss (1987),
coding enables disaggregating the data, which leads the researcher’s interpretation towards
higher levels of abstraction. It helps establish links to the participant descriptions in the most
relatable way and allows sorting into sub-categories for an efficient and appropriate analysis
from the transcripts. As an initial step for systematic and iterative data analysis, 1st-order
concepts from the interview transcripts were derived from each partner’s interview data. Codes
were created as many more as possible and later clubbed together in categories leading to the
2nd-order themes, further raising and theorising participant’s descriptions to a conceptual level.
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This led to clarity about the relationship amongst the generated concepts leading to theoretical
insights.
To understand couple business partners’ individual ways of executing CSR, each man and
woman partner’s interview responses were analysed separately. It is important to analyse
individual perceptions of couple business partners for two reasons; first, combined analysis of
the couple’s responses would draw attention to their relationship as a unit of analysis. Maguire
(1999) argues that there is a dearth of knowledge on individual perceptions on a particular topic
in couple business partnership studies as the focus is often shifted to couples’ relationships
rather than their individual experiences and narratives. Second, the literature review on gender
dynamics in couple business partnerships indicated segregated roles enacted by men and
women based upon home and business domains and gender. Therefore, their interactions with
stakeholders, perceptions of CSR, and experiences of gender may differ. In addition, the sociocultural elements of the Indian society largely echoing patriarchal norms may have different
impacts on men and women and thus perceive things differently. To capture such nuances of
meanings, multiple subjective interpretations shaped by the context, it was important to
investigate men and women’s couple business partners’ accounts separately. The pattern of
analysing individual perspectives within the dyadic research helped gather personal accounts
particularly highlighting the role of gender in couple business partners’ overall CSR execution
process. Men and women’s responses could also be compared, and similarities and differences
were not noted. For example, the prioritisation of familial relations in CSR was a particular
theme specifically reflected in women’s accounts in addition to explaining their overloaded
schedule of managing home and business.
Furthermore, common themes from each couple’s transcripts were synthesised to capture
collective ways couple business partners enacted to execute CSR. Combining the overlapping
themes from man and woman’s accounts provided details of the couples’ shared perspectives
and which form a mutual understanding of CSR. For example, social responsibility towards
the elderly facing neglect and children facing disadvantage was indicated in both partners’
accounts in most couples. Overall, the list of codes was informed by my understanding of
academic, business, and CSR literature, which incorporated phrases used by the participants
during the interviews. In total, 117 1st order themes were derived from the combined data of
interviews and drawing.
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The third phase of data analysis involved creating 2nd-order categories (Corley & Gioia, 2003),
which is similar to axial coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2008) or higher-order themes in thematic
analysis (Boyatzis, 1998). This process mainly focused on the conceptualisation of the
relationship between the 1st order codes (Charmaz, 2006). After fully listing the 1st order
categories, the similarities and differences within these categories were noted, and relationships
were established between them. This led to the creation of more theoretical and abstract themes.
Cataloguing concepts led to the development of a set of core themes (Boyatzis, 1998; Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Strauss and Corbin (2008) maintain that the researcher's ability to show how
the themes systematically interrelate is the path towards the development of the theories. A
theme captures the qualitative richness of the social phenomenon, and this, in turn, will be
useful later on in the analysis of the data and in its interpretation (Boyatzis, 1998). Such a
process helps in the transformation of the data to a form that aids interpretation and presentation
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). 1st-order themes of both men and women participant responses
were transcended to second-order themes, narrowing down the constructs and gaining broader,
explanatory aggregate concepts. Once a set of first order concepts and second order themes
were developed, including nascent concepts newer to the extant small business CSR literature
such as the inclusion of home stakeholders, enactment of masculinities and femininities, these
were distilled further derive aggregate dimensions.
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Figure 8: Graphical representation of the finding: contextualising joint lived experiences
1st Order Concepts
Liking of shared spousal journey
(M)(W)
Shared experiences of financial losses
(M)(W)
Suffered and faced challenges together
(M) (W)
Experiences of shared life struggle (M)
(W)
Know each other very well (M) (W)
Closeness with each other (M) (W)
Do something for the society together
(M) (W)
We don’t want others to go through that
difficult experience (M) (W)
Sense of responsibility for the wellbeing of the elderly (M) (W)
Elderly are neglected (M) (W)
Elderly are lonely (M) (W)
Traumatising illness faced by the elderly
(M) (W)
Sense of responsibility towards
children from slum community (M)
(W)
Wish to take care of the children (M)
(W)
Lack of basic life amenities for children
(M) (W)
Children are disadvantaged (M) (W)
We also have children (M) (W)
We lost our child (M) (W)
Helpless for parents’ medical treatment
(M) (W)
Know each other well (M) (W)

2nd Order Themes

Aggregate Dimensions

Recognising
spousal
relationship

Mirroring personal
experiences to
CSR

Contextualising
joint lived
experiences

Connecting shared
experiences of
struggle to social
issues

The generated data structure by following the Gioia method provides a graphic representation
(Figure 8) of the progression of raw data to conceptual theorisation. The arrows in this form of
graphical presentation help understand the process that sets the concepts in motion and helps
constitute theoretical developments (Gioia, Corley & Hamilton, 2012). According to Pratt
(2008), a sensible visual aid accompanied by systematic steps demonstrates rigour in
qualitative research, often a point of critique. Moreover, this way of moving towards
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abstractness helped the researcher to balance the embeddedness of the participant’s lived
experiences and the required generation of theoretical insights. In the following chapters on
findings and discussion, each derived theme and aggregate dimension are explained with
examples from the data. Some examples of the aggregate dimensions include, contextualising
joint lived experiences, moral superiority, merging home and business domains and CSR as a
gendered practice in couple businesses.

4.8.2 Analysis of Drawings Data
Despite advancements in methodological approaches, available methods for visual data
analysis that contain systematic techniques are limited (Rose, 2016; Shortt & Warren, 2019).
Analysing visual data such as images or drawings can be particularly challenging and complex
as this type of data represents multiple interpretations (McCarthy & Muthuri 2018). In addition,
visual data is difficult to decipher as they embody socio-cultural references, which may have
shaped the participant’s meanings of a certain phenomenon as well as the objects in the visual
image (Meyer et al., 2013). Therefore, clarity from the respondents on their interpretation of
the image is essential in the analysis of visual data to obtain a contextually grounded
interpretation (Pink, 2007). Moreover, interpretation of the visual images requires knowledge
of the socio-cultural norms and meanings of a given context, or the data is prone to
misinterpretation. Considering such challenges in analysing participant created drawings, a
combination of verbal and visual data was utilised. Each participant had explained their
drawing to the researcher verbally, and therefore their interpretation of the objects drawn and
overall meaning of the picture was captured.

The Grounded Visual Pattern Analysis (GVPA) approach (Shortt & Warren 2019) was
employed to analyse participant created drawings in this study. The steps involved required
attention to participant’s interpretations in light of the context and the researcher’s active role
in understanding participant meanings. This way it was ensured that a systematic and rigorous
analysis of participant meanings illustrated through the drawings was carried out in this study.
It was explicitly employed in this study to ensure a systematic and uniform analysis of the
visual data, improving the analysis process's credibility. The analysis of drawings was
undertaken in two phases. The first phase, concentrated on the participant’s interpretation of
the drawing, which is referred to as the dialogical stage in the GVPA method of analysis.
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The dialogical stage of analysis involves not only interpreting the image but understanding the
meanings behind the image. Therefore, the participant (drawer’s) interpretation of it is of
imminent importance in understanding the key concepts in question. During the data collection
stage, each participant was requested to explain their drawing, which was audio-recorded with
permission from them. By interpreting the explanation of drawings, themes were generated,
which contained words and phrases from the transcripts of participant explanation of the
created drawing by hand first and then by utilising the Nvivo 12 software. The themes could
be different from what the image symbolises, and hence knowing the meaning to interpret the
image accurately is of utmost significance for analysing visual data. For example, in Figure 14
illustrated in Section 5.3.2.2, the flower symbolises a lotus flower in a representational sense;
however, as per the participant’s account, the flower metaphorically represents the business,
himself, and spouse. The meaning of butterflies, distinct from its representation, were social
relationships hovering over the business and couple which they feel pressured and bound by.

The meanings of the objects drawn, sequences, patterns, and connections as interpreted by the
participant were carefully mapped for each drawing, and emergent themes were developed
from the drawing explanation transcripts. The themes derived from the drawings which
matched the already developed themes from the interview were merged together in one
category. Uncommon themes were added as a new theme to the existing list. For example,
Figure 9 is a drawing by a participant illustrating couple business doing socially responsible
activities. In her explanation of the drawing, Shalini (W) [partner of Rajat (M)] explained
couples’ struggling times when they had financial difficulties. She described the couple’s
relationship as “close and strong” which was illustrated by drawing two hands holding each
other in the centre of the page. The drawing reflected existing themes from the interview, such
as liking the shared spousal journey, suffering and faced challenges together, experiences of
shared life struggles, closeness with each other (Figure 8), and therefore were merged into the
interview themes.
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Figure 9: Drawing by Shalini [W] [partner of Rajat (M)]

However, the uncommon themes illustrative in this drawing such as support for the
environment (suggested by drawing a tree), closeness with family members (illustrated through
drawing a heart and arrow pointing towards home), men and women are equal (symbolised by
four identical human figures) were added as new themes to the existing interview themes list.
Visual pattern analysis is undertaken on an aggregate level rather than at the level of the
individual image therefore, the drawings are viewed together as a set and not separately. The
collective view of the grouped images leads to theorising the patterns to theorisation.
According to Collier (2001), until the drawings are grouped together, the collective views
relating to the theorisation of the meanings would not be apparent. “Photographs placed and
viewed in relation to one another generate a collective meaning that transcends that of any one
image.” (Shortt & Warren, 2019 p. 548). Following this, drawings that echoed the same themes
were grouped together to reach a structure of meanings conveyed through the drawings.

For example, drawings that showed the theme of home stakeholders as CSR stakeholders were
grouped for analysis. Drawings by Karishma (W) [partner of Raman (M)] and Akanksha (W)
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[partner of Chetan (M)] (Figure 10 and 11) were clubbed together in a set for further analysis
to derive the overarching themes across the set. The below set is a part of an image set that
showed themes of inclusion of home stakeholders as in CSR conceptualisation. Akansha’s
drawing includes domestic helpers and family members as CSR stakeholders, and Karishma’s
drawing includes family members and other members of the close neighbourhood in her
depiction of CSR.

Figure 10: Drawing by Akansha [W] [partner of Chetan (M)]
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Figure 11: Drawing by Karishma [W] [partner of Raman (M)]

All drawings associated with a particular theme were first arranged in random order on an MS
Word document. This document was then uploaded to the NVivo software for a collective clear
view of the images. Drawings that echoed more than one theme were duplicated and added to
the groups of all relevant themes. The specific part representing a particular theme was
intentionally not cropped as it was important to understand the meanings within the context of
which they were constructed, and the objects placed around the specific part also had relevance.
The specific part within the drawing that related to a particular theme was circled and remarked
for attention to aid the analysis process. For example, drawings depicting the elderly as CSR
stakeholders were grouped together and the part of the drawing which showed this theme was
highlighted.

After the drawings representing the same themes were grouped together, the set was analysed
by conducting symbolic viewing of the objects drawn and the emergent patterns with them. At
this stage which is the archaeological stage in GVPA method the analysis focussed on
understanding the social milieu and cultural norms which shape the underlying meanings
projected in the drawings (Meyer et al., 2013). This step involved linking the dialogical
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explanation of the participants, recognising the socio-cultural influences in the meanings of the
objects/patterns drawn and connecting this to the key concepts of the study. This stage is
concentrated upon the researcher’s role in interpreting the images, which leads to the derivation
of field-level aggregate themes across a set of drawings. This means that the researcher had to
be particularly alert for symbols which included references to the social and cultural norms of
Gujarat, for example, festival rituals which treat men and women differently, domestic and
business dynamics which differ for men and women due to the accorded gender norms of the
patriarchal context of India. As reflected in the drawing by Karishma [W] [partner of Raman
(M)] in Figure 11, her CSR conceptualisation includes home dynamics and the responsibilities
of all members of the household, echoing the traditional feminine norms of domestic
orientation accorded to women in the Indian society.

Therefore, it meant that the researcher had to be particularly alert for symbols, including
references to the social and cultural elements of India and specifically Gujarat (customs,
traditions), which embody such references and add meaning to the developed meaning patterns.
Although the grouping of drawings associated with a particular theme helped establish
common and overarching patterns of meaning in terms of CSR across the set, understanding
the socio-cultural elements shaping the meaning structures enabled the researcher to identify
links between such situated factors of the Gujarati context, gender understandings and CSR
execution.

The aggregate themes derived from the drawings data were merged with the already developed
themes from the interview data in the Gioia chart. This meant that at the final stage of data
analysis, the Gioia approach and the GVPA approach were combined together to derive the
concluding aggregate dimensions representing the findings of the thesis. The Gioia method
assisted in deriving themes in a structure which incorporated contextual influences in shaping
participant meanings, whereas the GVPA assisted in grouping the drawings in sets of
associated and same themes. Therefore, combining both methods was essential from the
perspective of accuracy and detail in analysing visual and verbal data.

Having laid out the practical elements of the data collection and analysis process the below
sections discuss the ethical challenges encountered during the process.
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4.9 Ethical Challenges and Reflexivity
Various scholars have emphasized the links between ethical dilemmas in the research process
and the practice of reflexivity (Finlay, 2002; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). A qualitative
interpretivist methodology describes the relationship between the research context (social
world), researcher and the researched as ‘entangled’ to one another. Thus the researcher’s
reflexivity at a continuous level within the research process is natural as well as helpful in
addressing ethical challenges (Patton, 2002).
This section explains the researcher’s situated-ness in the research through a reflexive account
that shows the patterns of knowledge construction and the ethical conflicts encountered during
the research process. The capacity for reflexivity lies at the heart of critical self-awareness. It
constantly reminds the researcher of how beliefs, upbringing, identity attributes may impact
the research process. Reflexivity also enables sharing personal bias that the researcher may
have based on their own cultural and social background. A research diary is a useful
methodological tool for recording challenging experiences soon after they have occurred and
capturing contextual information in the field, which could otherwise be missed if relying solely
on collected data. Sinding & Aronson (2003) stress the importance of reflexivity and revisiting
experiences in the field to report any difficulties. In this study, the researcher’s experiences of
the research process were recorded in a diary which acted as a tool for reflexivity after each
step was taken. The ethical challenges and reflections on the researcher’s experiences of the
research process can be described through three lenses: reflections as a researcher, as an Indian
and as a woman.

4.9.1 Reflections as a Researcher
Applying essential ethical values throughout the research process is an important part of a
research project (Silverman, 2017). The researcher may encounter various ethical dilemmas in
the overall research process and, it is crucial to identify and address these with clarity
(Hammersley & Traianou, 2016). For example, there may be an ethical dilemma with regards
to disclosing or sharing the research findings, maintaining the anonymity of the participants
(Farrimond, 2017), translating accurate accounts of the original script, and adhering to
publishing principles. In line with RHUL’s research ethics codes and standards, participants’
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informed consent was taken after the research purpose was explained, and a written research
information sheet was provided to each participant. Informed consent entails giving as much
information as possible about the research so that prospective participants can make an
informed decision on their possible involvement (Silverman, 2013). Separate consent from
man and woman couple business partners was obtained prior to the data collection, although
the couple jointly represented the business. The interviewees’ identities have been anonymised,
and pseudonyms have been used to refer to the participants throughout the thesis. Principles of
openness and transparency will be followed with regard to publishing the acquired data. At two
instances where couple business partners were not comfortable with audio recording the
interview, hand-written notes were taken with their permission. Adhering to the ethical codes
of RHUL, participants were informed of their right to withdraw from participating in the
research at any point in time should they wish to. In addition, participants were made aware of
their right to refuse to answer any question if they did not wish to.

The researcher was aware of her position's power in terms of her role as the one leading the
questions. Opie (1992) maintains that as the researcher’s position is authoritative, there is a
possibility that the researched are suppressed, further undermining their perspectives. To
address this issue, the integration of drawings was thoughtfully planned to provide equal
opportunities to the participants. As an empowering methodology, it enabled egalitarian
distribution of power between the participants and me. The researcher felt the data generation
process was collaborative as participants were free to voice their thoughts. Although it was
challenging for the researcher to convince participants to participate in the drawing exercise,
explaining to the participants that drawings were only intended for their meanings and not for
a judgment on drawing skills helped stimulate the exercise. In addition, in some instances, the
spouse’s eagerness motivated the other partner to participate in the activity, which helped
reduce the problem of hesitance and non-participation.

Although the translation process between Gujarati and Hindi to the English language enabled
the researcher to familiarise herself with the data in light of the research questions and helped
her engage with participant responses and interpretations in-depth, it had specific challenges.
The translation process is generally understood as a transfer of meaning from one time-space
context to another (Crane et al. 2009); however, in this act of transfer, ‘translations constantly
suffer from not being able to convey the richness of connotations’ (Müller 2007, p. 207).
Recognising the fact that interpretation of meanings is the core of qualitative research, the
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challenges of translating participant responses from Gujarati/Hindi to the English language
were critically reflected upon by the researcher throughout the translation process. In order to
maintain the qualitative rigour in data translation, two key aspects were focused upon: words
that encapsulated participant expressions and meanings which encapsulated participant
experiences (Temple & Young, 2004). Reflections on the translation process were noted in the
research diary to present the best possible representation of participants’ expression of words
and experiences. The reflective notes on the data translation process dealt with critical
questions including worries about the accurate and ethical translation of participant responses.
The critical questions asked during the process involved reflecting on conceptual equivalence
(Squires, 2009), cultural contextual references to the data/associated meanings and accuracy of
English wordings for the Gujarati/Hindi wordings expressed by participants. As the researcher
is well conversant with English, Gujarati and Hindi languages, she had a fair understanding of
English wordings as well as Gujarati/Hindi wordings of the key concepts of this study such as
corporate social responsibility, gender, couple businesses etc., which helped maintain
conceptual equivalence in translating the participant responses. Furthermore, Gujarati and
Hindi words of these concepts were also cross-checked with a dictionary before the interviews
were conducted to enable accurate interpretation of participant responses during the interview
itself. This also helped in putting forward follow up questions during the interview and
maintaining the conversation.

It was identified that some concepts and theoretical terminology, such as socioemotional
wealth, did not exist in Gujarati and Hindi languages with the exact same words. But to
overcome this issue, similar words closer to the meaning of socioemotional wealth were used.
More importantly, participant meanings and references to emotions and social relationships in
the interview were connected to socioemotional wealth during the data analysis process. It was
acknowledged that for some words of Gujarati and Hindi languages, there might not be an
English equivalent (Roth, 2013); however, words were chosen that essentially maintained
participants’ intended meanings. Translating local idioms was one such challenge reflected
upon during the data translation process, and in this case, as the idioms are used to emphasise
a point, it was important that the meaning of the idiom was captured in translation rather than
the exact English wording. For example, a participant’s use of the idiom “whoever owns a
stick, owns the buffalo” referred to powerful people who had authority over others. The
meaning of this idiom placed more emphasis on power than being rich and owning something.
Being an insider Gujarati Indian, the researcher was acquainted with local idioms and phrases,
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and thus, it helped the researcher to translate this idiom into context and maintain its intended
meaning.

Furthermore, qualitative research is more valid when the meanings experienced by the
participants are interpreted as closely as possible (Subedi & Rhee 2008). Translation between
languages also involves interpretation and challenges in the interpretation of meaning are
complex when cultural contexts differ along with differing languages (Temple & Edwards,
2002). During the translation process, besides incorporating accurately corresponding English
wordings against Gujarati wordings, cultural references attached to participant descriptions
were also acknowledged. For instance, references to gender norms by women participants were
translated as well as interpreted in the context of Indian social conditions. Filep (2009) suggest
that the priority in the translation process must be the meaning of the words and not the
language structure.

Moreover, cultural assumptions are embedded in the language and words used by individuals
(Rubin & Rubin, 1995). In this study, the participants’ cultural references attached as meaning
to the spoken words were understood by the researcher as she identifies with the same culture.
Moreover, due to common cultural identification, it was slightly less complex to tie cultural
assumptions indicated in participant responses to meanings in the translated text. This also
aided in perhaps lesser possibilities of lost meanings in the translation; however, throughout
the translation process, the researcher remained sensitive to the limits to translation in meaningmaking and this sensitivity is noted through reflexivity. Furthermore, during the interview,
diligent steps were taken to interpret and connect participants’ language (words) and meanings
(experiences). For example, participants were asked to clarify and elaborate on their point so
that the attached meanings to the language spoken were understood as intended by them. This
act also helped avoid losing intended meanings at the time of translation between languages.

4.9.2 Reflections as an Indian
As an Indian, being conversant in local languages such as Hindi, and Gujarati, the researcher,
could manage to have in-depth conversation style interviews with the participants. So,
participants who could not speak English were not marginalised and overlooked but were
integrated into the research.
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Being an insider (an Indian from Gujarat), the researcher felt like she had “natural access” to
the cultural setting and was an active participant, more or less on equal terms with other
participants. Insider research typically is seen as problematic because it is perceived not to
conform to standards of intellectual rigour. After all, insider researchers have a personal stake
and substantive emotional investment in the setting (Brannick & Coghlan, 2007). The
researcher was native to the setting and had insights from my lived experiences in the country
for thirty years. But, critical reflexivity at multiple times during the research process has helped
her question the extent of her involvement in the research. The researcher acknowledged that
her biases are embedded in the process and are hard to disaggregate. However, she believes her
knowledge of the context has enlightened the research findings as being from India, and her
upbringing is rooted in Indian socio-cultural values. Thus she could resonate with cultural or
social contextual references made by the participants. The researcher was aware of Indian
cultural, religious traditions, day to day mannerisms of Indian homes, hierarchal etiquettes that
are followed (positions of man in the family, a place for elders, space for in-laws from a
woman’s perspective). These interpretations were reflected in the couple’s images as this was
an inquiry into intertwined couple relationships. So, when such references were made, the
researcher felt she could ask relevant follow-up questions to let the participant settle deeper
into those thoughts, feelings and emotions.

4.9.3 Reflections as a Woman
Having passed through experiences of strong patriarchal influences in India herself, the
researcher could relate to women participants’ stories (For example, wife juggles home and
business, home chores are not for men, and men make the final decision). She felt she would
never have understood how they see these patriarchal forces had she not gone through similar
experiences. However, newer perspectives are essential for critical research, and therefore, the
process of reflection helped her think critically and involve perspectives besides her own
perceptions on Indian society.

In the Indian social context, a woman illustrated in stereotyped roles, secondary roles, loaded
with home and work responsibilities, projection of husband’s family but her maternal family
is invisibly present, moved the researcher at the time. This led her to think about research as a
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woman when working with research methods. Specifically, literal expressions of gender roles,
biases in the images made her think about them from a gender perspective. The researcher
empathised with the women’s perspective, but she struggled to include men’s perspectives as
my ideas and thoughts are shaped by her lived gendered experiences and practices. From a
feminist ideological perspective, the researcher’s biases may be interwoven in the analysis of
the data; however, the intention would not be present as a gendered but an inclusive analysis.
Being a woman from India and monitoring her biases in data analysis was an ethical dilemma.
However, the research diary and continuous reflexivity were exercised throughout the research
process to address this concern as much as possible.

4.10 Credibility, Plausibility and Transferability
According to Miles & Huberman (1994) in order to ensure the rigour and trustworthiness of
qualitative research, the criteria of credibility, plausibility and transferability must be adhered
to. The steps followed to establish the trustworthiness of this research are shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Criteria and techniques applied to ensure trustworthiness of the research
Criteria for trustworthiness
Credibility

Plausibility

Transferability

Steps followed to establish trustworthiness
- Interviews and drawing exercise with
both partners checked representativeness
- Two data collection techniques
- Confirmation of interview responses in
the drawing exercise
- Pilot Study
- Reflexivity
- Multiple data collection methods
- Systematic data analysis approach
- Thick description of data
- Redevelopment of the SEW framework
for wider applicability

Source: Author

4.10.1 Credibility
The credibility of research explains its validity (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Having ontological
stance of social constructionism and an interpretivist epistemological position, this research
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obtained subjective meanings constructed by participants in the context of CSR and gender.
According to Miles & Huberman (1994), it is crucial to adhere to the criteria that confirm the
credibility of research when such subjective narratives are captured. This study took a number
of steps to increase the credibility of this research, such as using multiple data collection
techniques, systematic data analysis approach, gathering data from both couple business
partners so that the issue of representativeness was addressed, and confirmation of interview
responses in the drawing exercise.
•

Ensuring representativeness of the data: Conducting interviews with 27 couples which
involved individual interviews with each man and woman couple business partner,
helped ensure representativeness close to the research concepts. The evidence obtained
in participant responses was checked in terms of representativeness of CSR execution
mechanisms in couple businesses and gender understandings.

•

Utilising multiple data collection methods: According to Guba and Lincoln (1994),
utilising multiple data collection methods ensures the credibility of qualitative data as
the generated data is confirmed by the other research methods employed in the study.
Using the drawing method along with interviews to capture participants’ thick
responses enabled data generation from multiple sources, further eliciting the
credibility of this research (Guba & Lincoln, 1984). Furthermore, meanings of objects
drawn in participant created drawings was interpreted by collecting an explanation of
the drawing from the participants. This step helped address the issue of misinterpreting
the meanings of the drawn objects, patterns and connections, which subsequently
strengthened the credibility of the research.

•

Employing systematic data analysis methods: The data analysis guidelines described
by Corley & Gioia (2003) were followed to analyse the data systematically to attain
rigour in the data analysis process. Furthermore, drawings as the visual data were
analysed using an established visual data analyses technique to ensure systematic and
rigorous analysis of the visual data.

•

Comparing and contrasting the research information is a helpful exercise to establish
credibility (Miles & Huberman, 1994). By conducting interviews with men and women
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couple business partners individually, comparison and contrast of the information
gathered was achieved to enhance the credibility of the data.
•

Conducting a pilot study eliminated the research barriers as the structure of the data
collection process was pre examined. This step helped increase the credibility of the
methodological process and hence the overall credibility of the research.

4.10.2 Plausibility
Plausibility relates to the researcher’s ability to display the soundness of the research
(Silverman, 2017). The soundness of the research can be exhibited through transparency, thick
descriptions, and multiple data collection techniques.
•

Practising reflexivity throughout the research helped maintain the soundness of this
research as frequent checks on the researcher’s personal influences and perceptions on
the research concepts were made. The researcher’s role as a woman, an Indian person
and as a researcher was constantly reflected upon at each step of data generation. A
record of these reflections was maintained in the form of a research diary, which helped
keep in check personal beliefs influencing the data.

•

Maintaining a systematic record of audiotape recordings, drawings, interview notes,
and transcripts ensured transparency in the research. Each interview and drawing
explanation recording were carefully transcribed/translated by the researcher to ensure
that participant meanings do not get lost in translation.

•

Applying systematic steps helped ensure replicability of the research (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2018). Thick descriptions were achieved by obtaining descriptive accounts of
participant responses on their experiences of gender and CSR. An interview guide was
used to ensure the same questions and points were covered in each interview to add to
the replicability of the study (Easterby-Smith, 2002). Specific and same drawing
instruction was given to all the participants to ensure representativeness of the research
concepts in question, such as couple business CSR and gender understandings. In
addition, the same steps were followed in applying the two data generation techniques
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to establish the plausibility of the research. This step also assisted in ensuring
confirmation of evidence within the data collection methods used.

4.10.3 Transferability
Transferability refers to the generalisability of the research findings into other contexts.
Qualitative research mainly focuses on situatedness and the contextual elements of the
research. Therefore, the generalisability of the findings into another context may not be
practically possible. However, findings from this study on couple businesses’ approaches to
CSR may be drawn up to study similar types of businesses in multiple contexts. The enhanced
feminist socioemotional wealth theory could be applied to other country and organisational
contexts to study the local nuances shaping organisational practices. In addition, this research
suggests transferability into other countries from the global south by providing insights into
the Indian context, interwoven with socio-cultural influences. The detailed descriptions of this
research could be utilised to understand CSR conceptualisation phenomena in other parts
across the globe through comparisons with or extensions of the research.

4.11 Chapter Conclusion
Assuming an ontological position of social constructionism that acknowledges social actors’
subjective meaning-making interconnected within a given context, this research uncovers men
and women business partners’ CSR meaning-making processes. Driven by the interpretivist
epistemology, the study considered knowledge of CSR as a subjective phenomenon, gender as
a social construction shaped by socio-cultural norms and socioemotional wealth as interactional
amongst business owners and the wider society. Therefore, a qualitative approach that focuses
on individual narratives, thick descriptions of lived experiences and nuances of socio-cultural
norms was deemed suitable for this study. Besides, with the main aim to understand CSR
conceptualisation and execution by both men and women couple business partners, this thesis
undertakes a methodological approach that supports both men and women’s inclusivity and
participation. Using a combination of interviews as a verbal data collection method and
participant-led drawings as the visual method, the issue of an inclusive methodological
approach was addressed.
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Moreover, the pilot study has been instrumental in planning the research design. In this process,
the power dynamics between the partners from the pilot study were noted to improvise the
research design so that both partners in the actual study in India are enabled equal opportunities
of adding their perspectives. The idea of interviewing both partners together and at the same
time was ineffective, as one partner answered most of the interview questions suppressing the
viewpoints of their spouse. A shared drawing paper between the couple to capture their process
of co-creating the act of their business doing CSR in the form of a drawing also had setbacks.
This was also due to one partner’s control over the drawing leading their spouse’s perspectives
to remain hidden. Through the learning from the pilot study, the research design was modified,
and separate individual interviews and drawing exercise with each man and woman was
implemented in India.

The chapter explained the combination of the Gioia analysis and GVPA as the employed
analysis methods to ascertain a systematic, rigorous, and iterative data analysis. Lastly, the
research process has not been without ethical challenges. Thus, to ensure transparency in the
process, the ethical challenges have been reflected upon through the three lenses: a researcher,
an Indian, and a woman. The discussion on reflexivity as a woman covered ethical challenges
in terms of the researcher’s experiences of the Indian societal norms and how these may have
influenced the data generation in this study. Reflections as a researcher covered ethical
challenges in terms of power dynamics between the researcher and the participants, some
difficulties encouraging participants to engage in the drawing activity and challenges of the
translation process.

The next phase of the thesis now turns to presenting the findings of the study. Addressing the
first research objective of how couple business partners collectively conceptualise and execute
CSR, the following Chapter 5 discusses findings representing a collective view of couples’
approach to CSR. After this, findings on the second research objective of exploring the role of
gender in couple business CSR is discussed in Chapter 6. This chapter focuses on men and
women’s individual ways of executing CSR analysed through a gender lens.
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Chapter Five: Couples’ Collective Approach to CSR
The thesis seeks to provide answers to three main objectives. The first objective is related to
the collective ways couple business partners enact to conceptualise and execute CSR. The
second objective is related to exploring the role of gender in couple business CSR, and the third
objective concerns the applicability of the interpretation of the SEW framework drawn from a
gender lens in explaining couples’ approach to CSR. As indicated in the methodology chapter,
the answers to the research questions were generated by qualitative research, including in-depth
interviews and a drawing exercise with couples who operated a small business in Gujarat, India.
The data analysis performed included a combination of the Gioia approach (Corley & Gioia,
2004) and the grounded visual pattern analysis (GVPA) (Shortt & Warren, 2019) to generate
aggregate themes and research findings. All analysis was carried out by manually deriving
themes from the interview transcripts and participant drawings, and then NVivo 12 was utilised
for effective data management.

The findings of the study are presented in two parts. The first part [Chapter 5] discusses
couples’ collective understanding and execution of CSR, which mainly illustrates themes from
an organisational perspective and recognises couples as a team representing the business. An
organisational-level or meso-level analysis turns attention to the firm itself, capturing the
relationship between the organisation and its external environment (how the firm navigates the
environment) and relationships between or amongst parts of the firm (how the firm is organised
and managed). Thus, the data analysis focused not only on the distinctive features of couple
businesses but also on the internal and external relationships that form an important part of
couple business CSR activities. Importantly, the analysis and findings discussed in Chapter 5
reflect the SEW theoretical framework’s main ideology of encapsulating business owners’
collective approach in executing business practices. The second part [Chapter 6] undertakes a
more micro-level nuanced approach by unpacking men and women’s individual ways of
conceptualising and enacting CSR through a gender lens. An individual-level analysis is
concerned with a range of aspects related to individuals and their roles in organisational
practices (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). The research specifically recognises the influences of
pervading particularities of the Indian socio-cultural context in shaping gender understandings.
Therefore, it acknowledges its influences on couples’ conceptualisations of gender and
assumed gender roles and highlights how these can be problematic in couple business CSR.
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Importantly, the analysis and findings discussed in Chapter 6 reflect the gender lens on the
SEW theoretical framework echoing the ideology of encapsulating each owner’s individual
approach in executing business practices.

The meaning of conceptualisation is referred to as the action or process of forming a concept/s
or idea/s of something. In the case of couple businesses, as a spousal team of husband and wife
run the business, how they mutually conceive an idea of CSR and enhance it to embed it in
their daily organisational interactions and activities is analysed to capture ‘CSR
conceptualisation’. The research considers organisations as a social entity formed by people,
representing the values and experiences of people within. As the research questions revolve
around the influences of personal experiences and their translations in CSR understanding,
couple business partners’ personal beliefs and values are assumed to represent what their
organisation is and the activities it performs.

Table 7 illustrates the main themes derived in correspondence to the research questions, of
which the focus of this chapter is centred upon couples’ collective approach to CSR
representing an organisational view (covers RQ 1,2,3) and their individual approach to CSR
representing a micro view (covers RQ 4).
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Table 7: Research questions and corresponding findings
Research Sub-Questions
RQ 1: How do couple business partners
collectively conceptualise and execute
CSR?

•
•

Corresponding Themes & Findings
Embedded CSR
Sensitivity to the local context

RQ 2: What processes do couple business
partners adopt in translating the shared
understanding of CSR into practice?

•
•
•

Contextualising joint lived experiences
Merging home and business boundaries
Complementing each other

RQ 3: How do relational aspects such as
emotions, social relationships, and power
influence couples’ collective approach to
CSR?

•
•

Emotions of care
Social relationships characterised by
proximity and suffocation
Hierarchal power relations between
business and stakeholders through moral
superiority

RQ 4: How does gender influence CSR
execution in couple businesses?

•

CSR as a gendered practice
•
•
•
•

Limiting stakeholder interactions for
women
Domestic-bound view of CSR from
women’s perspective
Expanded visionary view of CSR from
men’s perspective
Gender-based stakeholder approachability

Men and women enact different ways to
address gender stereotyping through CSR
activities
•

Women enact bargaining social pressures,
mobilising femininities and negotiating
identity to address stereotypes through
CSR activities

•

Men enact reframing masculinities
through care as well as maintaining
masculinities through CSR activities

The findings suggest that couples conceptualised CSR as an embedded and relational practice
in day-to-day business activities. These findings are in line with previous scholarship on small
business CSR in the global north (Lepoutre & Heene, 2006; Wickert et al., 2016; Spence, 2016)
but influences of the situated Indian socio-cultural elements shaping couples’ CSR practices is
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largely reflected in couples’ approach. More importantly, reflecting the economic and social
domains of the Indian society, the meaning attached to CSR symbolised proximity (Mitchell et
al., 1997) and sensitivity to vulnerable and disadvantaged members of society. These findings
add to the knowledge on the relationship-based CSR enacted by small businesses and highlight
situated issues of concern, such as the disadvantage and vulnerability of certain groups, who
should potentially be included as CSR.

Furthermore, analysis of the relational aspects–such as emotions, social relationships, and
power within couples’ interactions with stakeholders–indicated that their understanding of
CSR was driven by emotions, thus symbolising a care-based approach to CSR. The aspect of
social relationships in couples’ CSR execution indicated a combination of proximity and
suffocation. This means that although couples enacted a relational approach to CSR due to
social and geographical proximity to close stakeholders parallelly, they felt suffocation from
these relationships and at times felt forced to maintain them. Findings on the relational aspect
of power in couple businesses suggested strands of moral superiority in stakeholder
interactions. These findings contribute to our knowledge of how themes of moral superiority
explain hierarchal power relations between organisations and stakeholders in the context of
CSR. The overall findings on the influences of emotions, social relationships and power
contribute to the literature on relational approaches enacted in small businesses. The findings
focussed on couples’ relational dynamics, also contribute to the knowledge on how SEW in
terms of relationships is interlinked to CSR in couple businesses.

Processes that couple business owners enact to execute their collective understanding of CSR
are: contextualising their joint lived experiences, merging home and business domains in
executing CSR and encapsulating home stakeholders, and complementing each other. In
contrast to the reviewed literature on family firms’ CSR execution mechanisms, which mainly
focused on the interaction between the firm as a whole and members of the society (Bingham
et al., 2011), this finding highlights the mutual interaction processes between business owners
(couples). Unlike previous family business CSR studies, which mainly highlight that family
firms are different from non-family firms in terms of CSR execution (Duh et al., 2010; Cruz et
al., 2014; Laguir et al., 2016), this finding focuses upon specific situated aspects of couple
businesses such as spousal relationship and provides a more detailed representation of couple
business CSR. It shows each individual owner’s role and the intertwinement of their
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experiences and business activities. This also reveals the interplay between actors, which is
important to uncover in order to ascertain the drivers and hindrances to CSR.

In relation to the literature on the importance of owner-manager in small business CSR (Quinn,
1997; Fassin et al., 2015, which has mainly covered single owner perspectives, this finding
adds knowledge on how owners of dually run businesses can work together to implement a
CSR activity/practice. Distinct from previous literature on couple businesses, which primarily
focuses on the performance outcomes of the business due to the spousal relationship (Matzek
et al., 2010), this finding highlights how spousal relationship influences couples’ execution of
a business practice such as CSR. This finding highlights the underlying processes couples
collectively enact as a result of their spousal relations alongside situated factors such as blurred
home–business boundaries.

The chapter provides evidence from the research findings and is structured in four sections.
The first section describes background information on participating couples, including
demographic details and reasons for couples to engage in a business venture together. This is
followed by a synthesis of CSR activities practised in couple businesses which primarily
describe the nature of social responsibility initiatives executed by them. The specific purpose
of this section is to present the analysis of what constitutes CSR for small couple businesses.
The findings discussed in this section mainly connect with previous literature on small business
CSR but also highlight socio-cultural customs and traditions of Gujarati culture that shapes
couples’ chosen CSR initiatives in synchronisation with the needs of their local context.
Drawing from the conceptual framework, the third section presents an analysis of three
relational aspects of couple businesses: emotions, social relationships, and power. The section
highlights the ‘dark side’ (Kellermanns et al., 2012) of social relationships experienced by
couples and shows hierarchal power relations between the couple business and stakeholders,
reflecting strands of moral superiority and sheds light on couples’ care-based approach to CSR.

Departing from previous small business CSR research, the third section focuses on the links
between distinctive factors in a couple business such as blurred home and business boundaries
and spousal dynamics and couples’ particular approach to CSR. Finally, the last section
explains processes such as: contextualising their joint lived experiences, merging home and
business domains in executing CSR and encapsulating home stakeholders, and complementing
each other. Overall, the contributions of this chapter are threefold: first, the chapter builds upon
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existing literature on small business CSR by highlighting the distinctive features of small-sized
couple businesses in understanding and executing CSR. Second, the chapter sheds light on the
Indian socio-cultural influences unique to the context and thus enlightens links between the
distinctiveness of the Indian empirical context and CSR understandings. Third, the chapter
points to the collective ways couples enact CSR execution, contributing to existing knowledge
on SEW in family firms as well as addressing gaps in the literature on dual owner CSR
execution mechanisms in small/family firms.

5.1 Overview of Participant Information
An overview of participants in this section provides details of participant demographics (Table
8) and features that characterise couple businesses, such as role segregation amongst partners,
household members and reasons for couples to start a business venture together. The detailing
of these characteristics helped examine circumstances that lead couples to engage in business
together and indicated how organisational roles are distributed within the couple in light of the
home and work dynamics. The demographic description of the sample seeks to ensure that the
data are presented in a systematic and meaningful way (Easterby & Smith, 2012). For data
generation, individual interviews were conducted with each man and woman participant
separately, followed by a drawing exercise, at which point both partners were brought together
to explain their drawing to their spouse and the researcher. In total, 30 couples were
interviewed, of which 27 were deemed suitable for this study. Responses from two couples
were eliminated due to failing to meet the definition criteria used in this research for couple
business. One couples’ responses were partial as the drawing exercise could not be completed
after the interviews were conducted due to time constraints. In order to maintain uniformity
and credibility of the research, incomplete data where just the interview was conducted without
the follow-up drawings exercise that sample participants were not included in this study.
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Table 8: Participant demographics
Participants
Business/
[Man(M) and Woman Sector
(W)]

Number of Age
Business
Employees Range of Age
the
(Years)
couple
(Years)

Total Members in
Household
(including the
couple, children,
parents, other family
members)

Jayant and Kamala

1

20–30

5

5

Profesional
Services

Ashutosh and Poonam

Health

6

20–30

4

5

Madan and Geetanjali

Textile

12

20–30

10

6

Yash and Madhu

Construction

3

40–50

10

5

Raman and Karishma

Professional

0

40–50

3

5

Services
Naren and Lopa

Hospitality

1

30–40

8

3

Sameer and Purvi

Health

3

40–50

9

3

Shankar and Abhilasha

Retail

0

40–50

20

5

Mayank and Swati

Retail

1

30–40

3

3

Hitesh and Mayuri

Textile

2

30–40

4

6

Vandan and Radhika

Hospitality

9

30–40

5

2

Lakhan and Bhagvati

Education

16

30–40

5

5

Surjeet and Harsha

Retail

8

40–50

10

5

Rashesh and Sangeeta

Textile

2

40–50

9

7

Haresh and Pushpa

Health

0

30–40

6

4

Rohit and Kusum

Textile

0

30–40

1

1

Abhishek and Surekha

Education

4

30–40

8

6

Bankim and Riddhima

Textile

5

30–40

2

2

Kunal and Rachana

Education

6

30–40

4

4

Satish and Rashmi

Hospitality

7

30–40

0

4

Chetan and Akansha

Textile

10

50–60

20

2

Bhushan and Chanda

Retail

0

30–40

3

4

Rajat and Shalini

Hospitality

0

40–50

6

4

Tapan and Daksha

Hospitality

15

40–50

8

3

Manhar and Krupa

Construction

3

40–50

8

4
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Participants
Business/
[Man(M) and Woman Sector
(W)]

Number of Age
Business
Employees Range of Age
the
(Years)
couple
(Years)

Maulesh and Charu

Retail

1

30–50

5

Total Members in
Household
(including the
couple, children,
parents, other family
members)
4

Piyush and Asha

Professional

2

40–50

10

3

Services

All participant businesses were:
•

Small businesses as per the small business definition provided in Section (2.4) with
fewer or equal to than 50 employees (European Commission, 2003).

•

Located in Gujarat, India.

•

Owned and managed by heterosexual married couples in which both partners are
actively involved in the business operations (El Shoubaki et al., 2021).

5.1.1 Number of Employees
The number of employees ranged between 0 and 16, reflecting the sample specification of
small businesses. Couple businesses with 1–16 full-time employees comprised three-quarters
of the sample, whilst the remaining 24% of the sample comprised businesses managed by a
couple with no employees. The average number of employees in the sample couple businesses
is approximately five. Information on the number of employees was useful in this study to
ascertain the firm size in line with the small business definition adopted in this research and
also to examine couples’ relationships with employees in the context of CSR.

5.1.2 Ownership Type and Industry Sector
Regarding ownership type, all respondents in the sample are founders who established the
business together themselves. This indicates that all of the firms in the sample are in their first
generation of a family business. This information also suggests couples’ joint creation of the
business from conceptualising business ideas, planning the available resources, and working
out the logistics of operationalising the business. In terms of the industry sector, the vast
majority of sample couple businesses of this research belonged to the hospitality, retail,
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education and health sectors, followed by a small number in lifestyle services such as
insurance, veterinary care and accountancy, and finally building and construction. The sample
is reflective of the types of small businesses in Gujarat. As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are
400,000 small to medium enterprises in Gujarat compared to 800 large businesses. The main
industries include fashion and clothing (23%); textiles and dying (8.75%), manufacture of food
products and beverages (6.94%), hotels and restaurants (3.64%), and retail trade (39.85%)
across small and big marketplaces in Gujarat (MSME, 2019).

5.1.3 Number of Family Members
Knowing the number of family members living with the couple was essential to examine
couples’ social relations and ascertain potential links between family and business
responsibilities. The literature on Indian social structure had shown joint family systems as
traditionally more prevalent than nuclear families within Indian society (Narayan & Bhardwaj,
2005; Kundu et al., 2016). Out of the 27 participant couples, 19 lived in a joint family
comprising the male partner’s parents, relatives, and children. Eight couples lived in a nuclear
family, which comprised the couple and their children. The information helped identify who
was included in couples’ CSR conceptualisation and understand the dynamics of family and
CSR in couple businesses in terms of CSR stakeholders. For example, the elderly and children
are discussed by both partners in their experiences conceptualising CSR as care-based, and
such connections were analysed with the help of the background information on couples’
family members and the compiled demographic information.

5.1.4 Reasons for Starting a Business Together
The first set of questions aimed to identify the reasons for spousal partners to engage in a
business venture. Participant couples were asked to reflect upon their experiences of starting
the business and how they felt about it (describe their experiences about starting the venture
together). There are three reasons for this information’s significance to this study: first, the
information helped understand couples’ relationships in terms of identification with the firm.
The SEW framework underlines family firm owners’ distinctive identification with the firm,
symbolising merged family and firm name (Berrone et al., 2012). As established in the
literature on small businesses and family businesses, their CSR practices reflect their
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connection with the firm and owner-manager’s personalities (Quinn, 1997; Fassin et al., 2015).
Hence, to understand these dynamics, it is essential to gather insights into their business
journey. Second, understanding the motivation for couples to engage in a business venture
sheds light on the Indian socio-cultural context’s unique conditions, which commonly restricts
women’s engagement in economic activities and financial independence (Mitra, 2002;
Chaudhuri, Sasidharan & Raj, 2018). Finally, from a methodological point of view, this
preliminary question on couples’ business creation journeys helped initiate a conversation-style
interview with the participants, enabling them to engage in the follow-up discussion
(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2018).

Most of the total interviewed sample couples (22 out of 27) started the business together, and
the remaining (5) businesses were initially started by one partner, and the spouse joined the
business within a short span of a few months. Out of the businesses in which the spouse had
joined later, instances of the wife joining the business started by the husband are equal to the
instances of the husband joining the business started by the wife. The reasons indicated by
couples signify the benefits of a couple business, which essentially drive life-partners to engage
in a business venture together. Remarkably, there was an increased emphasis on the aspect of
spousal relationships by couples, an important driver and a benefit of the jointly run business.
These findings correspond to previous studies, which have established a positive link between
spousal dynamics and couple business outcomes regarding flexibility, collaboration, and
teamwork (Matzek et al., 2010; Poza & Messer, 2001; Brannon et al., 2013).

The main reasons for engaging in a business venture cited by participants in this study include
a combination of mutual trust, compatibility, availability of support from each other, shared
professional goals, the possibility of informal communication, the comfort of knowing each
other, effective utilisation of financial resources by engaging spouse in business and,
surprisingly, boredom at home for women. The following sections elaborate on the listed
reasons. Speaking about the element of benefits of a couple business, couples stated that the
feelings of trust between them enabled them to operate the business more effectively and
therefore was an important driver for them to engage in a joint business.
Bhushan [M] [partner of Chanda (W)]: “We do not fear to take risks as I know I have her
back and she knows that if something goes wrong [in the business], In fact, we handle it
better together. and it is just fantastic to have someone you are comfortable with and
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someone you trust with you”. Corroborating to Bhushan’s views Chanda [W] [partner of
Bhushan (M)] suggests that knowing each other well, and compatibility in skills and nature,
helps them better operationalise the business, “He makes the main sketches of the garment,
and I turn that sketch into a dress. I trust his design skills but also the fact that he has done
his homework of knowing what is in trend (in terms of fashion) and then only, prepared the
sketches. I cannot be so sure for someone else.” Similar to Chanda and Bhushan’s accounts,
both men and women participants stated that mutual trust between the couple enabled them to
engage in business without worrying about the business's risks, skill levels, compatibility, and
operations. They also emphasized lower business tensions due to the support received from
their spouse, which led to relying on each other for decisions and overall management of the
business.

Another key aspect and often perceived as a benefit in couple businesses is trust in financial
matters. For example, Mayank [M] [partner of Swati (W)] suggested that “With outsiders, trust
is not the same as I would have for Swati. Outsiders, at the end of the day, are outsiders.
They could steal from the business or even copy our business idea. Their moral values could
be totally different from ours, resulting in clashes of personalities.” Similarly, partners
expressed trust in terms of financial matters of the business as they are not comfortable sharing
this information with other people nor even close family members to a certain extent.
According to Bankim [M] [partner of Riddhima (W)], “Only me and her [Riddhima] will know
the real figures and no one else. This business is, after all, our baby in which we have put
our hearts. Others would not know the sensitivity of how the finances were arranged for this
business and how much hard work goes into it. It only has real meaning to us both and not
to anyone else”.

Stressing the important links between the spousal relationship and business performance,
Abhishek [M] [partner of Surekha (W)] presents a metaphorical illustration [Figure 12].
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Figure 12: Drawing by Abhishek [M] [partner of Surekha (W)]

He described that “The car is our business which is going to grow forwards and upwards.
The two wheels are my wife and me upon which not only the business relies, but we too are
dependent on each other. The car is not going to function or even stand up on its feet with
just one wheel. Likewise, this business needs both of us for growth, performance and
success”. Couples also agreed that by working together, they could benefit from saving money
which otherwise would be needed to employ people outside the family. Rachana [W] [partner
of Kunal (M)] explained that “We are a small business with a very low initial capital. We did
not want to start big and then suffer the consequences if the business did not run well. Plus,
the market is very competitive, and so we had to be watchful of how we spend the money we
had. If he looks after bringing clients, we will not need an extra staff member and same way
I manage the stocks and so we have cut down one person there. Taking steps together is I
guess our strategy”. These examples suggest that couples’ direct interaction with each other in
business matters are mostly reliant upon the spousal dynamics of trust, communication, sharing
of information, and collective approach to business operations. Moreover, it also indicates
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couples’ close relationship with the firm, suggesting increased identification as they expressed
deep involvement in all matters of the business and described their personal role as fairly active
within this.

On a different note, men and women also stated boredom for non-working women at home as
a reason for conceptualising a joint business in their narrative accounts. Interestingly, as much
as complementing professional fields (54%) mattered for couples to engage in business
partnerships, boredom for women was an equally driving factor, which is indicative of more
accessible opportunities for men to pursue work. On starting the couple business with a spouse,
Krupa [W] [partner of Manhar (M)] stated: “Instead of sitting at home and getting bored, it is
better I do something. So, we decided on this business”. Manhar [M] [partner of Krupa (W)]
also thought that his wife was bored at home, and it would be better if she could make use of
her education degree; “As such, she was getting bored at home. she has a master’s degree,
why not benefit from it? So, we decided upon this small business, and it is doing well now”.

Reflecting upon the literature in the field of couple businesses, aspects such as spousal
relationship, mutual trust, and support for each other as benefits have been common across a
number of studies (Poza & Messer, 2001; Fletcher, 2010). In addition, the aspect of couple
business as a platform of equal opportunity is described in the literature in definitions however,
empirical research has rarely investigated this dynamic (Dahl et al., 2015). The Indian sociocultural context largely echoes a patriarchal structure, and the reason boredom for non-working
women to join the couple business is suggestive of it. Working is often a priority accorded to
men first in Indian society than to women, and thus, most women only work after the men of
the house have taken up work (Aggarwal, 1992; Bannerji, 2016). Men primarily undertake the
responsibility of earning a family income, and it is recognised as their fundamental right
signifying women’s secondary position. Bannerji (2016), who has researched India's
patriarchal context, has argued that the main reason for this de-prioritization of women to work
in patriarchal societies is the consideration that women lack the abilities to work in comparison
to men. These conditions also imply that men are considered the provider of the family in
Indian society, and therefore hold a more powerful and superior position in the household.
From the perspective of women’s engagement in family firms, participant responses that cited
boredom at home for women also reflect the lack of opportunities for women to start a business
individually compared to with a spouse. The narratives imply that women need men’s support
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and help to venture into a business, and it is much easier to join their husband’s business or
venture into a business with them rather than join an external business or start a business on
their own. The lack of opportunities for work and dependence on men for support reflect
challenges of restrictive social norms on women engaging in work. It also suggests that
women’s decisions to work were reliant upon home duties, and engaging in business or
working is commonly a secondary choice. This sheds light on the restrictive nature of work
opportunities in the Indian socio-cultural setting, as women are bound to prioritise home duties
and may only pursue work if and when their domestic duties and family members, mostly men
and senior members, permit them to do so. It suggests challenges of restrictive social norms on
women engaging in work and familial responsibilities that affect their business engagement.

To summarize, the demographic and definitional details of the thesis findings confirm the
couple business literature in several general areas. Consistent with the definition of a couple
business (Barnett & Barnett 1988), couple businesses are based on trust and support and
personal, spousal relationships. The professional complementing fields enable couples to
utilise their skills effectively, and both partners focus on the business performance
collaboratively. However, boredom for women suggested as a reason to start a business venture
together indicates fewer and challenging opportunities for women to engage in work activities.
This further signifies the patriarchal norms enacted in Indian society, hindering women’s
engagement in business ventures. Contradictory to literature, which suggests couple owners as
lacking personal time and private space and struggling to establish strategies to preserve workhome boundaries (Butler & Modaf, 2012), participant couples from this research felt that cooperating the business together provided them with more opportunities to interact and spend
time with each other.

5.1.5 Division of Roles and Business Tasks
Ascertaining the business task distribution and the roles enacted by men and women partners
earlier on in the interview has been useful to this study in two ways: First, through an
understanding of how the roles and tasks are shared between the couple, it was easier to identify
the sample couple businesses suitable for this study. As per the definition of couple businesses
adopted in this thesis (El Shoubaki et al., 2021), it was important for both partners to be actively
engaged in the business. Moreover, both partners needed to be actively involved in the business
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operations to address the research objective of exploring men and women’s individual and
collective roles in CSR execution. Second, this understanding helped examine the links
between home-business roles and CSR execution.

As per the analysis, the role and task distribution in couple businesses reflected a twofold
characterisation. The first layer represented shared business tasks between the couple, which
mainly encompassed skills and expertise-based division—the second layer comprised home
dynamics included as part of couples’ daily business operations. For example, Rajat [M]
[partner of Shalini (W)] described their business task division as “50% is my work, and 50%
is her work. I cannot do better than her in what she is good at, and the same goes for her”.
The couple takes up event management projects and distributes tasks based upon the
requirement of the event. For example, Shalini [W] [partner of Rajat(M)] stated: “I deliver
supplies to the event site and Rajat (partner of Shalini), who is already at the event site,
disperses materials from that point.” Similarly, in a catering business, Chanda [W] [partner of
Bhushan (M)] reported that “My husband is a trained expert in cooking different world
cuisines, which the business offers to its clients. Hence, he leads the cooking department,
and on the other hand, I, being efficient at arranging food packaging and deliveries, manage
that section of the business”. In this case, it is noted that although the task of cooking food is
primarily associated with women, particularly in Indian homes, the role distribution amongst
couples was more focused upon their skills and utilisation of the available resources effectively.
The examples are representative of the themes echoed in the larger sample of equal distribution
of business tasks based on individual skills and expertise.

Whilst explaining their business tasks and roles, men and women partners also included home
duties. As highlighted in the literature review (Section 2.8.2), the boundaries of home and
business domains are quite blurred and overlapping for couple business partners. Therefore,
merging home duties and business tasks became an everyday way of organising business and
personal life. The findings show three situations that encapsulate a generic sense of tasks and
roles within home and business domains for couple business partners. Some couples balanced
their home duties by distributing home tasks amongst themselves and shared home-related
responsibilities. However, for some couples, solely women performed home duties and juggled
between home and business tasks, switching both roles. For Shalini and Rajat, home
responsibilities were a part of their life equally, and therefore, all home tasks such as laundry,
cooking and childcare were mutually allocated and shared.
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For some couples, men prioritised business duties over home-related tasks, as these were
understood to be associated with women. To explain her role in the business Geetanjali [W]
[partner of Madan(M)] says, “We select materials [fabric, stones, and pearls for our fashion
brand] together. But I have to give time at home also. He can give 100% here [Business
office and workshop], but I cannot do that. I have home family responsibilities”. Geetanjali
is a lead designer in their fashion unit, and Madan implements Geetanjali’s designs through
liaising with embroidery and printing workers. On similar lines, Harsha, who runs a retail shop
with Surjeet, explained her work schedule, “I have to manage the timings properly. I do all
home chores, send kids to school, prepare my mother in law’s food, and keep everything
ready because then I have to go to shop. In short, women has to walk with the clock. Business
and house balance, you need to become a clock then only it is possible otherwise housewife
cannot go to business”. Between Harsha and Surjeet, Harsha follows Surjeet to the shop in the
later part of the day and is physically present in the shop until late evening. She is efficient in
accounting skills and an “expert in people management” [Harsha], hence maintains a close
relationship with the shop employees and prepares the business accounts. As the couple runs
some shops, Surjeet’s role involves visiting all shops during the day and generally overseeing
the operations.
In this study, three-quarters of women participants’ work schedules were similar to Geetanjali
and Harsha, where they were actively involved in the business operations and had a larger
proportion of business tasks to their share but also had a fair share of home responsibilities.
Thus, in summary, couples’ narrative accounts suggested that the distribution of tasks was
mainly determined by two aspects, the skills and expertise of each partner and home duties.
Most tasks were distributed on the basis of the complementing skills of men and women. This
way helped them to manage the business more effectively. Importantly, home duties and tasks
were also included in a number of couples’ descriptions of business operations. Remarkably,
although the home dynamics as intertwined within the business were discussed by both men
and women, in a majority of the sample, home responsibilities were solely executed by women.
These conditions imply challenges of balancing and juggling between business and home by
faced mostly by women.

After the background information on the conception of couple businesses and division of tasks
and roles were ascertained, the next step of analysis included examining the nature of CSR
activities enacted in couple businesses. This analysis step essentially referred to couple
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business literature in terms of examining the organisational context; however, in specific
research areas where the couple business literature is silent, such as CSR, comparisons were
made to the family business and small business CSR literature.

5.2 CSR Practices Enacted in Couple Businesses
In order to understand couple business owners’ CSR conceptualisation processes, it is
important to know what activities they recognised as CSR and which members of the society
are understood as CSR stakeholders. Therefore, this section draws on participant descriptions
of initial questions asked during the interview about the CSR activities the business engages
in, for whom and why. Participant explanations of what constituted a social responsibility to
them were compared with the definition of CSR adopted in this study. This step was performed
to confirm their awareness of CSR terminology, gauge a general idea of CSR perceived by
participants, and then interpret their subjective meanings of the concept.

This research considers CSR as a set of practices executed by businesses considering their
responsibility towards the society and positively contributing to societal well-being (Gond &
Moon, 2011). This definition was purposefully drawn upon as it encapsulates key components
in studying CSR execution in a small business context. It relates to businesses’ engagement in
addressing societal issues and target responsible practices within the day-to-day business
activities. This is particularly relevant given the informal and relationships-based approach of
CSR enacted in small firms (Baumann-Pauly et al., 2013). Moreover, the literature review on
CSR highlighted the important role of small businesses globally and hence the fact that small
businesses can contribute to societal well-being remarkably (Morsing & Spence, 2019). Thus,
the data analysis with regards to participants’ understanding of CSR focused upon couples’
everyday interactions with multiple members of society and their talk and actions within the
daily business operations.
During the analysis process, couples’ descriptions of a CSR activity were mapped with the
adopted CSR definition criteria to identify whether the action or behaviour could be defined as
CSR and the nature. When the interviewees mentioned one or more characteristics of the
definitions, their statements were considered to relate to CSR. Notably, most of the
interviewees were aware of the CSR terminology and were able to show connections between
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business and society in the context of responsibility. For example, for partners Chetan [M] and
Akansha [W], CSR meant the priority of humanity over religious beliefs. On a different note,
for Abhishek [M] and Surekha [W], social responsibility constituted knowing the needs of the
slum community situated in the geographical proximity of their business. For some couples,
such as Radhika [W] and Vandan [M], CSR signified professional growth opportunities for
employees, reflecting an upgrade in the quality of life because employees are considered an
extended part of their family. Furthermore, for a substantial number of couples, CSR meant a
specific and deliberate focus on the elderly people and children of the community who may be
vulnerable and disadvantaged.
Like the example descriptions suggest, couples’ collective understanding of CSR essentially
meant contributing to a positive difference in someone’s life, enabling a better quality of life
for people around them, and paying attention to issues of vulnerability and disadvantage in
society. Although the described meanings of CSR varied across a range of themes, overall,
couples’ CSR enactment reflected an integrative approach embedded in daily business
activities through the utilisation of local resources and in interactions with proximate
stakeholders. Their descriptions of the meaning of CSR reflected sensitivity to the local issues
as well as the situated problems of Gujarat, such as disparities between the Hindu and Muslim
religious communities. The below-discussed narratives include the most common themes
derived in terms of meanings attached to CSR, ways in which this meaning is enacted in the
business and the most common stakeholders across all interviewed couple business partners.

5.2.1 Embedded CSR
The results for couples’ approach to CSR suggest that their perception of responsibility in
general and engagement in CSR, in particular, was integrated into the business, often in daily
habits and routines rather than explicitly in formalised procedures. Example descriptions by
couples illustrate the nature of CSR in couple businesses as implicit: embedded in day-to-day
business activities and enhanced through the use of in-house resources to support proximate
stakeholder needs. For example, Jayant’s [M] [partner of Kamla (W)] example on utilisation
of his office resources for his professional accountancy community members aspiring to
become chartered accountants (CA) indicates the embeddedness of CSR as an implicit practice
in their business through the use of available in-house resources.
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“All my CA colleagues who do not have access to IT equipment and internet facilities can
come to our office and use the resources here. My office is open to them until they set up
their own office, and they can file their clients’ accounts from here until that time. Use the
office, accounting software, use the printer, use the laptop. Everything that they need they
can use. And same goes for my employees too. They are also aspiring chartered accountants,
and the office facilities can be shared with them for preparing accounts of their private
clients.” Jayant and Kamla are both chartered accountants, and Jayant particularly had faced
financial challenges when pursuing CA studies. Therefore, as a CSR initiative, the couple is
keen to offer opportunities to aspiring chartered accounting students so that they do not have
to go through what the couple went through in their education days. The couple’s approach
symbolises the integration of CSR initiatives within daily business operations as a practice. It
also suggests an approach of identifying the needs of others and linking their own experiences
with social responsibility.
The theme of integrating CSR initiatives within business activities is also echoed in Satish’s
[M] [(partner of Rashmi (W)] account. Satish and Rashmi operate a catering business and
integrate social responsibility activities in their business activities: “It gets difficult to estimate
the number of guests in our weddings. Indian weddings are large with more than five
thousand guests sometimes, so much prepared food for the event is left at the end. We make
sure that the remaining food from such events is distributed in the nearby slum community,
to our watchman who stays awake the whole night and looks after the security of our colony
and to labourers who live at nearby building construction sites. We both go to these people
ourselves with food in our van before returning home after the event”.
In agreement, Rashmi [W] [partner of Satish (M)] confirms, “It is our responsibility first to
make sure we play our part towards the community. We cannot do more (monetary-based
CSR activities) due to various reasons like shortage of money, but distributing this food to
the ones who face challenges of arranging food for themselves and their families may assist
provide them [labourers, slum community members, and the watchman] some relief”. Like
Rashmi [W] and Satish [M], most couples’ interview responses confirmed agreement over
collaboratively integrating CSR activities within the day-to-day business activities by utilising
local resources of the business.
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Although the literature suggests that small businesses have scarce resources, including time
constraints and monetary limitations (Table 2), couples’ implicit ways of doing CSR did not
indicate that there are fewer CSR activities being conducted due to cost implications. As most
couples explained their CSR activities as embedded with other regular business activities, it is
suggested that CSR is recognised as an implied essential practice that is performed. Therefore,
the idea of making a positive contribution to society and enabling change was not in isolation
to their business operations. Furthermore, the CSR explained here is not confined to tangible
investments but rather intangible outcomes of change and collaboration. This suggests that
limited financial or human resources were not a significant constraint to implementing CSR
practices in daily operations. In fact, the interviewed small-sized businesses had a wide array
of practical ideas and practices, such as engagement in support activities for the local slum
communities or development opportunities for employees and their families, which
complemented the informal business culture of small firms.

5.2.2 Sensitivity to the Local Issues and Needs
Couples indicated conscious awareness of contextual issues within their local vicinity and
extended social responsibility initiatives to address community problems. The common themes
identified in both men and women’s accounts are poor living conditions of the slum residents,
leading to class disparities, disadvantage, and margination. Additionally, their CSR
conceptualisation included tense clashes between the Hindu and Muslim communities in
Gujarat were also included because, historically, these issues have been pervading in Gujarat.

Much of the urban business landscape of Gujarat has a combination of small businesses situated
within residential communities or in close proximity to them. In addition, many local markets
with shops and small traders are situated close to one another in densely populated places across
the town, often adjoining residential areas. The residential areas include homes of a section of
Indian society classed as the “slum community” and “slum residential areas”. Life in slum areas
is a societal issue as slums represent overcrowded, unsafe, and often illegal housing inhabited
by people of low income earning below the poverty line with no or limited access to basic
amenities of water, toilets, and electricity. Slum housing can be seen in many urban cities of
India, with poorly built unstable housing structures, which often face devastating effects of
natural calamities such as floods, storms, and earthquakes. Moreover, the residents of the slum
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areas have no legal right on the housing land and thus are prone to frequent displacement and
unstable livelihood (Mahabir et al., 2016).

Due to the geographical proximity with the local slum community, interviewees associated the
meaning of CSR with changes in the living circumstances of people around them. Therefore,
they engaged in CSR activities that contribute to improvement in the slum communities’ living
standards. For example, Pushpa [W] [partner of Haresh (M)] ran “a local school for the people
of a small slum area located just across her garment factory so that they can be empowered
to get a better job and stand on their own feet”. Similarly, partners Yash [M] and Madhu (W)
“make sure slum residents are not short of drinking water”. As Madhu and Yash’s business
is located just beside a slum residential area, they are able “to provide drinking water facilities
to the residents from their business premises. In most cities of Gujarat, drinking water is
only made available to residents for 30 minutes every day. Residents are informed of the
timings at which the drinking water is released through the central water line in each area
in advance. As slum residents do not have access to this waterline, we [Madhu and Yash]
invite slum residents to fill pots of water for their families, which they adjust with for the
next 24 hours until the drinking water is released the next day”.
Couples’ descriptions of their CSR activities draw attention to the differences in economic
conditions prevalent across India. Their narratives show class distinctions within the Indian
society and stark differences in living standards for the low-income groups. India has a 7.5%
GDP rate, a sign of an emerging economy; however, 354 million people live below the poverty
line with earnings of £10 per month (Planning Commission, 2015), with families to support,
and 17.4% of the poor population resides in slum communities. Couples’ approach to CSR
showed sensitivity to local needs and attention to the issues of class differences prevalent in
India. Their descriptions involved paying attention to such situated problems, which
disadvantaged people in terms of work, education, and basic amenities. Previous research on
small business CSR has established links between the embedded nature of small businesses
and the needs of the local communities in which the business is located (Besser & Miller 2001;
Castka et al., 2004). In this study, couples’ approach to CSR driven by the local community’s
needs and geographical proximity confirm previous small business CSR studies. However, the
findings of this study highlight the nuanced particularities of the Indian context, such as the
problems faced by the slum community members and couples’ sensitivity towards them. These
dynamics are essential to encapsulate in CSR because, more often, slum communities and small
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businesses in India are located in close vicinity, leading to frequent interactions. The finding
highlights how small businesses attempt to address the concerns of the slum community
members in their CSR approach. More importantly, from a practice perspective, including such
local issues of local residents in any given context will help realise the full potential of CSR
efforts made by businesses.
Another theme commonly suggested in couples’ descriptions showing links between CSR and
sensitivity to the local context was disparities in religious beliefs. In their interviews, both men
and women couple business partners included discussions on prevalent religious disparities as
a societal issue in which business could play a responsible role. This suggests their collective
perspective on social issues concerning religious disparities and business’s responsible role
towards the problem. Drawing attention to problems associated with religious differences in
India, partners Akansha [W] and Chetan [M] described a critical incident that formed a vital
part of their CSR conceptualisation. “In 2002, riots between Hindu and Muslim community
members in Gujarat were severe and led to tense situations of devastation, misery and loss
of life. It was carnage. Followers of both religions work with us and live around our factory.
Everyone was scared as the rioters were targeting specific areas where people following the
Muslim faith lived. We took eight Hindu and Muslim families inside our factory building as
we saw a big mob of rioters coming towards them. The families stayed inside the building
for a month as there was still a danger to their lives from followers of the Hindu religion.
We as a business cannot shy away from humanitarian responsibilities, especially towards
the people around us. They are only human”. Akansha and Chetan personally delivered
groceries and fresh food to the hiding eight families for 30 days until the riot situation
succumbed. A similar sentiment on religious disparities were expressed by partners Kunal [M]
and Rachana [W], “What we try to do is focus on human aspects rather than religious beliefs
of the person that works with us. There are as such many such disparities and injustice based
upon religion and we do not want to encourage that culture.”[Kunal]. Rachana agrees with
Kunal’s statements by suggesting that “following a religion is ok, but that should not be
overdone upto an extent that people hurt one another”.

India is a diverse country with various ethnicities and communities of people practising
different religions such as Hinduism, Christianity, Sikhism, Buddhism, Islam, Jainism, and
other folk religions. According to a research survey (Planning Commission, 2015), eight in ten
Indians follow a religion and abide by the preaching, norms and beliefs of that particular
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religion. Due to strong religious views practised in most Indian regions, the disparities are
visible. From couples’ narratives, it could be gathered that people following different religions
did not reside in the same community, suggesting a divisive social structure. Such conditions
can be problematic because they create a class and religious disparities, leading to detrimental
effects of marginalisation and exclusion of minorities. Couples CSR meanings encapsulated
such situated issues and referred to a social change in the resultant disparities through
responsible behaviours and actions by businesses.
Furthermore, the analysis of most participant couples’ approach to CSR also shows a
spontaneous response to contextual needs of local residents rather than a strategically planned
activity. The literature review on CSR research indicated the essentiality of understanding the
contextual needs to realise CSR’s full potential (Karam & Jamali, 2017; Matten & Moon,
2020).). Each geographical and socio-cultural context has different situated factors with
varying complexity ranges that thus need to be captured (Idemudia, 2011). Extant studies on
small business CSR have highlighted owner-manager’s direct and personal involvement in
executing CSR (Spence & Rutherford, 2001). However, the intensity and type of social issues
vary in different socio-cultural contexts, as in Akansha and Chetan’s and Kunal and Rachana’s
example. Therefore, this finding establishes different ways small businesses can be a part of
social change. The finding suggests that small businesses can spontaneously respond to a
situated issue due to their direct, personal, and informal approach to CSR.

In summary, CSR activities enacted in small couple businesses align with previous studies on
small business CSR, which indicate their embedded, direct, personal, and informal nature
(Spence & Rutherford, 2001; Morsing & Spence, 2019). CSR descriptions from most couples
suggest they adopt an integrated approach to CSR, enabling them to include CSR-related
activities within the daily business activities. However, a nuanced understanding of contextual
issues is essential to realise the effectiveness of CSR and address societal problems (Karam &
Jamali, 2017; Matten & Moon, 2020). The findings reflected the poor economic conditions of
the slum community in India that cause problems of class disparities and margination. Couples’
narratives also drew attention to religious differences pervading in Gujarat. Both these aspects
reflect couple businesses’ sensitivity to the context as they represent local slum communities
and situated communal problems. Thus, analysing CSR activities from a meso-level
perspective, it could be summarised that small couple businesses’ approach to CSR is a
‘reaction to, and reflection of, a business’s contextual environment. Moreover, this research's
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nuanced approach, which focuses on couples’ execution processes, sheds light on how small
businesses can do CSR.

5.3 Relational Aspects of Couple Businesses’ Approach to CSR
Once the CSR activities couples engaged in was established, the analysis moved to examine
the influences of relational aspects such as emotions, social relationships, and power in their
approach to CSR. These aspects particularly capture couples’ interactions with stakeholders
from an organisational perspective. Given the substantial influence of emotions and social ties
in family business CSR–execution as suggested in the SEW theory (Section 3.1.3 & 3.1.4) and
the previous empirical studies discussed in the literature on family firm approaches to CSR
(Section 2.7.2)–the role of these concepts was particularly important to explore in couple
businesses.

The literature on small business CSR highlighted that ownership and control lead firm owners
to experience CSR outcomes directly. Couples pursue CSR by considering such non-financial
factors and are driven to preserve emotional benefits from this. As described in the SEW
framework, family involvement is instrumental in embedding family values into the
organisational culture (Marques et al., 2014). In couple businesses, couples’ involvement sets
care that transcends the organisation and is reflected in their approach to CSR. This
perpetuation of caring emotions determines a care-based CSR approach in couple businesses.
In terms of social relationships, different from previous literature, couples’ social interactions
in this study with CSR stakeholders showed themes of social proximity as well as suffocation
from it. These conditions lead couples to become slightly circumspective towards CSR,
particularly in instances of increased social expectations by CSR stakeholders. The findings in
relation to power dynamics at the meso-level, that is, the firm’s interaction with stakeholders,
showed strands of moral superiority echoing a hierarchal firm–stakeholder relationship
structure. The described themes of emotions, social relationships and power are discussed in
more detail with examples from the data in the following sections.
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5.3.1 Emotions and Care
The SEW framework outlined in [Chapter 3] suggests family firms value emotions in family,
organisation, and society intersections (Zellweger & Astrachan, 2008) and therefore play a
pivotal role in shaping organisations’ approach to business activities. Emotional bonds and
relationships within the family and outside stakeholders result from affect and intimacy
(Kepner, 1983). Emotional drivers stem from the cohesion of familial relationships and
experiences, and business is also an emotional arena for family firms (Labaki et al., 2013). In
alignment with these scholarly works, the role of emotions is examined in this section to
identify how emotions and experiences around this translate to couples’ understanding in the
context of CSR.

The critical incident technique integrated with the interview was designed to capture the role
of emotions in couple business CSR. Participants used the critical incident to explain their
closeness with particular members of the society, such as employees and incidences which had
left a mark on them (including their thoughts, behaviour, actions). As an emerging common
theme across most couples in this study as elucidated in the given examples of the data,
emotions of empathy and care played a role in leading the couple to reflect upon the CSR
practices they engage in. During the interview, Madan’s [M] [partner of Geetanjali (W)] eyes
were filled with tears when sharing an incident about their employee’s struggle of financial
difficulties in a family emergency, “If our employee needs extra money for a family
emergency, who else will he go to. We had seen how hard it was for him at that point, and
trust me; it was difficult for me to see what he was going through. With no money, no
support, it could have been a complete breakdown. We would never turn our back on him
and all our loved ones. Our values would not allow us to do so”. Madan and Geetanjali
personally look out for the needs of their employees and contribute monetarily or through other
means of support in need as their social responsibility.

Taking the theme about caring for their employees forward from the point of the interview,
Madan [M] [partner of Geetanjali (W)] depicted homes for employees in his drawing of their
business doing socially responsible activities (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Drawing by Madan [M] [partner of Geetanjali (W)]

He explained,
“There are three elements in my life and business, shop, family, and employees. Talking
about CSR, the first is CSR, the second priority is shop’s sustainability, and the third is
family. Employees are first simply because I care for them more as my responsibility.
Looking after a family is my duty, and my wife is also there to look after our family. We have
our showroom currently, but there will be flats for our employees on the top floor of the shop
in the future. I see my social responsibility that way”.
On a similar note of care and concern, Asha’s [W] [partner of Piyush (M)] narrative included
employees’ health and well-being, “the moment I saw that his leg was swollen and that he
was working on the production line, I said to him we need to go see the doctor. I took him to
the hospital and arranged for his treatment. I was upset to think that we did not identify his
condition earlier on. We need to care more. This is a fundamental part of our ethics, and
that is clearly to look out for each other”. As reflected in Asha’s narrative, she is concerned
about employees’ health and well-being and thus directly engages with employees to know
their need. It is noted in here, that the participant’s concern is driven by care and emotions.
Similar ideas reflecting care as a driver for CSR has emerged across the data sample. Table 9
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below presents a compilation of data samples that show the common theme of links between
emotions of care and CSR across the data.

Table 9: Illustrative data samples corresponding to the theme : Emotions of care in
CSR
Theme
Emotions of Care in CSR

Illustrative Data Samples
“It is the care which draws me towards them (children living
in orphanages) to go and see them, to look after them, see if
they need anything and offer them medical treatment”
[Poonam (W) Partner of Ashutosh (M)].
“It is not about privilege or lack of it; it is just human to
care because I could be in a similar situation” [Ashutosh
(M) Partner of Poonam (W)].
“No matter what, I will engage with causes related to the
elderly; I just feel for it. In fact, we both (me and wife) feel
for it. The important bit is that we understand their
situations from their perspective. They may not be able to
say, but we understand” [Bhusan (M) Partner of Chanda
(W)].
“My heart was filled with worries thinking about how these
people (community members) will survive the riots” [Kamla
(W) Partner of Jayant (M)].
“Having seen the suffering myself, I cannot deny the fact
our business is not responsible; more than business, it is a
personal responsibility to care for the society around us.
Lots of things people do for society, but how much of it is
real, nothing. If the good deeds do not come from your
heart, then they are empty and hollow” [Jayant (M) Partner
of Kamla (W)].

As illustrated in the examples presented in Table 9, most participants connected feelings with
CSR and practised a care-based approach. According to relational perspectives, which
emphasise relationships, CSR can embody caring practices and values by actively embracing
responsibilities towards society whilst creating meaningful relationships (Spence, 2016). Held
(2006) conceptualises care as “caring practices and values”. Care focuses on relationships and
relationality, emphasizing the development of caring practices to enhance and privilege the
interconnected nature of individuals in a society (Borgerson, 2007). Caring practices are
actions taken in relationships to support others. Couples’ interactions with employees
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embodied an emotionally driven caring approach indicating that relationships were at the core,
defining business–society connectedness. Their interactions revolved around the themes of
responsibility for each other. Thus, in sum, couples’ stakeholder interactions showed attention
to people’s needs in deciding their CSR approach. This understanding leads them to centralise
relationships and diffuse emotionally driven care-based approach of CSR. The finding builds
upon the current discourse on the role of emotions in family businesses (Baron, 2008; Berrone
et al., 2010). Although the links between emotional attachment and business operations have
been highlighted in family businesses, through the application of the SEW framework in a
couple business context, this thesis uncovers couples’ CSR approach that embodies caring
practices.

5.3.2 Social Relationships
CSR activities and the meaning of social responsibility explained by couples indicate that most
activities were performed for the most proximate people and thus through maintaining these
relationships. In line with the SEW framework, family firms, including couple businesses,
engage in community relationships symbolising local embeddedness (Le Breton-Miller &
Miller, 2016). Emergent themes concerning emotions discussed above suggest that participants
conceptualise responsibility through care in relationships and value connections over
autonomy. As established in the literature, social relationships are crucial in understanding
small business CSR. Previous research has established small businesses’ relational approach
to CSR, predominantly reflective of their implicit ways of direct and informal interactions with
stakeholders. The analysis of couples’ practices understood as CSR suggests the influence of
relationships and the connections to responsibility. Although, the distinctive aspect is that
couples’ approach reflects a collective effort between them and thus involves specific
mechanisms that are activated to translate the shared understanding of CSR. These mechanisms
are discussed in the later part of the thesis in Section 5.4.

Illustrating their business doing socially responsible activities (Figure 14), Manhar [M] [partner
of Krupa (W)] stated: “these are all small businesses in a network, and we all have to support
each other. This could be through maintaining fair product prices across the market, not
allowing suppliers to degrade the quality of the goods provided in all shops and making sure
credit facilities are available equally from the banks to all businesses within the market area
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and employing people from the local community”. She finishes her explanation by adding
herself and Manhar [M] in the drawing as owners of the business located in this enmesh of
businesses and community members holding hands with one another. She emphasises this
connection through emoticons of anger and happiness in the drawing, which suggests negative
implications for the group of businesses and the local community if such social responsibility
is not extended to one another.

Figure 14:Drawing by Manhar [M] [partner of Krupa (W)]

Further analysis of the illustrated relational approach to CSR enacted by the majority of couples
in this study indicated a combination of contrasting themes, such as social proximity and
pressure of social relations. This means that although couples’ CSR activities were towards the
most proximate stakeholders centralised upon their relationships, they felt the pressure of such
relationships, leading to a circumspective approach to CSR.
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5.3.2.1

Social Proximity

Mitchell et al. (1997) found that the geographical, emotional, and social proximity between the
business and stakeholders is essential in understanding small business CSR. As the CSR
activities and the meaning of social responsibility explained by couples indicate, most activities
were performed for the most proximate, thus maintaining these relationships. Bankim [M]
[partner of Riddhima (W)] speaks for their business employees, who are recognised as family
members: “socially responsible I feel for the people who are close to you as the employees,
to take care of that, that is the best way to look at it. If you cannot take care of them, then it
accounts to insensibility towards them and that I could say is social irresponsibility”.
For Krupa [W] partner of Manhar [M], “the main point is that we should not disregard our
close ones in CSR. This includes my employees and the rickshaw driver who runs errands
for me. These are the closest people to us and are like family to us. So, we think we should
do our bit for them. This is how at least CSR can start and then reach the wider community”.
Similar to the given examples, Lakhan [M] partner of Bhagvati [W] also supports connections
through closeness and proximity which drive the CSR initiatives adopted by their business. “I
get close to the children as well as parents that come to us (for study) and our staff. We are
not related but a sense of connection is there and that is what is ultimately drawing us to
understand their needs (in terms of CSR)”.

In most cases, both men and women were actively involved in maintaining a relationship with
employees and considered them important beneficiaries of their CSR activities. Data from this
study suggests that couples’ CSR-related interaction with their employees is direct and
personal. This relational proximity with the employees leads couples to become involved in
CSR-related activities, which empower employees through development opportunities. In line
with previous findings on small business, CSR for couples could be captured by the idea of
social proximity and characterised by multiple relationships that the couple and employees
share beyond the business context (Lahdesmaki, et al., 2017). Additionally, couples explained
their relationships-based CSR approach towards customers, community members and
suppliers. This research found some differences in how men and women interact with CSR
stakeholders, discussed in the next chapter on the role of gender in couple business CSR
execution.
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5.3.2.2

Pressure of Social Relationships

Within the conceptualisation of CSR linked with relationships and connectedness, couples
described negative experiences which led them to enact a circumspective approach to CSR.
These findings do not indicate social relationships as a hindrance to CSR but call to study such
experiences associated with relational CSR. Couples’ negative experiences in relation to CSR
and social relationships reflect feelings of pressure, bondage, and suffocation within social
relationships. This means that social expectations from the couple business/couples came
across as a form of pressure, leading them to undertake a cautious approach to CSR. This
finding adds to the existing knowledge on the relational approach of small business CSR, which
currently centralises on positive dynamics of relationships (Murillo & Lozano, 2009; Jenkins,
2004). It further uncovers social expectations embodied by personal experiences, which restrict
small businesses from engaging in CSR. Explaining the business’s CSR activities, Purvi [W]
[partner of Sameer (M)] stated: “responsibility is fine. We care for the people close to us, but
we can only do so much. Constant expectations from us, especially from our employees, feel
heavy. We cannot say no and are caught in a moral dilemma of whether we are doing the
right thing by being straightforward. I mean, it is rather better not to show so much care for
them and instead just be business-like”.

Reflecting upon their social relationships in the context of CSR, couples highlighted the
overdependence of stakeholders on the business for financial help. They stressed CSR being a
positive contribution towards societal well-being but that this is misunderstood by stakeholders
who constantly perceive CSR-related contributions as taken for granted. Asha [W] [partner of
Piyush (M)]: “With my employees, they come and work for us. We pay them well, we give
them food to take home, and if they need anything for the home, we try to help but otherwise,
they have this bad habit of asking for money every now and then. So, if someone is genuine,
if I feel so I give otherwise, I don’t involve myself with them”. Asha’s example suggests the
business’s CSR-related interactions with employees include over expectations, dependence and
pressure of social relations. The example indicates business owners’ hesitance in engaging in
CSR activities with close members, as there are bondages of expectations in such relations.
Similarly, Shankar [M] [partner of Abhilasha (W)] illustrates the pressure of social relations,
which he feels in his drawing [Figure 15] of couple business doing CSR activities.
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Figure 15: Drawing by Shankar [M] [partner of Abhilasha (W)]

During the interview, Shankar [M] [partner of Abhilasha (W)] described his frustrations
regarding business-social relationships becoming a burden and how they are complicated in
nature. He explained that he makes numerous efforts to sustain relationships with stakeholders,
but he thinks that he fails to deliver according to their expectations. Whilst making the drawing
(Figure 15), he drew butterflies hovering over a lotus flower. He explained that the flower
signified himself, the business and his spouse, which are blooming, emanating a fragrance, and
are in a happy space. He explained that the word ‘lotus’ also personally references his
relationship with his wife. The butterflies hovering over them symbolised social relationships
that are bittersweet in nature but are close to them. There is reciprocity between the flower and
the butterfly (business–stakeholder relationships), which formed his meaning of CSR. In
addition, to the discussed participant responses, illustrative data samples from participants
which suggest pressure of social relationships are compiled in Table 10.
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Table 10: Illustrative data samples corresponding to the theme : Pressure of social
relationships

Theme
Pressure
of
relationships

Illustrative Data Samples
social “I will do how much I feel like. These people (trust
organisations) pressure me to participate in their charitable
events because I am close to them, and they don’t even have
to ask; they just tell me to volunteer and give money. But
that is not how I want to do CSR. Some issues in the society
do concern me, but people pressurising for it is not good.”
[Rashesh (M) Partner of Sangeeta (W)].
“It is clear when the phone comes from our religious priest
for donations we donate. It is out of respect, but we cannot
say no to him.”[Karishma (W) Partner of Raman (M)].
“However much we do for them (relatives), that is not
enough. There are constant expectations from us, from both
of us, which is bothering. As a business, we support the
neighbouring slum community, but expectations from family
relatives are something else. So it is different.” [Satish (M)
Partner of Rashmi (W)].
“We are in a fixed situation sometimes. If we provide more
support, they become dependent on us, and then we cannot
predict how they would feel if the support is withdrawn. This
is a little bit like on one side there is a well, and on the other
side, it is a valley. Both sides we fall. Can’t hurt employees
but can’t also support all their needs.” [Vandan (M) Partner
of Radhika (W)].

The above examples indicate frustrations experienced by couples in their social interactions,
which influences their meaning of CSR. The pressure of relationships embodied by social
expectations from the business and themselves lead couples to adopt a circumspective, meaning
a cautious approach to CSR. The participants’ narratives about social relationships and CSR
suggest feelings of suffocation whereby they feel trapped in the bondage of social expectations
and doing CSR. These findings build upon the discourse on the relational approach of CSR in
small businesses and family firms. The overall theme derived from the discussed examples is
that although, as discussed above and in line with previous small business and family business
CSR studies, couple businesses enact a relational approach to CSR characterised by social
proximity, they are also simultaneously cautious in engaging in CSR activities, particular due
to pressure of social relationships. The SEW perspective emphasizes the significance of social
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relationships in executing CSR in family firms as per previous studies (Gomez-Mejia et al.,
2011). However, the pressure of social relationships where business owners are trapped in the
bondage of social relationships and doing CSR could potentially hinder their engagement in
CSR initiatives.

5.3.3 Power
From a meso-level perspective, analysis of power as a relational aspect in couple business CSR
was conducted by exploring the couple business and stakeholder interactions. The key theme
identified is moral superiority, which indicates hierarchal power relations between the couple
business and CSR stakeholders.

5.3.3.1

Moral Superiority

Analysis of power relations in couple business CSR stakeholder interactions suggests themes
of moral superiority, whereby couples’ moral values and ethical actions lead them to feel a
sense of superiority over stakeholders (Tappin & Mckay, 2017). Moral superiority suggests
that individuals or moral agents accept a normative idea of being fair, ethical and virtuous and
enact these norms in their actions. However, in doing so they consider their morally driven
actions as superior over others (Dong, van Prooijen & van Lange, 2019). Couples’ accounts of
their CSR interactions with stakeholders suggested they felt a sense of superiority as they
enacted social responsibility activities, suggesting hierarchal power dynamics between the
business and CSR stakeholders. These conditions indicate the power of organisations to choose
a CSR approach, raising questions of stakeholders’ agency. This may also imply a burden of
obligations over stakeholders, promoting social indebtedness.

For example, Rohit [M] [partner of Kusum (W)], who is actively engaged in community wellbeing projects, states: “I am involved in various social institutions which work for the
uplifting of the society, and I am a head of one such institute, but when I am a part of any
of their events, I do the smallest of the jobs without feeling small about it. I sweep the floor,
look after people because I feel I am doing the right and a good thing”. Rohit’s views also
echoed in Kusum’s responses, “we don’t become small if we do small things; rather, it makes
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us feel even bigger if we help someone. Morally, we cannot do anything wrong to anyone;
otherwise, what is the difference between other not so good people and us”.
In couple business partners, Swati’s [W] and Mayank’s [M] accounts, moral superiority was
reflected in the way couples interacted with their employees. “I allow them to sit on the same
table as us for lunch in the office because as at the end of the day, our values do not
discriminate. They are the same as us”, explained Swati. Mayank’s views supported this: “I
cook the same meal for our employees which I would for us as they are no different”. Like
Rohit-Kusum and Swati-Mayank, a number of participant couples shared similar CSR
interactions, which symbolised power relations between the business and stakeholders. More
illustrative examples from the data are shown in Table 11, highlighting the theme of moral
superiority as common amongst many participants.

Table 11: Illustrative data samples corresponding to the theme: Moral Superiority
Theme
Moral Superiority

Illustrative Data Samples
“There is nothing small in doing small jobs with them
(sweepers in a temple). I do it all the time. It doesn’t make
me small; rather, I feel great.”[Mayuri (W) Partner of
Hitesh (M)].
“By having dinner with them (employees) at the same table
is like setting in an example of a good office culture.” [Lopa
(W) Partner of Naren (M)].
“It was I who gave her (employee) that opportunity just out
of goodness and made her realise that to grow
professionally, she will need to focus on her professional
growth. Otherwise, who else thinks of an employee’s
professional development so much.” [Naren (M) Partner of
Lopa (W)].
“If we give support, they will feel obliged to work better with
us. They will feel that yes, their boss lady is there to support
them and so I should also give my 100%—fair enough.”
[Daksha (W) Partner of Tapan (M)].
“They see that we are good people, and so we are helping
them (local community members). Our goodness is at a
certain level reaching them, and they may think of doing the
same with other people they meet. I think if we do good, that
leaves a mark on people and then they remember it.”
[Surjeet (M) Partner of Harsha (W)].
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The examples discussed and illustrated indicate power dimensions between the couple and
CSR stakeholders such as community members and employees. Their dynamics reflect an
understanding of superiority in the context of CSR and highlights instances of granting favours
rather than business responsibility. The set of interviewees belong to the middle-class group of
the Indian society. Thus, such a sense of superiority is not based upon class distinctions which
show employees and community members as lower class and couple business owners as a
higher class. However, the sense of superiority expressed in their accounts stems from the
belief that their actions are righteous and thus symbolise power for employers and
conceptualises CSR stakeholders as powerless.

Moreover, such power dynamics between couple business and CSR stakeholders reflects
hierarchal structures, not only in the form of employer-employee or high income–low-income
formations but also as the giver is superior to the receiver. Thus, this echoes organisations as
higher in order/rank than the society members and small business owner/managers as superior
to the stakeholders. It reproduces a hierarchal relationship within business-society relations,
opening up critical discourses on stakeholders’ choice, participation, and power. These
conditions could be stigmatising for the stakeholders at the receiving end. Additionally, this
raises questions of how the beneficiaries can communicate about actions of moral superiority
by owner-managers. How can this be challenged. How can even a balance of morals in the
relationship between the owner-managers and stakeholders be achieved so that there is no
situation of superiority. Thus, the analysis of the power dynamic echoed themes of moral
superiority suggesting hierarchal relations between the business and stakeholders whereby
businesses had ‘power over’ the stakeholders. Furthermore, it also reflected the ambivalent
nature of couples’ approach to CSR, whereby it is an act of CSR and doing societal good;
however, this normative stance becomes a burden of obligation and subordination (through
moral superiority) on the beneficiaries’ power relations. Thus, indicating couples’ normative
yet selective approach to CSR practices.
In conclusion, from an organisational perspective, couples’ collective understanding of CSR
could be summarised as embedded, sensitive to the local context, care-based, proximitydriven–circumspective at times and echoing themes of moral superiority. This finding answers
the first and second research questions, which targeted understanding how couple business
partners collectively conceptualise CSR and what role emotions, social relationships, and
power play within this. In terms of their shared CSR understanding, couples considered CSR
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an embedded practice in day-to-day business activities with sensitivity to local needs and
issues. The analysis of the role of emotions suggest themes of care as driving couples’ CSR
approach. The analysis of social relationships indicates a relational-proximity driven yet
circumspective approach to CSR adopted by couples. Lastly, insights on the meso-level power
dynamics, represented by the business’s interactions with CSR stakeholders, highlight strands
of moral superiority suggesting hierarchal relations between the business and stakeholders.

After the nature of CSR activities, couples engaged in and the influences of relational dynamics
were established, the analysis moved to examine the links between the distinctive
organisational features of a couple business, such as blurred home-business dynamics, spousal
relations, and CSR execution. At this stage, the analysis focused upon the third research
question of understanding the processes followed by couples in translating the above-discussed
collectively conceptualised meanings and approaches to CSR.

5.4 Processes for Executing the Collective Understanding of CSR
Overall, three processes have been identified from participant responses which are enacted by
couples to translate their shared understanding of CSR into practice. The processes include :

1/ Contextualising joint lived experiences where couples reflect and link their shared
experiences of the spousal journey with CSR
2/ Merging home and business domains where home stakeholders are included in CSR
3/ Complementing each other where each partner’s skills and nature complemented one another
in doing CSR

The identified processes specifically link to the situated features of couple businesses, such as
spousal relations and home-business dynamics. These findings build upon previous scholarship
on small business and family business CSR, which essentially argued for separately
investigating different types of businesses to identify the links between organisational features
and CSR. Same as the previously discussed findings, the collective perspective of a couple was
derived by matching common responses from both partners. The identified processes relate to
couples’ collective enactment of CSR and thus represent an organisational perspective. The
following sections include a discussion of illustrative quotations from participant interviews
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and drawing exercise. More data samples corresponding to the derived themes of
contextualising joint lived experiences, merging home and business boundaries and
complementing each other in CSR are provided in Appendix 4 Table 19.

5.4.1 Contextualising Joint Lived Experiences
A couple in a personal relationship shares an intimate journey unique to the relationship
(Blenkinsopp & Owens, 2010). Given the nature of this relationship as often private and
personal, couples have distinctive ways of forming shared meanings. Couple business partners
in this study contextualised their joint lived experiences in forming meanings of CSR. More
specifically, they focussed upon their shared experiences of life challenges such as the loss of
loved ones and financial struggles such as lack of money to raise a child. Through
contextualising such joint lived experiences, couples integrated a specific set of CSR
stakeholders, such as elderly people and children with a disadvantage, within their CSR
conceptualisation. Remarkably, strong links were found between couples’ shared experiences
and CSR understandings in this research. These findings draw attention to the need to include
more research on micro-level CSR, which embodies individual perceptions, experiences, and
reactions to CSR and thus can shape CSR outcomes (Gond et al., 2017). The following sections
discuss couples' reactions and joint lived experiences that shape their collective
conceptualisation and execution of CSR.

5.4.1.1

Experiences of interactions with Elderly People

Most of the couples give an account of their affection for the elderly members of society.
Experiences of their interaction with these stakeholders involved connections of feelings and
responsibility. Couples reflected upon their experiences as a family about parents’ sickness, illtreatment by other young members of society, and vulnerability.
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Figure 16: Drawing by Bhushan [M] [partner of Chanda (W)]

During the explanation of the created drawing (Figure 16), Bhushan [M] [partner of
Chanda(W)] described the elderly members of the community as vulnerable and thus needing
support and care. His drawing showed other CSR causes the couple business is engaged in,
such as saving water and environmental conservation. However, he underlined the “1st” written
alongside the depicted elderly people to indicate them as “the main societal concern that is
not included in social responsibility initiatives that need attention. No one looks after them
and is abandoned by their family members”.

Bhushan and Chanda have had difficult financial struggles in the early days of their marriage.
Bhushan had a low-income job, and Chanda was not working as she had just moved into
Bhushan’s family home after marriage. In addition, their parents were severely ill, and they
could not afford to pay for their medical treatment. Chanda expressed that, “ We used to stay
up all night and watch our parents with a feeling of helplessness. Those times were difficult,
and no one should be in such a situation”. Bhushan specifically contextualises this experience
of regret and need in his conceptualisation of CSR (Figure 16).
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An additional illustration (Figure 17 ) of the attitude to the elderly by the couples was given by
Rajat [M] [partner of Shalini (W)] when he explained the drawing to Shalini [W] [partner of
Rajat (M)] and the researcher: “I have drawn an old age home in which there are beds for the
elderly to sleep. This is a hospital for them so that if they are sick, they can straight away go
there. This is me and Mrs, ready to support them at any time of the day.” Rajat’s parents were
critically ill and had faced numerous medical complications. He shares experiences of how he
struggled to manage the money for his parents’ treatment and therefore contextualises these
experiences in knowing the needs of the elderly members of the community. Rajat feels that
the elderly are neglected in society and need additional care and support and thus encourages
this issue to be addressed by local businesses and community members.

Figure 17: Drawing by Rajat [M] [partner of Shalini (W)]

Like the examples above, a number of couples in the study sample shared instances of their
experiences with the elderly people that they have jointly experienced in their spousal journey.
Harsha [W] [partner of Surjeet (M)] explained that “According to Indian culture, we live in a
joint family along with parents, but not all homes are joint families nowadays. Many times
elderly people are living on their own because their children have moved abroad. Me and my
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husband feel the elderly are a part of our society who are often neglected if left alone; we
take special care of our elderly customers. I personally go to their homes for measurements
[for stitching garments], sit with them and talk to them for longer periods, literally as much
as they need me to”. Harsha’s expression demonstrates feelings of despair and frustration when
the elderly members of the community are excluded from joint family homes.
Surjeet [M] [partner of Harsha (W)] believes that “as the elderly members in their old age are
unable to contribute monetarily within families, despite being at a vulnerable age, they are
subject to marginalisation by the younger members of society”. Several participant couples in
this study have drawn attention to the marginalisation of older people as a social issue within
the Indian context. Rachna [W] [(partner of Kunal (M)] talked about “including the elderly as
CSR stakeholders because they may be financially dependent”. Whereas Pushpa [W] [partner
of Haresh (M)] felt that “they are lonely” and therefore need care and support: “They are
financially dependent senior citizens, and I do not want them to think about money when
they think of attending my place [drawing classes]”. Pushpa and Haresh offer mental health
and well-being support to the elderly by engaging in a post-retirement support non-profit
charity.

Encounters with the elderly and children have happened with both couple business partners,
and therefore they have a collective perspective of connecting CSR with these beneficiaries.
They follow the process of contextualising joint lived experiences to execute CSR collectively.
Contextualizing refers to a process of adding new meaning to a given situation in order to
characterize this situation in terms of what could (or should) be done (van Oers, 1998 p. 482).
The CSR approach with the elderly people that couples mention is in addition to and beyond
providing monetary help but focuses on generic well-being matters trying to contribute to wellbeing issues. Couples’ experiences of support to the elderly during illness and suffering is
critical in relating their care and social responsibility. The finding of contextualising
experiences in CSR not only sheds light on a micro-level perspective of couple business CSR
but also highlights non-standard CSR stakeholders such as elderly members. This relates to the
work on the limits of stakeholder theory (Phillips, Freeman, & Wicks, 2003).

The sample respondents in this study showed similar attitudes towards children they considered
disadvantaged due to lack of basic amenities, education opportunities and risks of exploitation.
Children are encapsulated in their meaning of CSR due to their shared experiences in relation
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to their own children (for example, the experience of losing a child, the experience of failures
in conceiving a child) (Mehta & Kapadia, 2008). The key difference between their attitude
towards the elderly (discussed in the previous section) is the themes of neglect and
disadvantage. The descriptions of their interactions with the elderly as CSR stakeholders
indicated that these groups were neglected by society due to their age and lack of income and
were treated as a burden by the young members of the society. However, for children, couples
reacted to deprivation because of lack of education, chances of exploitation and unavailability
of basic life amenities. The similarity in both these themes is that couples joint lived
experiences of their spousal journey with the elderly and children led them to include these
members of the society and the associated issues, such as neglect and disadvantage, in their
conceptualisation of CSR.

5.4.1.2

Experiences of Interactions with Children

Reflecting upon joint lived experiences, couples talked about vulnerable children of the society
and the need for care towards them. For example, partners Naren [M] and Lopa [W] linked
their experiences of interactions with children and CSR. They explained: “We could not
conceive a child in our marriage and have had our baby through in vitro fertilisation. We
have passed through a lot of pain and medical challenges we value children even more now”.
Like Naren and Lopa, participant couples’ personal experiences of child conception and raising
their children in their spousal journey formed a part of their CSR understanding, emphasising
the importance of childcare to them and empathy towards the marginalised children in society.
This led couples to engage in CSR activities empowering children from the slum community
through education initiatives.

Couples specifically discussed the economic context of India, describing low incomes and
prevailing poverty as unable to meet even the basic needs of the children living in the slum
communities of Gujarat. According to UNICEF (2018), most children from slum areas in India
are unable to enrol in school. Out of 100 students enrolled, 29% of girls and boys drop out of
school before completing the entire cycle of elementary education. This results in further
disparities of class within the Indian society, wherein children from wealthier communities are
able to attain complete education and gain better prospects. In contrast, children from the slum
areas are subject to disadvantages. Abhishek [M] [partner of Surekha (W)] said whilst
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explaining his drawing: “As our responsibility, we visit slum communities, talk to children
and their parents and try to engage them in education. We enrol children and educate them
with no costs to them”. Abhishek considers that children living in the slum areas are deprived
of the right to education, and thus he embeds educating students from the slum in the couple’s
coaching classes. Childcare and development as CSR activities are quite relevant in the Indian
context. Children living in the slum areas bear the brunt of poverty, hunger and homelessness
on the streets of India. Children in vulnerable living conditions with a scarcity of basic
amenities such as food, medical care and safety may also be exposed to challenging and unsafe
living conditions. As a result, they face the pressure of earning a wage to support themselves
and their families at times. They are seen involved in their parents’ trade as delivery boys/girls
for ironed clothes, assisting in household chores, selling balloons near restaurants and in many
informal business jobs in India.

Discrimination against children living in the slum areas and other children in the society
persists in the Indian context, echoing themes of class and othering of such children (Holvino,
2010). For example, children of richer communities do not attend the same school as them.
Couples discussed such contextual issues and insisted on the need for treating all children alike.
They asserted that government policies should be unified and work around equality in
education introduced. Mayuri mentioned: “Forget privileges; they are short of needs of safety,
education and shelter. They lack basic amenities and are way far away from privileges richer
kids get in the society”. This class-based societal structure and disparities may increase the
already existing gaps in the stratified Indian context. Couples’ specific inclusion of
disadvantaged children is a particular need of the Indian context and calls us to reflect upon
other such sections of the society which may be underprivileged (for example, a person with
disabilities). Direct access to these children in everyday business activities of couples – for
example, the tea delivery person in offices may be a child in Gujarat–enables couples to
understand their needs and engage in empowering them through education. There is a danger
that such daily direct sight of slum children working may be accepted as a way of life and pass
as unnoticed.

The above-discussed narratives on interactions with elderly people and children suggest that
couples followed the process of contextualising joint lived experiences of their spousal journey
in understanding society’s needs and their role in this as a business. The distinctive element is
that due to such contextualisation, a shared understanding of CSR is formed by the couple
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representing their business perspective. The spousal relationship, which is unique to couple
businesses, leads couples to co-create the shared understanding of CSR and execute this
collectively. The closeness and memories of joint lived experiences (Danes et al., 2002) lead
the couple to reflect upon the struggles of their own journey together and hence are shared by
most of the couples in connection to their understanding of CSR. In the process of
contextualisation, couples mirrored their own experiences of loss and struggle to form an idea
of situations of need, struggle, and vulnerability experienced by society members. Reflections
of their own life struggle encountered together as a couple are contextualised by them when
making sense and ascribing meaning to CSR. Their accounts placed themselves in the same
situations society members were in, mapping them to their own experiences. Through such
connections of context and experiences, contextual reflections, they form an idea of
responsibility (Buchanan, 2007).

The literature review on couple business operations highlighted that home dynamics played a
key role in couples’ business management. Furthermore, the analysis of roles and task
distribution in couple businesses Section 5.1.5 also suggested the inclusion of home
responsibilities, which need to be recognised in studying couple businesses. Hence, couples’
home dynamics were analysed in parallel to business operations in order to understand couples’
CSR execution tactics.

5.4.2 Merging Boundaries of Home and Business
A distinctive finding regarding embedded CSR practices in couple businesses is that the
practices run across organisational boundaries and transcend to home spaces. The informal
methodology of CSR is also applied at home, and the vein of values runs in common across
organisational and home CSR practices. The blurred boundaries of business and home for
couples with merged values, norms and rules are observed in couple businesses. The literature
review highlights that couples’ business and home domains overlap with blurred boundaries
(Baines & Wheelock, 1998; Marshack, 1993; Fletcher, 2010). There is less differentiation in
what they do as an organisation and as individual people. In line with small business and family
business CSR research, the owner-manager’s personal values reflect what the organisation is
and what it does (O’Boyle et al., 2010; Bingham et al. (2011). Thus, the embedded view of
CSR permeates all areas of couple operations across home and business. Due to the blurred
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home and business approach to CSR, couple business partners include home stakeholders in
their CSR conceptualisation. The main home stakeholders described by couples include family
members, family members of business employees and domestic home helpers such as a maid,
driver, and gardener. All or some of these individuals are commonly observed in middle-class
homes in India. The joint family system is also common in India, seeing generations of family
members residing in a shared home.
Following couples’ description of stakeholder interactions in CSR, home stakeholders are
defined as individuals that “affect the business and are affected by the business” (Freeman,
1984; p. 46) but have a primary role in home-related activities and are non-employees in the
business. Due to their important role in home-related activities, these stakeholders affect how
couples are able to manage the business. Home stakeholders are of particular significance in
couple businesses. Due to the blended nature of home and business dynamics, they play a major
role in helping couples to balance both domains. For example, support from family members
helps couples to focus more on business operations than home. Therefore, they affect the
business. Besides including family members as home CSR stakeholders, couples also included
individuals working at home in their CSR approach. For example, a driver taking them from
home to business and who also does tasks for the business; domestic help in-home whom
couples are largely engaged with as that supports their business and home balance; and the
family members of employees were also interacted with at a personal level in couples’ homes.
Home stakeholders are defined and discussed in the following sections.

5.4.2.1

Inclusion of Home Stakeholders

Most couples did not bifurcate CSR actions into business-related or home-related tasks but
showed a tendency to merge both the spaces, reflecting a unified set of CSR meanings across
both the spaces. CSR boundaries are blurred in couples CSR, meaning that integration of home
dynamics slightly differentiates CSR practice in couple businesses compared to small firms
owned by single owners. The academic literature on small business CSR has identified a
distinctive set of stakeholders in comparison to large firms. For example, competitors were
identified as CSR stakeholders for small firms, unlike for MNCs. In a similar vein, a nuanced
investigation of a couple business CSR practices and the analysis of contextual factors – such
as merged home and business dynamics in such business–lead to the identification of home
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stakeholders as CSR stakeholders for couple businesses. By identifying home stakeholders as
a distinctive set of CSR stakeholders addressed by couple businesses, this finding contributes
to the literature on stakeholder theory and small business CSR.

The inclusion of home stakeholders is summarised in the CSR descriptions provided by couple
business partners Akanksha [W] and Chetan [M].

Figure 18: Drawing by Akansha [W] [partner of Chetan (M)]

In her illustration of their business doing social responsibility (Figure 18), Akansha drew the
couple’s factory and home in one big circle. She explained: “There are no boundaries between
home and factory. They do not exist when it comes to CSR and duties towards society. So, I
have two sets of people that I feel my social responsibility for. At business, there are my
employees, and at home, I have a maid and helpers along with my family members.” She
illustrated herself and Chetan in the centre overseeing the two spaces of their lives, as “common
rules and values apply in interactions with people at both places. There is no differentiation.”
Chetan’s [M] [partner of Akansha (W)] narrative account echoes similar views that “we are a
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small business, and our circle is also very small. Our CSR is for our family members and the
two home helpers who act as our support system behind the scenes”.
The core idea of a stakeholder approach in CSR suggests that businesses have a “responsibility
to all those who affect or are affected by their actions”(Freeman, 1984, p. 46). Researchers who
have studied stakeholder groups have encapsulated this dynamic and mentioned a generic list
of key stakeholders, including customers, employees, suppliers, communities, and financiers.
Although the standard version of which stakeholders to include has been established,
academics have argued that stakeholders should be calculated anew in each different type of
organization to fully capture the needs of different stakeholder groups and the potential of the
CSR phenomenon (Spence, 2016). Context-specific organisational actions that take into
account stakeholder needs pay attention to both internal and external stakeholders of the firm.
Therefore, it is essential to understand specific stakeholders in particular business contexts to
identify specific stakeholder groups (Freeman & Moutchnik, 2013). Previous academic
research has established a different set of small business stakeholders compared to large firms
due to the former’s distinctive nature and the owner-manager’s unique role (Spence, 2016). By
highlighting the inclusion of home stakeholders in couple business CSR, this research
contributes to the discourse on organizational context-specific stakeholders in the field of CSR.
The below themes provide evidence of how home stakeholders are encapsulated in couples’
CSR conceptualisation and further shed light on the process of merging home-business
domains enacted by couples.

5.4.2.1.1

Responsibility Towards Family Members

Family members were mentioned by 80% of the data sample in their CSR conceptualisation.
This highlights that for couples, home and business stakeholders were equally assigned
importance in the context of CSR, and home stakeholders such as family members could not
be ignored, especially in a small business context.
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Figure 19: Drawing by Lopa [W] [partner of Naren (M)]
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Figure 20: Drawing by Naren [M] [partner of Lopa (W)]

Lopa’s [W] [partner of Naren (M)] explanation of her drawing shows the inclusion of family
members in CSR and how they affect their business: “I have divided my social responsibilities
into two parts. First, there is an iceberg below the water, and there is an iceberg above the
water. When I go down, this is my core value towards my family members. They encourage
me to do this business, they hold me from making a wrong business decision, and I can
support them through this business financially. Going a little upwards, my second part of
what I reveal myself is in the current status of what I say my moral responsibility of health
towards my customers and my employees who work here”. Similarly, Naren’s [M] [partner of
Lopa (W)] CSR conceptualisation shows family members at the centre of the intersection
between external and internal stakeholders: “Family members are at the core of our social
responsibility. Then come to the internal people like employees and moving upwards a little
faraway are other members of the society like friends and relatives. Our vendors work with
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us in one of our CSR projects, it is a combined effort, and so they are closer in the social
responsibility aspect”.

Falling under themes of obligation and duty, couples describe a responsibility role in familial
relationships. The literature on family business concerning socioemotional wealth (SEW)
suggested fulfilling family obligations based on blood ties rather than on strict criteria of
competence (Aldrich & Cliff, 2003; Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011) and the opportunity to be
altruistic to family members (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007). From an organisational perspective,
participants indicated extending support to family members in line with embedded CSR
practices to employ them, including recruiting elderly family members in business activities,
such as compiling accounts. Couples’ proximity with family members enabled a sense of
identification of family members’ needs and addressing these adopting a relational approach
to CSR. This means that CSR practices towards family members were conducted with care and
compassion, with couples often going out of their way for members of the family.

Previous research on family business CSR indicated that family firms engaged in stakeholder
differentiation, where internal stakeholders (family members involved in the business) are
marginalised over external stakeholders in relation to CSR activities to maintain legitimacy,
recognition and community image (Berrone et al., 2012; Kellermanns et al., 2012). The
analysis of couples’ stakeholder relationships concerning family members revealed that
couples preferred a normative approach (i.e., it is the duty of organisations to engage in CSR)
in dealings with family members rather than assuming an instrumental approach, as suggested.
There are merged boundaries of work and home in couple businesses, which suggests the
blurring of personal and organisational space/activities. Therefore, family members (not a part
of the business ownership) are integrated with the idea of responsibility as CSR stakeholders.
In terms of acknowledging relationships and their integration in CSR, couples reject the idea
of recognition or legitimacy as CSR success measures but stress positive contribution in family
members’ lives as a qualifying measure of social responsibility. Contradictory to SEW
assertions, family members as internal stakeholders are largely supported alongside external
stakeholders, echoing themes of connectedness in the community.

The SEW theoretical framework emphasises the protection of familial relationships as part of
preserving SEW. Couples’ relational dynamics with family members and their significant role
in CSR activities confirm theoretical perceptions; however, in couples’ cases, family
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responsibilities that form a large part of couples’ CSR practices are of more significant concern
to women. Familial responsibilities are merged as social responsibilities from a business
viewpoint and are highly concentrated on the domestic roles women assume to execute these
responsibilities. More reflections on these findings of identity, agency and familial
responsibilities, conceptualised as CSR in couple businesses, are discussed in the next chapter,
which covers a nuanced individual-level analysis from a gender lens.

5.4.2.1.2

Support from Domestic Helpers

Most homes in Gujarat have helpers to manage household chores. Domestic helpers such as a
gardener, ironing person, chef, cleaner, in-house domestic helper, and driver are commonly
observed in homes. Due to the merged boundaries of home and business in couple businesses
and regular day-to-day interactions with domestic helpers, most couples included domestic
helpers in their CSR conceptualisation. The extension of social responsibility initiatives
towards domestic helpers essentially based at home was explained by Mayuri [W] [partner of
Yash (M)]: “My social responsibilities are equally towards my home maid as much as my
staff here [office], as she comes to me when in need. Who else will she go to? Her husband
left her. I like to make my bit of contribution in helping to make her critical circumstances
of no money, child to raise, and abusive husband better”. For most couples, domestic helpers
were a part of their daily lives who helped them run and manage their homes. Couples shared
that the support they receive from domestic helpers, although it is paid for, makes a massive
difference in how they are able to manage their home and business simultaneously. Moreover,
in many places in Gujarat, domestic helpers have low incomes. They are often faced with
livelihood challenges as observed in Mayuri ‘s [W] [partner of Yash (M)] account, domestic
helpers are able to communicate their needs to couples.

Extant studies on small business CSR identify stakeholders such as employees Uhlaner et al.,
2004), customers (Jenkins, 2006), community members (Niehm et al., 2008), environment
(Allet et al., 2017), and competitors (Spence, 2016). However, there is rarely any reflection on
the impact of merged home and business boundaries and if home stakeholders – such as
domestic helpers in Indian – need to be included. The inclusion of domestic helpers in couples’
CSR conceptualisation uncovers this new set of context-related stakeholders, which cannot be
excluded from small business social responsibility. Building upon previous focus stakeholder
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and couples descriptions of stakeholders, couples CSR stakeholders are illustrated in Figure
21.

Figure 21: CSR stakeholders of couple businesses in this study

Community members

Employee
(s)

- Slum residents

- Elderly People

Customers

- Children

Home Stakeholders

Couple
Business
Partners

- Family members

Suppliers

- Domestic helpers

- Family members of
business employee(s)
Competitors
Source: Author

Figure 21 shows stakeholders described in couple businesses conceptualisation of CSR.
Notably, the CSR stakeholders in couples’ narratives were not the standard set of stakeholders
but included members of the society they intended to contribute positively. The CSR
stakeholders explained by couples reflect the economic and socio-cultural context of India. For
example, CSR for slum community members reflects the economic conditions of the Indian
landscape. The inclusion of family members as CSR stakeholders reflects the socio-cultural
conditions such as joint family systems in India. The inclusion of domestic helpers as CSR
stakeholders reflects the merged boundaries of home and business experienced by couples.
The finding on specific stakeholders of couple businesses in India extends the current
knowledge on CSR stakeholders for small and family businesses. For example, community
members are identified as important stakeholders driving small and family business CSR in the
literature. By adding specific community stakeholders such as elderly people, children facing
disadvantages, and slum community members, the finding helps capture the specific needs of
the Indian society. This identification may help practitioners design CSR interventions that
include elderly people, children, and slum community members, especially in Gujarat.
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Furthermore, the addition of home stakeholders in couple businesses’s approaches to CSR
suggests that different organisational contexts may have distinctive CSR approaches in terms
of stakeholders, interactions and practices and hence must be studied explicitly. Home
stakeholders could be included in practitioners planning of CSR activities.

To conclude this section, couples enacted the process of merging home and business domains
to practice their collective understanding of CSR. In this process home, stakeholders such as
family members, domestic helpers, and family members of business employees are included in
their CSR approach. This finding provides useful insights on the situated feature of blurred
home and business boundaries in couple businesess due to which new CSR stakeholders are
added to their stakeholder map. The next section sheds light on couple business partners’
complementing skills and nature, which help them translate their shared understanding of CSR.

5.4.3 Complementing Each Other
The analysis of data from this study suggested complementing each other as a theme in couples’
narratives of describing how the shared CSR understanding was collectively executed. As
highlighted earlier, the shared perspective represents meso-level CSR interactions in couple
businesses, meaning it signifies the dynamics between the couple business and CSR
stakeholders. In this study, both partners indicated differences in nature and skill set which
were employed in undertaking most of their business practices, including CSR. This
complementarity is identified as an important theme that enables couples to enact their
collective conceptualisation of CSR. For example, couple business partners, Rachana [W] and
Kunal’s [M] accounts reflects themes of mutuality between them in matters concerning CSR:
“on some levels, we are same as I know what she believes in and she knows what I believe
in. Our business is about shared beliefs, and so for social responsibility, we want to give out
a common message. So naturally, we both follow each other although we are completely
different people”.

Explaining the process of complementing each other in business and home life, Ashutosh [M]
[partner of Poonam (W)] talked about each partner’s personality and nature: “She is more
emotionally driven. I am not emotional at all. So, her decision is driven by emotions, and
mine are more on practicalities. I tend not to see or feel things, many of which others easily
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do. I don’t know why? So, Poonam (partner of Ashutosh) notices the needs of our employees,
and she has a connection with them. I just go by her instinct”. Poonam described the couple
dynamics as: “I think his practical nature and my emotional side keeps a balance, in most of
the matters of our life, including our business”.
According to Lampis’s study (2018), couples in a personal relationship often share several
qualities meant to complement each other and work towards mobilising the available
combination of traits. Although not specifically focused on couple businesses, research on
family business management suggests that firm owners acknowledge each other’s traits and
tend to capitalise on them (Anderson et al., 2002). This is performed by incorporating the
complementing traits in business leadership styles, building each other’s skills and overall
business management (Minichili, Nordqvuist & Corbetta, 2014). In this study, the
complementing features of couple business partners helped them to execute a shared and
mutual approach to CSR and also increase the scope of the CSR activities. According to the
participant, Manhar [M] [partner of Krupa (W)]: “My mind works towards what can be built
for village residents so that their food waste can be utilised more effectively. It is natural
because I am in the construction industry, I will think about building something long term
for societal benefit like a biogas plant. Same but in a different way, she has gardening skills
and so takes the lead in tree plantation activities for the environment”. Couples reflected
upon each other’s skills and nature that are often combined and mobilised in their CSR
execution. More importantly, the complementarity signified alignment in couples’ CSR
approach, which echoed their shared understanding.
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Figure 22:Drawing by Bhagvati [W] [partner of Lakhan (M)]

The theme of complementarity was summarised by Bhagvati [W] [partner of Lakhan (M)] in
her drawing [Figure 22]. She emphasised both partners’ individual personalities, which come
together to bring unanimity of thoughts amongst them—following which the couple then enact
their collective view of CSR. According to Bhagvati [W], the couples’ collective
conceptualisation of CSR includes an internal and an external dimension. She states: “The
internal dimension pays attention to children of the society whereby the comfort between us
and our shared moral values is like a driving force. The external dimension focuses on
environmental issues which the business engages in everyday practices”.

Lampis (2018) emphasises that when two people complement each other, it shows comfort,
trust, and rapport among them. Spousal dynamics implicating support, compatibility, and
comfort with each other have been identified in the narrative accounts of participants of this
study (Section 5.1.4). The literature on complementing qualities and characters emphasises that
couples are particularly attuned to one another and, therefore, are able to identify one another’s
traits and beliefs (Chonody & Gabb, 2018). As an implication on CSR, complementing each
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other leads to alignment of ideas, and thus a coherent execution of CSR from a couple business
perspectives.

By identifying complementing as a process that family business owners could enact to align
their CSR-related ideas and decisions, this finding contributes to the existing family business
CSR knowledge base. It suggests recognising each family firm owner’s nature and skills that
can be combined and mobilised in doing CSR. This way, the scope of CSR activities can be
increased whereby each family firm owner’s role and traits are utilised/acknowledged in doing
CSR. More importantly, by doing this, the business view of CSR will not simply reflect the
founding member’s decisions but represents a combination of micro-perspectives. From the
perspective of literature on couple businesses, studies have explored complementing
characteristics in partners that lead to increased business sustainability (Fletcher, 2010;
Bensemann & Hall, 2010).

Further extending such findings from previous studies, this study sheds light on how
complementing nature and skills are applied to execute a specific business practice, for
example, CSR, in couple businesses. Thus, contributing to the current knowledge on links
between spousal dynamics, individual personality traits and business operations. The
implication of this on CSR is that the business can engage in more CSR activities, and a
coherent and aligned CSR approach is reflected from a business perspective

In sum, participant couples’ in this study enacted three processes to execute their shared
understanding of CSR. First, contextualising joint lived experiences led couples to link
personal experiences of struggle, loss, and failures with CSR and mirror these in terms of what
should be done as CSR. For example, support the elderly people facing neglect and children
facing disadvantage, although not standard stakeholders, were included in couples’ CSR
execution mechanisms. Second, merging home and business domains led couples to include
family members and other home stakeholders in their CSR conceptualisation and execute their
collective CSR approach. Third, complementing each other led couples to combine their
individual nature and skills in CSR execution, thus suggesting ways in which the individual
role of the firm owner is recognised, and the scope of CSR can be increased.
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5.5 Chapter Conclusion
Addressing the first research question of this thesis, how do couple business partners
collectively conceptualise CSR? The findings first presented in this chapter explained couples’
approach to CSR as embedded and sensitive to the needs of the local context. Contextualised
meanings of CSR reflect the local and situated concerns of a given society and thus help address
social issues and also help drive CSR actions. The findings elaborated on the socio-economic
issues in Gujarat, such as the living conditions of the slum community and religious tensions
between Hindu and Muslim communities. Being a small business, the participant couple
businesses were located within proximity of the slum community, and thus these communities
formed a large part of their CSR understanding. In addition, the local tensions due to religious
disparities were also addressed by couples by showing a spontaneous approach to CSR in
supporting the eradication of such differences. The finding sheds light on the important role of
small businesses in addressing social problems through their distinctive ways characterised by
sensitivity, spontaneity, and geographical proximity of doing CSR.

Focused upon the second research question, the findings in this chapter discussed the role of
emotions, social relationships and power dimensions drawn from the developed SEW
conceptual framework. Analysis of the influence of emotions in couple businesses’ approach
to CSR showed that couples enact caring emotions towards stakeholders. Although the links
between emotional attachment and business operations have been highlighted in family
businesses from a SEW perspective (Berrone et al., 2012), through a nuanced analysis, this
thesis uncovers couples’ CSR approach that embodies caring practices. Analysis of social
relationships between couple and CSR stakeholders indicate a relational yet circumspect
approach to CSR. This is due to the pressure of social relationships in terms of expectations of
doing CSR. The analysis of power dimension in couple business stakeholder interactions
indicates moral superiority signifying hierarchal power relations between the organisation and
CSR stakeholders. These findings build upon the extant research on small and family business
relational approach to CSR which are important to consider for practitioners in planning CSR
initiatives. Hierarchal power relations between business owners and CSR stakeholders lead to
a stratified structure undermining CSR’s objective of addressing social stratification issues.
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Lastly, the chapter uncovered processes adopted by couples to translate their shared
understanding of CSR into practice. The identified processes are particularly reflective of the
situated characteristics of a couple business, such as spousal relationship and blurred home and
business boundaries. Shared experiences during the spousal journey lead couples to
contextualise these experiences in understanding and doing CSR. The blurred boundaries of
home and business lead couples to merge business and home stakeholders in their
conceptualisation of CSR. The spousal relationship enables couples to identify each other’s
skills and nature, which are mobilised in executing their collective approach of CSR suggested
as complementing each other in this study. The identified processes contribute new knowledge
to the literature on couple businesses about how couples execute a business practice. Extant
research on couple businesses has focused upon positive business outcomes as an advantage
due to the spousal relationship; however, details and nuances of how particular business
practice is executed by couples, their stakeholder interactions, and embedded experiences
within this were lacking. The identified processes in this thesis, such as contextualising joint
lived experiences, merging home and business boundaries, and complementing each other,
including dynamics of couples’ spousal relations, take a nuanced look at the organisational
characteristics and encapsulate couples’ experiences within this.

In sum, this chapter covered couples’ CSR practices from an organisational viewpoint, which
involved exploring couples' dynamics as a team and their collective CSR execution as echoed
under the SEW framework. Focusing on the research objective on couples’ collective
understanding and approach to CSR, the chapter unravelled how couples try to work together
to execute CSR. The following findings chapter will now show the individual ways men and
women execute CSR through a gender lens. The analysis involves analysing how men and
women perceive gender and make connections between experiences of gender and CSR and
discloses situations of challenging, reframing or reproducing gender norms through executing
CSR.
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Chapter Six: Gender and CSR Execution in Couple Businesses
Identifying and making visible gendered and gendering practices is an important component
of, and a potential trigger for, change both in organisations as well as social contexts (Benschop
& Verloo, 2011; Bell et al., 2019). In this chapter, key findings cover the role of gender in
couples’ CSR execution and confirm ways in which couples mitigate the impact of gendered
social structures affecting their organisational practices. Analysing the nuanced expressions of
self, described by participants in their own CSR interactions verbally and through drawings,
the research inquires into how gender affects CSR in couple businesses. It critically analyses
the impact of gender constructions, as perceived by men and women in executing CSR
practices. As the study revolves around themes of the gender interaction of couples involved
in a business and life set-up, it seeks to unravel how such socially constructed gendered roles
affect participation, inclusion and choice in matters concerning CSR.

The themes discussed in the previous chapter focussed upon couples as a team representing the
business and thus discussed findings on couples’ collective understanding and execution of
CSR. In contrast, the themes discussed in this chapter focus on more nuanced micro-level
interactions, negotiations and tactics adopted individually by men and women in executing
CSR. Investigating a collective and an individual approach in couple businesses is of
significance for four reasons: first, the sample couples in this study were married partners and
marriage in an Indian context is symbolised as an institution of commitment influencing
individual priorities (Vanita, 2004). Thus, the collective aspect of couples in an Indian context
cannot be ignored. Second, couple businesses signify a shared approach as the foundations of
the business is an active engagement of both partners. This means several business decisions
and operations are undertaken through discussion and joint action. Third, as most previous
studies on couple businesses have focused upon the collective aspect, the individual role is
missed in finding the collective. The investigation of each partner’s role and contribution is
particularly important in patriarchal structural societies such as India, where the dominance
and superiority of men subordinate women’s business engagement. These conditions lead to
women’s marginalisation and raise questions of their participation in business matters. Hence,
it is of substantial importance to investigate men and women’s roles in couple businesses.
Lastly, previous applications of SEW theoretical framework in family business studies have
presented a collective view of owners and omits to recognise each individual owner’s role in
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execution of business practices. Analysis of individual men and women’s role contributes to
this missing link and presents a more focussed outcome. Thus, couples’ collective as well as
individual ways of doing CSR are captured in this research.

Writings in the literature on gender in feminisms emphasise how gender should be understood
in relation to “structures, institutional and cultural practices and discourses, not simply as
something which emanates from certain individual beings” (Lewis, 2004, p. 632; Karam &
Jamali, 2013). Participant descriptions in drawings and interviews include specific references
to the Gujarati cultural norms, customs, and traditions. Hence, the data analysis throughout the
chapter acknowledges such influential macro-level factors prevalent in the Indian sociocultural context that shape couples’ individual-level understanding and execution of CSR. For
example, Hindu religious customs inspired from mythological teachings indicated by men
participants as a social responsibility dimension is studied and interwoven in analysing its
impact on masculinities, gender relations and CSR relationships. Similarly, references and
details of traditions and customs followed by women and their implications for CSR activities
are analysed to gather pervading contextual, cultural influences.

Gender is considered a social construction (Lorber, 1998) and is also relational (Acker, 1990).
The nature of gender relations embodies contextual influences and is reflective of power
relations between men and women. Due to their complex nature, these dynamics are not easy
to capture in their entirety (Alvesson & Billing, 2011). The contextual influences shaping
gender constructions not only make divisions between men and women but also ascribe
different levels of norms, abilities, rights and choices to them (Hearn, 2001). The research
acknowledges this conceptualisation of gender as a process (McCarthy, 2017), lived and
experienced in the routine ground of everyday activities by both men and women. Such
experiences of being men and women produce different feelings, consciousness, relationships,
and ways of being that are referred to as feminine or masculine (Kimmel, 2001).

This suggests that gender not only ascribes categorised attributes and assigns hierarchical roles
but also that it becomes a lived practice of being feminine or masculine that is performed
(Martin, 2006). Often actors constantly engage in ‘doing gender’ as a practice (West &
Zimmerman, 1987) and thus, questioning its taken-for-granted assumptions and
presuppositions is challenging or hardly happens (Lorber, 1994). The social construction of
gender relations is not historically static across societies and is open for particular forms of
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gender inequalities to be challenged and changed over time. However, by what means these
inequalities can be addressed, such as alternative forms of power, needs to be studied. The
findings discussed in this chapter thus cover how men and women couple business partners
interconnect meanings of gender, the meaning of CSR, and ways to enact CSR practice. By
analysing couples’ experiences of gender, the chapter discusses situations of socialisation,
assumptions relating to gender, and accustomed conceptualisations of gender, which drive
couples’ CSR understanding and practices. An inquiry through the gender perspective on SEW
framework has enabled examination of lived experiences of social actors concerning gender
and allowed reflection on social characteristics in ways through which marginality is not
substituted or categorised as generic but included (Banerjee & Ghosh, 2018).

Interested in understanding gendered identities and forces of social conditioning, the analysis
aims to find alternate ways for change and participation. Questions reflected upon during the
analysis are: What ideas do couples’ have about their own and their spouse’s gender? How are
connections made between gender and CSR activities? What are their experiences of gender
roles? How do they intend to translate these into the CSR practices of the organisation? The
chapter combines analysis, drawing connections between Indian culturally structured social
relations, interactions, activities, practices, and discourses, on the one hand, and subjectivities
and identities on the other.

The chapter makes the following contributions: first, more is needed to understand the shape,
fluidity, and dynamism of gender in practice (Martin, 2001), particularly in restrictive sociocultural contexts such as India. Appreciation of the emergent qualities of gendering in CSR
practices within a couple business in this chapter highlights how socially constructed gender
influences CSR execution. Second, it is essential to understand the individual ways of enacting
a business practice to uncover issues of participation, choice, and agency. By studying and
analysing individual ways of men and women’s CSR execution, the chapter unfolds microlevel findings useful to understand each partner’s role, participation, and contribution. Through
this adaptation, the findings indicate recreation of gender inequalities implied within couples’
CSR efforts. Third, the chapter finds different ways men and women embed their gender
experiences in their CSR execution.

The structure of the chapter is organised into four sections. The first section draws on visual
and verbal data to discuss how couples conceptualise gender in the context of CSR. It discusses
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influences of Indian socio-cultural context in attributing meaning to gender and subsequent
reaction by couples in executing CSR. The second section highlights gender roles and their
intersections with CSR in couple businesses. It elaborates on couples’ enactment of
masculinities and femininities in practising CSR. The third section discusses the implication
on couples’ stakeholder orientation and ascertains the approach to CSR as gendered within
couples. The fourth section describes different approaches women and men adopt to address
gender constructions in executing CSR. The chapter is concluded by a summary of findings
explaining the role of gender in couple business CSR.

6.1 Indian Socio-Cultural Context and Gender Meanings
In order to understand how gender influences couples’ CSR practices, it is important to
examine how couples within Indian society conceptualise gender. As discussed in the literature
review on socially constructed gender meanings, experiences of gender from early childhood,
encounters of subordination, superiority and power imbalances shape men and women’s
gender-related understandings (Bannerji, 2016; Pande, 2018). The data in this study revealed
that the Indian context – and especially the Gujarati socio-cultural context, as the participants
are based in Gujarat –including traditions, religious customs, and ways of living largely
determined how men and women made sense of gender (Paechter, 2006). For instance, the
Indian norms of marriage direct newly married women to adapt to the living practices of their
husband’s home after marriage and commonly perceive women “as a shadow of her husband
after marriage (Narayan & Bhardwaj, 2005). The Hindu religion, followed by a majority of
people in the Indian society, restricts women from entering some temples and sacred places of
worship at the time of their menstruation. Although menstruation is a sex-biology related
function, there is a social stigma attached to this biological process in Indian society. It is
believed that women possess impurities during the period of menstruation and thus are required
to isolate, follow specific rules on touching objects/people and are prohibited from entering a
Hindu temple. These conditions are an example of restrictive norms on women in Indian
society (Basu, 1995). The same religion considers women and girls to possess divine powers
of wealth and knowledge and thus recognises the birth of a girl child as auspicious. Girls grow
up with this combined sense of restrictions and the extraordinary attributes/powers assigned to
their femininity by society.
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On the contrary, the Indian society does not instruct men to adapt to the ways of their wives’
homes and hardly places any social restrictions in terms of access to places, choices, or
adjustments. In this way, the Indian socio-cultural norms prioritise and position men in a
dominant position over the subordinate position accorded to women. Thus, men in Indian
society grow up with this sense of freedom and superiority up to some extent. With
consideration of these social conditions on gender, it could be argued that women are
constantly, many times, challenged in the course of their life journey by the pervading
patriarchal restrictive structures that prevail in Indian society. In this way, the Indian societal
culture influences gender understandings and keeps it fluid, relative, and situational (Pande,
2018). Gender and identity reflect people’s understanding of themselves in terms of cultural
definitions of women and men (Wood & Eagly, 2015). Women participants of this study shared
an understanding of femininity along similar lines explained here, which symbolised femininity
as conceptualised with social restrictions as well as having the power to grow within those
restrictive structures. Men participants of this study reflected the described sense of superiority
echoing freedom and authority in business decision making but also showed strands of care
which traditionally is disassociated from masculine norms.
Couples’ explanations of gender in their CSR activities suggested links between influences of
the Indian traditions, customs, religious beliefs that shape gender meanings and CSR
understandings. The example of a participant’s narrative indicates the influence of traditional
customs and religious beliefs in understanding gender and adapting CSR initiatives that
embody these understandings. The example of respondent Swati is a useful illustration here. In
the interview, Swati [W] [partner of Mayank (M)] explained their organisation’s participation
in cultural programmes supporting the local slum community. For instance, they “provide
support by delivering grocery products boxes, especially to young girls during customary
days of fasting known as Gauri Vrat. Indian Hindu culture has a five-day fasting custom,
wherein girls practise fasting for their husband’s long life, family and everyone’s prosperity,
I have chosen this activity that we should do for the girls in the community”. Some Indian
Hindu customs and religious beliefs assert that fasting by women enables a better life for
everyone around them. Swati’s explanation of CSR practices about the local community
included this CSR practice adopted by her as a yearly ritual. The fund for the materials
distributed is provided from the business, and other suppliers in the market also offer similar
kinds of grocery food boxes to girls during the period of the fasting custom. Swati further
reflected, “The girls are excited during the fasting days. Not sure if it works, but there is no
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harm in doing this. Whatever our ancestors have been doing for us (women), it is for our
own good”.
The example suggests that the conceptualisation of gender and its relation to the firm’s CSR
activities was largely driven by the cultural traditions followed in India. Patriarchal societies
often associate women’s sense of identity and entitlement in relation to men (Walby, 1990).
Gender is conceptualised as dependent on men’s validation here in the example, driven by
socio-cultural beliefs, and this idea furthered through CSR initiatives. Like Swati, a number of
participants accounts reflected links between traditions, religious beliefs and customs, which
shaped gender meanings and were linked to CSR activities. Although it was noted in the data
analysis that as gender experiences were personal to men and women, their responses on gender
reflected an individual-personal view, rather than the organisational-collective view of CSR
discussed in the previous chapter.

A similar theme of associating traditional customs of Indian society with CSR activities was
noted in the CSR illustrative drawing (Figure 23) created by Satish [M] [partner of Rashmi
(W)].
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Figure 23: Picture part of drawing by Satish [M] [partner of Rashmi (W)]

Satish’s explanation of the illustrated part of the drawing: “What I have drawn is my social
responsibility for my sisters. Every year, women (sisters) tie a threaded band on their
brother’s right-hand wrist as a symbol of protection. The thread symbolises a promise which
a brother makes to his sister, about protecting her from evil at all times. This also suggests
that brothers are obliged to support their sisters and their husband’s families in times of
difficulty and need.”

Indian mythology projects men in the role of a brother as strong and mighty and assigns them
the role of ‘the protector’, especially towards their sisters (Sinha-Kerkhoff, 2003). A ritual of
‘Rakshabandhan’ symbolising and celebrating this relationship is practised in India every year.
In Satish’s drawing, the brother-sister familial dynamics which are ascribed meaning by the
traditions and customs of the Raksha Bandhan ritual, are included as CSR. This suggests strong
links between meanings of gender accorded by the prevalent traditions and customs of the
Indian society and men and women’s CSR conceptualisation. Moreover, men included such
roles of social responsibility within their organisational CSR dynamics, as their home and work
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life is merged in most instances, and there is the possibility of overlapping stakeholders at most
times. This finding also sheds light on the influential role of Indian socio-cultural norms, which
drive couples to include the gender-related masculine and feminine roles as a CSR activity. For
instance, in the example (Figure 23), Satish is following a tradition of playing the part of being
the protector and provider towards his sister as accorded by the society and includes this
masculine role as a CSR activity. From the perspective of men, brothers are expected to support
sisters and their family members. It could be argued that the brotherly support roles may be
burdensome to them emotionally and financially, as monetary support may have to be extended
from the business revenues and family income. But at the same time, it allows the continuation
of the patriarchal role attributed to masculinity.

The above discussion provides examples of how the Indian cultural traditions and customs
influence couples’ understanding of gender in CSR. Interestingly, this finding indicates that
CSR, which we would think of as notionally progressive, actually has the effect perhaps of
sustaining certain customs that rest on rather traditional and restrictive gender roles. The
finding also contributes to the discourse of investigating contextual factors that shape CSR
meanings and execution (Karam & Jamali, 2017; Matten & Moon, 2020). The contextual
customs and traditions of the Indian society mentioned in the couples’ narratives centralise
traditional gender roles, and ideally, this must be raised as a social issue within CSR dynamics.
On the contrary, the gendered customs and traditions are further perpetuated and sustained in
the society as CSR activities. The implications of this could be concreting gendered structures,
failed CSR attempts and increased social problems of gender inequalities. Nevertheless, the
described influential contextual factors (customs, traditions, religious beliefs) that create social
inequalities are essentially important to uncover for practitioners to draw upon CSR activities
that address such social problems.

As the influences of traditions and customs echoing traditional gender roles were found in men
and women’s CSR activities, it was essential to unpack how men and women linked
stereotypical ideas of gender (Martin, 2001) in CSR. Therefore, the following section discusses
findings derived by analysing men and women’s ideas of gender and the links made to CSR.
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6.2 Stereotypical Ideas of Gender and CSR
From an individual perspective, men and women participants of this research linked
stereotypical ideas of gender with how they understand and do CSR. This means that they
linked socially ascribed stereotypical traits of gender with CSR. The findings relate to the
literature on the enactment of masculinities and femininities and the negative impacts this has
on organisational practices and women. The sections below discuss links between stereotypical
traits of masculinities, such as authority, strength, financial decision making, leadership and
CSR, described by men participants. This is followed by a discussion of links between
stereotypical traits of femininities, such as care, socialisation, domestic duties and CSR,
described by women participants. These conditions imply that CSR is a gendered practice in
couple businesses when analysed from a gender lens and have further implications on women’s
partial participation in couple business CSR.

6.2.1 Stereotypical Ideas of Masculinities and CSR
Masculinities is understood as a set of practices, norms and behaviours associated with the idea
of being male, believed to stand in opposition to femininity and women (Connell and
Messerschmidt, 2005; Connell, 2016). The notions of traditional masculine norms discussed in
the literature review (Section 2.10) include a series of traits perceived to be essential in being
a true or authentic man, such as being a provider, strong, a leader and dominant, amongst others
(Connell, 1987) suggesting the idea of men’s superiority, unequal gender and power dynamics.
This study’s data indicate that men participants associated traditional ideas of masculinities in
their understanding and execution of CSR. This means men performed roles stereotypically
ascribed to ‘manhood’ in business practices, including CSR. Their accounts on links between
CSR execution and individual roles reflected standard masculine norms and behaviours
characterised by the Indian socio-cultural context, exercising authority, autonomy in CSR
decision making, machoism, heroism, and being the family provider. However, different from
the dominant conceptualisation of masculinities in the Indian context, which echo stereotypical
masculine traits, some men participants also included care in their CSR conceptualisation. This
relates to the form of caring masculinity discussed in the literature (Elliott, 2016). Overall, it
could be suggested that men’s association of masculine norms with CSR reflected a blending
of masculinities characterised by traditional, stereotypical norms alongside care. The below
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examples from the generated data show men’s association of masculine traits such as authority,
leading CSR decision making, being the provider of the family, heroic actions and strength in
their understanding and doing of CSR.

Enactment of traditional masculine norms which focussed on authority to execute CSR was
reflected in Maulesh’s [M] [partner of Charu (W)] account, in which it was indicated that he
has the final authority of making financial decisions concerning CSR: “She would not know
all that stuff. I liaise with the stakeholders. If it (CSR related project) involves cost and a
plan, I take the call”. Most men from the sample couple businesses indicated applying
autonomy in executing CSR, and key financial decisions in CSR matters were led by men. For
example, explaining the decision-making dynamics between the couple, Madan [M] [partner
of Geetanjali (W)] stated: “Even if she does not like anything at a particular instance, but
she knows that once I have decided, I am going to do it for sure. So, then she convinces
herself as she knows that I am steadfast once I have made a decision”. Furthermore, the data
suggested that more significant financial decisions concerning CSR are particularly led by men
or are undertaken by women in consultation with their spouses. Like Rachana [W] [partner of
Kunal (M)] reported: “if it is a small amount, I decide, but if it is a bigger donation that we
are asked to be involved in by the NGO, then he decides”. Radhika [W] [partner of Vandan
(M)] also confirmed similar themes, “supporting employees financially is seen by him. I am
not involved in that. I am mostly involved with helping them work better or training them for
professional development”.

Couples on the question explained the element of decision-making in CSR asked, how are CSR
related decisions taken in the business? As the example quotations suggest, decisions regarding
CSR activities that involved finances, particularly where more finance was needed, were
undertaken by men. Women’s accounts indicate themes of consultation rather than ultimate
authority. In alignment with the discussed nature of socially constructed masculine norms and
feminine norms (Kimmel, 2001) in the literature review chapter (Section 2.10 and 2.11),
couples’ CSR decision making also reflected men’s superiority over women. Moreover, the
theme also aligns with the literature on the gendered nature of organisational practices which
restrict women’s participation in organisational matters (Kelan, 2008b; Billing, 2011
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Figure 24: Drawing by Raman [M] [partner of Karishma (W)].

Another useful illustration explaining masculine norms of authority and being a provider was
given by Raman [M] [partner of Karishma (W)]. Raman’s palm symbolises ownership of the
family (Figure 24). It also suggests control dynamics wherein he is shown as the in-charge and
the provider of the family. He explained his drawing as “I look after everyone in my family
and so they are held in my hand in this picture. I make sure their needs are fulfilled and
work hard in the business to make this possible”. He had explained previously in the
interview, “family members have to work with each other to care for one another, but
someone has to look after all of them. The community members drawn at the bottom are
close to me. For everything, CSR that I think I should be doing comes from the business, so
the arrow from the business is pointing to my family, and then I decide to engage in
community support”. The example illustrates men’s pivotal role as the provider for the family
and decision-maker in CSR activities. Socially assumed conditioning of male patriarchs in
Indian homes leads them to enact roles of authority and control, which may subconsciously
deem women incapable of making business decisions involving money matters (Chaudhuri et
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al., 2018). This perception of gender affects couples’ CSR practices involving family members,
as it largely sits in the discretionary domains of men, undermining the impact of female
contributions towards family members and wider community members. Additionally, it reflects
a gendered approach in doing business, including CSR.

In addition to the main authority of taking CSR related decisions, some men participants
associated power and strength with masculinity in their CSR conceptualisation. For example,
Rohit [M] [partner of Kusum (W)] explained that he would like to see women as physically
and mentally strong (as men) to tackle societal challenges. He draws three arrows from the
business unit, showing three CSR activities performed through the business [Figure 25]. First,
a Hindu temple illustrates spreading Hinduism. Second, a human figure illustrates
economically poor members of the local community. Third, a girl child dressed as a boy depicts
girl power and education. He drew his daughter dressed like a boy in the centre, and whilst
explaining his drawing (Figure 25), stated: “I want to raise girls like boys. Girls need to be
stronger than they are, just like us. They should be able to fight when in trouble. CSR
programs should include this point”. This description suggested the idea that strength linked
with masculinity is a powerful trait, and thus, CSR initiatives could focus on helping women
become stronger like men.
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Figure 25: Drawing by Rohit [M] [partner of Kusum (W)]

Similarly, Sameer [M] [partner of Purvi (W)] articulated Purvi as leading CSR-related
decisions by drawing her at the top of his drawing illustrating their business doing CSR (Figure
26). He described Purvi as the man of the house, suggesting ideas that validate men’s abilities
of decision making and undermine women’s capabilities. The examples here indicate
participants assigning strength and power to masculine characteristics, and therefore their CSR
understanding and decisions are based on socially constructed gender roles.
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Figure 26: Drawing by Sameer [M] [partner of Purvi (W)]

Enactment of traditional norms of masculinity that echoed a stronger voice and overall strength
of men was also found in couples’ interactions with their employees. For instance, Daksha and
Tapan run a hospitality business, whereby Daksha mentions relationships with employees as
the core of their CSR activities alongside other external CSR projects that the business is
involved in, such as supporting education facilities in an orphanage. Whilst describing her
relationship with the employees, she says, “I am not as cut and dry as him (Tapan). I value
my relationship with the employees and believe in having open communication channels
with them. I engage in employees’ personal as well as professional issues to be available for
them in times of need. However, in situations of tension, I struggle to challenge the male
employees’ traditional mindset, which does not allow women to be their leaders. They look
upon me as a woman rather than the owner of the business”.
Tapan’s [M] [partner of Daksha (W)] understanding of masculinity is related to leadership, and
he believes his intervention is needed when women struggle or require support: “Indian society
is where women are not bosses. Our employees come from very traditional backgrounds, and
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women were not considered to be bosses, having an entrepreneurial drive. They were
supposed to stay at home. Most of the men are working here; their family is in another town
back home, helping their in-laws and all. So, one, here was somebody who did not know too
much about the business, and secondly, she was a woman so many times where their
misogyny, deep-rooted sense of belief that what can she can do? Many times, that is where
she has needed my help the most because somebody needs to set the tone that she is the boss”.
The experiences of gender felt by men and women, as in the above example, suggest challenges
women face in tackling traditional mindsets. These conditions disclose women’s struggle to
overcome such challenges and draw attention to the power of masculine traits in making
women’s voices heard. Such power’s exclusivity to masculine characteristics not only
undermines and subordinates women’s abilities but also projects a sense of heroism and
authority from men couple business partners in making CSR-related decisions. Such a situation
also contributes to maintaining the dominant discourse of heroic characterisation of
masculinities (McCarthy et al., 2021), which informs business activities, preserving its
privileged position.
A theme of this analysis is that these dynamics – that is, gender-related CSR conceptualisation
and practices–“are dominated by men, embody masculinism, and reproduce varying
masculinities” (Lewis, 2014). The analysis suggests that men’s enactments of masculinities
in and through their enactments of gender-related CSR conceptualisation reproduce men’s
dominance and assert men’s rights to CSR decision making. The above-discussed examples
suggest that men link socio-culturally accorded masculine norms of control and authority in
financial decision making, strength, and being a provider in doing CSR. Such conditions imply
that CSR, instead of addressing gender disparities, concretes traditional and hegemonic
masculinities. By showing a connection between traditional masculine norms and CSR
execution by men, this study’s finding raises questions on the owner-manager driven CSR
approach enacted in single ownership small businesses. The extant literature on small business
CSR highlights the substantial role of owner-manager in driving CSR activities (Graafland et
al., 2003). However, analysis of small business owner-manager’s ways of understanding and
enacting CSR from a gender lens may provide useful insights on the role of CSR in augmenting
gender disparities as established in this research or decreasing gender disparities.
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Women were particularly aware of their gender and, more specifically its limitations, when
discussing gender in CSR during interviews and drawing explanations. This reflection and
enactment of femininities in the context of CSR by women is discussed below.

6.2.2 Stereotypical Ideas of Femininities and CSR
Women in their drawings and conversations largely described themselves in domestic roles.
Their depiction of CSR activities did not ignore their home duties; rather, family members were
primarily included in their depiction of CSR. They considered the responsibility towards family
members as equally important as much as other stakeholders of the business in the context of
social responsibility. According to many women, for example, for Charu [W] [partner of
Maulesh (M)]. “it is important to include family members as CSR stakeholders as I have
major responsibilities towards them. As per Indian family structures, most families are large
joint families, and the women of the house attend to most of the home domestic responsibilities
(Narayan & Bhardwaj, 2005; Pande, 2018). Explaining the work dynamics for women in India,
(Sharma and Dhir (2019) assert that even if women were allowed or decide to run a business
alongside their spouse, familial responsibilities primarily fall to them, and business
responsibilities automatically become secondary. From an individual perspective, these
conditions suggest that women participants primarily practised an atomised version of CSR in
a way, where responsibility is framed as relating to the family.

Furthermore, the data from this study, particularly drawings, indicated that women
conceptualised CSR as relevant to both home and work. Riddhima (Figure 27) illustrated that
she is divided between home and work. She verbally explained how she integrates elderly
members of the society as her closest stakeholders in terms of CSR but carefully draws a longer
arrow pulling her towards home whilst writing the times she is expected to work in the shop.
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Figure 27: Drawing by Riddhima [W] [partner of Bankim (M)]

She explained: “I have full responsibility of home chores and my clients. Being a designer, I
know my client’s choice and what design will they like. So, I divide my time between home
and business in such a way that I am available at peak times when clients come to visit us.
It is mostly evenings between 5 to 7”. A similar theme of including home dynamics was
depicted by Charu [W] [partner of Maulesh (M)] in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Drawing by Charu [W] [partner of Maulesh (M)]

Although Charu [W] [partner of Maulesh (M)] drew the couple business as the central place
for undertaking CSR activities, her conceptualisation of CSR includes home dynamics. In
addition to the issue of disadvantage in terms of education to children residing in the slum
areas, Charu (Figure 28) depicted her social responsibilities mainly towards her family
members (child, husband, late mother-in-law, and her father). She wrote ‘me’ as herself at the
back of the shop, where she mostly spent her time cleaning the shop and arranging the products.
Charu’s conceptualisation illustrates her social roles (caring for her maternal family members
but accepting that she is not a part of that family anymore), domestic role (caring for her
children, husband and in-laws, cooking and cleaning chores) and the CSR activities, which she
does drawing from these roles. She is largely aware of the impact her actions can have on the
members of the society in need and therefore draws on relationships with women in her
inspiration for CSR. The drawing of sandals and the beating sunshine signified her aspiration
to become like her late mother-in-law, on whose death anniversary she makes sure she donates
footwear to poor children who walk vast distances barefoot in the scorching heat. Her image
shows the everydayness of her home-business working life in which CSR is embedded. Her
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role and identity (who she is) appeared fragmented between the home and business domains,
which is reflected in her CSR execution.

The above examples indicate associating stereotypical norms of femininity such as familial
prioritisation, playing a domestic role, prescribed by the Indian socio-cultural context in
women participants’ understanding of CSR. Research has drawn attention to the persistence of
women’s domestic roles and secondary-earner status within families to explain observed
gender differences in organisational structures (Jurik et al., 2019;). The discussed examples
suggest that women are involved in business CSR practices, but only after or alongside their
domestic home duties are fulfilled by them. They are not autonomous but adopt a support role.
Women have also been described as caring and social when associated with a business’s CSR
practices. This suggests that stereotypical ideas of gender shape women’s understanding of
CSR.

In summary, the Gioia analysis combined with the GVPA analysis (Shortt & Warren, 2019)
specifically for drawings showed connections between couples’ personal experiences and their
understanding of CSR. In this study, analysis from an individual perspective suggests that men
and women linked stereotypical ideas of masculinities and femininities in their understanding
and doing of CSR. These conditions imply that CSR is a gendered practice in couple
businesses, which means a number of CSR-related matters such as stakeholder interactions and
vision for CSR are differently conceptualised and practised by men and women. The discussion
in this chapter particularly draws attention to the determining role of gender in CSR execution.
The insights indicate the deep-rooted nature of gender norms within the Indian society, which
is reflected in men and women’s individual meanings of CSR. The insights emphasise
investigating the role of gender as crucial in understanding business practices, including CSR.

More importantly, linking stereotypical ideas of masculinities/femininities by men and women
in their understanding and doing of CSR suggests that CSR creates further gender binaries
rather than address gender inequalities. This finding adds to the current academic scholarship
on gender in CSR, which has stressed the investigation of gender in organisations and
established gender inequality as a social problem to be included in CSR initiatives (Grosser
2009). Notably, this finding identifies the practice of CSR itself as gendered in couple
businesses, and this further contributes to the gendering nature of CSR established in the
literature in the works of (Karam & Jamali, 2013, Marshall, 2007). The following section
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shows further implications of CSR as a gendered practice in couple businesses in terms of
stakeholder interactions and the overall view of CSR, which suggests issues of women’s
agency, choice, and participation in CSR matters.

6.3 CSR as a Gendered Practice within Couple Business
Analysis of participant responses on CSR execution indicates that CSR is a gendered practice
within couple businesses from a micro-level perspective. This means that matters concerning
CSR are distributed and divided amongst the couple according to their gender. In doing this,
the notion that business culture, business practices and business ownership are gender‐neutral
is strongly contested (Mirchandani, 1999). Furthermore, the practice of CSR further sustaining
gender inequalities through such gendered division in couple businesses is also highlighted.
Three main themes that highlight the implication of enacting stereotypical ideas of gender in
CSR and which show CSR as a gendered practice within a couple business are identified in
this study. The themes are:
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Figure 29: Graphical representation: CSR as gendered practice in couple businesses

1st Order Concepts
She would not liaise with the suppliers
(M)
I contact nearby competitors for a fair
price policy in the market (M)
Girls go to her (M)
My vision for CSR is same as my
business (M)
If business grows CSR grows (M)
She comes to the shop after kids go to
school (M)
Maids and all she deals (M)
She is very good with our employee’s
family (M)
She looks after my family well (M)
Discussion or decision (M)

2nd Order Themes

Aggregate Dimensions

Gender-based
stakeholder
approachability

Women have lesser
interactions with
external
stakeholders

Men have extended
interactions with

He takes me to the supplier to buy
products for the shop (W)
I don’t come in contact with the clients,
he does (W)
I am behind the scenes (W)
My maid is like family to us (W)
I speak with the wife of our
employee(W)
I cook for our employees once in a week
(W)
They (women employees) are
comfortable to talk with me than him
(W)
Men find it a little odd, so they ask my
husband (W)
My family is my first social
responsibility (W)
I cannot be 100% at the business as I
have home responsibilities (W)
CSR for family members (W)
Home responsibilities (W)
Discussion & decision (W)

external

CSR as a

stakeholders

gendered
practice

Reflection of
domestic-bound
view of CSR from
women’s
perspective

Reflection of
expansive
visionary view of
CSR from men’s
perspective
(Includes control
and authority in
financial decision
making)
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1/ Limitations in women’s interaction with a wider range of CSR stakeholders: Data indicates
women have lesser interaction with external stakeholders such as suppliers and competitors
and increased interactions with home stakeholders. Thus, this raises questions of women’s
agency and choice in CSR.
2/ Men showed an expansive, visionary conceptualisation of CSR, and women illustrated a
domestic-bound view of CSR. This raises questions of women’s participation in business
matters, including CSR.

3/ Women CSR stakeholders approach women couple business owners, and men CSR
stakeholders approach men couple business owners, to explain their needs. This nature of
approachability in the context of CSR undermines the power of a gender-neutral approach by
sustaining gender binaries. Moreover, gender-based approachability suggests the pervasiveness
of gender norms within the Indian context, which drives individuals to identify with people
with the same group (E.g., women identify with women and men identify with men) and share
their needs. Furthermore, such an approach may show a tendency of limited CSR if
stakeholders do not identify with the business owner’s gender.

6.3.1 Limiting Stakeholder Interactions for Women
Enactment of stereotypical ideas of gender by couples in executing CSR showed particular
patterns in their interaction with stakeholders. Couple business partners practised merging of
home and business domains as a process to enact their collective understanding of CSR, as
established in the earlier section (5.4.2). Due to this, home stakeholders are also included in
their understanding of CSR by couples. However, couple business stakeholder interactions
from an individual, micro-perspective suggest that gender is a determining factor that shapes
who interacts with which stakeholder between the couple. The patterns of gender influences on
couples’ stakeholder interactions in relation to CSR reveal that women largely managed home
stakeholders, whilst men undertook interactions and communication with external stakeholders
such as suppliers or competitors.

This suggests that due to the blurring of work and home boundaries in couple businesses, there
is a distribution of stakeholders at home and at work. These are subsequently categorised
depending upon socio-cultural gender ascriptions. It is not easy to see and capture gendering
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in action, as practising gender is fluid, complex and interactional (Risman, 2004), but
participant-created drawings helped find practices that led to gendering and further a gendered
CSR approach. Below presented analysis and discussion provides examples from the data
corresponding to the theme of limiting stakeholder interactions for women.

Figure 30: Drawing by Sangeeta [W] [partner of Rashesh (M)]
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Figure 31: Drawing by Rashesh [M] [partner of Sangeeta (W)]

The example of Sangeeta [W] [partner of Rashesh (M)] (Figure 30) echoes a common theme
remarked in several women participants’ understanding and doing of CSR. Stakeholder
depictions of most women participants illustrated that whilst both couples engage with
stakeholders, CSR conceptualised by women is largely around themes of familial
responsibilities, having lesser interaction with external stakeholders such as competitors or
suppliers. As indicated in these contrasting drawings, Sangeeta [W] illustrates her social
responsibility towards family members (drawn around her) conceptualised by her as CSR
related and in a small box to the top of the page places business and related stakeholders.
Rashesh [M] dealt with these external CSR stakeholders, depicting his central role in the
business and, therefore, CSR-related interactions. In explaining her drawing, Sangeeta stated,
“My social responsibility is my father in law, my children and my husband. I have a
responsibility towards family members, looking after them, so they are all around me. Things
get chaotic without me at home. This round is of people in the neighbourhood whom I help
whenever I can. I have made good friends around my home in the neighbourhood. The
business is of course there”.
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In contrast to Sangeeta’s [W] conceptualisation of CSR, which encapsulated domestic duties
and home stakeholders, her partner Rashesh’s [M] conceptualisation of CSR (Figure 31)
included customers, suppliers, employees, and the environment. Echoing a similar theme, in
Haresh’s [M] [partner of Pushpa (W)], explanation includes competitors and suppliers as
beneficiaries in his CSR related understanding whilst Pushpa’s [W] [partner of Haresh (M)]
understanding of their business doing CSR mainly includes home stakeholders. In the
interview, she explained these dynamics, “only when Haresh is out of town I personally meet
suppliers, any packaging that we buy like natural environment safe, is from them. Like boxes
and bags. Haresh sees all that. I am kind of behind the scenes”. Like the data examples shared
here, many men and women participants’ descriptions of their stakeholder interactions showed
that women had lesser interaction with stakeholders such as suppliers and competitors, Table
12 provides more examples from the data sample which evidence the theme of limiting
stakeholder interactions for women in context of CSR.

Table 12: Illustrative data samples corresponding to the theme: Limiting stakeholder
interactions for women
Themes
Limiting Stakeholder
Interactions for Women

Illustrative Quotations
“I am not much in touch with competitors. He speaks to
them as he knows the market well”—[Geetanjali (W)
Partner of Madan (M)].
“Customers usually give feedback to my husband about
how the food is and what adjustments they would like. The
order from the supplier is placed by my husband; he
checks that the supplier sources goods in fair ways”—
[Rashmi (W) Partner of Satish (M)].
“They (suppliers) usually come at the shop at the
afternoon time when she has gone home as then the kids
come home from school. Plus, I mostly select the products
and quantity, so it is okay if he deals with them for
receiving samples for free distribution to the local
community”—[Hitesh (M) Partner of Mayuri (W)].
“I meet with the community event organisers rarely, and I
ask my husband if we should engage with them for the final
decision. And then, if he feels like he may do another
meeting with them to sort a charity event may be. He kind
of takes over from there”—[Daksha (W) Partner of Tapan
(M)]”.
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Themes

Illustrative Quotations
“The next-door shop is our competitor, but we come
together for doing good for the whole of the market. If
traders work in a team, we can plan support activities for
the community. We can also keep the prices fair and same
for local people”—[Mayank (M) Partner of Swati (W)].

Many couples in India find themselves subscribing to traditional ideals of masculinities and
femininities, which accord the status of being “the provider and breadwinner” to men and the
“caregiver and familial role” to women (Bannerji, 2016; Sivakumar & Manimekalai, 2021).
This social positioning is reflective in couples’ interactions with stakeholders in the context of
CSR. The empirical examples in this discussion suggest women’s limiting interactions with
stakeholders, particularly external stakeholders such as competitors and suppliers. The finding
highlights that this closed circuit of limited stakeholders restricts opportunities for women to
connect with CSR on a broader scale and contribute their perspectives. However, there is an
opportunity for interactions with home stakeholders for women in day-to-day work and the
juggle between domestic and business roles. Her voice is quieter in matters of CSR and
presumably the business as a whole. These conditions of restrictive and limiting stakeholder
interactions for women owners reflect the gendered nature of couple business CSR and raises
questions of their choice, agency and participation in business matters.

Osella & Osella (2006), in their nuanced work on masculinities in the south Indian context,
point out that given the authority figure of the male in the household, ‘going out into ‘public’
spaces and liaising with outsiders is an exclusive arena for men. Men have expressed such
‘outside’ interactions in terms of CSR stakeholders in this study, and thus mainly indicate their
significant singular role in dealing with particular stakeholders in couple businesses. From a
gender perspective, this highlights that women’s agency and choices related to CSR are being
squeezed due to their home responsibilities and gendered roles.

6.3.2 Expansive Visionary Versus Domestic-Bound View of CSR
The findings from the data suggest that men have an expanded visionary view of CSR, and
women assume the larger part of domestic and familial responsibilities in addition to business
operations. This finding elaborates on the restrictive nature of participation accorded to women
as they are particularly occupied with home responsibilities. Figure 13 [drawing by Madan
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(M)] and Figure 12 [drawing by Abhishek (M)] described below show men’s vision for CSR.
It reflects plans for business development in which CSR goals are embedded. This approach
suggests men’s expansive view of CSR within couple businesses.

Figure 12: Drawing by Abhishek [M] [partner of Surekha (W)]

Abhishek explained, “This is the route to our success and within this success, along the way
we do CSR activities for various people. For example, we had started in 2010, and in 2020
we will have our networks at a number of places. In this, our main responsibility is our
customers. We also believe in environmental issues and hence the tree plantations are shown
on this route. I want to do more for the society, the intention is built-in into our business
values but this will be done with time.”
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Drawing by Madan [M] [partner of Geetanjali (W)] (Figure 13)

Similar to Abhishek, Madan’s views also reflected his expansive view of CSR, “the flats that
I would like to build in future for our employees will help them. It is not easy for them they
have hardships back home. This accommodation will be their home, I want to help them this
way. I like to see that they don’t have to struggle for accommodation here because as such
they have many problems back home”. The theme of men’s expansive visionary view of CSR
is echoed in Rashesh’s [M] [partner of Sangeets (W)] statement, “I want to see our business
grow more in the next five years’ time. Our vision, the goal of our business and values, say
how we do business are as such combined, but more can be done if the correct vision for this
is manifested”.

In contrast, drawing by Riddhima (W) [Figure 27], and drawing by Sangeeta (W) [Figure 30]
show women’s domestic-bound view of CSR. In her explanation of the created drawing,
Riddhima described her business doing CSR, “My life is sectioned into two parts, home and
clients so naturally I will think about them as my social responsibility. From the business
point of view my clients are important, I support them in everyway I can. But home is an
equal responsibility too which takes a lot of my time and energy. My vision would be balance
the needs of both these sections”. Sangeeta also summarised her interactions as mainly driven
by family members and thus her view of CSR echoed a domestic-bound theme. More examples
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from the data which suggest women’s domestic-bound view in contrast to men’s visionary
view are provided in table 13.

Table 13: Illustrative quotations corresponding to the theme : Men's expansive view
and women's domestic-bound view of CSR
Theme
Men’s expansive visionary
view of CSR

Illustrative Data Samples
“I want to make a bio-gas plant for each home in the
village”—Manhar [M] [partner of Krupa (W)].
“We have some extra land so I wish to use it for farming and
local farmers can grow their produce on that land free of
charge. This I will do in my village. I have special memories
there and the land can be used for a good purpose”—Surjeet
[M] [Harsha (W) partner of Surjeet (M)].
“I want to set up an ayurvedic centre from where we can
disperse natural medicine who ever is in need”—Satish [M]
[partner of Rashmi (W)].
“My vision is to broaden our scope of CSR. As a business in
a small market we are quite popular. We can include all the
market stall holders for a cause and do something”—Mayank
[M] [partner of Swati (W)].
“I have a future plan to open an old age home for the elderly
people. If we earn enough money I will do that”—
Bhushan [M] [partner of Chanda (W)].

Women’s domesticbounded view of CSR

“I mainly look after the kitchen side of things so in our new
project I see myself in the kitchen and he is taking orders from
the customers”—Rashmi [W] [partner of Satish (M)].
“I finish my home work first and then go to shop. I don’t wont
to keep pending chores at home and rush to the shop
otherwise I only have to do it after we come home who else
will do them? As such home is my responsibility first”—
Harsha [W] [partner of Surjeet (M)].
“He (husband) donates to a charity for education of children
in orphanage. But I have not thought of how we can do more
for outside people. But for our employees and my maid I am
always there.”—Swati [W] [partner of Mayank (M)].
“I do good for the society by joining our caste community
centre and help them during events in the kitchen. All ladies
come together for this”—Abhilasha [W] [partner of Shankar
(M)].
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The above mentioned examples indicate men’s future plans for CSR engagement for example
of engaging with local market units for a joint CSR-based initiative or setting up an old age
home. On the other hand women’s CSR plans for CSR included domestic duties and familial
responsibilies. Evidence of a domestic-bound view of CSR conceptualised by women is also
provided in previously discussed themes on the inclusion of home stakeholders such as family
members and domestic helpers. The emphasis of this finding is the restrictive choice women
have to fully engage in business matters due to the socio-culturally ascribed gender norm of
domestic orientation for women. The limiting stakeholder interactions discussed in the
previous section reflects women’s extensive interaction with home stakeholders and
employees, but the omission of external stakeholders suggests a domestic-bound view of CSR
of women compared to men’s expansive visionary view of CSR.
Furthermore, men’s visionary view of CSR may be because of their financial authority and
decision-making control within the business. It was discussed in Section 6.2.1 where men
undertook CSR related financial decisions with autonomy, whereas women’s perspective
involved consultation and discussion with their spouse. These differences in CSR approach
shed light on the gendered nature of CSR within couple businesses where men can envisage an
expansive vision for CSR execution from the business, and in contrast, due to extensive familial
orientation, women are put in a position of restrictive choice and thus encapsulate a domesticbound view.

6.3.3 Gender as a Determinant in Stakeholder Approachability
In this study, men and women’s descriptions of their stakeholder interactions in the context of
CSR echoed a distributed nature based upon gender. The findings indicate that women couple
business owners were approached by women stakeholders such as women employees, slum
community members, and family members of business employees when in need. The needs of
these stakeholder groups were included in couples’ descriptions of CSR, echoing the embedded
nature of executed CSR activities. However, findings highlight the role of gender in
stakeholders’ approachability to the business owner for conveying their needs. This essentially
forms an important element in couples embedded and social proximity/care driven CSR.
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Explaining how CSR is executed towards employees, Sameer [M] [partner of Purvi (W)]
stated: “Girls (women employees) go to her (Purvi). I guess, being a woman, they are more
comfortable with her. They have their domestic issues like a brother not working, and Purvi
guides them properly”. Purvi also described her CSR related interactions with women
employees as: “I know what they go through. Their families tell me how proud they are of
the girls. They tell me you don’t teach them a lot otherwise they will become even more
independent and get out of hands”. Similar to Sameer and Purvi’s descriptions of stakeholder
approachability many other participants in this study indicated that gender was a determinant
in their stakeholder interactions. More illustrative examples shared by participants which echo
the theme of gender based stakeholder approachability are compiled in Table 14.

Table 14: Illustrative data samples corresponding to the theme : Gender based
stakeholder approachability
Theme
Illustrative Data Samples
Gender based stakeholder One of the good things about our office culture is that girls
approachability
feel safe because I am mostly around. They come to me for
their needs, and they are all based in nearby
neighbourhood so if they need additional support in terms
of say safe transport, I can arrange that”—Rachana [W]
[partner of Kunal (M)].
If it something to do with the road works near our office, I
would go and check. He basically gets involved as it
matters to us that the roads are clear for businesses in the
market. But if it is something to do with employees say the
girls at our reception, so she interact with them”—Kunal
[M] [partner of Rachana (W)].
He spoke to my husband for job for his son. They feel boss
can support us so they go to him.. Its just my hsuband’s
and the employee’s way of communication —Yash [M]
[partner of Madhu (W)].
It depends, what the issue is for example if it is about girls
fasting and buying return gifts for the girls my wife deals
with that. She chose sarees (Indian outfit) to distribute
during the fasting festival to girls who observe the fast and
I said a yes. Women kind of know what other women may
need and so that way we plan to engage in good
activities”— Madhu [W] [partner of Yash (M)].
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The example descriptions on couples’ interaction with women employees reflects the idea that
women identify with other women due to the stereotypical socio-cultural meanings of
femininity accorded to them. As discussed in the literature review chapter, Indian society is
characterised by patriarchal norms that restrict women from engaging in work activities
without considering home duties and permission from family members. Purvi and Sameer’s
women employees live in a community where work for women is restricted, and girls are
married away at a young age. As part of their CSR initiative, Purvi provides employment
opportunities to women from such communities and provides further support for their training
and education besides getting involved in any domestic issues they face. In a similar vein, for
Yash and Madhu (Table 14), men employees’ needs are enquired towards Yash and it is a
women related activity such as fasting in Hindu religious custom of Gujarat then Madhu gets
involved. In the case of Kunal and Rachana also, men stakeholders (local community members)
and market roads related issues are led by Kunal and women’s concerns such as their safety
are attended by Rachana. The examples indicate gender-based approachability enacted by
stakeholders as well as couple business owners. Men and women couple business owners and
stakeholders identify with common gender related concerns such as safety for women and
therefore follow gender-based approachability.

Situations in which stakeholders are unable to reach out to business owner-manager due to
gender differences may have negative consequences on CSR outcomes. This means that the
primary purpose of CSR of addressing societal needs is undermined if gender is a determining
factor in stakeholders’ approachability to business owner-managers. Considering the informal
and direct approach of small business operations, business stakeholders are commonly in
contact with the business owner-manager. The literature highlighted the owner-manager’s
personalised approach to CSR, which centralises relationships and communication. However,
where stakeholder communication and approachability are gender-based, conditions may tend
to restrict interactions between stakeholders and owner-manager, including CSR-related
interactions. Although, it is noted that according to the norms of a given socio-cultural context,
groups of individuals such as men and women identify with their social group and thus may
feel comfortable in sharing their problems within that group.

To conclude this section, the discussed themes highlight the gendered nature of CSR in couple
businesses. Through empirical evidence, the findings showed that women had limiting
stakeholder interactions due to their increased involvement in domestic domains. At the same
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time, men’s CSR related interactions included external stakeholders such as suppliers and
competitors, suggesting their expansive nature of stakeholder interactions. The findings reflect
the Indian socio-cultural norms of masculinities and femininities that characterise men and
women into stereotypical gender roles. This characterisation mainly accords women with
domestic duties of home and family members over work/business activities. These conditions
raise questions of women’s participation in CSR matters, further indicating the gendered nature
of CSR.

The findings contribute to the literature on gender in CSR studies by showing the
interrelationship of gender meanings ascribed by society and its impact on the execution of
CSR practices. More importantly, the findings highlight gender as an influential determinant
in understanding and executing CSR by men and women where accorded stereotypical ideas
of gender are associated with CSR execution leading to further gender binaries. Thus, this
finding draws attention to the notion of CSR being progressive in terms of addressing gender
equalities, as highlighted in the gender CSR studies literature review. However, the practice of
CSR itself is reflected as sustaining gender binaries in couple businesses.
The next section describes how men and women’s experiences of gender are reapplied in doing
CSR. The section discusses men and women’s reactions and experiences around stereotyping
in gender and their ideas of dismantling and revealing the imbalance in gender through CSR
activities. Although men and women’s understanding and doing of CSR reflected traditional,
stereotypical masculine and feminine norms accorded by the Indian society, some of their CSR
activities suggested challenging such gender constructions. From an individual perspective,
participants’ personal experiences of gender, of being a man or a woman, led them to enact
CSR activities that attempted to address stereotypical gender constructions.

From the findings of this study, it could be argued that CSR is a gendered practice in couple
businesses reflecting authoritative decision making by men and domestic-bound
conceptualisation of CSR by women, which lead to sustaining gender binaries further.
However, notably, men and women also utilise CSR to address traditional stereotypical norms
of gender. Due to the experiences of traditional, stereotyped ascriptions of femininities, women
enact manoeuvring techniques to execute CSR activities that challenge stereotypical
femininities. Women’s approach of addressing gender constructions through CSR reflected
challenging stereotypical femininities through bargaining social pressures, negotiating identity
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and mobilising stereotypical femininity. On the other hand, men’s approach of addressing
gender constructions through CSR reflected reframing traditional and hegemonic masculinities
through the element of care. Notably, men’s approach of addressing gender constructions also
reflected reproducing traditional and hegemonic masculinities by supporting other men in the
society through CSR activities.

6.4 Women and Men Address Gender Stereotypes in Different Ways in
their Individual Approach to CSR
The data suggested that participants were reflexive about gender when they discussed CSR
practices adopted in their business. Participants reflected upon personal lived experiences of
tackling social challenges related to gender, particularly women participants. In describing the
links between gender experiences and CSR, women participants, reflected upon experiences of
restrictive choice, which assigned characterisation of limits, restrictions and compulsory
situations which denied them the right to education, financial independence, and decisionmaking. They talked about addressing and challenging restrictions due to gender and
empowering themselves and others facing similar challenges through their CSR practices. Such
practices were included in their CSR activities, such as educating girls from their education
centre, employing women from slum communities, and providing them with training
opportunities for vocational courses. Men reflected upon their experiences of financial
responsibility of family members, challenges of earning at a young age, lack of mentorship and
support for young boys who have to take upon the financial responsibility for their families.
These practices were included in the men participants’ description of links between CSR and
gender experiences. Examples of this and the derived themes are discussed below.
Overall, in applying their experiences of gender in CSR, men and women’s individual ways of
doing CSR showed themes of dismantling and revealing stereotypical gender constructions.
However, given the patriarchal social structure of the Indian society, gender experiences were
personal and distinctive for men and women. Hence, they enacted different ways in challenging
gender stereotypes in their individual approach to CSR. The following sections discuss men
and women’s reactions and experiences around stereotyping in gender and their ideas of
addressing the imbalance in gender through CSR. The section includes a discussion of
manoeuvring techniques adopted by women to challenge gender constructions in doing CSR.
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It also discusses ways adopted by men to address gender constructions whilst executing CSR.
In line with the interpretivist methodology, the analysis and themes discussed below
incorporate subjective perspectives encompassing individual accounts of men and women to
achieve an overall inclusive analysis of the relationship between gender constructions and CSR
practices. The discussion also sheds light on differences, agreements, and concerns that render
CSR execution problematic from a gender perspective.

6.4.1 Women Manoeuvre Techniques to Challenge Gender Stereotypes
(a) Through bargaining social pressures, women normalised their voice in matters concerning
CSR.
(b) Through mobilising ascribed gender constructions, women increased participation in CSR
matters.
(c) Through negotiating between identities of being a ‘woman’ and a ‘couple business owner’,
women increased their participation in CSR.

6.4.1.1

Bargaining Social Pressures

The socio-cultural Indian context demands certain particular ways for women to behave and
act; however, women in this study initiated supporting other women through their CSR
initiatives. This suggested that women participants bargained and adjusted to the prevailing
socio-cultural norms around femininities and empowered their agency and identity in parallel.
For example, Chanda [W] [partner of Bhushan (M)] supports her women neighbours to work
from home, as their parents-in-law restrict her from working outside: “She is not allowed to
work outside. Her husband does not like it, and her in-laws are strict, but I guided her to
start this agency business from home”. This suggests bargaining for financial independence
and agency whilst subscribing to restrictive socio-cultural norms (Kandiyoti, 1988).
Similar point was indicated in Sangeeta’s [W] [partner Jignesh (M)] narrative, as she reflected
upon how she managed to extend support to the local community members, “Life is not the
same for us women as men here. They don’t need permission from the elderly of the family
to spend money. But I have made good relations with all in my in-laws’ family so they mostly
agree to what I am suggesting. Like I suggested to host the festival of Navratri (nine nights
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dancing festival) near our house, just in our lane really, so that local small vendors can make
money plus women and children in the area do not have to go somewhere faraway for the
festival as there are home, family responsibilities too you see”. Like Chanda, Sangeeta also
followed the norms of being a home-maker women by staying close to her home and planned
the CSR initiative around it. By doing this, she is able to generate some funding for the
organisation of the festival, participate in it as it is close to her house, can support the family
including children and also think about contributing to the wider society.

Abhilasha [W][partner of Shankar (M)] on the other hand goes to a community centre to cook
food for the poor community members. She insists that home duties and community work both
are equally important and so she “finishes all home chores first and then only reach the
community centre”. She further adds “that all women who come there have to do the same.
We are all expert cooks at home and so we can use our skill to help. Ofcourse there are other
home responsibilities like cooking at home too but we have to manage things around, if we
also want to come together and do CSR work”. Abhilasha had to subscribe to social pressures
of doing the role of a women as ascribed by the society which includes home domestic, kitchen
and care duties however she along with other women manages the timings of home and wider
societal (CSR) responsibilities. Her narrative indicates bargaining for participation in societal
issues whilst to restrictive Indian socio-cultural norms. Similar ideas of bargaining social
pressures have been noted across the data. This is reflected through additional data samples in
Table 15.

Table 15: Illustrative quotations corresponding to the theme : Bargaining social
pressures
Theme
Bargaining social pressures

Illustrative Data Sample
“Us women cannot just focus on business we have a
hundred things to look out for. But I make sure the
remaining clothes from the sale are given out to women
in need. However, much other work I have this is one
time in the year that we have a stock of unsold dresses,
and they must reach the needy women”—Geetanjali [W]
[partner of Madan (M)].
“Its just about how you manage it, pressures of home
and family people are always going to be there. Our
culture is such but going out of your way to do something
good for the people is another feeling all together”—
Akansha [W] [partner of Chetan (M)].
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Theme

Illustrative Data Sample
“I adjust most of the times. There is pressure of making
sure everyone’s (in the house) needs are taken care of,
but that we have to adjust and work around it. I do the
home work and then go to the community centre for tree
plantation activities. I am passionate about plants and
the environment.”— Krupa [W] [partner of Manhar
(M)].
“He (husband) gets angry if the food is not ready on the
for him. He wouldn’t show his anger like shout, but he
will not take the food from the kitchen by himself. So, I
make sure to lay out the food for him on the dining table
before I go the community event for cooking there.”—
Abhilasha [W] [partner of Shankar (M)].

Highlighting the problems posed by a ‘unitary’ conceptualisation of household–business
dynamics, many feminist scholars have in recent years proposed alternative models. These
models, especially those embodying the bargaining approach, provide a useful framework for
analysing gender relations and reflecting on how gender asymmetries are constructed and
contested. This example suggests that women bargain social pressures and norms in doing CSR
but continue to obtain financial independence. Bargaining social pressures as expressed by
women participants capture their different voices. When some women exercised voice by
bargaining social pressure for financial independence, it normalised the idea of women
activating their agency and included social reforms that challenged restrictive feminine
ascriptions and social constructions.

6.4.1.2

Mobilising Femininities

Women indicated an adaptive approach in executing CSR activities that mobilised and made
use of gender stereotypes on femininities. For instance, women participants utilised networking
and relational skills, often ascribed as a feminine trait, to maintain relationships with proximate
stakeholders. As per stereotypical gender norms, men are characterised as more agentic than
women, taking charge and being in control, and women are characterised as
more communal than men, being attuned to others and building relationships (Wang & Coffey,
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1992). However, women adapt qualities of being communal and social to enhance their CSR
interactions with stakeholders they usually are in contact with, taking up femininity as an active
identity. Although women had limited stakeholder interactions that often only included home
or internal stakeholders such as employees, they mobilised their feminine characteristics to
increase their participation in CSR matters.
For example, Harsha declared, “My nature is such that I go out and help. In our
neighbourhood, I get involved in their needs or problems, even if this creates a problem in
my home, I like to engage with my neighbours”. In this example, Harsha explains that she
likes to socialise with people, which is her general nature. However, she also maintains
relationships with her neighbours, who are her most proximate stakeholders. Harsha runs shops
with her husband and is mainly involved in the operational activities of the business. She
explains that she does not much interact with suppliers and therefore does not have any idea of
CSR-related concerns with suppliers but interacts with the employees and neighbours. Harsha
is actively engaged with the family members of their male employees, as she says, “I call their
wives; they live on the farms; I talk to them and ask them if they have any problems; I like
to know if they need anything from us. Women share with women; they do tell me their needs
for children, health issues or even if they need money”. Like Harsha, Karishma also
mentioned similar experiences and interactions with proximate local stakeholders, suggesting
activation of their relational/communal skills in the CSR approach undertaken by them. “My
maid will not tell my husband if she needs something. She comes to me because we meet
every day and maybe she doesn’t feel hesitant with me. She shares with me, about her
husband being abusive and she struggles to cope with that. I support her in every way I can
because I am aware of the problems at her home”.

Mayuri on similar lines of mobilising ascribed feminine traits, utilises her cooking skills which
generally are considered as domestic duty in Gujarati households to participate in CSR
activities for the local poor community members. She shared, “We, all of us women gather in
my kitchen here and make tiffin boxes for the poor people living at the construction site
nearby. They cook for themselves as they have an open wood fire on site, but their children
like to have treats and some sweet dishes. This was my idea to use my kitchen for them. We
(all women) chat along and the food is also quickly ready. Then my husband goes and
delivers the food to them (construction site workers and their families)”.
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It is widely acknowledged that responsible corporations should engage with their stakeholders
on CSR issues and regularly communicate about their CSR programmes, products, and impacts
with concerned stakeholders (Du et al., 2010). As discussed earlier, activating networking or
social/communal skills indicates the enactment of feminine attributes; however, these are
utilised by women to execute CSR. Here, the gender stereotypes are addressed by effectively
mobilising characteristics associated with stereotypical femininity rather than being
subordinated due to it. This means they manoeuvre and adapt ways to utilise feminine attributes
such as socialising and networking skills within the gendered societal structure to execute CSR.

6.4.1.3

Negotiating Identity

According to Kondo (1990), “Gender is part of an identity woven from a complex and specific
social whole and requiring very specific and local readings”. Thus, gender identity can be
defined as part of a socially situated understanding of gender. Kondo (1990) note that as a term,
‘gender identity’ allows individuals to express their attitude towards and stance in relation to
their current status as either women or men. The data from this study suggested that women
negotiate between their identities as ‘a couple business owner’ and being a ‘woman’. For
instance, explaining this occasional transition between being a woman (in the Indian context)
and being the couple business owner Charu [W] [partner of Maulesh (M)] mentioned, “We
support a local school nearby. As our CSR activity, we organise a cultural event for the poor
children at this school on my mother-in-law’s death anniversary every year. We donate
sandals for children at the school. However, when I go to this event, I make sure my husband
does my part at the shop”. Charu and her partner Maulesh run a grocery shop, and Maulesh
organises raw materials and gets in customer orders, and the ultimate business decisions,
including financial and CSR, rests with Maulesh. Charu’s depiction of CSR mainly echoed a
domestic view where family members were conceptualised in CSR. But to execute this
particular social responsibility-related event, Charu arranges with Maulesh around timings to
manage the CSR event and the business. She assumes the couple business partner identity and
assigns her own role at the shop to Maulesh.

Similarly, Purvi [W] [partner of Sameer (M)] also feels divided between her identify at home
and in business which needs as expressed by her different kinds of her involvement “Being in
the business I am more proactive for the societal and the business impact of it. But at home,
there are different kinds of responsibilities. Something like CSR at home too but on a
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different more family level. You just have to balance your purpose and goal for people’s
wellbeing”. This view is also echoed in Akansha’s [W] [partner of Chetan (M)] views,
“Business CSR activities are mainly for our employees and at home it is for our domestic
helpers (gardener and maid). Both need different types of me.”.
Patriarchal social structures make it challenging for women to lead projects and business
activities independently. As established earlier in this study, men mainly exercise autonomy
and leadership in making CSR decisions in couple businesses. More significant financial
decisions concerning CSR are particularly led by men or undertaken by women in consultation
with their spouses, making it difficult for women to execute a business activity independently.
As Rachana expressed, “if it is a small amount, I decide, but if it is a bigger donation that we
are asked to be involved in by the NGO, then he decides”. This suggests that women had to
challenge gender ascriptions such as leadership and decision-making traits, typically associated
with masculinity in patriarchal structures. In response, some women used their couple business
owner identity to push the boundaries of acceptable feminine concerns and behaviours.

Whilst challenging the boundaries of feminine gender roles, women made recommendations
to include problems women tackle in patriarchal, oppressive structures as CSR concerns within
the couple business. For example, while explaining the businesses’ CSR roles, Daksha [W]
[partner of Tapan (M)], who runs a hospitality business, explained her involvement in
challenging domestic violence faced by her women employees: “Especially for women who
work with me. Like their husbands, and they could get suspicious, in-laws not allowing them
to work, all of this we get every day. Wife beating, we get involved in. So, we go to their house,
try to settle that. You cannot have somebody controlling, beating you. Freedom for one is
freedom for all”. Daksha includes her issues in the firm’s CSR agenda. She negotiates decision
making with her spouse and pursues addressing women issues through CSR.

Some women also negotiated for inclusion in decision making in matters concerning CSR to
include social reforms. They aimed to achieve financial independence, challenging the socioculturally constructed gender roles of dependence and subordination. For example, Purvi is
financially independent in the medical field, and to enable empowerment, she employs women
from the slum community. Talking about empowered girls, she says, “Their parents come and
complain that you have spoilt them. They have become too good for us, kind of, because they
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stand up for themselves now. And all of them contribute to the finances of their family. Like
one of the girls looked after her brother’s education”.

Furthermore, CSR programs that strive to create gender equity are thoughtfully and
intentionally developed considering complex social, economic, cultural, and political nuances,
such as household decision-making dynamics and gender roles. For example, through
negotiating identities of being a woman and a couple business owner through negotiating CSR
decision making within the patriarchal social structure, women could design CSR programs to
address gender equity. In this way, CSR execution became a space or a site for women to
renegotiate gender norms for greater participation.

In Section 6.2, themes suggested interconnections between stereotypical masculinities and
femininities by women and, as a result, a gendered CSR approach within couples. However,
processes such as bargaining, mobilising, and negotiating adopted by women suggest
challenging the same gender enactments and gendered systems in doing CSR. By producing a
new space that enables inclusion, participation, voice and agency in CSR matters through
bargaining, negotiating and adapting gender constructions, women attempt to disrupt
established rules and norms related to femininities. This indicates a form of quiet power
exercised by them to further their inclusion in executing CSR.

6.4.1.4

Quiet Power

In terms of power relations within the couple, this study identified several opportunities that
enabled subtle challenges to pre-existing restrictive gender norms. Gender and power are
intrinsically linked (Coleman, 1990; Kondo, 1990; Connell, 1987). Like most other
organisational practices in a couple business, CSR execution involves cross-gender
interactions, and thus power dynamics emerged. As analysed above, using their identity as a
‘couple business owner’, women participants pushed the boundaries of acceptable feminine
concerns and behaviours, as men and women are equally involved in the business tasks.
Women participants recommended and attempted to specifically implement social change
initiatives for women in society. This indicates women asserting quiet power (Campbell, 2014)
to enable their participation, voice and agency in executing CSR practices within a couple
business.
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Historically, gender equality has not been straightforward process as it involves struggles
against the pervading and deep-rooted gendered societal structures. This long-term process
rather requires active and persistent action by all members of the society. In this problematic
process, gender equality interventions act as significant means to increase women’s
participation and democratic rights (Hearn & Husu, 2016). Interventions and techniques such
as bargaining social pressures, negotiating identity and adapting gender constructions by
women in this study contribute to the gender equality movement. In addition, this shows
smaller steps towards equality which enables women to equally and actively engage in
conducting and executing CSR practices.

The conceptualisations of power do not see power as a monolithic force possessed and used by
one group to dominate another. Here, power is considered not a dominant force but one that is
exchanged and shifts within couples in executing CSR. This finding draws on Foucault (1978,
1980)’s conceptualisation of power, which suggests an evolution of alternative forms of power.
The social constructionist view, influenced by Foucault‘s (1977, 1980), resists the stark
division between powerful and powerless, seeing power as resistance towards imposed
pressures, denying and resisting oppression. It suggests that even powerless groups are able to
exercise power in alternate forms and partial ways and create their own ‘conditions of freedom’
within strategic power dynamics (Crane et al., 2008).
Similarly, Kandiyoti’s (1988) work suggests social transformation need not mean
the reversal of power relations, but sometimes, it might mean a strengthening of the bargaining
power of marginalised groups within unequal relations. For example, men or Indian societal
structure may control the parameters of organisational practices, including CSR, by influencing
the discursive norms governing which roles men and women would perform and how.
Nevertheless, power is complex and unstable; every site where power is expressed contains the
potential for resistance. Marginalised groups–in this case, women–deploy their own resistance
tactics to further their alternative visions of participation and inclusion in matters concerning
CSR (McCarthy, 2017). Women’s exercising quiet power (Campbell, 2014) resembles feminist
scholars’ conceptualisation of power that does not see women as oppressed under powerful
patriarchal structures but renders them capable of activating human agency and mitigating
gendered power relations. Moreover, the effects of power are not intrinsically stable; they
appear to be so only if the pieces of knowledge and practices constituting prevailing
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inequalities continue to be reproduced (Kelan, 2010; Pullen & Knights, 2007). Therefore,
power is re-activated when inequalities are reproduced in a couple’s case with gendered CSR
organisational practice.

The literature review section highlighted the invisible role of women in a couple business (de
Bruin & Lewis, 2004), wherein women are seen as playing a supporting subordinate role.
Women take on the role of the silent or discrete partner (Ponthieu & Caudill, 1993). However,
though couples enact gendered roles and practices, women challenge this invisible role and
attempt to reframe traditional gender constructions through the discussed manoeuvring tactics.
With respect to different patriarchal rules and societal norms, men and women have to act, and
forms of power must be embraced and adopted to enable positive change. The exercise of quiet
power by women could make a way into or break into patriarchal structures.

6.4.2 Men Apply Techniques to Reframe and Simultaneously Maintain
Gender Stereotypes
Men’s CSR execution processes reflected themes of reflecting the power of autonomy and
leadership. They reflected and questioned gender constructions imposed by the Indian sociocultural norms (e.g., financial responsibility of extended family members, customary rituals for
the male patriarch). However, as the same socio-cultural context enables the power of
autonomy to the male patriarch of the family/business, unlike women, they did not have to use
techniques like bargaining and negotiating to challenge gender constructions. The techniques
employed by men couple business owners to execute CSR from an individual perspective
shows ambivalence. On one hand, by supporting the issue of the financial burden on men alone
as a CSR initiative, men participants indicated support for the stereotyped characterisation of
men as the provider for the family, thus reproducing patriarchal notions of masculinity which
promotes patriarchy and gendered relations. On the other hand, they tried to reframe the
traditional notions of men as being rational by showing a caring and emotional approach to
CSR.
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6.4.2.1

Maintaining Masculinities

The meaning of masculinities is determined by the socio-cultural context within which it is
constructed. As per the literature review on the socio-cultural context of the Indian society,
masculinities in the Indian context is characterised by patriarchal structures, norms, and
behaviours. These conditions accord a differentiated social status to men and women,
signifying men’s superior position and relegating women’s subordinate position. Moreover,
masculinities in the Indian context associate traditional masculine norms and traits to men, such
as being a provider, authoritativeness, rationality, strength, independence, and work orientation
and does not include domestic orientation.
From men’s perspective, it is highlighted that most men are close to their earlier days of
struggle to become a provider (income) and support a family member, professional career, and
success. Men participants talked about contributing to the growth of young men in society.
They shared examples that associate their own proximate experiences of struggle to be the main
bread earner supporting the family. “Being the only earning member of the family can be
burdensome to them, and therefore they desire to provide a helping hand to upcoming young
boys” [Surjeet (M) partner of Harsha (W)]. Jayant [M] and Kamla [W] support apprentices in
their professional career development as a CSR practice. They allow apprentices to utilise their
office equipment and assist them in any professional support needed for free. He shares, “When
I see him making those very strong and genuine efforts, I feel responsible for contributing
to his struggle. I mean, I would like to see someone like that grow. Because of the way I
have grown and passed through hurdles, someone had helped me and given me a helping
hand at that time. Someone like a mentor or guide”. Manhar trains young boys in starting
environment-friendly and sustainable businesses: “See, if they do well, they can feed their
families. They are boys, they can travel anywhere in India to start this business. So, their
growth is expected (by society)”. A common approach of men supporting other men in their
CSR activities was observed across the data. Table 15 shows this commonality of the theme of
maintaining masculinities across a number of participants in this study.
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Table 16: Illustrative data samples corresponding to the theme : Maintaining
masculinities
Aggregate Dimension
Maintaining masculinities

Illustrative Quotations
“Men have the responsibility to feed their family, he has
married someone and brought into their home, so it is
his duty to make sure all necessary things are provided
to the new wife. This can be tough considering he may
be the only one earning in the house. So, I believe in
supporting other men who have to shoulder family
responsibility financially”.—Haresh [M] [partner of
Pushpa (W)].
“Sometimes you have to take a clear stand on what you
want to do. There are careers to be planned for men and
they need support. A guide or say mentor like me who
has been through the profession knows better.”Vandan
[M] [partner of Radhika (W)].
“I feel like CSR initiatives do not see individual needs,
like what problems people face. It is mostly charity and
say poverty but there are other challenges of financial
burden or say starting a business. I would support start
up, businesses for young men who have a good idea”—
Maulesh [M] [partner of Charu (W)].
“I personally provide training to young men who would
like to work in our field. It helps them grow and my
training is free. This is something I would like to do for
the community. If men are trained properly and they start
earning at a young age a lot of family problems are
solved.”—Naren [M] [partner of Lopa (W)].

The expressions discussed above and in the listed sample quotes in Table 16 suggest struggles
of tackling the responsibility of dependent family members by men and the masculine role
expected from them. Men reflected upon these incidences to be enacted into CSR activities and
provided examples of how they enable other young professionals to pursue their professional
career, which in turn suggests to (re)empowerment of masculinity. Men’s approach of
prioritizing other men in their CSR activities does not indicate them as deliberately exercising
power to oppress women (spouse), but this may mean that they do not wish to disassociate
themselves from the power and authority associated with masculinity.

The changing cultural landscape of India has not evolved enough to displace the breadwinning
responsibility incumbent upon men (Dasthagir, 2021). Men involved with family also have to
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or seek to reconcile the demands of paid work with domestic responsibilities. It is essential to
include discourses on masculinities and the conflicts that drive challenges, as these may also
be utilised to understand and implement CSR practices addressing such issues (McCarthy et
al., 2020). Moreover, the cultural belief that being a man inherently implies being an effective
provider seems to have persisted. In the Indian case, the family wage is a prominent example,
where the family is sustained by the male patriarch, emphasising men’s role as the sole earning
member for the family (Dasthagir, 2021). It could be presumed that these men may be
compelled and accustomed to follow and enact masculinity allowing the slight possibility to
express this burden often associated with weakness. However, men’s CSR approach primarily
addresses issues concerning financial and professional growth for other men leads to
maintaining masculinities reflecting traditional norms and behaviours.

6.4.2.2

Reframing Masculinities through Care

Unlike traditional conceptualisations of masculinity, a strand of research shows that men enact
behaviours and emotions traditionally associated with femininity (Medved, 2016). The
literature review on masculinities described caring masculinity enacted by men through which
men express a diverse spectrum of emotions and care (Elliott, 2016). In line with these findings,
men in this study also expressed caring emotions in conducting CSR activities. Caring
emotions were not only shared in verbal incidences on CSR relationships but they were also
expressed with tears and compassion by men participants during the interview. For example,
Madan [M] [partner of Geetanjali (W)] expressed deep emotions and care for a particular
employee whom the organisation had supported as a business responsibility in his times of
need. Madan shared: “He was going through a very difficult time in his personal life and
there were family issues back in his village. Some issues were so disturbing you can’t even
imagine. Only the person who is going through it will know what it feels like. I would not
have known what to do, and whom to go to if I was caught up in the situation as his. It is
easier said than done. He used to be quite disturbed during those times and is still sometimes,
surely has the worry going on in the back of his mind. God should not give such punishment
to anybody”.

Similarly, Hitesh showed compassion whilst reassuring his wife Mayuri, who was emotional
with tears sharing how the couple had unanimously established ethical values within the
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business. “We stand by each other and support each other as we are strong as a team. We try
to do business as per our ethical values which means caring for one another. Not just care
for one another, I mean to everyone who works with us”. Madan and Hitesh’s expression of
emotions of care suggest men dealing with CSR stakeholder concerns with care. Similarly,
Bhushan [M] [partner of Chanda (W)] expressed deep concerns for the elderly of the society,
“It is heart touching to see the sufferings the elderly face both inside their house sometimes
and even outside. I feels we should be more considerate towards them. They don’t need much
from us, even a round to get their medicines for a pharmacy will help them. Some people are
rude to the elderly during heavy traffic, and I even stepped in at a time of an accident incident
to help them reach the hospital. We can only build a community through care and support”.
Some more examples from the data which suggests men’s caring behaviours and actions in
doing CSR are compiled in Table 17 below.

Table 17:Illustrative data samples corresponding to the theme: Reframing masculinities
through care
Theme
Reframing
through care

Illustrative Data Samples
masculinities “She is the tough one and rather I am the emotional one.
I think it is normally the other way round. But I am soft
so people come to me.”— Vandan [M] [partner of
Radhika (W)].
“We cannot build a happy society without compassion,
ofcourse rules are there to be followed but there has to
be empathy in people’s approach. This is a social
responsibility for everyone.”—Abhishek [M] [partner of
Surekha (W)].
“As a business, we had opened our doors to the slum
community during the floods. I left home midnight in
deep waters, came to the hall from where we operate and
took them all inside. They were around 20 of them whose
homes were flooded with the pouring water. I cannot
turn away from such responsibilities as I will not feel
happy if I did that.”—Rajat [M] [partner of Shalini (W)].
“I buy medicines for the elderly people whose children
are settled abroad and go to them whenever they need
me. They need care basically.”—Satish [M] [partner of
Rashmi (W)].

Men have shared many such experiences of care and compassion, suggesting their caring
approach in executing CSR in this study. Previously, in Section 5.3.1, the theme of care and
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emotions, which suggested couples’ collective approach to executing CSR, was discussed. This
theme showed couples’ enactment of care-based CSR approach towards elderly members of
the society, children facing disadvantage, slum community members and employees. This
theme further confirms men’s enactment of caring masculinities, which could be seen as an
alternative to dominant masculinities commonly observed in the Indian patriarchal context.
According to van Der Garg et al. (2019), it is more important to understand how we can move
from traditional masculinities to caring masculinities. Since unequal power dynamics often
create inequalities in gender, efforts that shift these dynamics, and engage men as allies, are
helpful in achieving gender equality.

In summary, findings from this study on the role of gender in couple business CSR show that
women adopt manoeuvring techniques to address and reframe gender constructions through
CSR activities. The techniques include bargaining social pressures, negotiating identity and
mobilising femininities. Enacting these techniques by women indicates a form of quiet power
that enables women to activate their agency and participation in CSR matters within couple
businesses. In addition, women adopt CSR activities that address stereotypical gender
constructions, specifically enabling employment opportunities to women members of society
to support them in becoming financially independent. Men, however, like women, did not have
to adopt manoeuvring techniques to activate their agency and participation in executing CSR.
Men’s approach of addressing stereotypical gender constructions showed a combination of
maintaining and reframing masculinities. Through applying their authority in CSR decision
making and concentrating their CSR activities towards primarily helping other men in
professional growth because they have financial responsibilities of their family suggests
maintaining traditional, hegemonic masculinities. On a different note, men showed immense
care for elderly people, children facing disadvantage, employees, and many other community
members, which suggests reframing masculinities characterised by rationality and
invulnerability. The findings contribute to the discourse on gender experiences and the
enactment of business practices. Couples enacted a collective understanding of CSR from a
business perspective discussed in Chapter 5, gender experiences being personal and distinct,
leading men and women to execute CSR differently.
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6.5 Chapter Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to answer the second research question, which related to
exploring the role of gender in a couple business partners’ CSR execution. The findings
discussed in this chapter establish the influence of Indian customs and traditions, which rest on
gendered roles in men and women’s conceptualisation of CSR. The discussion highlighted that
CSR, instead of being progressive in addressing gender inequities actually has the effect of
sustaining certain customs which centralise traditional and restrictive gender roles.

Furthermore, findings from this study reveal the influence of gender in couples CSR practices
in three forms: roles, practices, and processes. Linking stereotypical ideas of femininity and
masculinity in their understanding and execution of CSR suggest stereotypical gender roles
adopted by couples; limiting stakeholder interactions for women, gender-specific stakeholder
approachability, and men’s expansive visionary view in comparison to women’s domesticbound view of CSR suggest CSR as a gendered practice within couple businesses; and
reframing or maintaining gender constructions are seen as processes adopted by men and
women to address issues of gender through CSR activities.

As a wider implication, the findings importantly draw attention to three things: first, gender is
a key determinant in couples’ understanding and execution of CSR, making a strong argument
for including gender investigations in CSR studies. This is particularly relevant in the context
of small businesses and family businesses in India due to the nature of the socio-cultural setting,
which echoes patriarchal norms and traditional gender (ed) relations. Second, CSR, which is
notionally considered a progressive practice that attempts to address social concerns, is a
gendered practice within couple businesses. Women’s CSR conceptualisation reflected a
domestic-bound view and limiting stakeholder interactions. Notably, men’s CSR
conceptualisation showed an expansive visionary view and interactions with external
stakeholders. These conditions raise important questions of women’s agency, choice and
participation in CSR matters in couple businesses. This finding that sheds light on each man
and woman owner’s role in CSR execution filled the literature gap on family business CSR
where each family firm owner’s role, participation, and contribution is not yet known. Third,
due to distinctive personal experiences of gender, men and women adopt different ways of
addressing stereotypical gender constructions through CSR activities. From a women’s
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perspective, reframing stereotypical femininities was suggested by activating quiet power in
executing CSR activities. From men’s perspective, the findings show different ways men enact
masculinities that either maintain masculine norms or reframe them through CSR activities.
The particular norm reframed by men in this study was not concealing but showing emotions
and care towards their CSR stakeholders and expressing such emotions in explaining their CSR
approach during the research interviews. The finding contributes ways in which the gendered
norms of the Indian society can be reframed to accommodate the social change that focuses on
personalities rather than gender binaries.
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Chapter Seven: Discussion–Enhancing the Socioemotional Wealth
Framework from a Gender Perspective
In Chapter [3], the socioemotional wealth (SEW) framework was introduced and redeveloped
using a gender lens. Analytical categories of equality, context and power were added to the
existing SEW dimensions of emotional attachment and binding social relationships. The main
argument made was that as SEW framework currently only encompasses a collective view of
business owners, it falls short of recognising the individual voice. To uncover that individual
perspective within the collective, the gender lens was added to the framework. It was further
argued that a gender lens particularly conceptualised under social construction feminism
becomes useful to this study as it targets gender meanings as constructed by the socio-cultural
setting and as understood by human beings. In other words, from a social construction feminist
point of view, societal norms, i.e. the situatedness as well as the subjectiveness of gender, must
be studied as closely interrelated. The primary purpose of this chapter is to highlight the
implications of the redrawn SEW framework, enhancing its relevance to small family
businesses and couple businesses. The chapter aims to present an analysis of the research
findings in conjunction with the developed conceptual framework set for the study. This is
achieved by critically analysing the current theorisation of the SEW framework from a gender
perspective, supported by extant studies on small business and family business CSR and the
empirical findings on couple businesses derived from this research. Tying together themes
developed in the previous two chapters explaining couples’ collective conceptualisation of
CSR and the influences of gender therein, this discussion chapter focuses on the third objective
of this research: To critically examine the application of the enhanced gendered interpretation
of the SEW framework on CSR in couple businesses.
According to the SEW model, business decisions in family firms are reliant on firms’ impact
on their SEW (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007; 2011). SEW is conceptualised as family members’
control over the firm; emotional attachment and binding social ties amongst family members,
the firm and other related members of the society; and family firm owners’ identification with
the firm (Berrone et al., 2012). Therefore, the model suggests that family firm owners prioritise
the SEW dimensions over financial risks in making business decisions (Gomez Mejia et al.,
2007). For instance, in the context of CSR, as per the SEW logic, family firm operations are
conceptually embedded in binding social relationships (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011). Thus, their
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CSR decisions may involve a relationship-based approach that recognises stakeholder needs
(e.g. Cennemo et al., 2012).

Building upon critical views of Schulze & Kellermanns (2015), it was argued in Chapter 3 that
SEW theory adopts a generalised approach wherein the applicability of SEW dimensions is
studied on family firms as a whole, undermining its impact at individual-micro levels. For
instance, according to the SEW framework, principals of the family firm are suggested to have
family control and influence over organisational practices; however, how the control dimension
is shared or distributed in business matters and the effect of this on individual family firm
owner remains to be excluded from the model. Additionally, the SEW theory rests upon the
relational dynamics between family business owners explained through the dimensions of
emotional attachment and social relationship. But it omits to recognise the influential role of
relational dynamics of power and gender. It is argued in this study that the social constructionist
feminist perspective on gender supports the inclusion of social actors and involves inquiry of
contextual experiences of gender which embody power dynamics (Lorber, 1998). To capture
both men’s and women’s accounts and the connections between gender, power, contextual
experiences, and CSR, the SEW conceptual framework was redrawn from a gender lens and
applied in this study.

To understand the applicability of this framework to the CSR discourse, it is important to
address two aspects: first, what do the SEW dimensions of: family control, identification,
emotions, and social ties mean from a gender perspective in relation to CSR execution? Second,
how can these terms be interpreted or related to CSR in a small couple business-specific
context? An outline of and discussion on how SEW is integrated with a gender perspective for
investigating CSR in couple businesses is presented in the next section, which addresses these
two issues. Overall, the discussion presented in this chapter highlights that couples share a joint
conceptualisation of CSR due to the joint relationship that couples share with each other and
the business. This resonates with SEW framework’s medium of business execution, echoing a
collective stance. However, gender is a critical determinant in men and women couple business
partners’ individual CSR interactions and, therefore, must be included in studies in the context
of CSR.

The contributions of this chapter are fourfold. First, the outcomes expand the SEW theoretical
framework through mapping empirical findings and critically enhancing the gender lens on
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this, theorising the social responsibility of couple businesses, and demonstrating the value of
feminist gender perspectives. More specifically, the discussion contributes to the scholarship
on social construction feminism which emphasizes the importance of studying situated factors
that cause gender inequalities. Second, the discussion in this chapter clarifies that although
couples undertake a collective approach to CSR as proposed by SEW theory, gender is a key
determinant in driving their individual approach to CSR as established from a gender lens on
SEW theory. Third, the findings enhance discourses on social ties, CSR and SEW framework
conceptualisation as ‘wealth’ by focusing a critical lens on the role of relationships and
discussing the limitations of relational CSR. Fourth, the findings also challenge the SEW
framework’s conceptualisation as a construct family firms preserve and protect by revealing
underlying mechanisms of how SEW is created and negotiated in couples’ CSR practices.
Finally, it furthers this conversation by including a gender lens and highlighting issues of
agency of women family members in SEW and CSR execution. The below discussion includes
analyses from both partners’ perspectives and also sheds light on their individual ways of
interlinking SEW and CSR execution.

7.1 Explanation of Couple Business CSR from a Gender Perspective on
Socioemotional Wealth Framework
With the help of the collected empirical evidence, this section discusses the analytical
categories of the conceptual framework presented in Section 3.5, namely, equality,
connectedness, context, and power. Furthermore, empirical findings generated from the
findings are mapped to the conceptual framework, highlighting any contradictions and
agreements. The section mainly focuses on the third research objective of this study: to
critically examine the application of the enhanced gendered interpretation of the SEW
framework on CSR in couple businesses and elaborates on the applicability of the adopted
theoretical framework in the context of this study.

Table 18 presents the conceptual framework adopted in this research and the corresponding
empirical findings from the study. In table 18, the first three columns are drawn from Chapter
3, where the conceptual framework of this research was proposed. These columns include new
analytical categories drawn from a gender perspective informed by social construction
feminism, corresponding dimensions from the dominant SEW framework, and proposed
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application of the framework to couple business CSR. The fourth column shows derived
implications by applying SEW theory to couple business CSR and represents couples’
collective approach. The fifth column then shows derived contributions, specifically by
applying a gender lens to SEW and represents individual implications on men and women. The
last column mentions implications for broader CSR dimensions beyond couple businesses. The
information laid out in the table highlights how a gender lens on the SEW framework discloses
unexplored new dimensions which have been previously omitted in the theorisation of SEW
and are important to include to enhance the potential of CSR.
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Table 18: Application of the SEW framework enhanced from a gender perspective to couple business CSR
Category of Analysis

Relates to SEW
Dimension/Characteristic
in Current SEW
Framework (GómezMejía et al., 2007 &
Berrone et al., 2012)

Proposed Gendered
SEW Framework on
Couple Business (before
data collection)

Empirical findings from
the application of the
SEW framework to
couple business CSR
derived in this study
(Meso-level – Couples’
Collective View)

Contributions of
applying a gender lens
to the SEW framework
derived from this study
(Micro-level –
Individual Role)

Implications for CSR

SEW Dimension: Family
Members’ Control –
Application of family
control in making business
decisions.

Family Control: Supports
shared and equal men and
women’s control in CSR
matters.

Control regarding CSR
decision-making is not
collective as proposed by
SEW theory rather, it is
shaped by gender

A gender perspective on
family members’ control
SEW dimension show
unequal control between
men and women in CSR
matters.

Gender as a key
determinant in CSR

SEW Dimension: Family
Members’ Identification
with the firm.

Identification: Both
partners’ identification
with the firm is reflected
in their CSR approach.

From a SEW perspective
there is
co-identification between
couples

A gender perspective on
the identification SEW
dimension highlights the
fragmentation of
women’s identity.

SEW Dimension:
Emotional Attachment –
Acknowledges
connections between
family members through
emotions.

CSR is
emotions

From a SEW perspective,
the emotional attachment
SEW dimension suggests
that emotions drive the
care-based
conceptualisation of CSR.

A gender perspective on
emotional attachment
SEW dimension shows
men reframing dominant
masculinities through
caring masculinities

Equality

Connectedness
[Drawn from (Spence,
2016)]

driven

by

Gender acts as an
influential factor in
facilitating or hindering
CSR engagement.
Gender is a determining
factor in business CSR
stakeholder interactions.

Challenges to relational
CSR
SEW in terms of
emotions acts as an
important driver in
business-CSR
engagement; however,
SEW in terms of social
relationships restricts
business-CSR
engagement
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Category of Analysis

Relates to SEW
Dimension/Characteristic
in Current SEW
Framework (GómezMejía et al., 2007 &
Berrone et al., 2012)

Proposed Gendered
SEW Framework on
Couple Business (before
data collection)

Empirical findings from
the application of the
SEW framework to
couple business CSR
derived in this study
(Meso-level – Couples’
Collective View)

SEW Dimension: Binding
Social Ties – Closeness of
relationship between
family members and also
includes business
stakeholders.

CSR driven by
interdependent social
relationships

From a SEW perspective,
binding social ties SEW
dimension in the context
of CSR suggests a
combination of social
proximity and
suffocation.

Contributions of
applying a gender lens
to the SEW framework
derived from this study
(Micro-level –
Individual Role)

A gender lens on binding
social ties shows limiting
stakeholder interactions
for women.

Implications for CSR

Possibility of hierarchal
power relations between
business and stakeholders
as the gender of ownermanager plays a
determinant role in
business-stakeholder
interactions.
Specific contribution to
small business and family
business CSR research

Family firm as a
distinctive context and
accumulation of SEW
within this context

Context

Couple business as a
distinctive organisational
context.

Blurred home and
business boundaries for
CSR execution.
Identification of home
stakeholders for couple
businesses. Addition of
home stakeholders in
couples CSR stakeholder
map.
Collective CSR execution
processes such as
contextualizing joint
lived experiences,
complementing each
other due to spousal
relations.

A gender perspective
shows CSR as a gendered
practice in couple
businesses due to situated
socio-cultural conditions
of Indian society.

Importance of
contextual
investigations.
Contribution to contextspecific CSR.
There are links between
personal life experiences,
including gender, that
affect exercising SEW in
CSR activities. Personal
experiences essential to
include in understanding
business-CSR
relationships.
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Category of Analysis

Relates to SEW
Dimension/Characteristic
in Current SEW
Framework (GómezMejía et al., 2007 &
Berrone et al., 2012)

Proposed Gendered
SEW Framework on
Couple Business (before
data collection)

Empirical findings from
the application of the
SEW framework to
couple business CSR
derived in this study
(Meso-level – Couples’
Collective View)

Inclusion of couples’
contextual experiences of
gender, social traditions,
customs, spousal
relationships which shape
CSR meanings.
The contextual needs of
Indian society drive CSR.

Power

Not addressed in the
current SEW
conceptualisation

Inclusion of analysis of
power relations between
business owners

Contributions of
applying a gender lens
to the SEW framework
derived from this study
(Micro-level –
Individual Role)

Implications for CSR

A gender perspective
uncovers links between
traditional gender
constructions, individual
experiences of gender and
CSR.

Sensitivity towards religion, class and gender
From a meso perspective,
hierarchal power relations
between business and
stakeholders through
moral superiority.

A gender perspective on
SEW shows activation of
quiet power by women
observed in executing
CSR.

Hierarchal genderpower relations may
potentially restrict CSR
until and unless
alternate forms of
power are found

Developed by the Author
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7.2 Equality
According to the SEW framework, all family firm members prioritise, preserve and protect
their control over the firm (considered as SEW to the firm) in business operations (GomezMejia et al., 2007). The current conceptualisation of SEW emphasises family firm members as

having control over the firm (Berrone et al., 2012), but it does not specifically investigate issues
in relation to the distribution of control amongst family firm owners. The model assumes all
family firm members to own equal control in organisational matters and omits recognition that
the control mechanisms may be exercised differently, particularly in patriarchal societies where
traditional norms, behaviours, and actions are considered superior to femininities. Empirical
findings from this study suggest unequal distribution of control amongst couples shaped by
gender in matters concerning CSR in couple businesses, thus challenging the dominant SEW
theorisation. A gender lens on SEW, which involved analysis of decision-making between
couples, helped locate the distribution and sharing of control amongst couples and further
provided insight into how the SEW dimension of family control is exercised and performed
amongst men and women in the context of CSR.

7.2.1 Unequal Control Shaped by Gender
This section discusses aspects of couples’ control over matters concerning CSR. Tactics of
distribution and sharing of control between the couple are analysed to explain their CSR
execution. It is found that the control dynamic within a couple business is driven by gender and
the socio-cultural characterisation of gender roles. Control, which also suggests authority and
the ability to make independent decisions (Berrone et al., 2012), is distributed and shared
between men and women according to their gender roles. Themes from the findings in Chapter
6, such as linking stereotypical ideas of femininities with CSR, suggest women enact support
roles and have greater interaction with close family members, extended family members,
family members of employees, and home stakeholders such as domestic support members.
Thus, women often manage the private domain of couple businesses. However, themes such
as linking of stereotypical ideas of masculinities showed men as undertaking leadership and
authority in interacting with external stakeholders, suggesting their leadership in managing the
public image of the business. This indicates that women have greater control and influence in
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interactions with internal stakeholders and indicates lesser control in decisions related to
external CSR stakeholders. The findings from this study showed that decision making in
relation to suppliers and competitors was largely led by men, offering them excess control in
these matters. It was noted in this study that the control dimension mainly rested with men
couple business owners, and in contrast, women’s accessibility to major decision-making,
particularly financial decisions was less. The derived theme of a visionary conceptualisation of
CSR shown by men and the domestic-bound view by women echoed the unequal decisionmaking and control dynamics in couple business regarding CSR. This discussion raises
questions on the family control dimension of the SEW framework, which vaguely assigns
family members control over decisions within the firm, including CSR. The study has shown
limited access to external stakeholders to women and generally having a categorised, and
gendered outlook for interaction with CSR stakeholders both confirm centralised control with
men. This reflects a patriarchal, biased approach to sharing CSR execution instead of a shared
collaborative approach. Had the gender lens not been applied to the current SEW framework,
it would not have been possible to uncover such unequal control dynamics in couple businesses
because SEW theory currently emphasizes all owners’ control omitting to explore the
individual voice. Thus, a gender lens on the SEW framework uncovered each men and
women’s role and contribution in relation to decision-making in CSR matters. It highlighted
issues of women’s participation in CSR matters as well as sustainance of gender binaries within
CSR.

This empirical finding also has implications for the broader scholarship and practice of CSR.
Through the adopted gender perspective and analysis, it is recognised that gender can be a key
determinant to conduct CSR activities and therefore is important to consider in the overall
wider context of business-society relations (Marshal, 2011; McCarthy & Moon, 2017). In this
study, gender influenced the way how men and women understood and executed CSR.
Couples’ stakeholder interactions, stakeholder approachability and overall vision for CSR were
dependent on their gender (how society means them to be). This finding establishes the fact
that the role of gender is important to include in CSR investigations as this can determine
business’ engagement in CSR. Moreover, the findings of this study not only highlight
differences in equality in couple businesses but also are indicative of the fact that gender can
play a determinant role in business-society relations and can potentially impede CSR
interactions. Notably, this suggests that gender is a determining factor in facilitating or
hindering CSR engagement. Additionally, this implication of the role of gender in CSR
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interactions can be transcended to other types of businesses and hence develop the broader
scholarship on CSR.
In summary, the investigation of the family members’ control SEW dimension within a couple
business from a gender perspective revealed control as unequally distributed amongst the
couple in matters concerning CSR. The application of the gendered SEW framework in this
study suggests issues of women’s agency and participation in CSR matters. Consequently, an
enhancement of the SEW framework, which involves understanding the agency and
participation of business owners in all types of businesses instead of family firm members’
control, is recommended through this research. The recommended approach may facilitate
inclusion and potentially increased CSR activities as a broader implication.

7.2.2 Co-identification
Themes dervied from study, explaining the collective conceptualisation of CSR based upon
social proximity and care towards stakeholders represent both men and women partners’
identification with the firm. As shown in Section (2.5), couples may have started a business
together and thus have a strong connection with the firm, as they have been together through
the business and personal relationship journey and closely identified with the firm (Marshack,
1995). The current SEW framework recognises family members’ identification with the firm
but does not explicitly investigate how each family firm owner identifies with the firm,
particularly in relation to specific business practices such as CSR (Schulze & Kellermanns,
2015). In this study couple business partners’ identification with the firm was analysed through
the application of the SEW conceptual framework drawn from a gender perspective. Due to
the addition of a gender perspective, each men and women’s identification with the firm in
relation to the practice of CSR was analysed. Empirical findings from this study suggest that
couples adopt a co-identification approach in their business and apply that in executing a
collective approach to CSR. It is noted that gender does not play a significantly influential role
in couples’ collective identification with the firm as, in most cases, couples had jointly started
the business and hence could closely identify with it. The findings from this study about
couples’ processes for collective enactment of CSR, such as contextualising joint lived
experiences and complementing one another, indicate co-identification by couple business
partners.
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From this study, the meaning of co-identification can be explained as a process that involves
more than one person in which each person’s relationship with the firm is recognised and
merged with other members of the firm. Highlighting the relationship between the business
and couple business owners, Matzek et al. (2010) have argued that identification amongst
spousal business team members should be emphasised, especially because spouses often opt
into the relationship based on congruent values and goals. In support, Ruef et al. (2003)
suggested that spouses share many such attributes of shared identity to be implemented in a
business context. As a result of this matching process and also due to the many shared
experiences both at work and at home, spouses typically have a deep understanding of each
other and develop a collectively shared point of view. Drawing from the empirical findings of
this study, it is proposed that the concept of co-identification better describes the characteristic
of couples’ shared identification with the firm in their CSR approach.
Contributing to the broader scholarship on CSR and SEW, the finding on couples’ processes
which result in co-identification, calls for a more nuanced examination of processes on how
different types of business owners/owner-managers enact the collective approach of exercising
SEW in CSR matters. The discussion presented in this section suggests that rather than simply
acknowledging business owners’ collective approach in doing CSR, there should be a shift of
focus on understanding how business owners can make a collective approach possible.

7.2.3 Fragmentation of Identity for Women
Although couples showed a co-identification with the firm, which echoes the SEW theory’s
focus on collective action by business owners, a gender lens on SEW helped identify women’s
fragmented identity within the collective. The findings of this research highlight that the
meaning of gender constructed by the socio-cultural context of India shapes men and women’s
roles and interactions within home and business domains. This challenges the current
conceptualisation of SEW, as the theory explains blurred boundaries of family and business for
family members in the context of emotions and identity but omits analysis of the effects of
socially constructed gender meanings. According to the literature on couple businesses, flexible
business–home boundaries are resources that enable couple businesses to outperform nonfamily businesses and other family businesses in most cases (Smith, 2000; Fitzgerald & Muske,
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2002). However, the findings of this research suggest that the merged and flexible boundaries
of business and home put extra pressure on women to manage and balance both domains
simultaneously. Data suggested women concentrated on home stakeholders more than men due
to their larger role in the home domain. However, women were equally involved in the
collective execution of CSR from an organisational point of view, especially in relation to
employees and local community members, such as the elderly people, children and residents
of the slum community. This highlights the fragmented identity experienced by women in a
couple business.

The choice of a family as the metaphor for Indian work organisations fits with the familial
orientation of Indians, as Panda and Gupta (2004) suggest that family cannot and should not
be ignored in the Indian context. However, familial responsibilities formed a larger part of
women’s CSR conceptualisation. As most women shared in their CSR understanding and
included family members as the key beneficiaries, they also indicated how their identity is
fragmented into the different roles they assume in addressing the needs of familial beneficiaries
and other stakeholders of society. The adopted gender lens uncovered the effect of such
fragmentation of roles which thus impacts women’s agency and choice in couple business CSR.
Hence, mainly, the analysis of the identification with the firm SEW dimension showed two
aspects. First, couples co-identified with the business and executed a collective approach to
CSR. Second, through the gender lens, fragmentation of women’s identity was uncovered
within the collective.

7.3 Connectedness
This section discusses the analytical category of connectedness, which encapsulates SEW
dimensions: emotional attachment and binding social ties. Both dimensions are primarily based
upon connections through relationships and feelings. Therefore, the application of these two
SEW dimensions is examined under the connectedness analytical category.

7.3.1 Emotional Attachment and Caring Masculinities
The SEW theory acknowledges the strong presence of emotions between family firm owners
and the emotional attachment experienced by firm owners towards the business (Berrone et al.,
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2012). According to Labaki et al. (2013), the emotional bonds seen in family firms is cultivated
through history of memories amongst firm owners and these emotions permeate home and
business domains. Due to this permeability of emotions the business decision-making is
impacted in family businesses ultimately influencing how firms conduct their business
practices. Moreover, the influences of emotions also impact family firms’ interactions with
stakeholders.

Couples indicated motivation to engage in CSR as largely driven by emotions and feelings
towards their proximate stakeholders. For example, when narrating CSR-related experiences
with employees, they expressed feelings of happiness and emotional satisfaction after
executing intended CSR initiatives. This also indicates reflexivity practices by couples in
understanding how they ‘feel’ about engaging in CSR activities. The SEW perspective sheds
light on the influence of emotional attachment and relationships on CSR conceptualisation by
couples through this study. The literature on family business practices suggested that SEW
advocates acknowledging emotions like sympathy and responsiveness for CSR enactment in
family firms. In fact, the SEW theoretical framework is conceptualised considering
interdependence and social bonding. In alignment with this idea of SEW theory, an exploration
of the role of emotions in this study suggested that couples value emotions in stakeholder CSR
interactions and thus are guided to understand CSR around themes of care. The couples’ carebased approach reflected their collective (meso-level) approach to CSR execution.

However, putting the gender lens on the SEW dimension of emotional attachment, this research
unravelled men’s ways of reframing dominant masculinities to caring masculinities. Men
participants in this study expressed emotions of care and affection for CSR stakeholders. This
view challenges the dominant conceptualisation of masculinity prevalent within the Indian
context. The dominant masculinity noted in Indian society ascribes attributes such as macho
and strong to men, and the dominant femininity ascribes attributes such as caring and familial
to women. Through enacting caring masculinities and expressing emotions of care in CSR men
participants challenged the dominant conceptualisation of masculinity practised in India. Thus,
the gender perspective drawn on the SEW dimension of emotional attachment uncovered men’s
initiatives of reframing pervading dominant masculinities.
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7.3.2 Binding Social Ties: Combination of Proximity-Suffocation and
Limitations for Women
This research confirms that SEW symbolising social relationships plays a significant role as a
point of reference in couples’ CSR understanding. There is a powerful influence of accrued
SEW in the form of relationships with the stakeholders in couples’ execution of CSR practices.
For example, data findings suggest couples’ proximate relationship with their employees
involves direct, personal, daily interactions and communication about employees’ needs. Thus,
couples’ relationship with their employees motivates CSR engagement, which addresses
employee needs (Carnahan, Kryscynki & Olson, 2016). This specifies the SEW dimension of
binding social ties, leading couples to adopt the relational approach of CSR in couple
businesses. As discussed earlier, extant studies on family business CSR activities prove binding
social ties, a critical SEW dimension, as crucial drivers leading to CSR engagement (Niehm et
al., 2008).

SEW theory acknowledges relationships and connections (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011;
Zellweger et al., 2012). It considers familial, social relationships, emotions, and responsibility.
In terms of the relational nature of family business CSR, SEW reflects a relational approach,
whereby organisations are seen as connected to the context and embedded in it. By applying
this approach in the context of couple businesses, this study ascertains that couples are
particularly driven by social proximity in understanding and doing CSR. As explained in the
findings on relational aspects in couple business CSR, family members as the most proximate
members to couples were included in their CSR understanding. In addition, couples’
connectedness with the elderly and vulnerable children also highlights their relational approach
to care for them. Thus analysing the SEW dimension of binding social ties uncovered the
aspects of social proximity within such relationships and identified family members as also as
CSR stakeholders. Previously, family business CSR studies drawn from a SEW perspective
have highlighted the significance of social relationships in driving CSR, although a nuanced
approach to investigating the connectedness in this research helped uncover the aspect of social
proximity in family business CSR.

Furthermore, in line with the SEW framework, couples are conscious of preserving
relationships with stakeholders that they have both personally cultivated over time (Dyer &
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Whetten, 2006). Couples’ cultivated social relationships with local slum community members
and other stakeholders also represent a relational proximity-driven approach to CSR, which
coincides with the previous findings on family firm approaches to CSR. Although previous
research on family firm CSR emphasises reputation and goodwill as key SEW and the
motivator for family firms to engage in CSR (Cruz et al., 2014; Berrone et al., 2013), contrary
to this couples adopted a care-based approach that was focused on feelings and sensitivity
towards the context rather than firm perspective.

Aligned with the key features of the current SEW framework of nurturing relationships,
couples showed a relational approach to CSR; however, they also expressed suffocation in
binding social ties, experiences of mistrust in relationship-based CSR activities, and potentially
creating social indebtedness by undertaking an obligatory approach rather than having a
business social responsibility intent. The current conceptualisation of SEW predicts strong
social relationships between family members and related stakeholders. In line with SEW frame
of thought, the conceptual framework in this research also emphasises the interdependence of
relationships, prioritising connections and social bonds. However, along with explaining their
interdependent relations with stakeholders such as the community and employees, couples also
shared the burden of social relationships in which they are compelled to behave and act in a
certain way, leading to suffocation in such binding ties.

The SEW conceptualisation asserts relationships as wealth to the firm. Therefore, only positive
outcomes from these relationships are considered, ignoring the underlying problems within
these relational dynamics, which may overburden the firms and the stakeholders with
dependence and suffocation from overdependence and expectations. Findings from this study
reveal adverse impacts of SEW, which suggest social relationships become a burden and caring
emotions lead to benevolent paternalism in matters of CSR. This contradicts the dominant
theorisation of SEW, which recognises SEW as a source of wealth for businesses, suggesting
benefits endowed to firms from the accumulation and preservation of SEW. Overall, the
analysis of the category of connectedness has implications on the broader scholarship of CSR,
highlighting that SEW, in terms of emotions, acts as an important driver in business-CSR
engagement. However, SEW, in terms of social relationships, restricts business-CSR
engagement. These implications are important to be studied as they show challenges of the
relational approach to CSR, which can hinder CSR engagement by businesses.
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The added gender perspective to the SEW framework analysed men and women's individual
ways of interacting with stakeholders and maintaining social ties. As described in the earlier
findings and analysis chapters, women’s interactions with stakeholders were limiting and
reflected a domestic-bound view of CSR. Their main CSR related interactions were prioritised
toward family members and other internal stakeholders such as employees and domestic
helpers. Thus, analysis of the SEW dimension of binding social ties from a gender perspective
highlighted limiting stakeholder interactions in the context of CSR for women and therefore
reflected CSR as a gendered practice within couple businesses. Had the gender lens not been
applied to the SEW framework in this study, couples’ relational approach would have been
identified as echoed in the dominant theorisation of the SEW framework, but the aspect of
limiting stakeholder interactions for women and CSR itself as a gendered practice would have
remained sealed. Importantly, applying a gender perspective on SEW theory made it possible
to uncover the determining role of gender in CSR.

7.4 Context
The current SEW conceptualisation omits to acknowledge differences in socio-cultural,
geographical, and economic contexts and is largely oriented from a western perspective. The
developed SEW conceptual framework from a gender perspective informed by social
construction feminism considers experiences and contextual factors and proposes connections
between these experiences in context and responsibility (Bogerson, 2007). Context as a
proposed analytical category of the redeveloped gendered SEW conceptual framework in this
research encapsulates the study of the distinctiveness of geographical and socio-cultural
contexts: India in this study; organisational context: couple businesses in this study and the
related experiences: of gender and CSR in this study, which actually contextualise a concept
such as SEW and broaden its relevance and applicability. Hence context as an analytical
category was proposed in the interpretation of the SEW framework drawn from a gender
perspective. Including context as an analytical category to understand the applicability of the
redeveloped SEW framework in couple business CSR disclosed the following things:
(1)

Connections found between needs of the socio-economic context of India and couples’
sensitivity towards religion, class disparities and gender disparities in their CSR
approach.
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(2)

Connections found between organizational features of couple business such as merged
home and business domains which lead to the identification of home stakeholders who
must be included in businesses’ CSR activities.

(3)

Connections found between couples’ joint lived experiences and their collective
approach to CSR execution. Connections were also found between men and women’s
personal experiences of gender and their individual approach to CSR.

7.4.1 Connections through Contextual Socio-cultural Traditions of India
Since the conceptualisation of CSR suggests that business and society are interwoven, rather
than being separate entities, society has particular expectations of proper business conduct and
outcomes (McWilliams & Siegel, 2001). Most businesses tend to operate according to these
expectations, which are determined mainly by context-specific factors. These factors include
socioeconomic disparity, poverty, unemployment, and altruistic and religious principles that
conform to societal obligations and represent the main driving force for CSR in the global
south. Furthermore, in line with the SEW framework, couple businesses engaged in community
relationships symbolising local embeddedness (Le Breton-Miller & Miller, 2016) showed
sensitivity to the local issues and needs and integrated responsibility activities as a business
practice. The SEW theorisation acknowledges community embeddedness practised by
businesses and their CSR approach related to such community involvement (Cennamo et al.,
2012). However, the theory does not encapsulate contextual conditions which influence
businesses’ engagement in CSR. Due to the addition of context as an additional category drawn
from the social constructionist stance of gender, it was possible to uncover links between
pervading socio-cultural and economic issues.

In addition, the SEW framework is mainly conceptualised for and from a western perspective,
denoting masculinist characteristics of autonomy and power against which others are
evaluated, further demonstrating non-inclusiveness and ‘othering’ (Nkomo & Al Ariss, 2014).
For instance, the western conceptualisation of SEW overlooks contextual factors in the global
south as important elements affecting its understanding and dimensions. The adaptation of
SEW developed in this study enabled inquiry into the role of SEW and CSR activities in
relation to the local context of Gujarat, reflecting the contextual socio-cultural factors. CSR
scholars emphasize the nuanced analysis of subjective, local experiences and situations to
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derive context-specific, rich knowledge, as this may be further helpful in addressing local
societal issues. Overall, couples’ collective CSR approach reflected concerns for the
economically weak and the disadvantaged and their mico-level approach examined through a
gender perspective highlighted concerns for gender disparity among women. By including
context as an analytical category, this study could not only identify local factors of Gujarat that
influenced couple business CSR but also draw attention to the importance of such local factors
in overall CSR research and activities. As a wider implication of CSR, this study’s findings
emphasize that socio-cultural elements affect businesses’ approach to CSR. By including
context as an analytical category, this finding contributes to the broader knowledge of contextspecific CSR,, which emphasizes investigations of situated, contextual factors in different
settings.

7.4.2 Connections Between Couple Business Context and CSR Approach
A key argument made in this thesis is that couple businesses have distinctive organizational
features such as spousal dynamics, blurred home-business domains and gender dynamics. For
this reason, a separate inquiry into the links between such features and CSR is important to
realise the increased potential of CSR and involve more businesses as possible in CSR
initiatives.
Exploring the feature of merged home-business domains of couple businesses led to the
identification of home stakeholders for whom CSR initiatives can be extended. The literature
on SEW theory and family business operations has shown the permeability of emotions within
both domains; however, explicit attention to home-related stakeholders such as family
members in the CSR approach has not been given. Through interview descriptions and
drawings, couples in this study showed increased blurring of home and business boundaries,
leading them to include home stakeholders in their CSR conceptualization. A specific
investigation of such situated features of a couple business contexts uncovered newer
stakeholders such as family members and domestic helpers who cannot be ignored in a family
business context where SEW is created and accumulated through familial closeness.
Furthermore, in relation to the broader implication for CSR scholarship of this finding, it is
ascertained that each business type has different and potentially distinctive characteristics, and
such situated business elements must be considered while understanding the business CSR
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relationship. Such an understanding can strengthen the broader business-society relationship
as CSR initiatives can be designed corresponding to business characteristics.

7.4.3 Connections Between Experiences in Context and CSR Approach
Couples’ joint lived experiences, and personal gender-related experiences played a determining
role in their approach to CSR. The analytical category of context within the gendered SEW
framework allowed for investigating personal experiences in the context of spousal
relationships and gender. The sections below discuss the links between couples’ joint lived
experiences, SEW and CSR and personal gender experiences, SEW and CSR.

7.4.3.1 Couples’ Joint Lived Experiences, SEW and CSR
It is observed that there is a direct and informal relationship of both partners with the
stakeholders at an organisational level. For instance, as discussed earlier, couples joint lived
experiences led them to decide on a course for CSR activities that they relate with, and thus
indicated how these lived experiences play a role in their joint CSR decisions. Themes such as
complementing each other and joint lived experiences suggest couples as recognising a
collaborative approach within them that follows collective action in executing CSR practices.
Joint lived experiences during their life and business journey led couples to care for the elderly
and the vulnerable children of local communities, as they had faced hardships in relation to
their own elderly parents and children. Critical incidences with these stakeholders led couples
to undertake collective action to engage in CSR activities that supported them and included
such stakeholders in their CSR initiatives.
Embedding the analytical category of context in the SEW framework helped uncover couples’
experiences which led them to determine relationships with which stakeholders form their
SEW. Considering family firms’ substantial emphasis on the cultivation and preservation of
CSR, it matters to investigate how experiences of firm owners shape their SEW creation. In
this study, couples connected their shared experiences through the spousal journey and
included the elderly, children, and slum community members in their CSR conceptualisation.
Relationships such as these created by couples in the context of CSR reflect their SEW creation.
Hence, the gender lens on SEW helped identify the link between owners’ experiences, their
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interactions with members of society and SEW creation in the context of CSR. Moreover, this
finding highlights the importance of personal experiences that can potentially shape CSR
engagement. Thus, they are important to be included in investigating the relationship between
SEW and CSR, which reflect business-society relations. As an implication for the broader CSR
field, an exploration of personal experiences is emphasized through this study as this can shape
individuals’ CSR engagement approaches. This exploration has particular relevance to small
business CSR as personal experiences of owner-manager are key drivers to their CSR
engagement.

7.4.3.2 Men and Women’s Experiences of Gender, SEW and CSR
Findings of this research supported by couples’ joint lived experiences suggested that they
complemented each other in doing CSR, hence collaboratively conceptualising collective CSR,
particularly from the business point of view. However, a gender lens that represented a microviewpoint uncovered personal, gender-related experiences and their connection to CSR
engagement. This indicated that men and women attempted to address the dominant norms of
masculinities and femininities, which led to adopting an individualised approach to CSR
execution. Themes derived in this study, such as linking stereotypical ideas of gender suggest
associating masculinity with authority, strength, and leadership, and femininity with care and
domestic orientation suggested CSR as a gendered practice in couple businesses. The
implication of this was shown by women’s domestic-bound view in contrast to men’s
expansive visionary view of CSR and women’s limiting stakeholder interactions. Thus, the
exploration of connections between gender experiences and CSR helped uncover each owner’s
role in couple business CSR.

More importantly, this also highlighted how manoeuvring ways that challenged feminine
gender ascriptions–such as bargaining social pressures, negotiating identity and adapting
gender constructions–were adopted by women in CSR execution. From a men’s perspective
although there were strands of caring masculinities embedded in their approach, masculinities
were maintained through the CSR activities they adopted. A gender lens allowed understanding
this individualised scope of exercising choice and authority within couples in practising CSR
as a strategy. In its masculinist form, the current conceptualisation of SEW disregards everyday
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gender nuances and social and cultural issues around it. These issues were uncovered through
the implementation of a gender lens on SEW framework.

The current SEW theoretical framework specifies SEW protection as the strategy primarily
adopted by family firms. Previous studies confirm that family firms protect and preserve their
reputation, goodwill and social image as SEW in executing CSR. This indicates the strategy of
preserving SEW. However, it fails to understand individual or micro-level strategies adopted
by each family firm owner and the discrepancies that may arise. Analysis of the CSR execution
strategy adopted by couples suggests the powerful role gender constructions play in driving
CSR strategies. Data analysis of gender dynamics within SEW dimensions indicated that the
primary strategy adopted by women to execute CSR was to challenge socio-culturally created
gendered structures that hindered change. A gender lens enables uncovering social issues which
restrict participation and agency (Bell et al., 2019). Participant women were challenged by
social structures and traditions, as reflected in the themes discussed in this study. They adopted
manoeuvring techniques, which meant adapting, negotiating and bargaining social pressures
and challenging gender constructs in CSR execution. Thus, indicating a strategy for inclusion,
participation and voice in CSR matters.

This discussion shows that experiences of joint-lived life, including gender-related, are key to
mobilising SEW, such as taking a collective approach or individual approach in executing CSR.
An examination of such experiences and, more importantly, establishing the links between
experiences and CSR execution holds importance as this can apply to all other business types
beyond couple businesses. Examining such links may help identify potential drivers and
hindrances in gender-related experiences that affect the overall CSR approach.

7.5 Power
It is understood that the SEW framework assumes a masculinist approach to power, as it assigns
power to the SEW of the firm as opposed to ‘others’ or societal needs. This is also a case for
CSR in family firms, as previous studies highlight that decisions regarding CSR are taken based
on how they will affect the family firm’s SEW (Nason et al., 2019). For example, factors like
a firm’s goodwill, family name and recognition are considered as SEW. Thus, the impact of
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CSR on these factors is evaluated when firms decide to engage in CSR activities. This suggests
that SEW is assigned power to enable or disable engagement in CSR by family firms.

It is noted in this research that the impact of this self-conceptualised power is not explicitly
included in the framework and is not studied as a relational aspect in business–society
intersections. By redrawing the SEW framework, the research recommends including power
as a dimension to be investigated in studying the relationship between SEW and business
practices. Power as an analytical category was utilised to understand the relationship between
SEW and CSR execution in couple businesses and was particularly noted in the relational
aspects of couples’ interactions with stakeholders.

Including power as an analytical category to understand the applicability of SEW in couple
business CSR established the findings below.

At a meso level, the analytical category of power examined the SEW dimension of binding
social ties between the couple business and CSR stakeholders. This indicated hierarchal power
relations amongst couples and stakeholders through moral superiority. At a micro level, the
gender approach unpacked quiet power as an alternative form of power employed by women
to activate their agency in CSR execution.

7.5.1 Feeling of Moral Superiority Results in Hierarchal Relationship
Structures
Findings on the effect of morally driven CSR on couple business CSR stakeholder interactions
suggest themes of moral superiority (Dong, van Prooijen & van Lange, 2019), whereby
couples’ ethical actions are considered superior to the stakeholders. These conditions enable
power to organisations’ to choose a CSR approach while raising questions of stakeholders’
agency. Moral superiority may also result in a burden of obligations over stakeholders,
promoting social indebtedness.

The SEW framework neglects understanding such created hierarchal structures as a result of
strong social ties assumed to be furthering CSR activities. The SEW accumulated in couple
businesses through maintaining proximate relationships was further critically analysed to
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uncover themes of moral superiority. This is guided by couples exercising morally driven CSR
practices. Examination of the social ties dimension of the SEW framework enabled the study
to understand the underlying mechanisms, such as moral superiority, which generate hierarchal
power structures within those social ties. The SEW framework acknowledges the impacts on
the firm–such as recognition and legitimacy attained due to maintaining stakeholder CSR
relationships–but the power dimension to it enabled empathetic analysis to understand and
include stakeholders’ situations as the ‘powerless’. Moral superiority suggests couples’
stakeholder relations as instrumental bonds, as these provide moral satisfaction to them and so
become instrumental to them. This points to family firms’ preferences of SEW accumulation
from a business perspective and thus instrumental bonds as wealth for the organisation. Due to
the inclusion of power as an analytical category in the current SEW framework, it was possible
to uncover hierarchal power relations between the business and stakeholders. This finding
makes such power relations visible and also calls for further investigation into such power
dynamics within the broader CSR research. Such an investigation may help identify imbalances
in business-society relations.

7.5.2 Activation of Quiet Power
The gender perspective on the SEW framework enabled an investigation of gender in couple
businesses and concluded women’s participation in CSR as restrictive due to socially
constructed gender meanings and therefore enables women restrictive power between a couple.
This restricts women’s participation, inclusion and choice in matters of CSR. This theoretical
extension of power relations to the SEW framework in the couple business context uncovers
activating alternative forms of power in CSR execution, primarily applied by women and no
less influential (Hirigoyen & Villeger, 2017). Themes such as ‘quiet power’ and ‘manoeuvre
techniques to reframe gender constructions in CSR execution’ suggest challenging and
decentralising hierarchies within couple businesses. These themes suggest empowerment,
which aligns with the feminist school of thought on gender. The current SEW conceptualisation
fails to acknowledge important gender reflections which may help eliminate marginalisation
and increase participation and inclusion of women.

By applying the power dimension within the SEW framework, elements of power indicating
domination and subordination of a particular gender (Lloyd, Few & Allen, 2007) are
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meaningfully investigated in this study. As suggested by Zinn and Dill, 1996, power analysis
may reveal the ways in which the powerful and the powerless are related or are different.
Moreover, the gendered nature of organisations, characterised by stereotypical masculine traits,
is frequently recognised (Acker, 1992; Townsley, 2003). Thus, deploying a gender lens on
SEW enabled an enlightenment of power dimensions within the agents at the micro-level.
Moreover, insights on activation of quiet power by women are not restrictive couple businesses
rather, this insight is useful to all sites of marginalisation and in which CSR initiatives must be
tailored to address gendered relations.

To summarise the discussion, drawing a gender perspective on SEW in this study has revealed
important aspects regarding individual roles in CSR matters within couple businesses. Analysis
of the SEW dimension of family members’ control through a gender lens showed an unequal
distribution of control between men and women in relation to CSR. This inequality is mainly
based upon gender meanings within the Indian socio-cultural context, which ascribes different
treatments to men and women. This finding and theoretical reflection challenge the current
SEW conceptualisation ideology, which vaguely suggests all family members’ control over the
firm. Analysis of the SEW dimension of family members’ identification with the firm showed
that couples adopted co-identification for jointly conceptualising CSR. This is due to their close
personal relationship and their strong relationship with the firm. Co-identification with the firm
by couples represented their collective approach however, application of a gender lens on SEW
theory uncovered fragmentation of identity between home and business domains faced by
women. This represented the individual role (of women) within the collective which draws
attention to issues of women’s participation in CSR matters.
Analysis of the SEW dimension of emotional attachment showed that couples’ enacted a carebased approach to CSR, which signified their collective view of CSR. A gender lens analysing
the SEW dimension of emotional attachment uncovered the theme of reframing dominant
masculinities through caring masculinities by men. This represented the individual view of men
which may have gone undiscovered if the data were not analysed through a gender lens. In
terms of SEW dimension of social relationships, the analysis in line with the dominant SEW
framework reflected a relational approach practised collectively by couples. However, the
employed gender lens on SEW uncovered women’s limiting stakeholder interactions with
stakeholders in CSR matters. This implication highlights the importance of including
individual micro-level analysis within the meso-level relationships as proposed by the
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enhanced SEW framework developed in this study. Additionally, a gender perspective showed
crucial links between socio-cultural context, different organisational features and experiences
that shape the CSR approach and hence are critical to include in SEW CSR analysis. Lastly,
quiet power exercised by women was established through the application of a gender
perspective in this study. The current SEW framework omits to examine power dynamics
between owners. Analysis of power dynamics was particularly relevant in this study due to the
patriarchal context of this study characterised by dominant masculinities and femininities. A
gender lens on SEW unravelled hierarchal power relations between men and women but also
showed an alternative form of power used by women to activate their agency.

7.6 Implications for CSR
The discussion presented in this chapter encapsulates couples’ CSR approach but also shows
implications for broader CSR dimensions. These implications and potential links to the broader
CSR field are important to examine in order to improvise CSR engagement plans and realise
its increased potential. The key implications for CSR from this study can be summarised in
three areas, first, relational CSR; second, context-specific CSR and third, the role of gender in
CSR. Findings in these three areas from this study not only reflect couple business CSR
practices but are also applicable to other types of businesses and to the broader CSR field.
The first key point shows implications for relational CSR. The couples’ collective approach in
this study showed a care-based and emotionally driven CSR; however, their social relationships
reflected a circumspective approach. This finding draws attention to the relationships-based
approach to CSR, particularly enacted in small businesses and family firms (Jenkins, 2004).
Research to date on the topic of relational CSR has shown links between owner-managers and
family firm owners’ direct relationship with CSR stakeholders characterised by personal values
and beliefs (Quinn, 1997; Spence & Rutherford, 2001). However, the dimension of suffocation
in social relationships has not been highlighted. By applying the SEW framework in this study,
couples’ relationships with CSR stakeholders were investigated, and it was established that
although couple businesses enacted a relational approach to CSR echoing care and emotions,
they showed a circumspective approach towards social relationships. This finding indicates
potential hindrances to CSR, which are important to consider for gaining increased potential
of CSR in terms of societal well-being.
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Furthermore, couples’ stakeholder interactions highlighted strands of moral superiority, which
reflect hierarchal power relations between the business and stakeholders. This finding can be
transcended to other business types and contributes to the broader discourse on stakeholder
relationships within the CSR field. More often, within CSR studies, stakeholder relations are
investigated in terms of instrumental benefits to the firm and maintaining them, or CSR as per
stakeholder needs, but relations of power and hierarchy between the business and stakeholders
remain unexplored. This thesis has highlighted such relations through the theme of moral
superiority, which may hinder the overall stakeholder approach of CSR. Additionally, within
the context of stakeholders, this study drew attention to home stakeholders who must be added
to the CSR stakeholder map of businesses so that relevant stakeholders are included in business
CSR initiatives (Spence, 2016). It is important to note that the identification of home
stakeholders and CSR for home stakeholders is not restricted to a couple business context but
is also applicable to other types of family firms and small businesses where there is increased
permeability of home and business domains.

The second key point derived from this study which has strong implications for the broader
CSR field is the role of contextual factors which feeds back into the scholarship on contextspecific CSR (Karam & Jamali, 2016; D’Cruz et al., 2021).Couples’ CSR approach reflected
remarkable influences of social, cultural, traditional, and religious norms, which shaped their
CSR practices. For example, their CSR action related to Gujarati festivals, Hindu religious
traditions and cultural customs determined how, why and for whom they engaged in CSR. This
finding implies that CSR is determined by the situated contextual factors and thus contributes
to the broader scholarship of CSR.

The third key point established in this study which has a noteworthy implication for CSR, is
the determinant role of gender in CSR conceptualisation and execution processes. The thesis
highlighted that men and women associate individual gender-related experiences with CSR
(Lorber, 1998). Their CSR approach, particularly from an individual point of view, included
addressing gender inequality through CSR activities. Moreover, gender was an influential
determinant in couples’ stakeholder interactions, whereby couples’ CSR reflected limiting
stakeholder interactions for women and a domestic-bound view of CSR held by women in
contrast to a visionary view of CSR envisaged by men. Furthermore, it was established in this
study that women had decreased agency, voice and participation in matters concerning CSR.
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These findings indicate a strong link between gender, business and CSR and call for an
increased focus on gender analysis in CSR studies. Moreover, the finding from this study on
the determinant role of gender in CSR implies that gender acts as an influential factor in
facilitating or hindering CSR engagement. Notably, the determinant role of gender in CSR
found in this study is applicable to all types of business beyond couple businesses and holds
crucial significance in sites of marginalisation, stringent socio-cultural and patriarchal contexts.

7.7 Chapter Conclusion
The chapter enhanced the SEW framework by not only including new constructs such as power,
context and equality but also by adding a different perspective. The discussion presented in this
chapter addressed the third research objective: To critically examine the application of the
enhanced gendered interpretation of the SEW framework on CSR in couple businesses.
Empirical findings from this study support the strong relevance of gender perspective on SEW
in understanding couple business CSR. The gender approach informed by social construction
feminism enabled the study to explore the contextual, situated factors within the Indian sociocultural landscape and pay attention to couples’ experiences of gender and nuances of spousal
relations in the context of CSR.
The investigation of the family members’ control (SEW dimension) within couple business
revealed control as unequally distributed amongst the couple in matters concerning CSR. The
application of the SEW framework, drawn from a gender perspective suggested unequal
distribution of control between the owners and hence showed issues of women’s agency and
participation in CSR matters. Consequently, an enhancement of the SEW framework, which
involves understanding the agency and participation of business owners instead of family firm
owners’ control, is recommended. The current SEW conceptualisation undertakes a generalised
approach and implies involvement and decision-making choices for all family members
without recognising individual personal circumstances which influence these dynamics. This
recommended modification of the SEW framework will allow a nuanced understanding of
SEW’s role within organisational practices at micro levels reflecting each family member’s
circumstances and contribute to the broader scholarship on SEW and CSR.
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The current SEW framework recognises family members’ identification (SEW dimension)
with the firm but does not specifically investigate the identification of each family owner,
particularly family members of a different gender. To address this, the chapter examined the
identification of women and men with the firm and proposed co-identification as describing
the characteristic of couples’ shared identification with the firm in their CSR approach. Their
approach of co-identification with the business and CSR execution is linked to their shared
joint lived experiences of struggles in life. Co-identification suggests couples’ collective
approach, which aligns with SEW theory. The SEW framework echoes a collective approach
enacted by family business owners. In contrast, a gender perspective focuses on individual role,
agency and participation in business practices. Therefore, analysis of the identification SEW
dimension within couple businesses from a gender lens revealed fragmentation in women’s
identification between home and business, as they had to play dual roles. It could be argued
that a gender lens on SEW helped uncover women’s situations within the collective. Therefore,
it is recommended that the SEW dimension of identification with the firm should include coidentification, which signifies collaborative identification with the firm by business owners as
well as individual personal identification processes. This recommendation of examining coidentification processes amongst owners or owner-managers and of investigating
fragmentation in identification between different domains may be applied to other different
business contexts in addition to couple businesses. As an implication for CSR, such an
investigation may help uncover owners’ identification processes amongst different types of
businesses which may potentially hinder or augment businesses’ engagement in CSR.

According to the SEW framework, emotional attachment (SEW dimension) amongst family
business owners and with the firm is a key driver in family business practices. This theme was
also reflected in couples’ approach to CSR in this study. Couples’ enacted a care-based and
emotionally driven approach in practising CSR. However, the gender lens on the SEW
framework applied in this study helped unravel how men and women embedded emotions in
their approach to CSR. In addition, the gender lens helped analyse emotional attachment as a
SEW dimension in relation to stereotypical attributes ascribed by Indian society to men and
women. According to dominant masculinity prevalent in Indian society, men are expected to
show ‘macho’ and strong personality, which is in contrast to feminine characterisation of
expressing emotions. However, through a gender lens on the SEW dimension of emotional
attachment, it was possible to uncover how men in this study reframed dominant masculinity
through care and expression of emotions in doing CSR. This suggests that aligning with the
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current SEW theory’s main ideology, couples in this study enacted a collective approach to
CSR driven by care and emotions. However, men showed reframing dominant masculinity
within this collective by enacting an emotionally expressive and caring approach to CSR.

In line with current SEW theorisation, which suggests a positive relationship between binding
social ties (SEW dimension) and CSR, couple business CSR also reflected a relationship-based
approach. Their approach was characterised by social proximity and familial relationships.
However, findings of this study show adverse effects of social relationships such as pressure,
burden and suffocation, which challenges the dominant SEW ideology on positive social
relationships. Thus, through the application of SEW theory in couple businesses, this study
identified such nuances of binding social ties. Thus, it is recommended to include a critical
analysis of the impact of binding social ties to study SEW in businesses. The research
recommends that connectedness be investigated in place of binding social ties, as it symbolises
relationships and allows critical analysis of the impacts of connectedness, such as suffocation
in social relationships. The concept of connectedness does not assert social relationships or ties
as binding but rather encourages critical analysis of social relationships and emotions that
signify connectedness within-firm members and between the firm and the wider society.
Moreover, a gender lens on the SEW dimension of binding social ties showed women’s limiting
stakeholder interactions and their social relationships reflected familial and domestic-bound
view of CSR. Applying a gender perspective on the SEW theory’s dimension of binding social
ties made it possible to uncover the limiting and restrictive nature of women’s stakeholder
interactions.

Additionally, context as an analytical category in the redeveloped conceptual framework in this
study suggested the critical role of Indian socio-cultural factors that drive the links between
gender and CSR in couple businesses. The thesis embedded contextual socio-cultural elements
currently omitted by SEW theory. Through the inclusion of the analytical category of context
added to the SEW framework, the contextual socio-cultural elements were analysed, the
contextual features of a couple business were examined, and the relevant experiences in context
were recognised. A gender lens within the SEW framework in relation to context uncovered
the influences of Gujarati and the overarching Indian culture on men and women’s way of
executing CSR. Investigation of a couple business as a distinctive context as part of the
conceptual framework highlighted spousal relational dynamics–such as complementing each
other and contextualising joint lived experiences–as processes enacted by couples in CSR
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execution. Specific focus on the distinctiveness of couple business as the organisational context
helped discover the interrelationship between the merged boundaries of home and business
(common in couple businesses) and the identification of home stakeholders. Hence, the
argument is made that home stakeholders may also be included in studying SEW dimensions
and CSR.

Furthermore, a gender lens supported investigations of gender-related experiences of men and
women, which they then applied in their understanding and execution of CSR. It showed links
between socially constructed meanings of gender by a given context, individual experiences
around it and CSR. Thus, the applied gender lens to the SEW framework in this study identified
important aspects in relation to contexts, such as the significantly influential role of the sociocultural elements of a given society, situated organisational features and micro experiences.

The current SEW framework does not include an analysis of power between business owners.
By applying a gender perspective informed by social construction feminism that supports the
analysis of power relations, this study encapsulated the analysis of power between men and
women couple business owners. From a micro-level analysis of power through a gender lens,
this study unpacked quiet power as an alternative form of power employed by women to
activate their agency in CSR execution. The dominant SEW framework falls short of including
the individual role within the collective team of firm owners and therefore fails to include such
nuances and impact of power relations. The analysis of power is particularly important in
patriarchal contexts such as India, which reflect a difference in treatment to men and women
in terms of social position, attributes and power. As the SEW framework is silent on the
dimension of power, the added gender lens uncovered men’s overall control in CSR matters
and women’s activation of quiet power to activate their agency in doing CSR. Thus the
enhanced SEW framework encapsulating a gender perspective enabled discovering not only
hierarchal relations between men and women but also an alternate form of power that can be
applied in stringent culture to activate women’s overall participation. Overall, applying a
gender perspective to the SEW framework added the missing individual voice in the collective
as proposed by the enhanced SEW framework drawn from a gender perspective developed in
this study.

In conclusion, the discussion presented in this chapter establishes the relevance and value of
the feminist social constructionist perspective on gender to study business practices and CSR.
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The derived empirical findings from this study support the applicability of the SEW framework
in understanding couple business CSR. However, the framework can be applied to other
business contexts to analyse the dynamics of equality, power, connectedness and context. Thus,
through this study, it could be concluded that reflection from a gender lens on the SEW
framework enlightens more relevant and overlooked dimensions such as equality, context, and
power within the SEW framework, broadening its theoretical and empirical scope for studying
various organisational aspects. Additionally, the chapter highlighted three key implications for
CSR that are established through this study in the areas of relational CSR, context-specific CSR
and the role of gender in CSR. It was established that contextual and situated elements such as
religious beliefs, festival traditions, local customs, cultural aspects and most importantly,
gender norms shape people’s understanding of CSR and thus cannot be disregarded in CSR
research.
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion
This study set out to understand CSR practices in couple businesses, with a specific focus on
couples’ collective and individual ways of enacting CSR. Applying the socioemotional wealth
(SEW) theoretical framework enhanced from a gender perspective enabled the research to
explore the interconnections between the micro-level approach, organisational practices, and
the influences of the pervading socio-cultural context of Gujarat, India. The purpose of this
chapter is to present the conclusions of this study, which has unpacked the potential role and
contribution of couple businesses in the context of CSR in India. The key academic, theoretical,
and methodological contributions, confirmed through the empirical findings of this thesis, are
presented in this chapter.

The chapter begins with a review of the research aim and objectives, followed by a discussion
of the significant findings of the study, addressing the research questions. The third section
lays out the theoretical and practice level contributions in the areas of small business and family
business CSR, couple business operations, gender CSR studies and SEW theory. The chapter
is concluded by underlining the limitations of the current study and proposes the scope for
future studies.

8.1 Revisiting the Research Objectives and Questions
The overall aim of this study was to understand CSR practices within small couple businesses.
In order to address this aim, three research objectives and related questions were formulated.
The first research objective was to understand couple business partners’ collective CSR
conceptualisation and execution processes. Focusing upon the aspect of couples’ collective
approach to CSR, the findings illustrate themes from an organisational perspective which
recognise couples as a team representing the business. The questions posed to achieve this
research objective were, How do couple business partners collectively conceptualise CSR?
What processes do couple business partners adopt to execute the shared understanding of CSR?
Building upon existing knowledge on small business’s relational approach to CSR, the
particular nature of couples’ stakeholder interactions and the relational dimensions of emotions
and power within this dynamic were explored under this research objective.
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The second research objective concerned the role of gender in couple business partners’ CSR
execution focused at an individual level and thus the analysis investigated individual (microlevel) findings. The guiding research question to achieve this objective was, how does gender
influence CSR execution in couple businesses? The analysis targeted gender meanings,
experiences and norms constructed in/by the Indian socio-cultural context and the links to CSR
made by the participants. The third research objective was To critically examine the application
of the enhanced gendered interpretation of the SEW framework on CSR in couple businesses.
The key question asked to address this objective was, How can couple business CSR be
explained from the perspective of a gendered SEW framework? In order to achieve this
objective, new analytical categories such as equality, connectedness, context, and power were
added to the existing SEW theoretical framework and used as a lens to explain couple
businesses’ approach to CSR. The following sections discuss key findings addressing each
research objective and discuss the wider implications of the conclusions drawn in light of the
empirical data.

8.1.1 First Research Objective: Couples’ Collective Approach to CSR
In response to the first research objective focused on an organisational point of view, the
analysis focussed on the CSR conceptualisation processes collectively adopted and practised
by couples. This study found couple businesses’ CSR practices as following a relational
approach embedded implicitly in business practices (Wickert et al., 2016). The finding aligns
with previous scholarship on small businesses (Baumann-Pauly et al., 2013) and family
business’ characterisation of CSR (Deniz & Suarez, 2005), which perceives CSR as implicit
and relational, embedded in day-to-day business practices. Couples’ CSR enactment did not
just include standard business stakeholders such as suppliers or employees, but also focused
upon non-business-related stakeholders, such as the elderly and children from the slum
community who may be vulnerable and at a disadvantage compared to other members of the
society.

India has a layered class, caste-and-religion based social structure which echoes hierarchy in
many spheres of social activity (Banerjee & Ghosh, 2018). Although couples’ description of
the slum community did not show strands of class superiority, rather their approach to CSR
was based upon the vulnerability of people around them and those who are disadvantaged
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facing a lack of education opportunities and daily living amenities. Furthermore, couples added
home stakeholders in their CSR conceptualisation as a result of situated organisational features
such as merged boundaries of home and business domains. These findings have a wider
implication in terms of context-specific CSR and which stakeholders should essentially be
included in CSR activities. Academic scholars encourage investigations at contextual levels to
realise the true potential of CSR (Karam & Jamali, 2017; Matten & Moon, 2020). The finding
of specific stakeholders addressed by small couple businesses and their sensitivity to the Indian
contextual needs contributes to the discourse on the links between distinctive organisational
factors; contextual socio-cultural, economic and country-specific circumstances; and CSR.
A distinction in couple-run businesses found through this thesis is that couples’ joint lived
experiences played a crucial role in their mutual meaning-making of CSR. Findings around
processes adopted by couples to mutually translate CSR understanding into practices revealed
that they adopted a contextualising approach in practising CSR. The mutual joint lived
experiences of couples led them to co-create a shared understanding of CSR. Reflections of
their own life struggle encountered together as a couple are mirrored and contextualised by
them when making sense and ascribing meaning to CSR. Most couples associated personal
experiences of financial and emotional struggles and support received or denied in such
situations by them in their spousal journey as determining factors guiding their role of
responsibility at an individual as well as organisational level towards the society. Through such
connections of context and experiences, they formed a collective conceptualisation of CSR.

The literature on spousal relationships in couple businesses has established positive
relationship between spousal relationship and business outcomes (Brannon et al., 2013; Matser,
2013), but there remained a lack of research on how the spousal relationship influenced specific
business practices. This study has established that due to the joint-lived experiences and the
shared spousal relationship couples are able to align their CSR understandings and execute a
collective point of view. As a wider implication this finding draws attention to dual ownership
small firms where alignment of CSR understandings amongst owners may potentially lead to
increased CSR engagement and implementation.

Analysis on couple business stakeholder interactions suggest themes of moral superiority,
whereby couples’ moral values and ethical doings are considered superior to the stakeholders’
moral values (Dong, van Prooijen & van Lange, 2019). These conditions signify a hierarchal
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power structure. They enable organisations’ power to choose a CSR approach yet raise
questions of stakeholders’ agency. It may also result in a burden of obligations towards
stakeholders, promoting social indebtedness. This finding helps uncover less visible hierarchal
power structures within a relationships-based CSR approach as broader implication and calls
for more research on such hierarchal business-stakeholder relations within the small business
context, particularly from stakeholders’ perspectives.

The results of this research support the idea that different types of businesses may have
distinctive approaches to CSR. Therefore, to achieve the full potential of CSR, it is important
to understand contextual organisational factors and the ways in which they affect their CSR
execution. For instance, in this study, the situated organisational characteristics of a couple
business – such as couples’ spousal relationship, joint lived experiences in their spousal journey
and blurred home and business boundaries influence their CSR execution in terms of their
understanding of CSR and which stakeholders are to be included within this. Similarly,
attention to such situated organisational factors and their distinctiveness may help identify
different approaches to CSR enactment and broaden its scope.

8.1.2 Second Research Objective: Role of Gender in Couples’ CSR
Execution
The research made an inquiry into how gender roles affect CSR in couple business through
analysing nuanced expressions of self, described by participants in their own CSR interactions
verbally and through drawings. This research objective mainly focussed on micro-level
understandings and practices of men and women couple business partners, which influenced
their CSR execution. As the study revolves around themes of the gender relations between
partners, it aimed to unpack how socially constructed meanings of masculinities and
femininities influenced men and women’s understanding and doing of CSR. Analysis of
individual and personal gender experiences of men and women suggested that their social
position, which is characterised by socio-culturally ascribed gender roles, influenced their
individual ways of CSR execution.

Couples in this study linked stereotypical ideas of gender as ascribed by the Indian sociocultural context, to their understanding and execution of CSR. This research has drawn
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attention to the persistence of women’s domestic roles and secondary-earner status within
families, which explain gender differences in organisational structures in India (Sudarshan &
Bhattacharya, 2009). The implication of enacting traditional masculinities and femininities led
to a gendered approach to CSR, whereby CSR-related activities and stakeholders are assigned
as per gender within the business. The wider implications of these conditions are that women’s
stakeholder interactions in relation to CSR are mostly centred around home stakeholders,
raising questions of women’s choice and participation in CSR. From the perspective of
persisting problems of hierarchal social structures in the Indian society, the wider implications
of such a gendered approach in business operations is that these conditions add to the pervading
social issues of gender inequalities. Furthermore, this study ascertained that as a result of
individual, personal and distinctive gender experiences, men and women couple business
partners adopt different ways of doing CSR which are aimed at challenging and reframing
stereotypical gender constructions. These approaches from women’s perspective, are targeted
at increasing their participation in business matters including CSR. Women bargain social
pressures, mobilise, the ascribed feminine traits and negotiate their identity of being a business
owner and a women to in a way challenge gender norms on femininities and increase their
participation in CSR matters. Using their identity as a “owner”, women participants pushed the
boundaries of ‘acceptable’ feminine concerns and behaviours, taking up and leading CSR
initiatives and specifically enabling change initiatives for women in the society. This indicates
women participants asserting quiet power (Campbell, 2014) to enable their participation and
agency in executing CSR practices. Men maintain traditional masculinities by supporting ,the
idea of men being the financial provider for the household as a CSR issue but also reframe the
norms of masculinities (of being rational and aggressive) by showing care (often considered a
feminine trait) in their CSR approach.

These findings uncover the gendered nature of CSR execution in couple businesses and
highlights the issues of women’s participation and gender inequality. In terms of wider
implications, the findings highlight the patriarchal social structure of Indian society
characterised by hierarchy whereby women’s participation in business matters is still reliant
upon their domestic roles and bound by the restrictive norms of femininities. Extant research
has established different ways of CSR execution enacted by businesses, for example, small
businesses’ approach to CSR is informal and direct through the owner, and family firms’
enactment of CSR reflect embeddedness in communities. However, the gendered nature of
CSR identified in this thesis, suggests that CSR which is largely understood to address social
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issues such as gender inequality rather sustains gender binaries in couple businesses. The wider
implication of this could be concreting the pervading gendered structures, failed CSR attempts
and increased social problems of gender inequalities in Indian society.

8.1.3 Third Research Objective: Couple Business CSR from the Gender
Perspective on SEW Framework
In this study, application of a gender lens on the SEW model enabled uncovering gender and
power dynamics within SEW dimensions and couple business partners’ CSR practices. The
study confirms that couple businesses CSR can be better explained through the enhanced
interpretation of the SEW theory, as this involves analysis of categories such as equality,
connectedness, context, and power which takes a more nuanced examination of couple business
practices.
Through the analytical category of equality, the study examined the family firm owners’
control SEW dimension and confirms an unequal distribution of business control between men
and women couple business partners. By combining findings on women’s manoeuvring
techniques for CSR participation and tenets of gender perspective, a modification of the family
control SEW dimension is recommended in this thesis, to account for agency, voice, and
participation. This modification of the SEW framework will reflect each owners’ participatory
role in the business practices of controlling functions which echo competition and suppression.

Through the analytical category of connectedness, the study examines the emotional
attachment and binding social ties SEW dimensions and finds that emotions and care drive
CSR in couple businesses. However, expectations in social relationships lead couples to adopt
a circumspective approach to CSR. Through the analytical category of context, the study
demonstrates the value of situated organisational features that shape firm’s CSR approach. The
category also helped capture the nuances of the socio-cultural context of India such as customs,
traditions, economic conditions, and gender meanings. Moreover, due to including men and
women’s experiences in context the thesis identifies strong interrelationship between gender
meanings and understanding and execution of CSR. The thesis demonstrates meaningful
application of a gender perspective on the SEW framework in understanding couple business
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CSR which then potentially broadens the scope of application of the SEW theory drawn from
a gender perspective in other business and country contexts.

The following sections present the main contributions of this thesis covering academic,
theoretical, practice and methodological contributions.

8.2 Academic and Theoretical Contributions
The thesis contributes to the knowledge streams of six key areas: context-specific and microCSR, small and family business CSR, couple businesses, SEW theory and gender CSR studies.

8.2.1 Contribution to Context-Specific and Micro-CSR Research
The thesis highlights the influences of Indian traditions, customs and gender understandings in
couples’ CSR approach. It was ascertained that the prevailing gendered customs, traditions and
gender meanings were further perpetuated and sustained in the society as CSR activities. By
demonstrating such context-specific influences on CSR practices that further create social
inequalities, the thesis contributes to the usefulness of context-specific CSR research (Karam
& Jamali, 2017; Matten & Moon, 2020; D’Cruz et al., 2021). By undertaking a nuanced
approach of identifying micro-level CSR-related interactions of couple business owners’ and
demonstrating their distinctive and differentiated ways of executing CSR, the thesis contributes
to the discourse on the substance of more micro-level insights to realise the potential of CSR
(Gond et al., 2017).

8.2.2 Contribution to Small Business and Family Business CSR Research
The thesis makes four contributions to the academic literature in the field of small business
CSR research. First, there is a well-established body of literature underscoring the important
relationships between CSR and small businesses and the significance of examining the
phenomenon and its impact on the well-being of the society in which the small businesses
operate (Aragon & Iturioz, 2016; Wickert et al., 2016). As discussed in Chapter 2, extant
research approaches CSR from the perspective of large and multinational companies whilst
disregarding the role of small businesses in developing social well-being (Baumann-Pauly et
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al., 2013). The research, therefore, moves the discourse on CSR forward by empirically
exploring the CSR phenomenon in small businesses. Additionally, the research adds newer
perspectives within the small business CSR research from the perspective of couple businesses.
Second, the literature review on small business CSR identified a gap in research on the dualowner small business approach to CSR. Most extant studies have drawn findings focused upon
single-owner small businesses. Considering the owner-driven nature of CSR practices in small
businesses, it was important to identify dual-owner small businesses’ approaches to CSR. By
uncovering collective processes enacted by couple business owners, such as complementing
each other and contextualising joint lived experiences, the thesis adds new knowledge to the
current literature on owner-driven small business CSR. Additionally, the family business CSR
literature review identified a gap in knowledge on each family firm owner’s role and
contribution in CSR execution. Most extant literature has targeted firm-level interactions with
stakeholders omitting to show each owner’s role within the collective approach to CSR. By
showing each couple business partner’s role in understanding and execution of CSR, the thesis
fills the identified gap in family business CSR research.
Third, couples’ interactions with home stakeholders were indicated in the findings, particularly
in women’s CSR conceptualisation. Hence, this research discovers home stakeholders as
necessary CSR stakeholders towards whom businesses may extend social responsibility. This
finding is also significant in understanding relational CSR as familial relations, and that
associated responsibilities may not be clearly visible; however, such relationships cannot be
ignored, particularly in small business and family firms (Panda & Gupta, 2004). By adding
home stakeholders to the couple business stakeholder map, this thesis contributes to the
knowledge of business-specific CSR stakeholders (Schlierer et al., 2012; McCarthy & Muthuri,
2018). These findings build upon previous literature on specific stakeholders, such as
competitors for small businesses, which are different from MNCs (Spence, 2016).

Fourth, the thesis draws attention to such implications of the direct relational approach enacted
in small businesses. By exploring power as an analytical category within the proposed SEW
framework, the study unpacked hierarchal power relations between couple businesses and
stakeholders, reflected through moral superiority. This contributes to the knowledge on the
relationship-based CSR mostly practised in small firms (Russo & Tencati, 2009), in which
themes of moral superiority and its implications on stakeholder agency remain absent.
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8.2.3 Contribution to Couple Business Research
Couple businesses represent a substantial, growing segment of the family business sector that
remains under-researched when compared with general family business research (de Bruin &
Lewis, 2004; Fitzgerald & Muske, 2002) in the areas of business operations and micro-level
execution of business practices. By exploring CSR execution mechanisms that encapsulate the
situated and distinctive aspects of couple businesses–such as spousal dynamics, gender
relations and blurred home and business spaces–this thesis offers nuanced empirical evidence
and contributes to the literature on business practice execution in couple-run businesses.

The literature review on gender dynamics in couple businesses had identified that previous
studies have targeted investigating business task division on the basis of masculine and
feminine traits. This research approach omits to include the influences of a given socio-cultural
context that gives meaning to gender and accordingly ascribes traits to masculinities or
femininities. By showing the connection between the experiences of gender (masculinities and
femininities) constructed in the Indian socio-cultural context and execution of business
practices (CSR) in couple businesses the thesis contributes to the literature on gender dynamics
in couple businesses.

The literature review on gender investigations had shown limited research on gendered
practices (El Shoubaki et al., 2021), and as such, the issues of agency, voice and participation
by men and women have not been addressed. Most existing studies on gender in couple
businesses focus upon gender-based business task distribution between the couple; however,
how this gendered division is experienced and its impact upon business practices remained to
be known. By demonstrating issues of women’s choice, agency and participation in CSR
matters in couple businesses and CSR as a gendered practice, the thesis highlights the
restrictive conditions of women’s engagement in business in the Indian context.

8.2.4 Contribution to Socioemotional Wealth Theory
Given that SEW is the most distinguishing feature in family firms that underpins their
behaviour, this study provides an insight into the impact of SEW on the CSR practices of small
couple businesses. The study not only performs an organisational-level analysis of SEW
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dimensions on couple businesses but also uncovers how SEW dimensions affect each owner
of the firm (man and woman in this study), providing a micro-level analysis. A number of
contributions to the SEW theory established in this thesis are explained in the section below.

This study develops the conceptualisation of the SEW model in the context of CSR (Jenkins,
2006; Spence, 2016). The outcomes expand the SEW theoretical framework through mapping
empirical findings and critically enhancing the gender lens on this theorising the social
responsibility of couple businesses and demonstrating the value of feminist perspectives of
gender. Family business scholars have applied the SEW theoretical perspective to investigate
various family firms’ decision making and behaviour, such as risk-taking (Gomez-Mejia et al.,
2007), environmental performance (Berrone et al., 2010).

Through the redevelopment of the SEW model from a gender perspective, this study
contributes to the advancement of the SEW research, which currently recognises family
business as a whole but is characterised by an absence of a more nuanced approach to
understanding each family firm owner’s role. Acknowledging the effect of SEW dimensions
on individual couple business partners, this study contributes to specificities of SEW theory
rather than treating it as a whole representing the business (Kellermanns et al., 2012).
As highlighted in the previous Section 7.2.1, the investigation of the family members’ control
SEW dimension within a couple business reveals control as unequally distributed amongst the
couple in matters concerning CSR. The application of the SEW framework informed by social
construction feminism suggests issues of women’s agency and participation in CSR matters.
Consequently, an enhancement of the SEW framework, which involves understanding the
agency and participation of business owners instead of family firm owners’ control, is
recommended. The research uncovers contradicting effects of social ties in couples’
stakeholder CSR interactions, such as suffocation in binding social ties, mistrust in CSR
activities and creation of social indebtedness. This contradicts previous research on the positive
effects of family and firm social relationships on their CSR activities (Gomez-Mejia et al.,
2011). These findings contribute to the theorisation of relational CSR and binding social ties
which are considered a SEW in family firms.
The current SEW framework recognises family members’ identification with the firm (Berrone
et al., 2012) but does not explicitly investigate the identification of each family owner,
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particularly family members of a different gender. To address this knowledge gap, the research
examines the identification of women and men partners with the firm. It proposes coidentification as describing the characteristic of couples’ shared identification with the firm in
their CSR approach. However, by uncovering identity negotiation conducted by women for
CSR execution, the study also emphasises recognition of individual firm identification
techniques adopted by family firm owners.

8.2.5 Contribution to Gender CSR Studies
Analysis of gender as a contested category facilitates a more robust understanding of social
relations and divisions (Mirchandani, 1999). Furthermore, it leads to the application of newer
theoretical approaches which are directed to address inequalities, recognise experiences of this
inequality and contribute to generating solutions for marginalised groups (Woodward &
Woodward, 2015). Through exploring gender dynamics influencing CSR execution, this study
highlights a gap between men’s and women’s ways of CSR execution, which further implies
the restrictive and divisional socio-cultural milieu of Indian society. These conditions are
suggestive of hindering change in terms of equality. Within the context of gender studies and
CSR, the thesis not only uncovers the gendered nature of CSR practices in couple businesses
but also contributes to the knowledge on how stereotypical gender constructions are navigated
by men and women in the execution of CSR. The thesis contributes to the discussion on
women’s participation in business matters, particularly in gendered and patriarchal societies.

Additionally, from an individual perspective, analysis of power suggested that women enacted
quiet power by negotiating their identity, bargaining social pressures, and mobilising
stereotypical traits of femininity to increase their participation in CSR. The research
acknowledges gendered power relations and work practices. Moving forward from the
traditional conceptualisation of power as control, it unpacks an alternative understanding of
such power dynamics by signifying the potential for human agency targeted at collective
empowerment (Foucault, 1977; Crane et al., 2008; McCarthy, 2017). This also sheds light on
women’s voices which goes beyond traditional patriarchal structures.

Gender is often a fundamental factor in discriminatory practices reflecting marginalisation,
suppression, and exclusion, even in ‘socially responsible’ organisational cultures (Grosser &
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Moon, 2005; Marshall, 2007). CSR practice and research has acknowledged gender inequality
as a longstanding societal issue (Grosser & Moon, 2005; Grosser, 2011), but more steps
towards addressing aspects of inclusivity and participation within gendered structures need to
be taken, in order to maintain the ongoing momentum of social change and transformation in
gender relations. By uncovering the links between the differentiated experiences of gender
lived by men and women, alongside meanings of CSR, the thesis contributes to this ongoing
movement for effective questioning and interventions that can bring about a change in gendered
organisations and societies (Benschop & Verloo, 2011; Bell et al., 2019).

Importantly, the research contributes to the current scholarship on gender CSR, that have
helped disclose the gendered nature of CSR, gendered nature of CSR theories and gender
dynamics in organisations through various feminist perspectives of gender (Coleman, 2002;
Marshall, 2007; McCarthy & Muthuri, 2016). By applying the social constructionist feminist
approach to gender, the thesis moves forward the conversation on studying socially constructed
meanings of gender and its contributions to uncovering the gendered nature of organisational
structures. Building upon academic scholarship on gender approaches to feminism (Lorber,
1998; Calas & Smircich, 2006; Pru¨gl, 2015), this research contributes to the discourse on the
necessity of embedding feminist theoretical perspectives, particularly of gender, in CSR studies
(Grosser & Moon, 2019).

8.3 Practice and Policy Contributions
CSR in India is largely focussed upon MNCs, especially from a policy perspective. There are
a number of incentives and policies framed by the Government of India to encourage MNC
engagement in CSR activities. However, there are fewer policies which give explicit attention
to small businesses’ capabilities to conduct CSR initiatives. By specifically highlighting small
business CSR activities which are implicit and sensitive to the local contexts, this research
proposes policy makers include small businesses in CSR agendas, as they are well placed
within the communities to enact societal well-being initiatives. Couple businesses’ approach
involved embedded CSR practices within the business activities with the use of in-house
resources. Practitioners could take into consideration the available resources and how they can
be appropriately deployed to address societal concerns. More specifically, these resources
could be utilised to address the local needs such as poverty and education needs of slum
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community members, children facing disadvantage and elderly people dealing with neglect.
Such an understanding has the potential to direct small business CSR efforts to address situated
social problems and contribute to societal well-being beyond philanthropy.

Additionally, the research identifies home stakeholders as CSR stakeholders for small couple
businesses. Due to the merged boundaries of home and business dynamics and blurred roles
between family and business, couples’ CSR conceptualisation involved home stakeholders.
The home stakeholders described by couples include family members, domestic helpers and
family members of business employees who have not been explicitly included as CSR
stakeholders. At a practice level, small business practitioners conduct CSR activities for/with
traditional stakeholders such as employees, suppliers, and environmental agencies. This
research recommends acknowledging home stakeholders and being more explicit about
engaging in CSR activities for/with the firm at a practice level.

In practical terms, this research may also help couples in business to view how gender is
performed and practised between the couple and in business practices. Performing gender often
becomes a usual way of life (Lewis, 2004), and due to spousal relational dynamics, couples are
often used to enacting their gender between them. Enacting gender is also a result of the sociocultural context shaping gender. According to Lewis (2004), highlighting gender performance
is also considered a small step towards introducing social reforms. This study uncovers
couples’ performance of gender in the execution of CSR practices and thus sheds light on their
ways of manoeuvring around limiting, social constructions of gender. Through the discussion
in the interview and the drawing exercise, participants of this study had already started to link
their gender experiences and business activities. Findings from this thesis may further help
couples in business to reflect upon gendered conditions embedded in business practices.

In terms of CSR, practitioners must employ strategies of distributing CSR-related matters such
as decision making, stakeholder interactions and resource planning between the couple,
according to their skills and interests rather than gender. This could address the issue of
gendered organisational practices characterised by restrictions for women. On a wider scale,
this would also mean challenging and dismantling stereotypical gender constructions which
ascribe specific attributes and behaviours to men and women.
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Furthermore, the most significant challenges to entrepreneurial women in India is relate to
social obstacles (Basu, 1995; Sivakumar & Manimekalai, 2021). Despite their high educational
level and significant financial resources, working women still face additional difficulties in
becoming involved in business activities. Difficulties of participation and financial decision
making for women have been highlighted in this research through the investigation of men and
women’s CSR execution mechanisms. Policymakers could introduce regulations in order to
facilitate and support the actions of working women to encourage greater involvement of
women in businesses. Thus, the analysis presented in this thesis illuminates possible pathways
for advancing the CSR agenda within small-family businesses and ensuring greater
consideration of gender in policy and practice.

8.4 Empirical Contributions
By combining the existing methods for qualitative data collection such as interviews and visual
participatory drawings in a new context of couple business, this thesis makes an empirical
contribution. Extant studies in the field of couple businesses have utilised qualitative
approaches involving interview; however, the power dynamics between the couple that may
affect the empirical findings have not come under scrutiny. By applying a methodological
approach that recognised the complexity of power (gendered) relations between the couple,
this research opened up newer ways of capturing the empirical data, particularly in the couple
business context, which could have potentially been hindered.

Furthermore, the applied methodological approach also contributes to the current discourse on
empowering methodologies (Bell & Sengupta, 2021) which emphasizes on undertaking a
research approach that empowers participants to voice their perspectives and feel inclusive.
Given the patriarchal nature of the Indian society and the relational structure of heterosexual
couples the undertaken methodological approach enabled voice to both couple business
partners, particularly for women. For instance, in the Indian contexts with strong patriarchal
socio-cultural influences it is not always easy for woman to speak what they feel like when
their husband or his family members are around. Some customs and traditions in India still
maintain and follow strong patriarchal hierarchies (For E.g. keeping a veil around men;
dedicated areas in the house for men such as the living room for socialisation and kitchen for
the women of the house) and thus woman’s voice is such research contexts may remain hidden.
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As reflected in many participant drawings (Figure 27 & 28), women participants could voice
their situations of loaded home responsibilities or a domestic-bound view of CSR through
drawings in this study. Thus, by adopting and combining existing techniques of data collection
in a newer and potentially sensitive context of couple businesses in India this thesis makes an
empirical contribution to the discourse on empowering methodologies (Bell & Sengupta, 2021)
in sensitive contexts.

8.5 Limitations of the Study and Prospects for Future Research
Most studies on couple businesses have been conducted in western countries, which are
radically different from India, which is a diverse country encompassing multiple cultures and
social norms across its regions. As identified in this research, socio-cultural factors such as
traditions and customs play a significant role in gender and CSR conceptualisations of business.
This study covers a small part of Gujarat within western India. However, it could be
instrumental to identify CSR conceptualisation processes and gender dynamics within other
regions of India, as these may indicate a different result due to variance in pervading sociocultural factors. Comparisons across different regions of India may highlight regional
disparities and inequalities in terms of gender, thus highlighting factors constraining CSR
practices. This will also uncover different ways men and women adapt to challenge, transform
or maintain gender constructions.

The SEW theory emphasises succession as an important type of SEW in family firms.
However, all sample couples in this research were first-generation business owners, and
therefore the aspect of succession was not included in their accounts on the topics of study.
Future research could focus on second-generation couple businesses and explore the dynamics
of succession and CSR. Upon identifying research gaps in the differentiated approaches to CSR
enacted by small business, MNCs and family firms, this study specifically focused on couplerun businesses. A full exploration of other different types of small businesses such, as a social
enterprise and a sibling entrepreneurship lies beyond the scope of this study. However, future
research could possibly investigate CSR execution by other types of small businesses to
enhance the existing knowledge in the small business CSR field, which could subsequently
lead to achieving an increased potential of CSR.
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This limitation concerns the methodological approach and the researcher’s position as an
Indian ‘insider’ for the study. The study’s methodological approach of combining interviews
and drawings was intended to address the power issues between the researcher and the
participants. However, being an Indian (insider) and a researcher brings challenges of
presuming participant responses, which blocks other perspectives. Although the empirical
findings are based upon participant interpretations of issues and their meanings, the
researcher’s part as an Indian may have affected the interpretation of data. This limitation of
the study suggests that ‘outsider’ perspectives could be added to extend the knowledge
established in this research.

The sampling parameters of the study which relied upon the definition of couple businesses
allowed the inclusion of same/different sex and married/non-married couples as research
participants. However, given the stringent cultural setting of the Indian society which has
traditionally supported heterosexual marriages, same-sex and non-married couples who run a
business together could not be found. Considering this a limitation of the study, future research
could include same-sex and non-married couples and extend the findings of this study through
comparative analysis.

8.6 Concluding Remarks
Arguments presented in this thesis have demonstrated the need for including distinctive
organisational features of different types of businesses in CSR investigations. The studied
features of couple businesses–such as merged home-business domains, spousal relationship
and gender dynamics in this research–highlighted several important aspects that shape couple
businesses’ CSR approach. Their merged home-business domains uncovered the role of home
stakeholders, which has been absent in CSR discourse. Links between spousal relationships
and CSR disclosed the processes followed by couples to execute their collective understanding
of CR. Identifying such processes is significant, particularly from a small family business
perspective, as the owner-manager's role is central in driving their CSR practices.
The thesis challenged the masculine conceptualisation of the dominant SEW framework that
echoes instrumental and western perspectives by enhancing it from a gender perspective and
applying it in the Indian context from the global south. By explaining couple business CSR
from a gendered SEW perspective, it is hoped that this research encourages more
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reconceptualisations of theories in the CSR field that have been primarily drawn from western
perspectives, enhancing their applicability to contexts from the global south. The identified set
of stakeholders for couple businesses in this study include nonstandard stakeholders such as
elderly people, children facing disadvantage, slum community members and home
stakeholders. This identification reflects the contextual needs of Gujarat. It is hoped that these
identified stakeholders are included in CSR interventions executed by small businesses, social
enterprises, non-profit organisations, and regional government bodies in Gujarat.
By showing the links between gender experiences and CSR execution as proposed under social
construction feminism, the thesis presented arguments for including investigations of gender
meanings in CSR studies. Importantly, the research identified the gendered nature of CSR
practices in couple businesses which raise questions of women’s agency, choice, and
participation in CSR matters. These conditions highlight that the practice of CSR, which is
primarily founded upon the objective of addressing social problems such as gender inequality
rather sustains them. By uncovering the nature of CSR as a gendered practice that sustains
gender binaries, the thesis draws attention to the negative implications of CSR. It is hoped that
such problematic implications of CSR are addressed in CSR interventions by practitioners to
improve the conditions of women’s choice and participation in business matters within Gujarat.
More broadly, it is hoped that this research draws practitioners’ attention to mobilise CSR
practices as an opportunity to address gender inequality rather than allow it to sustain such
inequalities.
Gender equality requires dismantling patriarchal, socio-cultural structures that have allowed
the enactment of masculinities and femininities to become normalised in societies and
workplaces (Holvino, 2010). This can potentially be achieved by applying appropriate CSR
interventions and techniques (Hearn & Husu, 2016). In this study, interventions and techniques
that attempt to reframe masculinities were reflected in men’s CSR approach embodied by care.
Interventions and techniques that attempt to reframe femininities were reflected in women’s
CSR approach embodied by quiet power. Applying quiet power helped women activate their
agency and increase their participation in CSR matters within the patriarchal structure of the
Indian society. Such important steps undertaken by men and women in India contribute to the
movement for gender equality. It is hoped that following this research, more such interventions
and techniques enacted by individuals in different geographical and socio-cultural contexts,
particularly from sites of marginalisation, are revealed and made visible.
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Appendix 1: Participant Information Sheet
Dear Research Participant

My name is Divya Patel and I am a PhD researcher at the Royal Holloway University of
London (RHUL). As part of my PhD program, I am currently conducting research on how
small to medium couple run businesses understand and do corporate social responsibility
(CSR). I am particularly interested in researching how the couple’s relationship influences their
approach to CSR. I am seeking views from couples who are in a business together. I would be
incredibly grateful for your time as an interviewee. I have detailed more information about the
study, interview process, your role in the study, and your rights of participation below. Please
take the time to read the following information carefully so that you can make an informed
decision.

If any of the information is unclear, please do not hesitate to ask me questions. If you require
more information about the research, you can contact me on my institutional e-mail address
which is:divya.patel.2017@rhul.ac.uk or phone/text me on 0044 7932764491.

Title of my project: Corporate social responsibility (CSR) conceptualisation by smallmedium couple business in India. – A feminist socioemotional wealth perspective

Purpose of the research
The study involves an exploration of relational dimensions between the couples like emotions,
power and social ties which may influence their decision making regarding social
responsibilities of the business. The study is particularly focussed in exploring particularities
of small and medium businesses. It aims to include couple run businesses to gain insights on
individual roles men and women perform and the collective processes which will further shed
light on masculine and feminine perspectives in the Indian socio-cultural context.
Below I provide answers to some general questions that you may have.

Why am I being invited to take part?
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As the main aim of this research is to get insights on CSR activities of couples, the research
seeks to invite participant couples who run a business together. Therefore, you have been
invited to take part in this study.

Do I have to take part?
The decision to participate is completely up to you; you are under no obligation to take part.
Prior to the interview, if you agree to participate, I will describe the study and go through this
information sheet with you so that you fully understand what the research consists of. I will
then ask you to sign a consent form which will demonstrate that you have agreed to take part
in the research. You are free to withdraw from this study at any time without giving a reason.

What will happen if I take part?
If you decide to participate, you will be asked to undertake an interview with me. The interview
will be an informal talk mainly focussed on your own experiences and individual stories
regarding your business’s social responsibilities and the dynamics between yourself and your
spouse. I will conduct the interview at a time and place suitable to you. The interview will be
conducted with each partner separately. The interview should take approximately 30 minutes
and will be semi-structured, meaning I will have a set of questions which act as initial
conversational starters. We can talk in English, Gujarati or Hindi, whichever language you are
comfortable in. With your agreement, I will audio-record the interview so that it can be
transcribed later. If you would not like the interview to be audio recorded, I shall take notes of
the conversation. You will not be identified, and the interview will be confidential. Please also
read additional information regarding confidentiality and anonymity below. After the interview
with each partner individually, you will be requested to do a drawing exercise alongside your
partner. This will be a fun mini workshop session.

What if I do not know drawing?
Drawing skills are not essential or important here at all, but your ideas are. The drawing process
will lead you to create a visual image of your ideas. In addition, words (fewer the better),
diagrams, arrows, can be utilised to create the picture.

How much time will it take?
The interview will take approximately 30 minutes and the drawing exercise will take 30
minutes.
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What happens to the information collected?
All the information collected about you in the research will be kept strictly confidential. At all
times, procedures for handling, processing, storage and destruction of data will be in
accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and will follow the Royal Holloway, University
of London’s Ethics Guidelines and Data Management Policy. Any data in Hindi and Gujarati
languages will be translated in English by me. It is important that you are aware of the
following: Individual participant research data taken during interviews will be made
anonymous by changing your name and any other details that may compromise your
confidentiality or anonymity. Furthermore, your data will be allocated a code. This will only
be known to me. All identifying markers which could infer identity will be removed or changed
to maintain participant confidentiality and anonymity. All recorded data will be stored in a
locked cabinet, within a locked office, accessed only by myself and my supervisors. Your
signed consent will be stored separately from the responses you provide. Electronic data will
be stored on a password protected computer known only to myself. The data collected will be
used to write and publish in journal publications, conference presentations and be utilised in
this thesis. However, you will not be identifiable in any of the publication.

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
There are no inherent risks in taking part in this interview and it is highly unlikely that sensitive
topics will be addressed throughout the course of the interview. However, as some questions
in the interview explore the connection between your professional and personal life, some
participants might feel some form of distress when sharing personal details. It is up to you how
much of your personal history you feel like sharing. If you feel uncomfortable with any of the
questions or conversation topics then you do not need to answer, and you will not be probed
for any more information on that particular topic. You are free to stop the interview at any time
or refuse any question that causes any sort of discomfort.

What are the possible benefits of taking part?
Your participation will help us fill a gap in knowledge about couple business CSR particularly
within the Indian context. Your responses will help identify social issues which are prevalent
in the Indian society, and which can be addressed through CSR and your business. Your
responses will also shed light on your individual roles (male and female) and the mutual CSR
understanding processes amongst yourself and your spouse.

This knowledge will help

practitioners design appropriate CSR approaches.
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What will happen if I do not want to continue with the study?
If you wish to withdraw from the study, all information and data collected about you, to date
will be destroyed and your name will be removed from all study files.

What if there is a concern?
If you have a particular concern about any aspect of the study, I will do my best to answer your
questions. However, if you would like to speak to someone else besides me, regarding this
research, you could contact my supervisor: Laura Spence,

(Laura.Spence@rhul.ac.uk),

Professor of Business Ethics at Royal Holloway University of London.

Divya Patel
0044 – 7932764491
Divya.patel.2017@rhul.ac.uk
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Appendix 2: Interview Guide
Topic: Business Conception
•

What is the business about?

•

When, how, and why did you start a business together?

•

How are roles/jobs distributed and why so?

Topic: Corporate Social Responsibility
•

Are you aware of the term corporate social responsibility?

•

What does being socially responsible mean to you and your business?

•

What CSR activities does your business engage in? for whom and why?

•

Example for each of the person described in CSR understanding was requested.

•

How is CSR executed for the people described?

•

How do you feel about it?

Critical Incident Related to Corporate Social Responsibility
•

Can you recollect an incident when an important decision in relation to CSR activity
was taken?

•

What was it about?

•

For whom was it taken?

•

Why do you think it was taken this way, or why was it appropriate to do it in the way
it was done?

•

How did you make a decision on it?

•

According to you what role your partner plays in making CSR related decisions?

•

In each other’s absence how are such decisions made?

Drawing Exercise
Draw your business doing CSR activities
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Appendix 3: Illustrative Data Samples Corresponding to the
Derived Findings
Table 19: Illustrative data samples corresponding to the finding on processes for
collective execution of CSR

Aggregate Dimension
Illustrative Quotations
Contextualising joint lived “If we see someone in the pain we have been through and
experiences
don’t do anything about it. It would be just not right. We have
been through a lot of pain together” [Harsha (W) Partner of
Surjeet].
“If the society has a problem of discriminating innocent
children, just because of how they look, that needs fixing”
[Abhishek (M) partner of Surekha (W)].
“Supporting the cause we both believe in, because you see
we have been there. We have seen what poverty is and have
slept hungry when we barely had money. Critical
circumstances of people matters” [Radhika (W) partner of
Madan (M)].
“We (me and my wife) would take turns and stay awake for
an elderly person who was very sick at the old age home. We
volunteer and give donations there. But this care felt
something else. It was tiring yet rewarding in a different
sense and plus we both felt the same emotional experience”
[Rajat (M) partner of Shalini (W)].
Merging
business

home

and “Home is no different than business. They are just one”
Radhika (W) partner of Vandan (M)].
“However much you try one cannot forget home and CSR is
not different or separate” [Vandan (M) partner of Radhika
(W)]
“Ours is a small business, and in our small world home is a
big part. My CSR is for my helpers, my gardener, my cook, at
home “[Kamla (W) partner of Jayant (M)].
“Doing good, making a difference is for the people we love,
in business or at home” [Naren (M) partner of Kamla (W)].

Complementing each other “She is good at organising events and I help identify the NGO
that needs support. We have our place, it is big in a sense and
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Aggregate Dimension

Illustrative Quotations
the NGO people can do their workshop for children with
disabilities here. My wife organises everything for them“
[Kunal (M) partner of Rachana (W)].
“He likes details, and I am too impatient. So, he plans, and I
chip in” [Bhagvati (W) partner of Lakhan (M)].
“We are both different, have slightly different beliefs mostly
because we practice different religion but this is even better
to keep a moral check on each other. We discuss this and I
think we are a great team” [Piyush (M) partner of Asha (W)].
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Appendix 4: Sample figures and objects drawn by the researcher
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